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TO

Sir JOHN HARTOPP, Baronet.

SIR,

IT is fit the public should receive through your hands

what was written originally for the assistance of your

younger studies, and was then presented to you.

It was by the repeated importunities of our learned friend

Mr. John Fames, that I was persuaded to revise these rudi-

ments of logic, and when I had once suffered myself to be-

gin the work, J was drawn still onward far beyond my
first design, even to theiieglect, or too long delay of other

pressing and important demands that were upon me.

It has been ray endeavour to form every part of this

treatise both for the instruction of students, to open their

way into the sciences, and for the more extensive and gen-

eral service of mankind, that the gejitlenian and the Chrh-

Uan might find their account in the perusal as well as the

scholar, I have therefore collected and proposed the chief

principles and rules of right judgment in matters of com.

mon and sacred importance, and pointed out our most frco

quent mistakes and prejudices in the concerns of life and

religion, that we might better guard against the springs

of error, guilt and sorrow, which surround us in our state

©f mortality.

You know, Sir, the great design of this noble science

is to rescue our reasoning pov.'ers from their unhappy

slavery and darkness ; and thus, with all due submission

and deference, it offers an humble assistance to divine reve-

rations. Its chief business is to relieve the natural weak-

nissses of the mind by some better efforts of nature ; it l*;
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to diffuse a light over the understanding in our inquiries

after truth, and not to furnish the tongue with debate and

. controversy. True hgic is not that noisy thing that deals

all in dispute and wrangling, to which former ages had

debased and confined it ; yet its disciples must acknowl-

edge also, that they are taught to vindicate and defend the

truth, as well as to search it out. True logic doth not re-

quire a long detail of hard words to amuse mankind, and

to puff up the mind with empty sounds, and a pride of false

learning ; yet some distinctions and terms of art are ne-

cessary to range every idea in its proper class, and to keep

our thoughts from confusion. The world is now grown

so wise as not to suffer this valuable art to be engrossed by

the schools. In so polite and knowing an age, every man

ofreaso?i will covet some acquaintance with logic, since it

renders its daily service to lulsdojn and virtue, and to the af-

fairs of common life, as well as the sciences.

I will not presume, Sir, that this little book is improved

since its first composure in proportion to the improve-

ments of your manly age. But when you shall please to

review it in your retired hours, perhaps you may refresh

your own memory in some of the early parts of learning:

And if you find all the additional remarks and rules made

so familiar to you already by your own observation, that

there is nothing new among them, it will be no unpleasing

reflection that you have so far anticipated the present zeal

and labour of,

SIR,

Your most Faithful, and

Obedient Servant.

I. WATTS.
London, Aug. 24, 1724.



INTRODUCTION,

AND

GENERAL SCHEME.

LOGIC is the art of using Reason* ivell in our inquiries af^

tsr truth, and the communication of it to others.

Reason* is the glory of human nature, and one of the

chief eminences whereby we are raised above our fellow-

creatures, the brutes, in this lower world.

Reason as to the po%ver and principles of it, is the com-
mon gift of God to all men ; though all are not favoured

with it by nature in an equal degree : But the acquired

improvements of it, in different men, make a much greater

distinction between them than nature had made. I could

even venture to say, that the itnpro'vement of reason hathrais»

ed the learned and the prudent, in the European worlds

almost as much above the Hottentots, and other savages of

Africa, as those savages are by nature superior to the birds,

the beasts, and the fishes.

Now, the design of logic is to teach us the right use of

our reasen, or intellectual poivers, and the improvement of

them in ourselves and others; this is not only necessary, in

order to attain any competent knowledge in the sciences, or

the affairs of learning, but to govern both the greater and
the meaner actions of life. It is the cultivation of our reason^

by which we are better enabled to distinguish good frona

e^;/, as well as truth from falsehood : And both these are mat-
ters of the highest importance, whether we regard this life,

or the life to come.
The pursuit and acquisition of truth is of infinite con-

cernment to mankind. Hereby we become acquainted

* The word reason, in this place, is not confined to the mere
faculty of reasoning, or infering one thing from ^U9iii«J", l?Ut iJigiRdffS

all the intellectual powers of man.
A 2
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with the nature of things, both in heaven and earth, and
their various relations to each other. It is by this mean
we discover our duty to God and our fellow creatures

:

By this we arrive at the knowledge of natural reVigiojiy

and learn to confirm our faith in dwhie revelation, as well

as to understand what is revealed. Our wisdom, prudence,

and piety, our present conduct, and our future hope, are

a!l influenced' by the use of our rational ponvers in the search

after truth.

There are several things that make it very necessary

that our reason should have some assistance in the exer-

cise or use of it.

The first is the depth and difficulty of many truths, and the

nveakness of our reason to see far into things at once, and pene-

trate to the bottom of them. It was a saying among the an-

cients, Veritas in puteo, '* Truth lies in a well;" and to

carry on this metaphor, we may very justly say, that logic

does, as it were, supply us with steps whereby we may go
down to reach the water ; or it frames the links of a chain,

whereby we may draw the water up from the bottom.

Thus, by the means of many reasonings well connected

together, philosophers in our age have drawn a thousand

truths out of the depths of darkness, which our fathers

were utterly unacquainted with.

Another thing that makes it necessary for our reason

to have some assistance given it^ is the disguise and false

eolours in which many things appear to us in this present imperfect

state: There are a thousand things which are not in

reality what they appear to be, and that both in the

natural and the moral world ; So the sun appears to be

flat as a plate of silver, and to be less than twelve inches

in diameter : The moon appears to be. as big as the sun^

and the rainbow appears to be a large substantial arch

in the sky ; all which are in reality gross falsehoods.

So knavery puts on the face of justice, hypocrisy and super-

stition wear the vizard of piety, deceit and eiid are often

clothed in the shapes and appearances of truth and goodness.

Now, logic helps us to strip off the outward disguise of

things, and to behold them, and judge of them in their

own nature.

There is yet a further proof that our intellectual or ra-

lional £Q^6Ys n§ed §wne assigttincej and that is because
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they are so frail and fallible in the present state: We
are imposed upon ftf home as well as abroad: We are

deceived by our mxses^ by our hnagmaUons. by our passhns

and appetites, by the aniliordy of men, by education and cus-

tom, &c. and we are led into frequent errors, by judging

according to the nature of things. Something of this

frailty is owing to our very constitution, man being com-
pounded of flesh and spirit : Something of it arises from

our hifant-statey and our growing up by small degrees to

manhood, so that we form a thousand judgments before

our reason is mature. But there is still more of it owing
to our or'ig'mal defection from God, and the foolish and evil

dispositions that are found in fallen man : So that one

great part of the design of logic is to guard us against the

delusive influences of our meaner powers, to cure the mis-

takes of immature judgment, and to raise us in some
measure from the ruins of our fall.

It is evident enough, from all these things, that our

reason needs the assistance of art in our inquiries after

truth or duty; and, without some skill and diligence, in

forming our judgments aright, we shall be led into frequent

mistakes, both in matters of science, and in matters of

practice-, and some of these mistakes may prove fatal

too.

The art of logic, even as it assists us to gain the knowl-
edge of the sciences, leads us on toward virtue and happi-

ness ; for all our speculative acqualntajice nvith things should be

made subservient to our better conduct in the civil and rellg-

Iqus life. This is infinitely more valuable than all specu-

lations ; and a wise man will use them chiefly for this

better purpose.

All the good judgment and prudence that any man
exerts in his common concerns of life, without the advan-
tage of learning, is called natural logic : And it is but a
higher advancement, and a farther assistance of our ra-

tional powers, that is designed by, and expected from, this

artificial logic,

Jn order to attain this, we must inquire v/iiat are the

principal operations of the mhid, which are put forth in the

exercise of our reason ? and we shall hnd them to be these

four, namely, perception
,
judgment^ argumentatjony and dis-

position^
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Now, the At't of Logic is composed of those observations

and rules which men have made about these four operations

of the mind, perception, judgme?ity reasoning y and disposition^ m
order to assist and improve them.

1. Perceptiojt, conception^ or apprehension ^ is the mere
simple contemplation of things oifered to our minds, with-
out affirming or denying any thing concerning them. So
we conceive or think of a horse, a tree, high, s%vift, sicnv, ani-

malf timef motion^ matter, mind, life, death, ^c. The form un-

der virhich these things appear to the mind, or the result of

oar conception or apprehension, is called an idea.

IL Judgment is that operation of the mind whereby we
join two or more ideas together by one affirmation or nega-

tion ; that is, we either affirm or deny this to be tkot. So

T/iis tree is high ; That horse is not sKi'ift ; The rnind of man is

a thwking being ; Mere matter has no thought belonging to it ; .

God is just ; Good men are often miserable m the ivcrld ; jfl right-

eous governor nvill make a difference hct'wixt the e-vil and the gotd ;

which sentences are the effect of judgment, and are called

propositions,

III. ^Argumentation or reasoning is that operation of the

mind, whereby we infer one thing, that is, one proposi-

tion from two or more propositions premised. Or, it is

the drawing a conclusion^ A'hich before was either un-

known, or dark, or doubtful, from some propositions which
are more known and evident. So, when we have judg-

ed that matte?^ cannot think, and that the mind of man doth

think, we then infer and conclude, that therefore the mind of

man is not moiter.

So we judge, that a just go'verttoi' nvill make a difference he-

ttueen the evil and the good ; we judge also, that God is ajiisf

governor ; and from thence we conclude, that God ivill make

a difference bettveen the evil and the good.

This argumentation may be carried on farther: Thus,

Qod tviU one time or another make a difference betweejt the good

and the evil : But there is little or no difference made i?i this

ivorld : Therefore there must be another 'world ivherein this dif-

ference shall be made.

These inferences or conclusions are the effects of reasoning ;

and the three propositions, taken ail together, are ail called

a syUogis7n or argutnent.

IV. Dlspoiitm is that operation of the mind, wfeereby
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we pat the ideas, propositions, and arguments, which we
have formed concerning one subject, into such an order

as is fittest to gain the clearest knowledge of it, to retain

it longest, and to explain it to others in the best manner

:

Or, in short, it is the ranging of our thoughts in such or-

der as is best for our own and others conception and mem-
ory. The effect of this operation is called vietJiod. This

very descnpiwn of thefour operations of the mhid and their effects

^

hi this order, is an instance or example of method.

Now as the art of logic assists our conceptions, so it gives

us a large and ':omprehensi've view of the subjects we inquire

into, as well as a clear and distinct knowledge of thenu

As it regulates our judg7iie7it and our reasoning, so it secures us

from mistakes, and gives us a true and certain knowledge of

things ; and, as it furnishes us with method, so it makes our

knowledge of things both easy and regular, and guards our

thoughts from confusion.

Logic is divided into four parts, according to these four

operations of th« mind, which it dir^cts^ and therefore w«
shall treat of it in this order.





THE

FIRST PART OF LOGIC.

OF PERCEPTIONS AND IDEAS.

THE first part of Logic contains observations and pre-

cepts about the first operation of the mind, perception or

conception : And, since all our knowledge, how wide and

large soever it grow, is founded upon our conception and

ideas, here we shall consider,

1. The general nature of them.

2. The objects of our conception, or the archetypes or pattenis

•f these ideas.

3. The several divisions of them.
4. The words and terms whereby our ideas are expressed:

5. General directions about our ideas.

€. Special rules to direct our conceptions.

CHAPTER L

OF THE NATURE OF IDEAS.

FIRST, the nature of conception or perception shall

just be mentioned,* though this may seem to belong to

another science rather than Legic.

Perception is that act of the mind, or (as some philoso-

phers call it) rather a passion or hnfression, whereby the

mind becomes conscious of any thing ; as, when I feel

hunger, thirst, or cold, or heat ; when I see a horse, a

* Note—The words conception and perception are often used
promiscuously, as I have done here, because 1 would not embarrass
a learner with too many distinctions; but, if I were to distinguisk

them, I would say, perception is the consciousness of an object when
present; co-xeption is the forming an idea of the object, whether
present or absent.
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tree, or a man ; when I hear a human voice, or thunder,

I am conscious of these things, and this is called perception.

If 1 study, meditate, wish, or fear, I am conscious of these

inward acts also, and my mind perceives its own thoughts,

wishes, fears, ^c.

An idea is generally defined a representation of a thhg hi

iTie mnd; it is a representation of something that we have
seen, felt, heard, &c. or been conscious of. That notion or form
of a horse, a tree, or a man, which is in the mind, is called

the idea of a horse, a tree, or a man.
That notion of hunger, cold, sound, colour, thought, or

wish, or fear, which is in the mind, is called the idea of

hunger, cold, sound, wish, ^c.
It is not the outward object, or thing which is percewed,

namely, the horse, the man, ^c. nor is it the very percep-

tion or sense, and feeliyig, namely, of hunger, or cold, ^c,

which is called the idea; but it is the thing as it exists in

the mind by way of conception or representation, that ia

properly called the idea, whether the object be present or

absent.

As a horse, a man, a tree, are the outward objects of

our perception, and the outward archetypes or pc items of our

ideas ; so for our own sensations of hunger, cold, ^c. are

also inward archetypes or patterns of our ideas: But the notions

or pictures of these things, as they are considered, or con-

ceived in the mind, are precisely the ideas that we have to

do with in Logic, To see a horse, or to feel cold, is one

thing ; to think of, and converse about a man, a horse, hun-

ger, or cold, is another.

Among all these ideas, such as represent bodies are gener-

ally called images, especially if the idea of the shape be in-

cluded. Those inward representations which we have of

spirit, thought, love, hatred, cause, effect, &c , are more pure and

mental ideas, belonging more especially to the mind, and
carry nothing of shape or sense in them. But 1 shall have

occasion to speak more particularly of the original and the

distinction of ideas in the third chapter. I proceed there-

fore now' to consider the objects of our ideas*
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CHAPTER II.

OF THE OBJECTS OF PERCEPTION.

SECT. I.

OF BEING IN GENERAL.

THE object of perception is that which is represented

in the idea, that which is the archetype ov pattern , according

to which the idea is formed ; din<iX\\ns judgments, pyopont'ions,

reasons, and long discourses may all become the objects of per-

ception ; but in this place we speak chiefly of they^rjf and

most simple objects of it, before they are joined and formed

into propositions or discourses.

Every object of our idea is called a theme, whether it be a

being or not-being ; for not-be'mg may be proposed to our

thoughts, as well as that which has a real being. But let

us first treat of beings^ and that in the largest extent of the

word.

A being is considered as possible^ or as aciual.

When it is considered as possible^ it is said to have an es--

zence or nature ; such were all things before their creatim

:

When it is considered as actual, then it is said to have ex-

jstence also ; such are all things ivhich are created, and God
himself the creator.

Essence, therefore, is but the very nature of any being,

whether it be actually existing or not. A rose in winter

has an essence, in summer it has existence also.

Note.—There is but one being which includes existence

in the very essence of it, and that is God, who therefore

actually exists by natural and eternal necessity ; but the ac-

tual existence of every creature is very distinct from its

essence, for it may be, or may not be, as God pleases.

Again—Every be'nig is considered either as subsisting m-

and by itself, and then it is called a substance ; or it sabri; ts

in and by another, and then it is called a mode or inanner of

being ; though few writers allow mode to be called a beirg

in the same perfect sense as a substance is ; and some modes

have evidently more of real eTitity or bdng than others, as

will appear when we come to treat of them. These
things will furnish us with matter foj large discourse m
the following sections.

B
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SECT. II.

OE SUBSTANCES AND THEIR VARIOUS KINDS,

A SUBSTANCE is a being which can subsist hy
itself, without dependance upon any other created being.

The notion of sulmstvig by ifself gives occasion to logicians

to call it a subda?ice. So a horse, a house, wood, stone,

water, fire, a spirit, a body, an angel, are called sukstonceSj

hecause they depend on nothing but God for their exist-

ence.

It has been usual also, in the description of substance, to

add. it is that which is the subject of inodei or accidefits; a

lody is the substance or subject, its sA fe is the mode.

But, lest we be led into mistakes, let us here take notice,

that, when a substance is said to submt ivithout dependetue

tipo7i ancther rrerfed bemg ; all that we mean is, that it can«

not be annihilated, or utterly destroyed and reduced to

nothing, by any power inferior to that of our creator;

though its present particular form, nature, and properties,

may be altered and destroyed by many inferior causes : A
horse may die, and turn to dust; wood may be turned into

lire, smoke, and ashes ; a house into rubbish, and water

into ice or vapour ; but the substance or matter of which
they are made still remains, though the forms and shapes

of it are altered. A body may cease to be a house or a

horse, but it is a body still ; and in this sense it depends

only upon God for its existence.

Among substances, some are thinhing or conscious beings,

or have a power of thought, such as the mind of man,
God, angeh. Some are extended and solid or impenetrable

,

that is, they have dimensions of length, breadth, and

depth, and have also a power of resistance, or to exclude

every thing of the same kind from being in the same place.

This is the proper character of matter or body.

As for the idea of Space j whether it be void or full, that

js, a ^vacuum or si plenum, whether it be interspersed among
all bodies, or may be supposed to reach beyond the bounds

of the creation, it is an argum.ent too long and too hard

to be disputed in this place what the nature of it is ; It has
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been much debated whether it be a real substance, or a

mere conception of the mind ; whether it be the immensi-

ty of the divine nature, or the mere order of co existent

beings ; whether it be the manner of our conception of the

distances of bodies, or a mere nothing. Therefore I drop

the mention of it here, and refer the reader to the Jirst

ess.iy among the Pkiloiothical Essays, by /. IF, published

in 1733.

Now if we seclude Space out of ouf consideration, there

will remain but two sorts of substances in the world, that

is, IvLtter and Mind, or, as we otherwise call them, Body

and Spirit ; at least we have no ideas of any other sub-

stances but these.*

• Because men have di'Jerent ideas and notions of Substance, I

though c it not proper emiiely to omit all accounts of them, and
therefore have thrown them into the margin
Some philosophers suppose that our acquaintance with matter or

mind reaches no farther than the mere properties of thetrjs and that

there 'S a sort of unknown being, which is the substance or the subject

by which the^e properties of solid extension and of cogitation are sup-

ported, andin which these properties inhere or exist. But peshaps

this notion arises only from our turning the mere abstracted orlogxal

notionof substance or self-subsisting inio the notion of a distinci phy-

sical 01 natural being, without any necessity. Solid extension seems,

to me, to be the very substance of matter, or of a!! bodies; and a
pO\ver of thinking, which is always in act, seems to be the very sub-

stance of all spirits ; for God himself is an intelligent ala-iighty pow-
er ; nor is there any need to seek for any other secret and unknown
being, or abstracted substance, entirely distinct from these, in order

to support the several modes or properties of matter or mind, for

these two ideas are sufficient for that purpose; tiierefore I rather

th'-nk these are substances.

It nfiust be confeFsed, when we say, Spirit is a thiukingfubsiance,

and Matter is an extended sol d substance, we are sometimes ready ta

imagine that extension and sohdity are but mere modes and proper-

ties of a certain unknown substance or subject wliich supports them^
and which we call body ; and that a power of thinking is but a mere
mode and propert) of some unknown substance or subject which sup-

ports it, and which we call spirit : But I rather take this to be a mere
mistake, which we are led into by the grammatical form and use of
words ; and perhaps our logical way of thinking by substances and
modes, as well as our granimatical way of talking by substantives

and adjectives, help to delude us into the supposition.

However, that I may not be wanting to any of my readers, I
would let them know Mr. Locke's opii ion, which has obtained
much in the present age ; and ii is this :

" That our idea of any par-

*^ ticular substance is only such a Combination of simple ideas as rep-
" resent that thing as subsisting by itself, in which the supposed ox
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Among substances, some are called smpJe^ some are com-

fourJ^ whether the words be taken in a philosophical or a
•vulgar sense.

Siniple substances, in a philosoph'icol serne are either spirits

which have no manner of composition in them, and in this
sente God^ is called ^ihnpk being ; or they are the first prin-
ciples of bodies, which are usually called ekmevts, of which
all other bodies are compounded ^ Elamvts are such sub-
stances as cannot be resolved, ortMuced into two or more
substances of different kinds. A^

1 he various sects of phi!o^©miers have attributed the
honour of this name to variou"^^ings. The Peripatetic,

®r followers of Arlstoth^ made, mk. Air, Earth, and Water^
to be the four elements of whic^X all earthly things were
compounded ; and they supposed the heavens to be a qumt-
esseftce, or Jifih sort of body, distinct from all these : But,
since experimental philosophy and mathematics have been

«' confused idea of substance (snch as|it is) is always ready to offer
" ittelf It i^ conjunctic n of ideas (^-existipg in such a cause of
"their union, and makes the whole s^ibject subsist by itself, though
" the cause of their union be unkownV and our general idea of sub-
«' stance arises froni the self-subs isienc^ of this collection of ideas."

Now if litis notion of substance test j^eie, and be considered mere-
ly as an unknown caute ot ihe union c^ propenies, it is much more
easy to be adiuitred ; bui, if weo^ioceed to suppose a sort of real,

subsranrial, distinct being, diiTereritSfrdmi solid quantity or extension
in bodies, and diiferent from a ppwar of thinking in spirits, in my
opnncn it is the miroduciion of neexili^s scholastical notion into the
leal nature of things, and ihen tancying it to have a real existence.

Mr Locke, m his Essay of Human Understanding, Book 2. chap.

22. ^ 2 seeiiis to ridicule this cqmmon idea of substance, which
irifc! have generally supposed to be a s^rt of substratum, distinct from
all prope.'iies vvhutsoever, and tc^e^ the support of all properties.

Yei m Book 4. chap. 3. §6. he .-eei^ to sujjjK/sa there may be such

an unknown subbtiauiin, which may be cajiabie cf receiving the

proper ies both of matter and of mtNd, namely, extension, solidity^

and C(..'gi ation; for he .'-upposes it p^sible for Cod to add cogitation

to thc.t ibs'ance which iscorporeaLawdtnus to cause matter to think.

1 i.ib be true, then spirits (for^^i^^t we krow) may be corporeal

b< ; s, or thinking bodies which^iKa doctrine too favourable to the

morality of he soul But I leavevntese debates to the philosophers

of the age, and will not be too positive in my opinion of this abstruse

subject.

See nioreof this argument in Phtjosophical Essays, before cited,

Essav 2d, V N

^
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better understood, this doctrine has been abundantly re-

futed. The Chemists make Sfjnt, Salt, Sulphur^ JVater, and

EarfAj to be their Jive eleaients, because they can reduce all

terrestrial things to these five : This seems to come nearer

the truth ; though they are not all agreed in this enume-

ration of elements. In short, our modern philosophers gen-

erally suppose miiffcr or body to be one simple principle, or

soJiJ ex'enihn, which being diversified by its various shapes,

q'umtities, motions, and situations, makes all the varietiei

that are found in the universe ; and therefore they make
iittie use of the word element.

Cmipound su'ntanccs are made up of two or more simple

substances : So every thing in this whole material creation,

that can be reduced by*^the art of man into two or more
ditf^^rent principles or substances is sl compound b&dy in the

philosophical sense.

But, if we take the words smpk and compound in a vul-

gar sense, then all thos.e are simple substances which are

generally esteemed uniform in their nature. So every herb

is called a swiple, and d^ry metal sl m'wernl ; though the

chemist perhaps may filid all his several elements in each

of them. So a needle ^is a shnplt body, being only made
of steel ; but a sword oi; a knife is a cojnpound, because its

haft or handle is made of naaterials different from the blade.

So the Bark of Peru, or i^e Jmce of the Sorrel, is a simple me-
dicine : But, when the apothecary's art has mingled sever*

al simples together, it he<^QiXit's,% compound, as Diascordlwn^ or

Mlthr'idate*

The terms o^pure and tnlxt, when applied to bodies, are

much akin to simple and compound. So a guinea impure gold,

if it has nothing but goldj^it, without any alloy of baser

metal : But, if any other mineral or metal be mingled with
it, it is called a mixt substance or body.

Substances are also divided into animate and inanimate^

Animated substances are either animal ot 'vegetable.*

Some of the animal substances have various organical or

instrumental parts, fitted for a variety of motions from

* NOTE.—Vegetables, as well as animals, have gotten the name
of animated substances, because some of the ancients supposed herbs

and plants, beasts and birds, §4s, to h»Y§ a sort of 50ul, distjnet from,
matter, or bod/. - '

.

B %
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place to place, and a spring of life within themselves, as

beasts, birds, fishes, and insects ; these are called animals.

Other anhnated substances are called %^egetaUes^ which have
within themselves the principles of another sort of life and
growth, and of various productions of leaves, flowers and
fruits, such as we see in plants^ herbs, and trees.

And there are other substances, which are called inani-

mate, because they have no sort of life in them, as earth,

s,ton€, air, water, &g.

There is also one sort of substance or being, which is

compounded of body and vi'ind^ or a rational spirit united to

an animal; such is mankind. Angeh, or any other be-

ings of the spiritual and invisible* world, who have assu-

med visible shapes for a season,'^ can hardly be reckoned

among this order of compounded beings ; because they
drop their bodies, and divest themselves of those visible

shapes, when their particular message is performed, and
thereby shew that these bodies do not belong to their na-

tures*

SECT. IIL

OF SJODES3 AND THEIR VARIOUS KINDfS, AND FIRST OF ESSENTIAL

AND AGCIDENTAL MODES.

THE next sort of objects which are represented in our

Meas, are called modes or manners of being.*

A mode is that which cannot subsist in and of itself, but

is always esteemed as belonging to, and subsisting by the

help of some substance, which for that reason is called its

subject, A mode must depend on that substance for its

very existence and being ; and that not as a being depends

on its cause, (for so substances themselves depend on God

* Note—The term mode is by some authors applied chiefly to

the relations, or relative manners of being. But in logical treatises,

it is rften used in a larger sense, and extends to ail aittibutes what-
soever, nnd includes the tnost essential and inv/ard properties, as well

as outw ard respects and relations, and reaches to actions themselves,

Ks well as mannsrs of ftction.
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their Creator ;) but the i<ery heirtg of a mcde depends on some
substance for its subject ^ in which it is or to which it be-

longs ; so motion, shape, quantity, weight, are 7nodes of the

hcdy; knowledge, wit, folly, love, doubting, judging, are

7nodes of the 7mnd ; for the one cannot subsist without body.

and the other cannot subsist without vund.

Modes have their several divisions, as well as substances.

I. Modes are either essential or accidental.

An essential tnode or attribute^ is that which belongs to

the very nature or essence of the subject wherein it is; and

the subject can never have the same nature without it

;

such is roundness in a bowl, hardness in a stone, softness in

water, vital motion^ in an animal, solidify in matters, thhnhng

in a spirit ; for, though that piece of wood which is now a

bowl may be made square, yet, if ruindnsss be taken away,
it is no longer a bow! : so that very flesh and bones, whicli

is now an anhncd, may be without life or inward motion |

but if all motion be entirely gone, it is no longer an ani-

mal, but a carcass ; so, if a bvdy or matter be divested of

solidity, \t is a mere void space, or nothing; and, if s^mY

be entirely without thinking, 1 have no idea of any thing

that is left in it ; therefore, so far as I am able to judge,

cofisciousness must be its essential attribute.* Thus all the

perfections of God are called his attributes, for he cannot bs

without them.

An essential mode is either ^n7/2(^rj^ or secondary.

A primary essential mcde is the first or chief thing that

constitutes any being in its particular essence or nature, and
makes it to be that which it is, and distinguishes it from
all other beings : This is called the dference in the defi-

nition of things ; of which hereafter : So roundness is the

primary essential mode or difference of a bowl ; the meeting

of tivQ lines is the priraarj essential mode, or the difference

©f an angle j th« perpendicularity of these lines to each other

• Note—When L call solid extension an essential mode or attri-

bute of matter, and a power of thinking an e^isential mode or attribute

of a spirit, I doifincompi auce with common forms of speech : iiut

perhaps in reality these are very essences or substances themselves,
and the most substantial ideas that -^ e can form of body and spirit,

and haveuo need ot any [we know not-,\hai) substratum, or unin-

tslligidle substance, to support them in their ejtiateiice or being.
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is the difference of a right angle : Solid extension is the pri=

mary attribute or difference of matter : Comcicmness, or at

least a poiver of thinkings is the difference or primary attri-

bute of a spirit ;'* and to fear and love God is the primary
attribute of a pious man,

A secondary essential mode is any other attribute of a thing

which is not of primary consideration : This is called

a, property. Sometimes indeed it goes towards making up
the essence, especially of a ccviplcK beings so far as we are

acquairted with it ; sometimes it depends upon, and fol-

lows from the essence of it ; so, ^volubility, or aptness to roll,

is the property of a bowl, and is derived from its roundr.ess.

Mobility, SLud figure, or shape are properties of matter ; and it

is the property of a pious man to lo've his neighbour.

An accidental mode, or an accident,, is such a mode as is

not necessary to the being of a thing, for the subj»:ct may
be without it, and yet remain of the same nature that it

was before, or it is that mode which may be separated or

abolished from its subject : So, smoothness or roughness, blacks

97ess or nvhiteness, motion or rest, are the accidents of a bowl

;

for these may be all changed, and yet the body remain a^

bowl still : Learning, justice, folly, sicl-ness, health, are the

accidents of a man : Motion, squareness, or any particular

shape or size, are the accidents of body \\ Yet, shape and
sliie, in general, are essential modes of it ; for a body

must have some size and shape ; nor can it be without

them : So, hope, fear, Hvishlng, as;,enii7:g, and dcubtlng, are

accidents of the vimd^ though th'mhmg in general, seems to

be essential to it.

Here ©bserve, that the name of accident has been often-

times given by the old Peripatetic philosophers to all

modes, whether essential or accidental ; but the moderns

confine this word accident to the sense in which 1 have de^

scribed it.

Here it should be noted also, that, though the word
property be limited sometimes, in logical treatises, to \h% se-

condary essential tnode, yet it is used in common language t®

signify these four sorts of modes ; of which some are eisen--

tial, and some accidental,

• See preceding Note;
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1. Such as belongs to every subject of that kind, but mt
%nly to those subjects. So, yeIlo%v colour, and ductility^ are

properties of gold ; they belong to all gold, but not only to

gold ; for saffron is 3.ho yelioit', and lead is ductile.

2. Such as belong oivy to one kind of subject, but not to

gwry subject of that kind. So, learning, 7'eading, and i^nf-

ing, are properties of human nature ; they belong only to

man, but not to all men.

3. Such as belong to every subject of one kind, and only

to them, but not always. So, speech or language is a prop-

erty of 7nan, for it belongs to all men, and to men only ; but

men are not alnvays speaking.

4. Such as belong to every subject of one kind, and to

them ofdy and ahvays. So, shape and divisibilHy are proper-

ties of body ; so oinniscience and om>>ipotence are properties of

divifie Nature ; for in this sense properties and attributes

are the same ; and, except in logical treatises, there is scarce

any distinction made between them. These are called

propria quarto modo in the schools y qt propertia of the fourth

sort.

Note.—Where there is any one property or essential at"

tribute so superior to the rest, that it appears plainly that

all the rest are derived from it, and such as is suflficient to

give a full distinction of that subject from all otuer sub-

jects, this attribute or property is called the essential dif-

ference, ^s\s before declared; and we commonly say, the

essence of the thitjg consists in it ; so the essence of matter

in general seems to consist in solidity, or s^Jid extens'on»

But, for the most part, we are so much at a loss in lind-ng

out the intimate essence of particular natural bodies, that

we are forced to distinguish the essential difference of most
things by a combination of properties. So a sparro'w is a,

bird which has such coloured fea^hiers, and such; a partic-

ular size, shape and motion. So ivormivood is an herb

which has such a leaf of such a colour, and shape, and
taste, and such & root and stalk. So beasts and fisheSj^

minerals, metals, and works of art sometimes, as well ag

of nature, are distinguished by such a colkction of proper^:
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SECT. IV.

THE FARTHIR DIMSIONS OF MODE.

THE second division of Modes is into olsoluie and rehr

five. All chsolute tncde^is that which belongs to its sub-

ject, without respect to any other beings whatsoever : But
a relcthe mode is derived from the regard that one being has

to others. So roundness and smoclhness are the ohsduie modes
of a bowl I for, if there were nothing else existing in the

whole creation, a bewl might be r6«W and jwooM ; But
greatness and smallmss are relative modes ; for the very

ideas of them are derived merely from the comparison of

one being with others : A bowl of four inches diameter

is 'Very great compared with one of an inch and a half

;

but it is "very small in comparison of another bowl whose
diameter is eighteen or twenty inches. Motion is the ab-

solute mode of a body, but siviftness or slcivness are relative

ideas ; for the motion of a bowl on a bowhnggreen is siiift

when compared with a snail ; and it is slew when com«
pared with a cannon- bullet.

These rdo^lve viodes are largely treated of by some lo-

gical and metaphysical writers, under the name of rela-

ihns : nnd these relations themselves are farther subdi-

vided into such as arise from the nature of tilings^ and such as

arise merely fi om the operation of our minds ; one Sort are call-

ed real relations^ the other menial; so the likeness of one

egg to another is a real relation, because it arises from the

real nature of things ; for, whether there was any man
or mind to conceive it or not, one egg would be like anoth-

er I But, when we consider an. egg as a mun {nuhtantive in

grammar, or as signified by the letters ^^1^, these are

mere mental relations, and derive their very nature from
the mind of man. These sort of relations are called by
the schools etitia ratiohi^ , or t^econd nctiona, which have no
leal being, but depend entirely on the operation of the

mind.

III. The third division of modes shew us they are ei-

ther intrimkal^ or s^trinskaL Intunskai modes are con»
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ceived to be in the subject or substance, as when we say a

globe is rounds or iivft, rolling, or at rest : Or when we say

a man is tall, or le.'.med, these are 'intrinsic modes: But ex- .

trinnc modes are such as arise from something that is not in

the subject or substance itself ; but it is a manner of being

which some substances attain by reason of something that

is external or fore.gn to the subject ; as this glnbe lies ivdh'm

tivo yards of the lUoll ; or this man Is beloved, or hated. Note

—Such sort of modes as this last example are called external

denomuu-.t'icns.

IV. There is a fourth division much akin to this, where-

by modes are said to be inherent or adherent, that is, proper or

improper. Adherent or improper modes arise from the joining

of some accidental substance to the chief subject, which yet

may be separated from it ; so when a bonvl is ivet, or a boy

is clothed, the<e -dve adherent modes ; for the water and the

clothes are distinct substances, which adhere to the boivl,

or to the boy: But when we say the bo^vl is snv\ft or rowid,

when we say the boy is strong or ^itty, these are proper or

inherent modes, for they have a sort of in-being in the sub-

stance itself, and do not arise from the addition of any oth-

er substance to it.

V. Action and passion are modes or manners which belong

to substances, and should not entirely be omitted here.

When a smith with a hammer strikes a piece of iron, the ham^

mer and the sinith are both ageftts or subjects of action ; the

one is the^nwe'Or supreme, the other the subordinate: The
iron is the patient, or the subject of passion, in a philosoph-

ical sense, because it receives the operation of the agent

;

though this sense of the words passion and patient differs

much from the vulgar meaning of them.*

VI. The sixth division of modes may be into physical

^

that is, natural, civil, tnoral, and supernatural. So when we
consider the apostle Paul, who was a little man, a Roman
by the privilege of his birth, a man of virtue or honesty,

and an inspired apostle : his loiv staturs is a physical mode,

* Note—Agent signifies the doer, patient the sufferer ; action is

doing, passion is suiFeiing : Agent and action have retained ihelr

original philosophical sense, though patient and passion have acquir-

ed a very different meaning in commoa language.
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his being a Roman is a cWjI privilege, his lionaiy is a imral

tonsideration, and his being inspired is supernatural,

VII. Aiodes belong either to body or to sp'mtf or to both.

Modes of body belong only to matter or to corporeal beings ;

and these are shape, size, situation or place, &c. Modes of
spirit belong only to minds ; such are knonvkdge, assent, dis-

sent, doubting, reasoning, &c. Modes which belong to both
have been sometimes called mixed modes, or human modes, for

these are only found in human nature, which is compound-
ed both of body and spirit ; such are sensation, itnagiftationj

passim, &c. in all which there is a concurrence of the opera-

tions both of mind and body, that is of animal and intel-

lectual nature.

But the modes of body may be yet farther distinguished.

Some of them are primary modes or qualities, for they belong

to bodies considered in themselves, whether there were any
man to take notice of them or not ; such are those before

mentioned, namely, f^hcpe, f,i%e, situation, &c. Secondary

qualities, or modes, are such ideas as we ascribe to bodies on

account of the various impressions which are made on the

senses of men by them ; and these are called setmble qualities^

which are very numerous ; such are all colours, as red, green,

blue, &c. such are all aoundi-, as f>hrp, ihrlU, loud, hoane ; all

tastes^ as -iiveet, bitter, sour;Vi\\smellh, whether pleasant, o^en-

si-ve, or indlferent ; and all tactile quc^litie^"^, or such as affect

the taich or feeling, namely, heat, c Id, Sic. These are prop-

erly called secondary qualities ; for, though we are ready to

conceive them as existing in the very bodies themselves

which affect our senses, yet true philosophy has most unde-

niablv proved that all these are really various ideas or per-

ceptions excited in human nature by the different impres-

sions that bodies make upon our senses by their primary

modes, that is, by means of the different shape, size, motion,

and position, of those little invisible parts that compose

them. Thence it follows that a f;econdary quality, corsidered

as in the bodies themselves, is nothing else but a power or

aptitude to produce such sensations in us: See Lockers Ei<say

on the undentand'ng, Book 11. Chap, 8.

Vin. I might add, in the last place, that, as modes be-

long to Bubstances^ so there are some also that are but modes
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of other modes : For, though they subsist in and by the ,S2/^-

€ta?ire, as the original subject of them, yet they are properly

and directly attributed to some mode of that substance.

Motion is the mode of a body; but the "lu'iftne^o or do^wnes-^

of it, or its diredion to the nm^th or south, are but modes ot

motion. JValking is the mode or manner of a man, or of

a beast ; but nvaJking gracefully implies a manner or mode
superadded to that action. All comparative and superla-

tive riegrees, of any quality, are the mades of a mode, as

sivfter implies a greater measure of \%vftness.

It would be too tedious here to run through all thewo^^?,

accidents, and relnthm, at large, that belong to various be-

ings, and are copiously treated of in general, in the science

called Metaphysie-'i, or, more properly Ontol gy : They are

also treated of, in fariieidar, in those sciences which have

assumed them severally as their proper subjects.

SECT. V.

OF THE TEN CATEGORIES. OF SUBSTANCE MODIFIEB,

WE have thus given an account of the two chief ob-

jects of Qur ideas, namely, substances and modet>, and their

various kinds ; and in these last sections we have briefly

comprised the greatest part of A^hat is necessary in the fa

mous ten ranks of being, called the ten predicaments or cate-

gories of Aristotle, on wijich there are endless volumes of

discourses formed by several of his followers. But that the

reader may not utterly be ignorant of them, let him knovy

the names are these ; Subatajice, quantify, quality, relation, ac-

tion, passion, Kvhere, ivhen, situation, and clothhig. It would be

mere loss of time to shew how loose, how injiKiicious, and

even ridiculous, this tenfold division of things is : And
whatsoever farther relates to them, and which may tend

to improve useful knowledge, should be sought iu Ontology,

and in other sciences.

Besides substance and mode, some of the moderns would
have us consider the substance modfed as a distinct object

of our ideas ; but I think there is iWfhing more that need be

C
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said on this subject, than this, namely, There is some dif-

/erence between a substance, when it is considered luith all

its modes about it> or clothed in all its manners of existence,

and when it is distinguished from them, and considered

naked nvithout thenu

SECT. VI.

OF NOT-BEIN®.

AS being is divided into suhstance and mnde, so we may
consider net-bewg with regard to both these.

I. Not'bemg is considered as excluding all substance, and
then all modes are also necessarily excluded ; and this we
call pure 7iihihty, or mere noiKing.

This notKmg is taken either in a ^vulgar or a fhihsopJiical

sense; so we say, There is nothmg hi ihe cup in a vulgar

sense, when we mean there is no liquor hi It ; but we can-

not say, There h nothmg in the cup, in a Strict philosophical

sense, where there is air in it, and perhaps a million oiroys

of light are there.

II. Not-be'mg, as it has relatien to 7?iodes or manners of

tehig, may be considered either aa a mere tiegation, or as a

privatwn.

A negation is the absence of that which does not natur-

ally belong to the thing we are speaking of, or which has

no right, obligation, or necessity, to be present with it ;

as, when we say, a stone is i?ianmare, or ^^ndf or deaf

:

that is, it has no life, nor sight, nor hearing ; nor when
we say, a carpetiter, or a finherman is unlearned, these are

mere negatio7is.

But a priz'ation is the absence of what does naturally be-

long to the thing we are speaking of, or which ought to be

present with it ; as when a man or a herse is deaf or blindj

or dead ; or if a physician or a divine be unlearned, these

are called prlvatmis : So the sinjulness of any human
action is said to be a privation ; for sin is that want of con-

formity to the law of god which ought to be found in eve-

ry action of man.
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27ote—There are some writers who make all sorts of

relatwe modes or rclcd'ions, as well as all external denomina-

tions, to be mere creatures of the mind, and entl i rath^ih^

and then they rank them also under the general head of

7iot-he:ngs ; but it is my opinion, that whatsoever may be

determined concerning mere mental relations and external

denominations, which seem to have something less of enti-

ty or being in them, yet there are many real re/atio?is^ which
ought not to be reduced to so low a class; such are the situ-

at'ion of bodies, their mutual distanees, their particular ^rojior-

tims Sind measures, the notions offatherhood, brotherhood, sotishtp^

^c. all which are relative ideas. The very essence of -vir-

tues or holiness consists in the conformity of our actions to

the rule of right reason, or the law of God : The nature

and essence of sincerity, is the conformity of our words anc^

actions to our thoughts, all which are but mere relations'^-

and I think we must not reduce such positive beings as

pety, and %'irtue, and truth, to the rank of non-entities,

which have nothing real in them, though sin, or rather

the sinfulness of an action, may be properly called a not-

being ; for it is a want of piety and virtue. This is the
most usual, and perhaps the justest way of representing

these matters.

- CHAPTER III.

OF THE SEVERAL SORTS OF PERCEPTIONS
OR IDEAS.

Ideas may be divided with regard to their original, thefr jia-

ture, their objects, and their qualities.

SECT. I.

OF SENSIBLE, SPIRITUAL, AND ABSTRACTED IDEAS,

THERE has been a great controversy about the ongi?2

of ideas, namely, whether any of our ideas are iw/ci/^ or
not, that is, born with us and naturally belotiging to our
minds. Mr. Locke utterly denies it ; others as positively
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affirm it. Now, though this controversy may be com-
prised, by allowing that there is a sense wherein our first

ideas of some things may be said to be innate (as 1 have
shewn in some remarks on Mr. Locke's Essay, which haive

lain long by me) yet it does not belong to this place and
business to have that point debated at large, nor will it

hinder our pursuit of the present work to pass over it in

silence.

There is sufficient ground to say, that all our ideas with
regard to the original, may be divided into three sorts,

namely, sensible, spiritual, and abstracted ideas.

L Sensible or cmporenJ ideas, are derived originally from
our senses, and from the communication which the soul

l^as with the animal body in this present state ; such are

the notions we frame of all colours, sounds, tastes, figures, or

^Jiopes and notiont-. ; for our senses being conversant about

particular sensible objects, become the occasions of several

distinct perceptions in the mmd ; and thus we come by
the ideas of yellcnv, nvMte, heat, cold, soft, hard, hitter, s'weet,

and all those which we call sensible qualities. All the

ideas which we have of body, and the sensible modes and
properties that belong to it, seem to be derived from sen-

Sid'ton.

And howsoever these may be treasured up in the memo-
ry, and by the work of fancy may be increased, diminished,

^'ompounded, diviced; and diversiiied, (which we are ready

to call: our invention,) yet they all derive their first nature

and being from something that has been let into our minds

by one or other ©f our senses. If I think of a golden rnotm-

taln, or a sea of liqmdfre, yet the single ideas of sea, fire,

mountain, and gold, came into my thoughts at first by sen-

sation ; the mind has only compounded them.

n. spiritual^ or hitellectual Ideas, ^xe those which we gain

by reflecting on the nature and actions of our own souls,

and turning our thoughts w^ithin ourselves, and observing

what is transacted in our own minds. Such are the ideas

we have of thought, assent, dissent, judgi?ig, reason, knowledge

,

underitand'ing, nvill, love, fear, hope.

By sensation the soul contemplates things (as it were)

• Here the word spiritual is used in a mere natural, and not in, a

I'cligious sense.
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out of itself, and gains corporeal representations or sensible

ideas : By rejlc^dlon, the soul contemplates itself, and things

within itself, and by this mean it gains spiritual ideas, or

representations of things ititellectual.

Here it may be noted, though the first original of these

two sorts of ideas, namely, senfr'>Ie and sprltKal, may be en-

tirely owing to these two principles, sensation and refiec-

ticn, yet the recoUecUon, and fresh excitation of them, may
be owing to a thousand other occasions and occurrences of

life. We could never inform a man who was born blind

or deaf what we mean by the words yelhiv, blue^ red^ or by
the words hud or slirill, nor convey any just ideas of these

things to his mind, by all the powers of language, unless

he has experienced those sensations of sound and colour

;

nor could we ever gain the ideas of thought
^
judgment, reason,

dQiihthi^, hoping^ <^c. by all the words that man could invent,

without turning our thoughts inward upon the actions of

our own souls. Yet, when once we have attained these

ideas, by sensation and reflection, they may be excited

afresh by the use of names, words, signs, or by any thing

else that has been connected with them in oar thoughts i

for, when two or more ideas have been associated together^

whether it be by custom, or accident, or design, the one

presently brings the other to mind.

III. Besides these two which v/e have named, there is a
ih'ird sort of ideas, which are commonly called abstracted

Ideas, because, though the original ground or occasion of

them may be sensation, or reflection, or both, yet these ideas

are framed by another act of the mind, which we usually

call ab-tractio7i. Now, the word abstraction signifies a nv'iih-

dnanv'ing some 'part of an idea from other -parts of it, by which
means such abstracted ideas are formed, as neither repre-

sent any thing corporeal or spiritual, that is, any thing
peculiar or proper to mind or body. Now these are of two
^inds.

Some of these abstracted ideas are the most absolute, gen-
eral and iini versa! conceptions of things, considered in them-
selves, without respect to others i such as entity or bemg^

and ?toi-being_, essence, emitence, act, po%ver, substance, niQ^i^

(icc'ide.i'y ^c,

C 2
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The other sort of abstracted ideas is relatl've, as when
we^ compare several things together, and consider merely

the relations of one thing to another, entirely dropping

the subject of those relations, whether they be corporeal

or spiritual ; such are our ideas of -cause, effect, Ukeness, un-

likeness, subject, object, ident'iiy, or sameness, and contrariety, order

and other things v/hich are treated of in Ontology.

Most of the terms of art, in several sciencs, may be rank^

ed under this head of abstracted ideas, as noun, pronoun, -verby

in grammar, and tine several particles of speech, as nvhere"^

fere, therefore, 'when, hew, although, ho'umevir , &c. So con-^

nectio?is, transitions, shnil'itudes, tropes, and their various forms-

in rhetoric.

These abstracted ideas, whether absolute or relative^

€annot so properly be said to derive their immediate, com-
plete and distinct original, either from sensation, or re-

flection, (1.) Because the nature and the actions, both of

body and spirit, give us occasion to frame exactly the same
ideas of essence, imde, cause, effect, likeness, C07ttrar2ety, ^c.

Therefore these cannot be called either sensible or spiritual

ideas, for they are not exact representations, either of the

peculiar qualities or actions of spirit or body, but seem to

be a distinct kind of idea framed in the mind, to represent

our most general conceptions of things, or their relations

to one another, *': ithout any regard to their natures,

whether they be corporeal or spiritunh And, (2.) the same
general ideas, of cau^e and effect, likeness, &c. may be trans-

ferred to a thousand other kinds of being, whether bodily

ov spiritual, besides those from whence we first derived

them - Even those abstracted ideas, which must be first

occasioned by bodies, may be as properly afterward attri-

buted to spirits.

Now, though- Mr. Locke supposes sensation a^d refection

to bo the only two springs of all ideas and that these tw^o

&re sufficient to furnish our minds with all that rich va-

riety of ideas which we have; yet absiraction h certainly a

different act of the mind, whence these abstracted ideas have

Iheir original ; though perhaps sensation or reflection

may furnish us v/ith all the first objects and occasions

whence these abstracted ideas are excited and (.<.:-xived-.

Nor ijQ, tlii§ §efts€. and yiew of things car. I think Mr. Locke.,
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himself would deny my representation of the original of

abstracted ideas, nor forbid them to stand for a distinct

speties.

Note—Though we have divided ideas in this chapter

into three sorts, namely, se7isib!e, spiritual, and cbitrcctcd,

yet it may not be amiss just to take notice here, that a

man may be called a compound suhitnneey being made of body

and mind, and the 7iiod€-': which arise from tiiis composition

are called vuxed modes, such as sai^-atlon, passion, discourse^.

&.Q. so the ideas of this substance or being called man,

and of these mixed modes, nia}^ be called jmxed ideas, for.

they are not properly and strictly spintual, scmihle or

abstracted. See a much larger account of every part of this,

chapter in- tke Pkihsophtcal Essays, by /. JVutts, Essav IlL.

IV. '^c.

SECT. IL

©F SISTPLE AND COMPLEX, COMPOUND AND COLLECTIVE IDEAS*

IDEAS, considered in their nature, are either shnple oe

£Q7npIex.

A shnple idea is one uniform idea, which cannot bedivid^-

ed or distinguished by the mind of man into two or more
ideas i such are a multitude of our sensations ; as the idea

of sioeet, bitter, cold, heat, ivhite, red, blue, hard, soft, 7nGfio?t,

resc, and perhaps extensiCTi and duration : Such are also

many of our spiritual ideas ; such as thought, iviJl, ivish,

knowledge, &c.

A ccwplex idea is made by joining two or more simple
ideas together ; as a square, a trlmgle, a cube, a ptn, a toble^.

reudmg, Kur'iiiug, truth, falsehood, a Icdy, a 7nan, a horse, an a?i-

gel, a hea^jy body^ a s'U'ift horse, &c. Every thing that caa

be divided by tlie mind into tv/o or more ideas is called

(Complex.

L07ripkx ideas are often considered as single ; nd distitid

beings, though they may be made up of seve;i:i .wple

idecs ; SO a i:dy, a spirit, a house, a tree, a fewer.. But,

when several of these ideas of a different kind aie joinid to-

gether, y/liigli are woat to be co^isidercd as distinct iing.!©
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beings, this is called a compound idea, whether these united

ideas be simple or complex. So, a man is compounded of

hody and spirit ; so rnithrtdate is a compound medicine, because

it is made of many different ingredients : This I have
shewn under the doctrine of substances. And modes also

may be compounded. Harmony is a compound idea m.ade

up of different sounds united : So, several dtfferef^t 'virtues must
be united to make up the compounded idea or character,

either of a hero, or a saint.

But, when many ideas of the seme kind are joined togeth-

er, and united in one name, or under one view, it is called

a collective idea ; so, an flrwry, or a parlumient, is a collection

of men ; a dictionary or 7mnenclatura, is a collection of words ;

^fiock is a collection of sheep ; sl forest, or grove, a collection

of trees ; an keap, is a collection of sand, or corn, or dust,

t^c. a city, is a collection of houses ; a nosegay, is a collection

of flowers; a months or year, is a collection of days ; and a

thousand, is a collection of units.

The precise difference between a ccinpcund and ccllecti've

jdea is this, that a compoftnd idea unites things of a different

kind, but a collective idea things of the same kind : Thougk
this distinction in some cases is not accurately observed,

and custom oftentimes uses the word ccmpcund for collecths^

SECT, IIL

OF UKITERSAL AND PARTICULAR IDEAS, REAL AKD IMAGINARY,

^ IDEAS, according to their chjects, may first be divided

into particular or universal,

A particular idea is that which represents one thing only.

Sometimes the one thing is represented in a loose and

indeterminate manner, as, when we say, seme man, cmy man,

me man, another man; some horse, a?iy horse ; one city, or ancth^

er ; which is called by the schools hidividuiim vagum.

Soiiietimes the particular idea represents one thing in a

determinate manner, and then it is called a ^iw^Wc.r /iira ;

5uch IS L'ucephalus, or Jllexander^s horse, i'iceri^ the orator,

Peter the apostle, the palace of V^rsaUkSi this kok^ that
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rher, the N^v Forest, or the city of London : That idea

which represents one pariiceilar determinate thing to mCj.

is called a singular idea, whether it be simple, or complex,

or compound.
The object of any particular idea, as well as the tdea it-

self, is sometimes called an mdhldual : So Peter is an in-

dividual man, London is an individual city. So, this hook,

one horse, another horse, are all individuals ; though the word
individual is more usually limited to one singular, certain and
determined object.

An uui'versal idea, is that which represents a common
nature agreeing to several particular things ; so a hor-<e, a
vian^ or a book, are called universal ideas ; because they agree

to all horses, 7nen, or books.

And I think it not amiss to intimate, in this place, that

the universal ideas are formed by that act of the mind
which is called abstraction, that is, a withdrawing, some part

of an idea from other parts of it ; For, when ^ingu'ar Ideas

are first let into the mind, by sensation or reflection, then,

in order to make them universal, we leave out, or drop all

those peculiar and determinate characters, qualities, modes
or circumstances, which belong merely to any particular

individual being, and by which it differs from other beings
;

and we only contemplate those properties of it, wherein it

agrees with other beings..

Though, it must be confessed, that the name of ah-iract-^

'.d ideas is sometimes attributed to umversoJ ideas, both sen-

sible or spirltu.d, yet this abstraction is not so great, as

when v.'e drop out of our idea every sensible or spiritual

representation, and retain nothing but the most general

and absolute conceptions of things, or their mere relations

to one another, without any regard to their particular

natures, whether they be sensible or spiritual. And it is

to this kind of conceptions we more properly give the

name of abstracted ideas, as in the first section cf this

chapter.

An universal idea is eithi^i general or spiritual.

A general idea is called by the schools a genus ; and it,

is one common nature agreeing to several otlier common
natu-es. So animal is a genius ; because it agrees to h:rse,

lien, ivhale, hutte?'fy, which are also common ideas ; iofah
is a Qf'.w. ; because it agrees to trout^ herring, crab- which
are ooramoii natures also.
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A special Idea is called by the schools a species ; it is one
common nature that agrees to several singular individual

beings ; so /lorse is a ipedal idea, or a spedes, because it agrees
to Bucephalus, Trutt, and Sno'whalL City is a special idea^ for

it agrees to Loyidon, Paris, Bristol.

Note 1st.—Some of these wniersals sltb genuses, if com-
pared with less conr.mon natures ; and they are species, if

compared with natures more common. So bird is a getius,

if compared with eagle, sparrcnv, raven, which are also com-
mon natures ; But it is a specks, if compared with the
morp general nature, a7iimaL The same may be said of

/j-^i beasts, &c.

: Ois ^ort of universal ideas, which may either be consi-

eered as a genus, or a species, is called suhaltern : Bat the
highest genuo, which is never a species, is called the mcst

ge?teral ; and lowest specks, which is never a ge7iuh-, is called

the most special,

it ir.ay be observed here also, that that general nature
or property, wherein one thing agrees with most other
things, is called its more remote genus : So substa7ice is the re-

mote genus of lird, or beast, because it agrees not only to

all kinds of animals, but also to things inanimate, as sun,

stars, clouds, metals, stones, air, water, ^c. But a?iimal

is the pi oxhnote or nearest genus of bird, because it agrees to

fewer other things. Those general natures which stand

between the nearest and most remote, are called intermedude.

Note 2dj—In universal ideas it is proper to consider their

comprehension and their extenmn:^
The cmiprehenfshn of an idea regards all the essential modes

and properties of it ; So body, in its comprehenmn, takes in

solidity, figures^ quantity, tndnli^y, &c. So a boivi, in its com--

prehension, includes roundness, 'vclulility, SiC.

The extension of an universal idea regards all the partic-

ular kinds and single beings that are contained under it.

So a body ill its extension includes sun, moo7i, itar, nvood, iron,

plant, anhno.l, &c. which are several species, or individuals^

under the general name of body. So a boivl, in its exten-

skm, includes a ivcodcn bowl, a brass bowl, a 'whiie and

*l'-IoTE—The vvcrd extension here is taken in a mere logoical

sense, and not in a pl^ysical and mathematical sense.
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black bowl, a hea'uy bowl, &c. and all kinds of bowls, to-

gether with all the particular individual bowls in the

world.

N'ote. The cotnprehemhn of an idea is sometimes taken

in so large a sense, as not only to include the essential at-

tributes, but all the properties, modes, and relations what-
soever, that belong to any being, as will appear, Chap. VI.

This account of genus and species is part of that famous

doctrine of unhersahj which is taught in the school, with
divers other formalities belonging to it ; for it is in this

place that they introduce difference, which is the primary

essential mode, and property^ or the secondary essential mode,

and accident, or the accidental mode ; and these they call

the fi^'e predicubks, because every thing that is affirmed

eoncerning any being must be either the ge?tus, the species,

the dfference, some property^ some accident : But what far-

ther is necessary to be said concerning these things will be

mentioned when we treat of definition.

Having finished the doctrine of uninjersal and particular

ideas, i should take notice of another division of them,
which also hath respect to their objects ; and that is they

are either real or maginary.

Real ideas are such as have a jubt foundation in nature,

and have real objects, or exemplars, which did, or do, or

may actually exist, according to the present state and na-

ture of things ', such are all our ideas of long, broad, snjoift^

sIo%u, ivocd, iron, men, horses, thoughts, spirits, a cruel master,

a proud beggar, a tnan seven feet higii.

Lnagvh^ry ideas, which are also called fanfa^'-fical, or chi-^

merical, are such as are made by enlarging, diminishing,

uniting, dividing real ideas in the mind, in such a man-
ner, as no objects, or exemplars did or ever will exist, ac-

cording to the present eourse of nature, though the sever«

al parts of these ideas are borrewed from real objects ; such
are the conceptions we have of a centaur, sl sutyr, sl golden,

mountain, 3i flying horse, a dog nvlthout a head, a bull less than,

a mouse, er a mouse as big as a bull, and a man tiuenty feet

Some of these fantastic ideas are possible, that is, they
are not utterly inconsistent in the nature of thirgs ; and
therefore it is within the reach of divine power to make such
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ol)jeets ; such are most of the instances already given :

But impot^i'ibies to carry an Qtter inconsistence in the ideas

which are joined ', such are sef active mattery and infitnte at

eterna men, a pious man without honesty, or Tieaven without

'holiness*

SECT. IV,

THE DIVISION OF IDEAS, WIIH REGARD TO THEIR QUALITIES.

IDEAS, with regard to their qttalkie^, afford us these

several divisions of them. 1. They are either ceur and
distinct^ or cb^cure and confused. 2. They are vu'gor or

learned, 3. They are perfect or imperfect. 4. They are

tvue or false,

I. Our ideas are either clear and dhthid, or obscure and

mnfustd.

Several writers have distinguished the dear Ideas from
those that are distinct ; and the confused ideas Tom those

that are obscure ; and it must be acknowledged there may
be some difference between them ; for it is the cear^wss of

ideas for the most part makes them distinct; and the oh^^cu-

r'lty of ideas is one thing that will always bring a son of

confuion into them. Yet when these writers come to talk

largely upon this subject, and to explain and adjust their

meaning with great nicety, I have generally iouiKi that

they did not keep up the distinction they first designed,

but they confound the ene with the other. I shai; there-

fore treat of clear or distinct ideas ^ as one and the Ssume sort,

and obscure or confused ideas, as another.

A clear and distinct idea, is that which represenrs the ob-

ject of the mind with full evidence and strength, andpLan-
iy distmguishes it from all other objects whatsoever

An elf cure ^nd. confuted idea represents the objcci either so

faintly, so imperfectly, or so mingled with other ideas, that

the object of ii doth not appear plain to the mind, nor

purely in its own nature, nor sufficiently distinguished from

other things.

When we see the sea and sky nearer at hand, v/e have

a ^/<?ar and distifict idea of each ; but, when we hok far to-
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ward the horizon, especially in a misty day, our ideas of

both are but obscure and confused ; for we know not which
is sea, and w)iich is sky. So when we look at the colours

of the rainbow, kq have a clear idea Oi the red, Xheh w^,the

gr^n, in the middle of their several arches, and a di.Unct

idea too, while the eye fixes there; but, when we consider

the bv'der of those colours ; they so run into one another,

that it renders their ideas confused and obscure; So the idea

which we have of our broihep, or our friend, whom we see

daily, is cJeir and distinct ; but, when the absence of many
years has injured the idea, it becomes obscure and corfused.

Note here—That some of our ideas may be very clear and
distinct in one respect, and very obscure and confused in

another. So when we speak of a Chiliagonum, or disfigure of
a thoiuayid angles, we may have a clear and distinct rational

idea of the number om thousand angles ; for we can demon*
strate various properties concerning it by reason : But the

image, or senMe idea, which we have of the figure, is but

confused and obscure ; for we cannot precisely distinguish it

by fancy from the image of a figure that has nine hundred an-

gles, or nine hundred and ninety. So when we speak of the

infinite dcuisibility of matter, we always keep in our minds a
very clear and distinct idea of division and divisibility; but,

after we have made a little progress in dividing, and come
to parts that are far too small for the reach of our senses,

then our ideas or sensible images of these little bodies become
obscure and indistinct, and the idea of infinite is very obscure;

imperfect and confused.

II. Ideas are either vulgar or learned, A vulgar idea re-

presents to us the most obvious and sensible appearances

that are contained in the object of them : But a learned

idea penetrates farther into the nature, properties, reasons,

causes, and effects of things. This is best illustrated by
some examples.

It is a I'u^gar idea that we have of a rainboxv, when we
conceive a large arch in the clouds, made up of various

colours parallel to each otner : But it is a learned idea

which a philosopher has when he considers it as the vari-

ous reflections and refractions of sun-beams, in drops of

falling rain. So it is a vulgar idea, which we have of the

colours of solid bodies^ when we perceive them to be, as it

D
"
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were, a red, or blue, or green tincture of the surface of those

bodies : but it is a philosophical idea, when we consider the

•various colours \o be nothing else but different sensations ex-

cited in us by the variously refracted rayb of light, reflected

on our eyes in a different manner, according to the differ-

ent size, or shape, or situations of the particles of which
the surfaces of those bodies are composed It is a 'vulgar

7dea which we have of a 'a'ntch or clock, when we conceive

of it as a pretty instrument, made to shew us the hour of

the day : But it is a learned idea which the watchmaker
has of it, who knows all the several parts of it^ the spring,

the balance, the chain, the wheels, their axles, &c. togeth-

er with the various connections and adjustments of each

part, whence the exact and uniform motion, of the index

is derived, which points to the minute or the hour. So,

when a common understanding reads VirgiPs JEnetd, he

has but a 'vulgar idea of that poem, yet his mind is natur-

ally entertained with the story, and his ears with the verse:

But, when a critic, or a man who has skill in posey, reads

it, he has a learned idea of its peculiar beauties, he tastes

and relishes a superior pleasure ; he admires the Roman
Poet, and wishes he had known the Christain Theolgy,

which would have furnished him with nobler materials

and machines than all the Heathen idols.

It is with a iiulgar idea that the world beholds the Car-

toons of Raphael at Hampton Court, and ex^ry one feels

his share of pleasure and entertainment : But ^painter con-

templates the wonderb of that Italian pencil, and sees a
thousand beauties in them which the vulgar eye neglect-

ed: His harried ideas give him a transcendant delight, and
yet, at the same time, discover the blemishes which the

common gazer never observed.

III. Ideas are QYihtr perfect or imperfect, which are oiher-

wise calied adequate or inadequate.

Thoi-:e are adequate ideaa which perfectly represent their

archetypes or objects. Inadequate ideas are but a partial, or

incompiete representation of those archetypes to which they
are referred.

All our sinipjJe ideas are in some sense adequate or perfect,

because simple ideas, considered merely as our first per-

ceptions, have no parts in them : So we may be said to
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have a perfect idea of tvh'ite^ b!ach, siutei, sour, length, Tight,

motion y rest, &q. We have also a perfect idea of varioiijs

figures, as a triangle, a sqinre, a cylinder, a cube, a sphere,

wiiich are complex ideas : But, our idea or image of a fig-

ure of a thousand sides, otir idea of the dty of London, or the

potvcrs of a loadstone, are very imperfect, as well as our

ideas of infinite length or breadth, iufin:te poiver, w'lsdofn, or

duration ; for the idea of iftfinite is endless and ever growing,

and can never be completed.

Note 1.—When we have 2i perfect idea of any thing in

ail its parts, it is called a complete idea ; when in all its prop-

erties, it is called comprehenshue. But, when we have but

an viadequrte and imperfect idea, we are only said to oppre-

hend it ; therefore we use the term apprehension when we
speak of our knov/ ledge of God, who can never be compre-

hended by his creatures.

Note 'l.— hough there area multitude ofidea« which
may be called perfect, or adequate, in a vulgar sense, yet

there are scarce any ideas which are adequate, comprehemi've,

and complete, in a philosophical sense : for there is scarce

any thing in the worid that we know, as to all the part^

and powers and properties of it, in perfection. Even so

plain an idea as that of a triangle, has, perhaps, infinite pro-

perties belonging to it, of which we know but a few.

Who can tell wliat are the shapes and position-s of those

particles, which cause all the variety of colours that ap-

pear on the surface of things ? Who knows wh'dt are the

figures of the little corpuscles that compose and distinguish

different bodies ? The ideas of brais, iron, gold, ^ivood, stone-,

hysoP, and rosemary, have an infinite variety of hidden mys-
teries contained in the shape, size, motion, and position of

the little particles of which they are composed ; and per-

haps, also infinite unknown properties and powers, that

may be derived from them. And, if we arise to the atiu

mal world, or the world of spirits, our knowledge of them
must be amazingly imperfect, when there is not the least

grain of sand, or empty space, but has too many questions and
difficulties belonging to it for the wisest philosopher upon
earth to answer and resolve.

iV. Our ideas are either true oy fake ; for an idea being

the representation of a thing in a mind, it must be either

a true or a false representation of it. If the idea be eon-
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formable to the object or archetype of it, it is a true Idea

;

if not, it is di false one. Sometimes our ideas are referred

to things really existing without us, as their archetypes.

If I see bodies hi their proper colours, I have a true idea : But,
when a man under the jaundice sees all bodies yelloiv, he has

^ false idea of them. So, if we see the sun or moon rising or

setting, our idea represents them bigger than when they are

9n the meridian: And in this sense it is ^ false idea, because

those heavenly bodies are all day and all night of the same
bigness. Or, when I see a straight staff appear crooked

while it is half under the water, I say the water gives me
& false idea of it. Sometimes our ideas refer to the ideas

of other men, denoted by such a particular word, as their

archetypes : So, when I hear a Protestant use the words
church and sacrafnents, if I understand by these words a

congregation of faithful men, nvho profess Christianity, and the

two ordinances, baptism, and the Lord's supper, 1 have a

true idea of those words in the common sense of Protest-

ants : But, if the man who speaks of them be a Papist, he
means the church of Rome and the seven ^acrajiients, and then

I have a wish ken idea of those words, as spoken by him,
for he has a different sense and meaning : And, in general,

whensoever I mistake the sense of any speaker or writer, I

may be said to have a. false idea of it.

Some think that truth orfo:schcvd properly belongs only

to propositions, which shall be the suljecl oi discourse in the

Second Part of Logic ; for, if we consider idea as mere im-

pression upon the mmd, made by outward objects, those

impress;ons will ever be conformable to the laws of nature

in such a case : The nvater will makf a .-tick appear crooked,

and the horizontal cir will make the sun and moon appear

bigger. And, generally, where there is falsehccd in ideas,

there seems to be some secret or latent proposition, whereby
we judge falsely of things. This is more obvious where
we takf. up the words ot a writer or speaker in a mistaken

sense, for we join his words to our own ideas, which are

different from his. But, after all, since ideas are pictures

of things, it can never be very improper to pronounce them
to be true oi false, according to their conformity or ftonconforni'

ity to their examplars.
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CHAPTER IV.

OF WORDS, AND THEIR SEVERAL DIVISIONS,,
TOGETHER WITH THE ADVANTAGE

AND DANGER OF THEM.

SECT. I.

OF WORDS IN GENERAL, AND THEIR USE.

THOUGH cur ideas are first acquired by the percep-

tien of objects, or by various sensations and rejlections, yet we
convey them to each other by the means of certain sounds,

or written marks, which we call ivords ; and a great part of

our knowledge is both obtained and communicated by these

means, which are called speech or language.

But, as we are led into the knowledge of things by nvords,

so we are oftentimes led into error or mistake by the use

or abuse of nvords also. And, in order to guard against

such mistakes, as well as to promote our improvement in

knowledge, it is necessary to acquaint ourselves a little

with tvords and terms. We shall begin with these obser-

vations.

Obser'vation 1. Words (whether they are spoken or writ-

ten) have no natural connection with the ideas they are

designed to signify, nor with the things which are repre-

sented in those ideas. There is no manner of affinity be-

tween the sounds lohite in English, or Uanc in French, and
that colour which we call by that name ; Kor have the let-

ters, of which these words are composed, any natural apt«

ness to signify that colour rather than red or green. Words
and names, therefore, are mere arbitrary signs, invented by
men to communicate their thoughts or ideas to one anoth-,

er.

Observ. 2, If one simple word were appointed to ex-

press one simple idea, and nothing else, as -white, black, siveef^

sour, sharp, bitter, extension, duration, there would be scarce

any mistake about them.
But alas ! it is a common unhappiness in language^

ihat different mvipk ideas are sometimes expressed by the

D 2
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same nvord ; so the words inveet and sharp are applied both

to the objects of hearing and tasting, as we shall see here-

after ; and this, perhaps, may be one cause or foundation of

obscurity and error arising from words.

Observ. 3. In communicating our complex ideas to one

another, if we could join as many peculiar and appropriated

words together in one sound, as we join simple ideas to

make one complex one, we should seldom be in danger of

mistaking : Wheu I express the taste of an nipple, whieh we
call the bitter iweef, none can mistake what I mean.

Yet this sort of comf.onthn would make all language a

most tedious and unwieldly thing, since most of our ideas

are complex and many of them have eight or ten simple

ideas in them ; so that the remedy would be worse than

the disease ; for, what is now expressed in one short word,

as 7nQnth, ox yeary would require two lines to express it. It

is necessary therefore, that single ni'ords be invented to ex-

press ccmplex Ideas, in order to make language short and
useful.

But here is our great infelicity, that when single ivords

signify complex ideasj one word can never distinctly mani-

fest ail the parts of a complex idea ; and thereby it wiM
often happen, that one man includes mere or less in his idea

than another does, while he affixes the same word to it.

In this case, there will be danger of mistake between them,

for they do not mean the same object^ though they use the

same name. So, if one person or nation, by the word year,

mean twelve months of thirty days each, that is, three

hundred and sixty days, another intend a sohryear of three

hundred sixty five days, and a third mean a lunar year, or

twelve lunar month, that is, three hundred fifty four days,

there will be a great variation and error in their account of

things, unless they are well apprised of each other's mean-

ing before hand. This is supposed to be the reason why
some ancient histories, and prophecies, and accounts of chro-

nology, are so hard to be adjusted And this is the true

reason of so furious and endless debates on many points of

divinity ; the words church, ^worship, idolot?y, repentance,faith,

election, merit, grace, and many others, which signify very

complex ideas, are not applied to include just the same sim-

ple ideas, and the same number of them by the various con-

tending parties : thence arise confusion and contest.
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Obierv. 4. Though a dingle name does not certainly man-
ifest to us all the parts of a complex idea, yet it must be ac-

knowledged, that in many of our complex ideas, the s-ingle

name may point out to us some ch'iefproperty which belongs

to the thing that the word signifies ; especially when the

word or name is traced up to the original, through several

languages from whence it is borrowed. So an apostle sig-

nifies one nuho u sent forth.

But this tracing of a word to its original, (which is call-

ed etymology) is sometimes a very precarious and uncertain

thing ; and, after all, we have made but little progress to-

wards the attainment of the full meaning of a complex idea,

by knowing some one chief property of it. We know but

a small part of the notion of an apostle, by knov/ing barely

that he is sent forth

»

Ob:^erv. 5. Many (if not most) of our words which are

applied to moral and intellectual ideas, v.'hen traced up to

their original in the learned languages, will be found to

signify sensible and corporeal things. Thus, the words^o^-

prehension, understanding, abstraction, im'ention, idea, iifere?icey

prudence, rdigion, church, adoration, &q. have all a corporeal

signification in their original. The name ^pint itself sig-

nifies breath or air, in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew: Such is

the poverty of alt languages, they are forced to use these

names for incorporeal ideas, which thing has a tendency to

error and confusion.

Oije}-^. Q, The last thing I shall mention, that leads ns

into many a mistake, is, the multitude of objects that one
name sometimes signifies : There is almost an infinite

variety of thmgs and ideas, both simple and complex, be-

yond all the words that are invented in any language ;

thence it becomes almost necessary that one name should

signify several things. Let us but consider the two col-

ours of yelL^ and blue; if they are mingled together in

any considerable proportion they make a green: Now, three

may be infinite differences of the proportions in the mix-
ture of yelloiv and blue ; and yet v/e have only these three

words, j'i?//ow, b!ue, and green, to signify all of them, at least

by one single terra.

Wiien i use the word shore, I may intend thereby a cca-'4

^r land near the sea, or a drain t:> carry off ivoter, or a frcpj .
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te duppcrt a huiJdhig ; and by the sound of the word 'porter,

who can tell whether I mean a man nvho bears burde?ts, or a

servantf nvho nvaifs at a nobleman's gate ? The world is fruit-

ful in the invention of utensils of life, and new characters

and ojices of men, yet names entirely ne v are seldom in-

rented ; therefore old names are almost necessarily used

to signify new things, which may occasion much confusion

and error in the receiving and communicating of knowl-
edge.

Give me leave to propose one single instance, wherein

all these notes shall be remarkably exemplified. It is the

word bishop, which in France is called eveque upon which
I would make these several observations. 1. That there

is no natural connection between the sacred office hereby

signified, and the letters or sounds which signify this of-

fice ; for both these words, eveque or b'ahcp, signify the

same office, though there is not one letter alike in them ;

nor have the letters which compose the English or the

French word any thing sacred belonging to them, more
than the letters that compose the words h'mg or soldier.

2. If the meaning of a word could be learned by its deri-

vation or etymology, yet the original derivation of words

is oftentimes very dark and unsearchable ; for who would
imagine that each of these words are derived from the

I-atin ephcopiis^ or the Greek Episkopos. Yet, in this in-

stance, we happen to know certainly the true derivation ;

the French being anciently writ e-vesque, is borrowed from

the first part of the Latin word ; and the old English bls~

cop from the middle of it. 3. The original Greek word
signifies an overlooker, or one who stands higher than his

fellows and overkokb them : It is a compound word, that

primarily signifies semible idean, translated to signify or in-

clude several woral or intd:ectuol ideas; therefore all will

grant that the nature of the office can never be known by

the mere sound or sense of the word o'vnlooker. 4. I add

farther, the woid bihcf m episcpus, even when it is thus

translated from a sensible idea, to include several intellect-

ual ideas, may yet equally signify an o'verseer of the poor;

an m\prci(,r of the cuttoms ; a furveyor of the highways; a

super'vrrcr of the excise, &c. but by the consent oi men,

and thv langsjagt of s-npture, it is appropriated to signify

% sacred office in th church, 5, This very idea and name.
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thus translated from things sensible, to signify a spiritual

and sacred thing, contains but one property of it, namely,

one that has the oversight or care §'ver others j but does not tell

us whether it inchides a care ever one church or many ; over

the luity, or the clergy, 6. Thence it follows, that those

who, in the complex idea of the word Si'hof, include an

oversight over the clergy, or over a nvhole diocese of people,

a superiority to presbyters, a distinct poiver of ordination, t^c,

must necessarily disagree with those who include in it on-

ly the care of a single congregation. Thus aceording to

the various opinions of men, this word signifies as ^o/*^,

a Galilean l>ihop, a Lutheran superlntendant, an English

pnLite, a pidtur of a f^hig e ussembly^ or a preshyter or elder.

Thus they qi-arrel with each other perpetually : and it is

well if any ot them all have hit precisely the senae of the

sacred writers, and include just the same Ideas in it, and

no others.

I might make all the same remarks on the word church

or hrk, which is derived from Kuri«)U oikos, or the house of

the Lord, contracred into Kyrkick, which some suppose to

signify on asscuhh of Chnstians, some take it for all the imrld

th it professe- Chfisthv^ity. and some make it to mean only th^

c'ergy ; and on these accounts it has been the occusion of as

many and as f-.irioas controversies as the word bishop which
was mentioned before.

SECT. II.

OF NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE TEKM5.

FROM these, and other considerations, it will follow,

that, if we could avoid error in our pursuit of knowledge,

we must take good heed to the »ise of lunrds and termsy and
be acquainted with the various kinds of tliem.

I. Terms are either poiithe or negat'rve.

Negative terms are such as have a little word or sylla-

ble of denying joined to them, according to the various

idioms of every language ; as unpleasayity imprudent, itnmor-'

talj irregular, ignGra?it, tnjiuite, endless^ Ufekss^ deathless, ?w«=
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9e7tse, ahy^s, anonymous where th« propositions tim, m, In^ mn^
a, an, and the termination .ew, signify' a negation, either in

English, Latin, or Greek.

Posit've terms are those which have no such negative

appendices belonging to them, as life, death, end, sense mor-

tal.

But so unhappily are our words and ideas linked togeth-

er, that we can never know which are positive ideas, and
which are negative, by the word that is used toexpress them,
and that for these reasons

:

\!i. There are some pssitwe terms which are made to

signify a negative idea ; as dead is properly a thing that is

deprived ot life ; blind implies a negation or privation of

&lght ; deaf a want of hearing ; dumb a denial of speech.

2d!y, There are also some mgati've terms which imply
positive Ideasy such as immortal and deathless, which signify

ever living, or a continuance in life : Insolent, signifies rude

and haughty ; mdemnfy, to keep safe ; and infmte, per- ^

haps has a positive idea too, for it is an idea ever growing;
and when it is appliei to God, it signifies his complete per^

fedion,

3dly, There are both positive and negative terms, invented

to Signify the same, instead of cojitrary ideas ; as unhappy

and nmerahle, sinless and holy^ pure and undefied, impure and

filthy, ujihind and c?'uel, irreligious and propha7ie, unforgiving

and revengeful, &c. and there is a great deal ol beauty and
convenience derived to any language from this variety of

expression ; though sometimes it a little confounds our

conceptions of being and not-being, our positive and negative

ideas!

.

4M/y, I may add also, that there are some words which
are negative, in their original language, but seem pocjithe to

an Englishman, because the negation is unknown ; an

abyss, a place without a bottom ; anodyne, an easing medi-

cine ; amnesty, an unremembrance, or general pardon ; anar-

eiy, a state without government ; anonymous, that is, name-
less ; inept, that is, not fit ; iniquity, that is, unrighteous-

ness ; infant, ene that cannot speak, namely, a child ; inju-

rious:, net doing justice or right.

The way therefore to know whether any idea be nega^ ij

the or not, is to consider whether it primarily imply the ]
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absence of any positive being, or mode of being ; if it doth,

then it is a negation, or Jiegnthe idea ; otherwise it is a. pcsi-

i'lve one, whether the word that expresses it be positive or

neo-ative. Yet, after all, in many cases, this is very hard

to determine, as in atnne ty, infinite, ab)'ss, which are origin,

ally relative ^erms, but they signify j^ardon, &c. which

seems to be positive. So darhie-^^f=, madnefif^-, cloiun, are po-

sitive termss, but they imply the want of hg/it,t\\e want of

reason, and the want of mmniers ; and perhaps these may
be rattked among the rfgoihe ideas.

Here Kote, That in the English tongne two negntl've terms

are equal to one positive, and signify the same thing, as not

unh.^^-p-y, signifies happy ; not immortal, signifies mortd ; he

is, no imprudent man, that is he is a vian ofprudence : Bnt

the sense and force of ihe world, in b^ucli a negative way of

expression, seem to be a httle diminished.

SECT. III.

OF SIMPLE AND COMPLEX TERMS.

II. TERMS are divided into simpJe or complex, A wnpJe

term is one word, a complex term is when more words are

used to signify one thing.

Some terms are cojnpleje in ivords, but not in sense ; such is

the second Emperor of Rome ; for it excites in our mind only

the idea of one man, namely, Augustus.

Some terms are complex in sense, but not hi ni-Grd'' ; so when
I say an army, a forest, I mean a muitifude of men or trees

:

and almost all our mora- ideas, as well as many of our nat-

urat ones are expressed in this manner ; Religion, piety,

loyalty^ knavery, theft, include a variety of ideas in each

term.

There are other terms which are complex both in nvords

and sense ; SO when I say, a fierce dog, or Si pious ?ncn, it tx-

cites an idea, not only of those two creatures, but of their

peculiar characters also.

Among the terms that are complex in sen e, hut not in

nvordsy we may reckon those simple terms which contain
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a primary and a secondary idea in them ; as when I hear

ray neighbour speak that which is not true, and I say to

him, This is not true, or this is false, I only convey to him
the naked idea of his error ; this is the pr'tjimry idea : But
if I say it is a He, the word /ie carries also a secondary idea

in it, for it implies both the falsehood of the speech and
my reproach and censure of the speaker. On the other

hand, if 1 say it is a mistake, this carries also a secondary idea

with it; for it not only refers to the falsehood of his speech,

but includes my tenderrsess and civility to him at the
same time. Another instance may be this ; when I use

the word incest, adultery, and murder, I convey to another

not only the pri7nary 'idea of those actions, but 1 irclude also

the secondary idea of their unlawfulness, and my abhorrence

of them.
Nate 1st.—Hence it comes to pass, that among words

which signify the same principal ideas, some are clean and
decent, others unclean ; some chaste, others obscene ; some are

hind, others are a-ffroniing and reproachful, because of the

zecondc.ry idea whicli custom has affixed to them. And
it is ihe part of a wise man, when there is a necessity of

expressing any m actions, to do it either by a word that

has a secondary idea of kindness or softne'-s, or a word that

carries with it an idea of r^^w/^d- and jfwrifj', according as the

case requires : vSo when there is a necessity of expres.-ing

things unclean or obscetie, a wise man will do it in the most
decent language, to excite as few uncleanly ideas as possible

in the minds of the hearers.

Note 2d.—In length of time, and by the power of cus-

tom, words sometimes change \\ie\T primary ideas, as shall

be declared, and sometimes they have changed their secon-

dary ideas, though the p7 ituary ideas may remain : So words

that were once chaste by frequent use grow obscene and
uncleanly ; and words that were once honorable may, in the

next generation, grow mean and contemptible. So the word

dame originally signified a mistress of a family, w ho was

a lady ; and it is used still in the English law to signi-

fy a lady, but in common use now a-days it represents

a,farmer's ivfe, or a mistress of a family of the loiver rank

in the country, ho those words of Rabshaheth, Isa. xxxvi.

12, in our translation, (eat their own dung, &c.) were

doubtless decent and clean language, when our translators
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wrote them, above a hundred years ago. The word eat

has maintained its old secondary idea and inoffensive sense

to this day ; but the oihe)' luord in that sentence has by
custom acquired a more uncleanly idea, and should now
rather be changed into a more decent term, and so it should

be read in public, unless it should be thought more proper

to omit the sentence *

For this reason it is that the Jewish Rabbins have sup-

plied other chaste words in the margin of the Hebrew Bi-

ble, where the words of the text, through time and cus-

tom, are degenerated, so as to carry any base and unclean

secondary idea in them ; and they read the word which is

in the margin, which they call keri, and not that which
was written in the text, which they called chetib.

SECT. IV,

Of WORDS COMMON AND PROPER.

III. WORDS and names are either conim&n or proper.

Common names are such as stand for universal ideas, or a

whole rank of beings, whether general or special. These
are called appe /ath'es; so Jis/i, b'ird, man, city, rh'er, are com-
mon names ; and so are trout, eel, lobiter, for they all agree

to many indhiduah^, and some of them to many spec'es

;

But Cicero, Pl'g'd, Bucephalus, London, Rome, JEtna, the

Thames, are proper names, for each of them agrees only to

one imgle being.

Note herejint. That a proper name may become in some
sense common, when it hath been given to several beings of

the same kind ; so Cesar, which was the proper name of

the first emperor JuVius, became also a common name to

all the following emperors. And tea, which was the prop-

er name of one sort of Indian leaf, is now-a-dayi; become a

common name for many infusions of herbs, or plants, in

water j a sage tea, ale hoof tea, Ihnon tea, &c. So Pder,

• Note— So in some places of the sacred historians, where :•: is writ-

ten, ever)' one that pisseth against the wall, we should read, eveiy

male.

E
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Thomas^ Joht, William, may be reckoned common names
also, because they are given to many persons, unless they
are determined to signify a single person at ttny particular

time or place.

Note in the second place, That a covimon name may be-

come proper' by custom, or by the time, or place, or persons

that use it ; as in Great-Britain, when we say the king, we
mean our present rightfal sovereign King George, who now
reigns ; when we speak of the prince, we intend his royal

highness George Prince of Wales: If we mention the

city, when we are near London, we generally mean the city

of London : When in a country town we say the parson or

the esquire, all the parish knows who are the single persons

intended by it ; so when we are speaking of the history of

the New Testament, and use the words Peter, Paul, John,

we mean those three apostles.

Note m the third place. That any common name whatso-
ever is made proper by terms of particularity added to it, as

the common v/ords pope, king, horse, garden, hook, knife, &c.

are designed to signify a singular idea, when we say, the
preseyit pope ; the king of Great Britain ; the horse that ivoti the

last plate at Neiomarket ,• the royal garden at Kensington ; this

hook, that knife, dc.

SECT. V.

OF CONCRETE AND ABSTRACT TERMS.

IV. WORDS or terms are divided into abstract and
concrete.

Abstract terms signify the mode or quality of a being,

without any regard to the subject in which it is j as nvhite-

ness, round/iessy Icvgth, breadth, nvisdom, mortality, life, death,

Co7icrete terms, while they express the quality, do also

either express or imply, or refer to some subject to which
it belongs ; as nvlite, round, long, broad,, ivise, ?nortal, liu-

zng, death. But these are not always noun adjectives in a
grammatical sense ; for a fool, a knave, a philosopher, and
many other concretes, are substantii>es, as well as kna'very,

folly a:nd philosophy, which are the abstract terms that belong
to them.
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SECT. VI.

OF UXIVOCAL AND EQ.UIVOCAL WORDS.

V. WORDS and terms are either wihocal or equivocaL

Uti'rvocal words are such as signify but one idea, or at least

but one sort of thing ; equivocal words are such as signify

two or more different ideas, or different sorts of objects.

The words book, bible, fsh, house, elephant, may be called

uni'vocal words ; for I know not that they signify any thing

else but those ideas to which they are generally affixed

but he?.d is an equivocal word, for it signifies the head of a

na'ih or of a /)i«, as well as of an animal ; Nail is an equivo-

cal word, it is used for the «a;7 of the hatid, or foot, and for

an iron noil to fasten any thing. Post is equivocal, it is a

pece cf timber, or a sivift messenger. A church is a religious as-

sembly, or the largefare building where they meet ; and some-

times the same word means a synod of bishops, or of pres-

byters, and in some places it is the pope and a general

cowtcil.

Here let it be noted, that when two or more words sig-

nify the same thing, as lua've and blllonv, mead and fueadoiu,

they are usually called synony?nous words : But it seems very-

strange, that words, which are directly contrary to each

other, should sometimes represent almost the same ideas j

yet thus it is in some few instances ; a valuable, or an inval-

uable blessing ; a sha?neful, or a shameless villian ; a thick skuW,

or a rt thin skulVd feWoiu, a mere paper skuW ; a man of a
large conscience, Utile conscience, or no conscience ; B. famous ras-

cal, or an i?famous one. So uncertain a thing is human
language, whose foundation and support is custom!

As v/ords signifying the same thing are called synony-

mous, so equivocal words, or those which signify several

things, are called /lomcfiymouf, or ambiguous ; and when persons

use such ambiguous words with a design to deceive, it is

called equivocation.

Our simple ideas, and especially the sensible qualities, fur-

nish us with a great variety oi equivocal or ambiguous nvords ;

for these being the first and most natural ideas we have,

we borrow some of their names, to signify many other
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ideas, both simple and ccmplex. The word snveet express-

es the pleasant perceptions of almost every sense ; sugar is

sweet, but it hath not the same sweetness as music: Nor
hath music the sweetness of Sircse; and & sweet prospect

differs from them all : Nor yet have any of these the same
sweetness as discourse, council, or meditotion hath ; yet the
royal Psalmist saith of a man, We took sweet council tcgetJier;

and of God, My medkafmn of him s/iall be siveei. Bitter is

also such an equivocal word ; there is bitter ivormivoodf

there are bitter nvords, there are bitter enemies, and a bitter

cold 7norning. So there is a sharpness in vinegar, and there

is a sharpness m pain, in sorrcw.^ and in reproach ! there is a
sharp eye, a sharp nvit, and a sharp snvcrd: But there is not

one of these seven sharpnesses the same as another ofthem ;

and a sharp east ivi^id is different from them all.

These are also 'verbs, or words of action, which are equiv-

ocal, as well as nouns or names. The words to bear, to

take, to come, to get, are suflicient instances of it ; as when
we say, to bear a burden, to bear sorroiv or reproach, to bear

a name, to bear ^ grudge, to bear fruit, or bear children ; the

word bear is used in very different senses : And so is the

word get, when we say, to get money, to get in, to get off, to

get ready, to get a stomach, and to get a coid, &c.

There is also a great deal of ambiguity in many of the

English particles ; as but^ before, beside, with,iuithout, that, then^

there, for, forth, abo've, about, &c. of which grammars and dic-

tionaries will sufficiently inform us.

SECT. VII.

VARIOUS KINDS OF EQUIVOCAL WORDS^

IT would be endless to run through all the varieties of

words and terms which have different senses applied to

them : I shall only mention therefore a few of the most re-

markable and most useful distinctions among them.

l.sf, The first division of equivocal words lets us know
that some are equivocal only in their seund or pronunciation j

others are equivocal cv/y in nvritirg', otheis both in writing

a?id in sound.
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Words equivocal in sound only are such as these ; the

rein of a bridle, which hath the t:ame sound with the reign

of a king, or a sh )wer of r,!tn ; but all three have different

lettr^rs, and distinct S[)e!!ing. So, mig/it, or strength, is

eqiuva'a; in sof'nl but dilTers in writing from mite, a little

a:i'!nal, or s'^aii piece of money. And the verb fo 'c^'nV^'

has thesa.ne sound with lung/if sl workman, rig/if or equity,

and ?-'ite or ceremony ; but it is spelled very differently in

them all.

Words equivocal in wr'iUng b?ily are such as these. To
tejr to pieces, has the same spelling with a tear : To leady

or guide, has the same letters as /ec7i, the metal; and a

Z':W for recreation, is wri'ten the same way as a botul

for drinking ; but the pronunciation for all these is differ-

ei2t.

But those words which are most commonly and justly

called equimcal^ are such as are both written and pronoun-

ced the same way, and yet have different senses or ideas

belonging to them : such are all the instances which were

given in the preceding section.

Among the words which are equivocal in sound only^

and «cf in ivjiting, there is a large field for persons who
delight in jests and puns, in riddles and quibbles, to sport

themselves. This sort of words is also used by wanton
persons to convey Jeivd ideas, under the covert of exprese-

ions capable of a chj-^te meaning, v/hich are called double

ep.tendres ; or when persons speak falsehood with a design to

deceive, under the covert of truth ; though, it must be con-

fessed, that all sorts of equivocal words yield sufficient mat-
ter for such purposes.

There are many cases also, wherein an equivocal word
is used, for the sake of decency, \o co\ev di foul idea: For
the most chaste and modest, and well bred persons^ hav-

ing sometimes a necessity to speak of the things of nature,

convey their ideas in the most inoffensive language by this

mean. And indeed, the mere poverty of all languages

makes it necessary to use equfuocai ivords upon many occa-

sions, as the common writings of men, and even the holy

book of God, sufficiently manifest.

2dly, Equivocal words are usually distinguished, accord-

ing to their original, into guch, whose yarious f^?n§?§ ub^
E 2 ^ ~
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from mere chance or accident^ and sucli as are made equivocal

by design ; as the word hear signifies a sJiaggy kast^ and it

signifies, also to bear or carry a burden; this seems to be th&
mere effect of chance : But if I call my dog bear, because he
is shaggy, or call one of the northern constellations by that

name, from a fancied situation of the stars in the shape

of that animal, then it is by design that the word is made
yet further equivocal.

But because I think this common account of the spring

or origin of equivocal words is too slight and imperfect, I

shall reserve this subject to be treated of by itself, and pro-

ceed to the third dhis'wn*

Sdly, Ambiguous or equivocal words are such as are

sometimes taken in a large and general sense, and sometimes

in a sense more strict and limited, and have different ideas

affixed to them accordingly. Religion, oj 'virtue, taken in a

large sense, includes both our duty to God and our neighbour

;

but in a more strict, limited, and proper sense, ^virtue signi-

fies our duty toivards men, and religion our duty to God. Vir-

tue may yet be taken in the strictest sense, and then it sig-

nifies poiver or courage, which is the sense of it in some
places of the New Testament. So grace, taken in a large

sense, means the fa'uor of God, and all the spiritual bles-

sings that proceed from it, (which is a frequent sense of it

in the bible) but in a limited sense it signifies the

habit of holiness wrought in us by divine favour, or a com-

plex idea of the Chrntian virtues. It may also be taken in the

strictest sense, and thus it signifies any single Christian virtue^

as in 2 Cor. viii. 6. 7, where it is used for liberality. So a

flty, in a strict and proper sense, means the houses enclosed

nvithin the 'walls ; in a large sense it reaches to all the sub-

urbs.

This larger and stricter sense of a word is used in almost

&]\ the sciences, as well as in theology, and in common
life. The word geography, taken in a strict sense, signifies

the knowledge of the circles of the earthly globe, and the

situation of the various parts of the earth ; when it is ta-

ken in a little larger tiense, it includes the knowledge of the

seas also ; and in the largest sense of all, it extends to the

various customs, habits and governments of nations.-

—

When an agtronora^r uses the v/ord ttar in its proper and
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strict sense, it is applied only to thefxed stars, but in a large

sense it includes the planets also.

This equivocal sense of words belongs also to many pro-

per names : So Aiia, taken in the largest sense is one quar-

ter of the world ; in a more limited sense it signifies Natolia,

or the Lesser Asia ; but in tlie strictest sense it means no

more than one little province in NatoUa, where stood the

cities of Ep/iesus, Smyrna, S'ardis, Sec. And this is the most

frequent sense of the New Testament. Flanders and Hol-

Ihnd, in a strict sense, are but two single provinces among
the seventeen, but in a large sense Holland includes seven of

them, and Fla?tders ten.

There are also some very common and little words in all

languages, that are used in a more extenshe, or more limited

scf?se ; such as all, every, tvhatsoever, &c. When the apostle

says, all men have sinned and all men thus! die, all is taken in

its most universal and extensive sense, including all vian-

klnd, Rom. V. 12. When he ^^^dinXs prayer to be made for
all vien, it appears, by the following verses, that he re-

strains the word ail to signify chiefly all ra7tks and degrees

of men, 1 Tim. ii. I. But v/hen St. Paul says, Iplease

all men in all things, 1 Cor. x. 33, the word all is exceed^

ingly limited, for it reaches no farther than that he pleased

all those men %uAom he convensed ivith in all things that were

'la'wful.

^thly. Equivocal words arc, in the fourth place, distin-

guished by their literal ox fgurative sense. Words are used

in di. proper or literal sense when they are designed to signi-

fy those ideas for which they were originally made, or to

which they are primarily and generally annexed ; but they
are used in ^fgunative or tropical sense when they are made
to signify some things, w^hich only bear either a reference or

a resemblance to the primary ideas of them,—So when two
princes contend by their armies, we say they are at nvar

in a proper sense ; but when we say there is a nvar betwixt
the V. inds and the waves in a storm, this is called Jiguralive,

and the peculiar figure is a metaphor. So when the scrip-

ture says, Kuhss make themselves toings, and j^' aivay as an ea-

gle ioiLYirds heaven, the nvings, and the fight of the eagle are

•proper expressions ; but v^^hen flight and n^ings are applied to

r^ches^ it is only by way ot figure &nd metaphor. So when
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a man is said to repent^ or laugh^ or gneve, it is literally

taken ; but when God is said to bd grieved, Xo repent, qt

laugh, &c. these are all figurative expressions borrowed from

a resemblance to mankind.—And when the words Job or

Esther are used to signify those very persons, it is the lifer-

al sense of them ; but when they signify those two books

of scripture, this is 2i figurative sense. The names of Horace,

Juvenal, and MUton, are used, in the same manner, either

for book"^ or vmi.

When a word, which originally signifies any particular

idea or object, is attributed to several other objects, not

so much by way of resemblance^ but rather on the account

of some evident reference or relafmi to the original idea,

this is sometimes peculiarly called an anchgicc.l word ; so

a sound or healthy pidse, a sound digestion, sciind sleep, are

all so called with reference to a sound and healthy consti-

tution ; but if you speak ai sound doctrine, or -^cund speech,

this is by way of resemblance to health ; and the words are

metaphorical : Yet many times analogy and metaphor are

used promiscuously in the same sense, and not distin-

guished.

Here note, That the design of metaphorical language, and

figures of speech, is not merely to represent our ideas, but to

represent them with vivacity, spirit, affection and pow-
er ; and though they often nmke a deeper impression on
the mind of the hearer, yet they do as often lead him into

a mistake, if they are used at improper times and places.

Therefore, where the design of the speaker or writer is

merely to explain, instruct, and to lead into the knowledge
of naked truth, he ought for the most part to use plain and
proper words if the language affords them, and not to deal

much in figurative speech. But this sort of terms is used

Yery profitably by poets and crators whose business is to

move and persuade, and work on the passions, as well as

on the understanding. Figures are also happily employed
in proverbial tnoral sayings, by the ^wisest and the best of men,
to impress them deeper on the memory by sensible images ;

and they are often used for other valuable purposes in the

sacred luritings,

5thJy, { might adjoin VLnother sort of equivocal nucrds ; as

there are some which have a different meaning in common

hngn::^ from what they have in the Kknccs? the word ^^^-
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ijon signifies the receiving any ad'ion in a large philosophical
sense ; in a more limited philosophical sense, it signifies

any of the affections of human nature, as Jove^ fear, joy, iorronv,

&c. But the common people confine it only to m^ger : So
the word si?nple philosophically signifies single, but vulgarly
it is used for foolish.

Qth.'y, Other equivocal words are used sometimes in an
absolute sense, as when God is called perfect ; which allows
of no defect ; and sometimes in a comparative sense, as good
men are oftentimes called perfect in scripture, in comparison
of those who are much inferior to them in knowledge or

holiness : But 1 have dwelt rather too long upon this sub-

ject already, therefore I add no more.

SECT. VIII.

THE ORIGIN OR CAUSES OF EQUIVOCAL WORDS.

NOW, that we may become more skilful in guarding

ourselves and others against the danger of mistakes which
may arise from equivocal words, it may not be amiss to con-

clude this chapter with a short account of the various ways
or means whereby a word changes its signification, or ac-

quires any new sense, and thus becomes equivocal^ especially

if it keeps its old sense also.

1. Mere chalice sometimes give? the same word diJBferent

senses ; as the word light signifies a body that h not heavy ;

and it also signifies the effect of sun beams, or the medium

nvherehy nx>e nee object^-! : This is merely accidental, for there

seems to be no connection between these two senses, nor

any reason for them.

2. Error and mistake is another occasion of giving vari-

ous senses to the same words ; as when different persons

read the names of priest, bishop, church, Easter, &c. in the

New Testament, they affix different ideas to them, for

want of acquaintance with the true meaning of the sacred

writer ; though it must be confessed, these various senses,

which might arise at first from honest mistake, may be

culpably supported and propagated by interest, ambition,

prejudice, and a party-spirit on any side.
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S. Time and Custo7n alters the meaning of words. Knanje

heretofore signified a diligent servant (Gnavus) and a -vlU

lain was an toider tenant to the lord of the fnanour (villlcus)

but now both these words carry an idea of wickedness and
reproach with them. Ps^haWad once signified a solemn and
sacred song, as well as one that is trivial, when Sohmon^s

Song was called the baWad of baWads ; but now it is applied

to nothing but trifling verse, or comical subjects.

4. Words change their senses hy figures 2inA 7netaphQrs,

which are derived from some real analogy or resemblance

between several things; as when nvings ^nd fight sue ap-

plied to riches, it signifies only, that the owner may as easi-

ly lose them as he would lose a bird who flew away with
wings.

And I think, under this head, we may rank those words
which signify different ideas, by a sort of an unaccounta-

ble far-fecht anahgy-, or distant resetvblance, that fancy has

introduced between one thing and another ; as when we say,
' the meat h green, when it is half-roasted : We speak oi air-

ing Ihien by the fire, when we mean drying or ivarmmg it : We
call for round coals for the chimney when we mean large

square ones: And we talk of the ^ing of a rabfit, when we
mean thef-re-leg : The true reason of these appellations we
leave to the critics,

5. Words also change their sense by the special occasion of

using them, the peculiar vianner of pronunciation, the sound of
the voice, the motion ofthefice, ov gestures ofthe body ; so when
an. angry master says to his servant, is it bravely done 1 or

you are a fine gentleman ! he means the contrary ; namely,

it is very ill done ; ymi are a sorry fello'iv : It is one way of

giving a severe reproach, for the words are spoken by way
of sarcasm, or iro?iy.

6. Words are applied to various senses, by new ideas

appearing or arising faster than neiv ivordc are framed.

So when gunpowder was found out, the word powdery

which before signified only dust, was made then to signify

that mixture or composition of nitre, charcoal, &c. And the

name camion, which befere signified a law or a ru\e, is now
also given to a great gun, which gives laws to nations.

So footboys, who had frequently the common name of

Jack given them, were kept to turn the spit, or to pull off

their master's boDts ; but when instruments were invented
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for both those services, they were both called jacha, though

one was of iron the other of wood, and very different in

their form.

7. Words alter their significations according to the

idea!> of the various persons, sects, or parties, who nse them, as we
have hinted before ; so when a Papist uees the word here'

tics, he generally means the Protestants ; when a Protestant

uses the word, he means any perso7is nvho nvere nvlXfuWy (and

perhaps contentiously) obstm».te in fundamental errors. When
a Jew speaks of the true religion, he means the institution of

Moses ; when a Turk mentions it, he intends the dodrms

of Mohomet ; but when a Christian makes use of it, he

designs to signify Christianity, or the truths and the precepts

of the gospel .

8. Words have different significations according to the

booh, 'writing, or discourse in which they stand. So in a

treatise of anatomy, a foot signifies that member of the body

of a man : But in a book of geometry or mensuration, it signi-

fies tivehe inches.

If I had room to exemplify most of these particulars in

one single word, I know not where to choose a fitter than

the word sou?id, which it seems as it were by cha7ice to sig-

nify three distinct ideas, namely, healthy, (^from sanu.i) as a

sound tody ; noise, (from .sonus) as a shrill sound j and to

sound the sea (perhaps from the French so?idej a probe, or

an instrument to find the depth of water ) From these

three, which I may call original senses, various derivathe

senses arise ; as sound sleep, sound lungs, sound nvind and
limb, a sound heart, a sound mind, sound doctrine, a sound

divine, sound reason, a sound cask^ sound timber, a sound

reproof, to beat one soundly, to sound one's meaning or in-

clina'ion, and a sound or narrow sea ; turn these all into

Latin, and the variety will appear plain.

I confess some few of these which I have mentioned, as

the different springs of equivocal words, may be reduced in

some cases to the same original : But it must also be grant-

ed, that there may be other ways besides these whereby a
word comes to extend its signification, to include various

ideas, and become equivocal. And though it is the busi-

ness of a grammarian to pursue these remarks with more
variety and particularity, yet it is also the work of a logi-^
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^clan to give notice of these things, lest darkness, confusion,

an^ perplexity, be brought into our conceptions, bj the

means of words, and thence outjudgments and reasoning be-

come erroneous.

CHAPTER V.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS RELATING TO OUR IDEAS.

DiREC. 1 . FURNISH yoursehes nvkh a 'variety of ideas ;

acquaint yourselves vi^ith things ancient and modern ;

things natural, civil and religious ; things domestic and na-

tional ; things of your native land, and of foreign countries j

things present, past and future; and above all, be well ac-

quainted with God and yourselves ; learn animal nature,

and the working? of your own spirits.

Such a general acquaintance with things will be of very

great advantage.

The frst hejwjit of it is this ; it will assist the use of rea-

son in all its following operations ; it will teach you tojudge

of things nrlght, to argue ju^tlyy and to methodise your

thoughts with accuracy. When you shall find several

things akin to each other, and several different from each

other, agreeing in some part of their idea, and disagreeing in

other parts, you will range yo^ir ideas in better order, you
will be more easily led into a distinct knowledge of things,

and will obtain a rich store of proper thoughts and argu-

ments upon all occasions.

You will tell me, perhaps, that you design, the study

of the Jaiu or dhmnly ; and what good can natural phih^O'

phy or mathematics do you, or any other science, not direct-

ly subordinate to your chief design ? But let it be consider-

ed, that all sciences have a sort of mutual connection

;

and knowledge of all kinds fits the mind to reason and

judge better concerning any particular subject. I have

known a judge upon the bench betray his ignorance, and
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appear a little confused in his se itiments, about a case of

suspected murder brought before him, for want of some
acquaintance with anhnal nature and philosotfiy'

Another benejit of it is this : such a large and genera!

acquaintance with things will secure you from perpetual

admirations and surpri-e'i, and guard you against the weak-

ness of ignorant persons who have never seen any thing

beyond the confines of their own dwelling, and therefore

they wender at almost every thing they see ; every thing

beyond the smoke of their own chimney, and the reach of

their own windows, is new and strange to them.

A t^lrd hcnejlt of such an universal acquaintance with

things is this ; it will keep you from being too posilhe and

dogmathal, from an excess of credulity and unbeliefy that is,

a readiness to believe or to deny every thing at first hear-

ing ; when you shall have often seen, that strange and un-

common things, which often seem incredible, are found to

be true ; and things very commonly received as true, have

been found false.

The IJ^'ay of attaining ^uch an extensive treasure of Ideoj^

is with diligence to apply yoarseir to read the best books %

converse with the most knowing and the wisest of men ;

and endeavor to improve by every person in whose com-
pany you are ; suffer no hour to pass away in lazy idle-

ness, and impertinent chattering, or useless trifles : Visit

other cities and countries when you have seen your own,
under the care of one who can teach you to profit by
travelling, and to make wise observations ; indulge a just

curiosity in seeing the wonders of art and nature ; search

into things yourselves, as well as leam them from others ;

be acquainted with men as well as books ; learn all things

as much as you can at first hand ; and let as many of your

ideas as possible be the representations of thir!g3, and not

merely the representations of ofher mens ideas : Thus
your soul, like some noble building, shall be richly fur-

nished with original paintiiigs, and not with mere copies.

Direct. II. Ue the ino4 proper mitLi^ds to retain that

trea^ure cf ideas ^vhich you hi-ce aequired ; for the mind is

ready to let many of them slip unless some pains and la-*

boitf be taken to fix them upon the memorv.
F
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Aad more especially let those ideas be laid up and pre-

served with the greatest care, which are most directly

suited, either to your eternal KveJfare as a Christian, or to

your particular station and profession in this life ; for though
the former rule recommends an universal acquaintance

"with things, yet it is but a more general and superficial

knowledge that is required or expected of any man, in

things which are utterly foreign to his own business :

But it is necessary you should have a more particular and
accurate acquaintance with those things that refer to your
peculiar province and duty in this life, or your happiness

an another.

There are some persons who never arrive at any deep,

solid, or valuable knowledge in any science, or any business

of life, because they are perpetually fluttering over the

surface of things in a curious and wandering search of

infinite variety ; ever hearing, reading, or asking after

something new, but impatient of any labour to lay up and
preserve the ideas they have gained : Their souls may be

compared to a looking glass, that wheresoever you turn it^

St receives the images of all objects, but retains none.

In order to preserve your treasure of ideas, and the

knowledge you have gained, pursue the following advices,

especially in your younger years.

1

.

Recollect every day the things you Tia^ve feen, or heard^

or read, which may have made an addition to your under-

standing : Read tlie writings of God and men with dili-

gence and perpetual reviews : Be not fond of hastening ta

a new book, or a new chapter, till you have well fixed and
established in your minds what was useful in the last

;

make use of your memory in this manner, and you will

sensibly experience a gradual improvement of it while you
take care not to load it to excess.

2. Talk wer the things nvh'jch you hame seen, heard, or learnt

^

ivitk some proper acquaintance : This will make a- fresh im-
pression on your memory ; and if you have no fellow-

student at hand, npne of equal rank with yourselves, tell

it over to any of your acquaintance, where you can do it

with propriety and decency ; and whether they learn any
thing b' it or not, your own repetition of it will be an
improvement to yourself : And this practice also will fur^^
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nlsh you with a i^nriefy cfiuords, and copious language, to

express 3'our thoughts upon all occasions.

3. Commit to writing some of the most considerable

improvements which you daily make, at least such hints

as may recal them again to your mind, when perhaps

thev are vanished and lost. And here I think Mr. Lockers

method of iidvesarla, or cofiunm places, which, he describes

in the end of the first volume of his posthu}nous ivorh is the

best ; Using no learned method at all, setting down things

as they occur, leaving a distinct page for each subject, and

makiug an index to the pages.

At the end of every week, or month, or year, you may-

review your remarks, for these reasons ; First, to judge of

your onvn imprcrjement ; when you shall find that many of

your younger collections are either weak and trifling ; or

if they are just and proper, yet they are grown now so

familiar to you, that you will thereby see your own ad-

vancement in knowledge. And, in the next place, what
remarks you find there worthy of your riper observation^

you may note them nvUh a fiiarghtal staVy instead of tran-

scribing them, as being worthy of your second year's re*

view, when others are neglected.

To shorten something of this labour, if the books which
you read are your own, mark with a pen, or pencil, the

most considerable things in them which you desire to re-

member. Thjs you may read that book the second time

over with half the trouble, by your eye running over the
paragraphs which your pencil has noted. It is but a very-

weak objection against this praetice to say, I shall spoil mp
boch ; for I persuade myself, that you did not buy it as %
kokieihr, to sell it again for gain, but as a schollary to im»
prove your mind by it ; and if the mind be improved,

your advantage is abundant, though your book yields less

money to your executors.*

* Note—This advice of writing, marking, a«d reviewing yous;!

marks, refers chiefly lo those occasional H©tions you meet with eith-

er in reading or in conversation : But wijen you are directly and
professedly pursuing any subject of knowledge in a good system in

your younger years, the system itself is your oonnrnon-place-book^

and must be entirely reviewed. I'hesanie iDay be said concerning;

any '.reatise which closely, succinctly, and accurately handles any
particular theme.
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Direct. III. As you proceed loth m learning and in Ufcy

make a nvhe ohservation nvhat are the ideas, ivhat the d'ncouY'

ses avd the parts of knonvledge that have Bc^en more Or less

usefal to yourself or others. In our younger years, while
we are furnishing our minds with a treasure of ideas, our

experience is but small, and our judgment weak ; it is

therefore impossible at that age to determine aright con-

cerning \\ie real advantage and usefulness of many things

we learn. But, when age and experience have matured
your judgment, then you will gradually drop the more
ti>]eJeis part of your younger furniture^ and be more solici-

tous to retain that which is most necessary for your wel-

fare in this life, or a better. Hereby you will come to

make the same complaint that almost every learned man
bas done after long experience in study and in the affairs

of human life and religion : Alas ! honv matiy hurs^ and
day^^ and months, have I lost In pursuing seme porti of learn-

ings and in reading soine authors, nuhkh have turned to no

Hither accomit; hut to inform me thai they ivere not nvorth my
labour and pursuit ! Happy the man who has a wise tu-

tor to conduct him through all the sciences in the first

years of his study ; and who has a prudent friend always

at hand to point out to him, from experienee, how much
of every science is worth his pursuit ! And happy the

student that is so wise as to follow such advice !

Direct. IV. Learn to acquire a govermnent over your

ideas andyour thoughts, that they may come ^iuhen they are calU

^d, d?id depart nvhen they are bidden, Ihere are some
thoughts that arise and intrude upon us while we shun

them ; th^re are others that fly from us, when we would

hold and fix them.
If the ideas v-^hich you would willingly malte the mat*

ter of your present meditation are ready to fly
jrom you, you

must be obstinate in the pursuit of them b}' an habit of

fixed meditation ; you must keep your soul to the work,

when it is ready to start aside every moment, unless you
will abandon yourself to be a slave to every wild imagi-

p.ation. It is a common, but it is an unhappy and a

shameful thing, that every trifle that comes across the

senses or fancy should divert us, that a buzzing fly should

t«aie our spirits^ and scatter our best ideas : But we must
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learn to be deaf to, and regardless of other things, beside?

that which we make the present subject of our jnedita-

tion : And in order to help a wandering and fickle hu-
mour, it is proper to have a book or paper in onr hands,

which has some proper iiuits of the subject we design to

pursue. We must be resolute and laborious, and some-
times contlict with ourselves, if we wouid be wise and
learned.

Yet I would not be too severe in this rule : It must be
confe.ssed there are st\is':!f!s when the mind, or rather the

braiti, is tjver ti'-^.d or j.^dcd with study and thinking ; or

upon s\^me other accounts, animal nature may be la?iguid

or i!(:u.Iv, and unfit to assist the spirit in meditation ; at

such seaebns (provided that they return not too often) it

is better someiimes to yield to the present indisposition 5

for if nalnre entirely resist, nothing can be done to the
purpose, at least in that subjeot or science. Then you
may think it proper to give yourself up to some hours of

lehure and recreation, or usefid idloiess ; or if not, then
turn your thoughts to some cfher alluring .subject, and
pore no longer upon the first, till some brighter or more
favorable moments arise. A student shall do more in one
hour, when all things concur to invite him to any special

study, than in four hours, at a dull and improper season.

I would also give the same advice if some 'vain, or

nvorihlcss, or fcolhh idea, will croud itself into your thoughts ;

and if you find that all your labor and wrestUng connot
defend yourself from it, then divert the importunity of

that which ©ffends you, by turning your thoughts to some
entertaining subject, that may amuse you a little, and
draw you off from the troublesome and imposing guest ;

and many a time also, in such a case, when the imperti-

nent and intruding ideas would divert from present duty,

devotion and prayer have been very successful to overcome

such obstinate troublers of the peace and profit of the

soul.

If the natural genius and temper he too •volatile, fcklesind

nuanderlig, such persons ought in a more special manner
to appl)i themseires to mat/iematical learning, and to be-

gin their studies with arithmetic and geometry ; wherein

new truths continually arising te the mindj out of the

F 2
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plainest and easiest principles, will allure the thoughts

with incredible pleasure in the pursuit : this will give

the student such a delightful taste of reasoning, as will fix

his attention to the single subject which he pursues, and
"by degrees will cure the habitual levity of bis spirit : But
let him not indulge and pursue these so far. as to neglec3&

the prime studies of his designed profession*

CHAPTER VL

SPECIAL RULES TO DIRECT OUR CONCEPTIOI^S OF
THINGS.

A. GREAT part of what has been already written

is designed to lay a foundation for those rules which may
guide and regulate our conceptions of things ; this is our

main business and design in theJirst ^art of logic. Now, if

we can but direct our thoughts to a just and happy man-
ner in forming our ideas of things, the other operations

of the mind will not so easily be perverted ; because most
of our errors in judgment^ and the weakness, fallacy, and
mistakes of our orgumentatton proceed from the dark-

ness, confusion, defect, or some other irregularity in our
conceptions.

The rules to assist and direct our conceptions are these :

1. Conceive of things dearly and distinctly in Xheit own
7iatur€s,

2. Conceive of things completely m all their parts.

3- Conceive of things CGmpre/iensii!eIy in ail their prop^

erties and relmions,

4. Conceive of things extemi'vely in all their ki>'ds,

5, Conceive of things ordsrly qj: iji a proper method.
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SECT. I.

OF GAINING CLEAR AND DISTINCT IDEAS.

THE first rule is this, Seek offer a clear a?id dhflfiei

conccpt'i&n of things as they ore h: their cwfi future^ oi^d da

not content yourseit'cs ivith obscure o7id cu^fused idciSy 'whera

dearer rre to be rttdined.

There are some things indeed whereof distinct idea^

are scarce attainable ; they teem to surpass the capacity

of the understanding in our present state ; soeh are the

notions of eternal, immense, infinite, whether this tnfimiy

be appHed to number^ as an infinite multitude; to qjw.nti-

iy, as infinite length, or breadih ; to pavers and perfect

iions, as strength, wisdom, or goodness, infinite, &c.

Though mathematicians, in their way, demonstrate sev-

eral things in the doctrine of mfin'ites yet there are still

some insolvable diffi'.ulties that attend the ideas of infinite,

when it is applied to mind or body ; and while it is in

reality but an idea euer groivit^g, we cannot have so clear

and distinct a conception of it as to secure us from mistakes

in some of our reasoning about it.

There are many other things that belong to the mate-

rial world, wherein \he sharpest philosophers have never

yet arrived at clear and distinct ideas ; such as the par-

ticular shope^ siiuiiiion, conicj-ture, and motion of the sjiiaU

particles of minerals y metfih, p.ants^ &c. whereby their ve-

ry natures and essences are distinguished from each other^

Nor have we either senses or instrumeiits sufficiently nice

and accurate to find them out. There are other things

in the world of spirits wherein our ideas are very dark and
confused sucii as their union nvith animal ?iature, the ivoy of
their acting on vuitnal beings, arid their ecm^verse nviih each

other, nnd though it is a laudibie ambition to search

what may be known of these matters, yet it is a vast hin=

deriiDce to the enrichment of our understandings, if we
spend too much of our time and pains among infirites and
unsearchable ,, and those thingt; for the mvestigation

whereof Nve are not furnisheii with proper faculties in th^
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present state. It is therefore of great service in the true

improvement of the mind to distinguish well between
hnonvables and unhnonvabes.

As far as things are k?io%i>al>Ie by us, it is of excellent use

to accustom ourselves to clear o^id distinct ideas. Now,
among other occasions of the darkness and mistakes of

our minds, there are these two things which most re-

markably bring confusion into our idea^-.

1. That from our infancy we have had the ideas of

things so far connected with the ideas of Kuords^ that we
often mistake words for things, we mingle and confound

one with the other.

2. From our youngest years we have been ever ready

to consider things not so much in their own natures, as in

their iwi us t-espccts to ourselves, and chiefly to out senses ;

and we have also joined and mingled the ideas of some

things, with many ot/icr ideas j to which they were not a-

kin in their own natures.

In order therefore to a clear and distinct knowledge of

things, we must unclothe them of all these relations and

mixtures, that we may contemplate them naked, and in

their cnvn nature^i, and distinguish the subject that we have

in view from all other subjects whatsoever : Now, to per-

form this well, we must here consider the di/mition of

nvord'ij and the dtjinition of thmgn.

SECT. II.

OF THE DEHNITION OF WORDS OR NAMES,

IF Vv-e could conceive of things as angels and unbo-

^:ied spirits do, without involving them in those clouds

which words and language throw upon them, we should

seldom be in danger of such mistakes, as are perpetually

committed by us in the present state ; and indeed it would

be of unknown advantage to us to aceustom ©urselves to

firin ideas of tfiings '^ithcut nvords, that we might know
them in their onvn prefer natures. But, since we must

E3se %vQrd$ both to learn ajid commujucate paost of our no»
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tions v/e should do it with just rules of caution. I have

already declared in part, how often and by what means our

words become the occasion of errors in our conceptions of

things. To remedy such inconveniences, w^e must get an
exact defr.'itmi of the nvords we make use of, that is, we
must determine precisely the sense of our words, which is

called the defirlhcn of the votne.

Now a dcJi)iition of the wjwe being only a declaration in

what sense the word is used, or what idea or object w€
mean by it, this may be expressed by any one or m.ore of

the properties, effects, or circumstances of that object

which do sufficiently distinguish it from other objects :

As, if I were to tell what I mean by the word air, 1 may
say, it is that thhi matter nvh'ich nve breathe hi and breath

•lit c-vtthw.aV.y ; oi^ it is that fuud body m ivKich the birds

fiy a little chi/ve the earth ; or it is that invhtUe matten

nvJiich Jills all places near the earthy or iiehirh 'immediately e?:-

cof/ipajscs the globe of earth c?:d ^luaicr. So if I would tell

what I mean by %/^f , 1 would say it is that medium ivhere-

by nve fee the colours and shapes of ihhgs ; or it is that ivhich

distlnguihes the day from the night. If I were asked v/hat

I mean by religion, I v/ou!d answer, it is a cdiedhn of all

eur duties to God, if taken in a strict and limited sense %

but if taken in a large sense, it is a collodion af all our du-

ties both to God and man. These are called the dejimtloyis

efthe name.

Note—In defining the name there is no necessity that

we should be acqaainted with the intimate essence or na-

ture of the things; for any manner of des-cription that v/iil

but sufficiently acquaint another person what we mean
hy such a word, is a si.'fficient d:;f.nitlon for the name. And
on this account a -yaonymous word, or a mere negation of the

contr ry, a. translation of the wori into another tongue, or a
grammatical explication of it, is sometimes sufficient for this

purpose ; as if one would kno\^^ what I mean by a sphey^e^

I tell him it is a globe ; if he ask what is a triangle, it is

that which k.'S three angles ; or an ozial is that which has

the shape of an egg. Dark is that which has no light ; a&th-

ma is a djfji:u/ty of breathing ; a duphoretic medicine, or a

sudorific^ is something that will provoke .m-eating ; and an
imchent, is a man that cannot p^y his ddls*
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Since it is the design of Logic, not only to assist us in

harnin<^ but in ieach'nig also, it is necessary that we should

be furnihhed with some particular directions relating to

the defmkion of names, both in teaching and learning.

SECT. III.

SIRECTIOKS CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF NAMES.

DiREC. 3. HAVE a care of mahwg use of mere nvords^ m« f

^tead of ideas ^ that is, such v/ords as have no meaning, nO |

definition belonging to them : Do nst aJnvcys imagim that \

there are ideas nvherei<e&ueY there are nams ' For, though
|

mankind hath so many millions of ideas more than they |

have names, yet so foolish and lavish are we, that too of* :'

ten we use some words in mere wast, and have no ideas j

for them ; or, at least, our ideas are so exceedingly shatter-
;.

€d and confused, broken and blended, various and unsettled,

that they can signify nothing toward the improvement
of the understanding. You will find a great deal of rea-

son for this remark, if you read the popJi schoolmen^ or the

mystic divines.

Never rest satisfied therefore with nvords luhlch hn've no

ideas belonging to thetn, or at least no settled and determined

ideos. Deal not in such empty ware, whether you are a
learner or a teacher ; for hereby some persons have made
themselves rich in words and learned in their own es-

teem ; whereas, in reality, their understandings have
been poor, and they knew nothing.

Let me give, for instance, some of those writers or talk-

ers who deal much m the words nditure^fate, lucky chafice^

perfection, poiver, life, fortune, i;istmct, &c. and that even
in the most calm and instructive parts of their discourse ;

though neither tbey themselves nor their hearers have any
settled meaning under those words ; and thus thej build

up their reasonings, and infer what they please, with an,

ambition of the name of learning, ©r of sublime elevations

in religion ; whereas in truth, they do but umuse them-
gelves and their admirers with i%vdimg words of vafiity^
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"undeistandhig neither 'what ikcy .f/Ty, 710T loJiereof ihey q-ffirnu

But this sort of talk was reproved of old by the two chief

apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul, 1 Tim. i. 7. and 2 Pet-

ii. 18-

When pretenders to philosophy or good sense grow
fond of this sort of learning, they dazzle and «onfound

their weaker hearers, but fall under the neglect of the

wise. The Epecurians are guilty of this fault when they

ascribe the formation of the world to chance : The Ans-

totclianf, when they say, Nature abhors a vacuurn : The
(SVciVZ'.f, when they talk of /?f^, which is superior to the

gods : And the gamesters, when they curse their ill luck,

or hope for the favours of fortune. Whereas if they would
tell us. that, by the word nature they mean the properties

of any bf'ing, or the order of things established at the creation |

that by the word fate intend the desrees of God, or the

necessary connection and hrjtuence of <--econd causes and effects ,•

if by the word Inch or chance they signify the absolute

negation of ariy determinate cause, or only their ignorance of
any \uch cause, we should know how to converse with

them, and to assent to, or dissent from, their opinions.

But, while they flutter in the dark, and make a noise

with words which have no fixed ideas, they talk to the

wind, and never can profit.

I would make this matter a little plainer still by instan-

ces borrowed from the Peripatdi k philosophy, which was
once taught in all the schools. The professor fancies he

has assigned the true reason why all hea^y bodies tend dowti^

ivardf why amber ivlll draw feathers or stratum , and the load^

stone draiv iron when he tells you that this is done hy cer-

tain ^^^r^^'zVv:'?;;/^ and attrccfrve quJities, v/hich proceed from
the substanihi forms of those various bodies. He imagines

that he has explained why the lcadsto?ie's northfoie* shall

repel the tzorth end of a magnetic needle, and attr(?i-ct the s'uth^

when he affirms, that this is done by its sympr.thy with one
end of it, and its antipathy against the other end. Where-
as in truth all these names of sympath)!^ ajitip thy, substan-

tial forms, and qualities, when they are put for the causes

* Note—Some writers call that the south pole of a loadstone

which attracts the south end of the needle ; but I choose to follo\T

those who cgul it ths north pole.
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«fthese effects in bodies, are but hard words, which only

express a learned and pompuous ignorance of the true

cause of natural appearances 5 and in this sense they are

mere tuords ivilhout ideas.

This will evedently appear, if one ask me, IV/ly a con-

axve mirror or convex glass ivili burn nvQod in the sun beams,
§r nvhy a ivedge ivill clea've it ? And I should tell him,
it is 'by an ustorlous quality in the mirror or glass, and by
a cJeawig poiver in the wedge, arising from a certain uH'

known sid)stantial form in them, whence they derive these

qualities ', or if he should ask me. Why a clock strikes and
points to the hour ? and I should say, it is by an indicative

form and sonorljic quality; whereas I ought to tell him
how the sun beams are collected and united by a burning-

rlass ; v/ hence the mechanical force of a m)edge is derived ;

and what are the nvheeh and .'^pritigs, the pvinter, and havu

tner, and bell, whereby a clock gives notice of the time, both

to the eye and the ear. But these ustorious and cleamng

poiverSy sonorious hnd indicative forms atid qualities^ do eith-

er teach the enquirer nothing at all but what he knew
before, or they are mere ivords ivithut ideas,*

And there is many a man in the vulgar and in the

learned world, who imagines himself deeply skilled in the

controversies of divinity whexe^L'S he has only furnished him-

self with a parcel of schohitic or myotic words, under some
of which the authors themselves had no just ideas 5

and the learner, when he hears, or pronounces them, hath

* It may be objected here, *^ And vvhai does the modeiin philoso-

pher, with all his detail of mathematical nuiribers, and diagrams,

do more than this towards the soluciot^ of these diiTiculties ? Does
he not describe gravity by a certain unknown force, wfeereby bodies

tend downward to the centre ? Hath he found the certain and me-
chanical reasons of attraction, magnetism, &.c, ."' I answer, that

the moderns have found a chouand things by applying mathema-
tics to natural pLihisophy, which the ancients were ignorant of j

and, whei. they use any namesofihis kmd, viz. gravitatirn, attrac-

tion, &c. they use them only to signify that there are such effects

and such causes, with a frequent confession of their ignorance of
the true spiirgs of ^hem : Tliey tic not pretend to make these words
stand for the real causes of things as though they thereby assigned

the true philosophical solution of these difficuUies ; for in thi$ sense

they will still be words without ideas^ whether in the month of atj

old philosopher qv a new one.
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scarce any ideas at all. Such sort of words sometimes

have become matters of immortal contention, as though
the gospel could not stand without them ; and yet the

zealot perhaps knows little more of them than he does of

'ShibhoUth^ or H'lggaion^ Selnk Judges xii. 6. Psal. ix. 16.

Yet here I A^ould lay down this caution, that there are

several objects of which we have not a clear and distinct

idea, much less an adequate or comprehensive one, and
yet we cannot call the names of these things tvQrds nvkhouf

ideas ; such are the hijintty and eternity of God himself, the

union ofOta' cwn soul and body, the union of the divine and hu-

man natures in Jems Christ, the operation of the Ho^.y Sprit

o« the mind of mc.n^ &c. These onght not to be called^

tuordi nvlthcut Ideas, for there is sufficient evidence for the

reality and certainty of the existence of their objects ;

though there is some confusion in our clearest conceptions

of them ; and our ideas of them, though imperfect, are

yet sufficient to converse about them, so far as we have
need, and to determine so much as is necessary for our own
faith and practice.

Direct. II. Do not suppose that the natures or essences of
things aliuays differ from one another a^ muth as their names

do. There are various purposes in human life, for which
we put very different names on the same thing, or on
things whose natures are near akin ; and thereby often-

times, by making a new y-omlnal species, we are ready to de-

ceive ourselves with the idea of another reaJ species of things :

And those, whose understandings are led away by the

mere sound of words, fancy the nature of those things to

be very different whose names are so, and judge of thena

accordingly.

I m.ay borrow a remarkable instance for my purpose al-

most out of every garden which contains a variety of

plants in it. Most or all plants agree in this, that they
have a root, a stalk, leaves, hud,, blossoms, and S6eds : But
the gardener ranges them under very different names, as

though they were really different kinds of beings, merely
because of the different use and service to which they are

applied by men : As, for instance, those plants whose
roots are eaten, shall appropriate the names ofro'Js to t-iem-

selves ', such are caKrotHj turnips j radishes, <^e. lithe leaves

G
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are of chief use to us, then we call them herbs ; as sage^

mint, thyme. If the leaves are eaten raw, they are termed
sallad ; as lettuce, purcelam. If boiled, they become fot^
herbs ; as sp'mnage, cohvorts ; and some of those same plants,

which ditepotherbs, in one family, are sallad in another. If

the buds are made our food, they are called heads or tops ;

so cahbc.ge heads, heads of asparagus and artickoaks. If the
blossom be of most importance, we call it a finver ; such

are dai ie^ tulips, and carmtions, which are the mere blos-

soms of those plants. If the husk or seeds are eaten, they

are called the fruits of the ground, as peas, beans, stranvberrieSf

&Q. If any part of the plant be of known and common
use to us in medume, we call it a />^va iVa/ herb, &s carduus,

scurvy-grass ; but if we count no part useful, we call it a
iveed, and throw it out of the garden ; and yet perhaps

our next neighbour knows some valuable property and use

of it ; he plants it in his garden, and gives it the title of

an her i, or a flower. You see here how small is the real

distinction of these several plants, considered in their gen-

eral nature as the lesser vegetables : Yet what very dif-

ferent ideas we vulgarly form concerning them, and make
different specw^i of them, chiefly because of the different

names given them.

Now, when things are set in this clear light, it appears

how ridiculous it would be for two persons to contend,

whether dandelion be an herb or a weed; whether it be a

potherb or sallad ; when, by the custom or fancy of differ-

ent families, this one plant obtains all these names accor-

ding to the several uses of it, and the value that is put

upon it.

Note here—That I find no manner of fault with the va-

rietv of names which are given to several plants, according

to the various use we make of them. But I would not

bave our judgments imposed upon hereby, to think that

these mere nominal species, namely, herbs, sallad, and weeds,

become three really different species of beings, on this ac-

count, that they have different names and uses. But I

proceed to other instances.

It has been the custom of mankind, when they have

been angry with any thing, to add a jiew ill name to it.

tliat they may convey thereby a hateful idea of it^ though
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the nature of the thing still abides the same. So the Pa-

pists call the Protestants Heretics ; a profane person calls

a man of piety a Precisian ; and in the times of the civ-

il war, in the last century, the Royalists called the Par-

liamentarians FiVhit'ic, Roundheads and Sectaries. And they

in requital called the Royalists ALdigjiants .- But the

partizans on each side were really neither better nor worse

for these names.

It has also been a frequent practice, on the other hand,

to put 7Jctv fa'vorabh navies upon ill ideas, on purpose to

take off the odium of them. But, notwithstanding al!

these flattering names and titles, a man of profuse gener-

osity is but a spendthrift -, a natural son is a bastard still

;

a gallant is an adulterer ; and a lady of pleasure is a nvhore.

Direct. Ill, Take heed of believing the ?wtune a?id essence

of tioo or more things to be certainly the satne, because they may

have the same name given them. This has been an unhap-

py and fatal occasion of a thousand mistakes in the nat-

ural, in the civil, and religious affairs of life, both a-

mongst the vulgar and the learned. I shall give two or

three instances, chiefly in the matters of natural philosophy^

having hinted several dangers of this kind relating to the^

ology in the foregoing discourse concerning equivocal nvordt.

Our elder philosophers have generally made use of the

word Soul to signify that principle whereby a plant grows,

and they call it the vegeiatlvt soul : The principle of the

animal motion of a brnte h:\s been likewise called a scul.,

and we have heen taught to name it the sensitive soid ;

they have also given the name soid to that superior prin»

ciple in man, whereby he thinks, judges, reasons, &c.

and though they distinguished this by the honorable title

of the ratlcnnl soul, yet in common discourse and writing^

we leave out the words vegetation, se?tsiiive and ratio?7ai^

and make the word sad serve for all these principles :

Thence we are led into this imagination, that there i • a sort

of spiritual being in plants and in brutes, like that in tiien.

Whereas, if we did but abstract and separate these things

from words, and compare the cause of groivtk in a plant,

with the oause of r(fc7jc.'zi?;^^ in j?ian, (without the word soul)

we should never think that these two principles were at all

like one another ; nor should we perhaps so easily and per=
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emptorily conclude that brutes need an intelligent mind to

perform their animal actions.

Another instance may be the word Life, which being

attributed to plard.^, to brides, Siud to wen, find in each of

them ascribed to the soul, has very easily betrayed us

from our infancy into this mistake, that the spirit cr mmd,
cr thinh'fig 'principle m ?non is the spr'vig of vegetati've and an-

Imal life in his bcdy : Whereas it is evident, that if the

spirit or thinking principle of man gave life to his animal
nature, the way to save mien from d} ing vv'ould not be to

use medicines, but to persuade the spirit to abide in the

body.

I might derive a third instance from the word Heat,
which is used to signify the sejuathn w^ have when we are

near the fire, as well as the caw^e of that sensation, which is

in the fire itself; and thence we conclude from our infan-

cy, that there is a sort cf heut m the fire re.embling our sen-

nation, or the heat nvhich ive feel : Whereas, in the fire,

there is nothing but little particles of matter, of such par-

ticular shapes, sizes^ situation and motions, as are fitted to

Impress such motion on our flesh or nerves as excite the

sense of heat. Now if this cause of our sensation in the fire

had been always called by a distinct name, perhaps we had
not been so looTed in this mistake, that the fire is hot with

the same sort of h.^at that nve feel. This will appear with
more evidence when we consider that we are secure from
the same mistake where there have been two different

names allotted to our sensation, and to the cause of it ; as,

we do not say, pain is in the fire that burns us, or in the

hiife that cuts and wounds us ; for we call it humiug in the

fire, cutting in the hnfv, VlI\^, pain only when it is in o«;'-

scLves.

Numerous instances of this kind might be derived from

the wOi'ds s'^veet, sour, loud, shrill, and almost ail the sensi-

lie qualities, whose real natures we mistake from our very

infancy, and we are ready to suppose them to be the same

in us, and in the bodies that cause them ; partly, because

the words which signify our own sensations are applied,

also to signify those unkisown shapes and motions of the

iittle corpuscles which excite and "cause those sensations.

Direct. IV. In conver.mtion or reading, be diilge?it to find

vut the true sense^ or distinct ide.i^ njuK^ch the speaker or iwi-
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ter offixa to his Kvordsj and especially to those 'words nt'hich are

the chief subjects of h'l^ dificcurse. As far as possible take

heed lest yon put more or fewer ideas into otje word than

the person did when he wrote or spoke; and endeavour

that your ideas of every word may be the same as his

were : Then you will judge better of what he speaks or

writes.

It is for want of this that men quarrel in the dark ; and
that there are so many contentions in the several sciences,

and especially in diviinty. Multitudes of them arise from

a miotuke of the true sense or complete meaning in which
words are used by the writer or speaker ; and hereby

sometimes thy seem to agree n.vhen they really differ in their

sentiments ; and sometimes ihey seem to differ 'when they re-

cliy agree. Let me give an instance of both.

When one man by the word church shall understand all

that belic%-e in Christ ; and another by the word church

means only the church of Rotne ; they may both assent to

this proposition, There is 7io salvation out of the church, ^nd
yet their inward sentiments may be widely different.

Again, if one writer shall affirm that 'virtue added to

faith is" sufficient to make a Christian, and another shall as

zealously deny this proposition, they seem to differ widely
in words, and yet perhaps they may both really agree in

sentiment j if, by the word virtue, the affirmer intends oup

nvhoJe duty to God and man ; and the denier by the word
I'irtue means ouly courage, or at most our duty towards our

Tieigkbour, without including in the idea of it the duty

'Which nve o-xue to God,

Many such sort of contentions, as these are, traced to their

original, will be found to be mere logomachies^ or strifes

and quarrels about navies and nvords, and 'vainjaftgUngs^ as

the apostle calls them in his first letter of advice to

Timothy.

In order therefore to attain cleat^ atid distinct ideas of

what we read and hear, we must search the sense of 'words i

we must consider what is their original and derivation in

our own or foreign languages ; what is their common
sense among mankind, or in other authors, especially such
as wrote in the same country, in the same age, about the

same time, and upon the game subjects i We nau§t con=

G 2
"
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sider in what sense the same author uses any particular

•word or phrase, and that when he is discoursing on the

same matter, and especially about the same parts or para-

graphs of his writing : We must consider whether the

word be used in a strict or limited, or in a large and gen-

eral sense ; whether in a literal, in a figurative, or in a
prophetic sense ; whether it has any secondary idea an-

nexed to it, besides the primary or chief sense. We must
inquire further, wh^t is the scope and design of the writer 5

and what is the connection of that sentence with those

that go before it, and those which follow it. By these

and other methods v/e are to search out the defnithn of
names ^ that is the true sense and meaning in which any
author or speaker uses any word, which may be the chief

subject of discourse, or may carry any considerable impor-

tance in it.

Direct. V. When nve C07nnninicate our notions to others, mere-

Jy nvHh a design to inform and mpro've their kmivledge, let us in

the beginning of cur discourse take care to adjust the defaikion of
7io.mes 'wheresce'ver there is need of it ; that is, to determine

plainly what we mean by the chief words which are the

subject of our discourse ; and be sure always to keep the

same ideas, whensoever we use the same words, unless we
give due notice of the change. This will have a very large

and happy influence, in securing not only others but our-

selves too from confusion and mistake ; for even writers

and speakers thennselves, for want of due watchfulness, are

ready to aflfix difWent ideas to their envn *wordy, in diffierent

parts of their discourses, and hereby bring perplexity into

their own reasonings, and coniound their hearers.

It is by an observation of this rule that mathematicians

have so happily secured themselves and the sc'ie^ices which
thfty have prolesbed, from v/rangling and controversy 5

becau e whtnsoever, in the progress oi cheir treatises, they
have occasion to use a new and unknown word, they al-

W a% s drfne it, and tell in what seiite they shall take it |

and in Uiany of their writings you find a hesn^ oi defnitions

at trie very beginning. Now, if the v^nteib of m^tmal phi-

ioso-phy a.)(d incrcTiy bad used the same accuracy and care,

they had effectuaay secir.ded a multitude of noisy and
fru^r. ess debuses out of their own teveral provinces : Nor
htiCi Uiat s^acrcd them« of divinity been j^erpiexed with so
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many intricate disputes, nor the church ofQm? been torn to

pieces by so many sects and factions, if the words grace,

foith^ righteousness, repentance, justijicot'wn, nvorsJitp, cliurck,

bishop, presbyter, &c. had been well defined, and their sig-

nifications adjusted, as near as possible, by the use of those

words in the N^ew Testament ; or at least, if every writer

had to!d us at first in what sense he would use those words.

Direct. VI. In your c<wn studies as lueU (is in the commU'

7ncat'ion of your thoughts to others merely for their informa-

tion, ai'oid atitbigaous and equivocal terjus as much as possible.

Do not use such words as have two or three definitions of

the name belonging to them, that is, such words as have

two or three senses, where there is any danger of mistake.

Where your chief business is to inform the judgment,

and to explain a matter rather than to persuade or affect,

be not fond of expressing yourselves in figw\\tiH)e language,

when there are any proper words that signify the same
idea in the //V^-n?/ sense. It is the ambiguity of na7ne--^,^<^

we have often said, that brings almost iniinite confusion

into our conceptions of things.

But where there is necessity of using an ambiguous
word, there let double care be used in defining that word,

and declaring in what sense you take it. And be sure to

suffer no ambiguous word ever to come into your deiini-

tions.

Direct. VII. In communicating youp notions, we every tvord

as near as possble in the same sense in ivhich mankind conwiOK'

ly use It, or nvhich ivriters that have gone bejore you have us-

ually affixed to it, upon condition that it is free fro?n ar?:l}gu-

ity. Though names are in their original merely arbi-

trary, yet we should always keep to the establiirhed mean-
ing of them, unless great necessity requires the alteration ;

for, when any word has been ustd to signify an idea, that

old idea will recur in the mind v/hen the word is heard or

read, rather than any new idea which vv^e may fasten to it.

And this is-one reason v/hy XYie received definition of names

should be changed as little as possible.

B :t I add further, that, though a word entirely new
introduce-i into a language may be afhxed to what idea

you please, yet an old v/ord ought never to be fixed to an
unaccusjiomea idea, without just and eyident 3iecesj.ity. or
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without present or previous notice, lest we introduce

thereby a hcence for all nnanner of pernicious equhccathns

&ndfj/si'/i8ods ; as for instance, when an idle boy, who has

not seen his book all the morning, shall tell his master

that he has learned Ins Jessoii, he can never excuse himself

by saying, that by the word lesson he meant his breakfast^

and by the word leartn he meant eating ; surely this would
be construed a downright lie, and his fancied wit would
hardly procure him a pardon.

In using an ambiguous word, which has been used in

different senses, we may choose what we think the most
proper sense, as 1 have done, f. T2, in naming the poles of
the Ioodito7ie, north or south.

And, when a word has been used in two or three sen-

ses, and has made a great inroad for error upon that account,

it is of good service to drop one or two of those senses,

and leave it only one remaining, and affix the other i;enses

or ideas to other words. So the modern philosophers,

when they treat of the huma7i soid, they call it the 7}ilnd or

inens huiiiima and leave the word cm'-viri, or seulj to signify

the principle ofUfe a7id inotKm m jiiere afiimal hch.gs.

The poet Jwueiud has long ago given us a hint of this

accuracy and distinction, when he says oi brutes and men^

Jndulsit vnoidl coiiwnmh condltor illis

Tatitam animas ; ticbis animum quoque.

Sat. ix. V. 134.

Excepi'wTt, There is one case, wherein some of these

last rules concerning the defrmiton of nuords may be in some

measure dispensed whh ; and that is, when strong and

rooted prejudice hath established some favorite word or

phra-<", and 1 ng used it to express some mistaken notion,

or to unite some inconsistent ideas ; for then it is some-

times much easier to lead the world into truth, by indulg-

ing their fondness for a phrase, and by assigning and ap-

plying new ideas and notions to their favorite word ; and

this is much safer also than to awaken all their passions

by rejecting both their old words and phrases, and no-

tions, and introducing all new at once : Therefore we
continue to say, there is heat hi thefre, there is coldtiess in ice^

rather than invent new words to express the powers
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which are in fine or \ce^ to excite the sensations of lieat or

cold in us. For the same reason, some words, and phrases,

which are less proper, may be continued in theclogy, while

people are led into clearer ideas with much more ease and
success, than if an attempt was made to change all their

beloved forms of speech.

In other cases, these logical directions should generally

be observed, and ditTerent names affixed to different ideas.

Here I cannot but take occasion to remark, that it is a

considerable advantiige to any language to have a variety

efrjew wori." introduced into it, that when, in course of

time, ncio object% and ^:eio icl'M arise, there may be neio

wordi and names assigned to them : And also where one
single name has sustairud tv o or three ideas in time past,

these new words may remove the ambiguity by being af-

fixed to some of those ideas. This practice v/ould, by de-

grees, take away part of the uncertainty of language.

And for this reason I cannot but congratulate our English

tongue, that it has been abundantly enriched witti the

translation of words from all our neighbour nations, as well

as from ancient languages, and these words have been as

it were infranchised amongst us ; for French, Latin, Greek,

and German names, will signify English ideas, as well

as v/ords that are anciently and entirely English.

It may not be amiss to mention in this piace, that, as

the determination of the particular sense in which any
word is used is called the dc-fin'tthn of the na?ne, so the enu-

meration of the various senses of an equivocal word is

sometimes called the dmslon or di-tiition of the name;
and for this purpose good doctrines are of excellent use.

This diit'indion of the ntvne or luord is greatly necessary

in arga nentation or dispute; • hen a fallacious argument
is used, he that answers it distinguishes the several senses

of some word or phrase in it. and shews in \vhat sense it is

true
J
and in wnat sense It is evidently falis.
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SECT. IV.

OF THE DEFINITION OF THINGS.

AS there is much confusion introduced into our ideas,

hy the means of those wcr^^j to which they are affixed, so

the mmgll'.g our ideas with each other without caution, is a
farther occasion whereby they become confused. A court

lady, born and bred up amongst po?np and equipage, and
the vain notions of </ M and quality, constantly joins and
mixes all these with the idea of herself, and she imagines

these to be e^^sential to her nature^ and as it were, necessary

to hep being ; thence she is tempted to look upon rnemal

seyvajiis, and the lowest rank of mankind, as another species

of Beings quite distinct from herself. A pJonv ky, that has

never travelled beyond hfs own village, and has seen

nothing but thiiched houses and his parish church, is natu-

rally led to imagine that thatch belongs to the very na-

ture of a house, and that that must be a church which is

built of stone, and especially if it has a .*/jVe upon it, A
£hild whose uncle has been excessive fond, and his schoohmS'

ter very severe, easily believes that fondness always be-

longs to m;?cW, and that severity is essential to jnasters OfT

instructors. He has seen also soldiers with red coats, or

ministers with long black gowns, and therefore he persuades

himself that these garbs are essential to those characters,

and that he is not a minister who has not a long black gcwn,

nor can he be a soldi?n who is not dressed in red. It would
be well if all such mistakes ended with childhood.

It might be aiso subjoined, that our complex ideas be-

come confused, not only by waiting or blending together more

simple or single ideas than really belong to them, as in the

instances just mentioned ; but obscurity and confusion

sometimes come upon our ideas also, /or luant of uniting a

sufficient nwnber of single ideas to make the complex one :

So if I coneeive of a leopard only as a spotted beast, this does

not distinguish it from a tyger or a lynx, nor from many
dogs or horses, which are spotted too ; and therefore a
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':c-pard must have some more ideas added to complete and

distingui:;h it.

I grant that it is a large and free acquaintance with the

world, a watchful observation and diligent search into the

nature of things, that must fully correct this kind of er-

rors : The rules of logic are not sufficient to do it : Rut
yet the rules oflo^ic niiiy instruct us by what means to dis-

tinguish one thing from another, and how to search and

j
mark out, as far as may be, the contents and limits of the

mature of distinct beings, and thus may give us great assis-

I

tance towards the remedy of these mistakes.

As the defiiithn of tiames free us from that confusion

I
which <u>3rds introduce, so the definition of things will in

some measure guard us against that confusion which
mingled ideas have introduced : For, as a defimt'ion of the

name explains what any word means, so a definition of the

thing explains what is the nature of that thing.

In order to form a definition of any thing, we must put

forth these three acts of the mind.

First, compare the thing to be defined with other things

that are most like to itself, and see wherein its essence or

nature agrees with them ; and this is called the general

nature or genus in a definition : So if you would define

what iv'ine is, first compare it with other thli.gs like itself,

as cider, perry ^ &Q. and you will find it is a sort ofjuice.

Secondly, Consider the most remarkable and primary

attribute, property, or idea wherein this thing differs from
those other things that are most like it ; and that is, its

essential or specific difference : So nvlne differs from cidef and
perry, and all otXiQV juices, in that it is pressedfrom a grape.

This may be called its special nature, which distinguishes

it from Qthet juices.

Thirdly, Join the general and special nature together,

or (which is all one) the genus and the difference, and these

make up a definition. So Xhejuice of a grape^ ox juice pressed

from grapes, is the definition of tvlne.

So, if I would define what winter is, I consider first

wherein it agrees with other things which are most like

it, namely, summer, spring, autumn, and I find they are all

seasons of the year ; therefore a icason of the year is ths geti"
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lis. Then I observe w herein it differs from these, and
that is in the shortness of tie days ; for it is this which
.does primarily distinguish it from other seawns ; there-

fore this may be called its special nature or its difference.

Then, by joining these together, I make a dejintton* J'l^in-

t€i' is that season of the year ivherem the days are 'Shortest, I

confess indeed this is but a ruder definition of it, for to de-

line it as an accurate astronomer, 1 must limit the days,

hours, and minutes.

/.iter the same manner, if we would explain or define

VfhdiX Xh% picture ofman is, we consider first the ge7tu. or

general nature of it, which is a representation ; and herein

it agrees v/ith many other things, as a ^tatye, a shadoiUf a
pri t, a verbal de crlption of a man, <&c. Then we con-

sider wherein it differs from these, and we find it differs

from a verbal description, in that it is a representation to

the eye a d not to the ear : It differs from a itati-e, in that

it is a representation upon a flat surface, and not in a solid

figure : It differs from a hadciv, in that it is an abiding

representation, and not a fleeting one : It differs from a

fri't or dra ght, because it represents the colours by paint,

as well as the shape of the object by delineation. Now,
so many, or rather so few of these ideas put together, as

are just sufficient to distinguish apictire from all other

representations, make up its essential difference, or its •^^-

cial nature ; and all these are included in its be'i- g put ted

on a p am surface. Then join this to the genus , vj\xich.

is a rep^-e.erdcdion ; and thus you have the complete i^/^z-

t'lon of a man, namely, it is the refrese-.tution of a man in

paint up%n a surface (or a pa re.)

Here it must be observed, that when we speak of the

genus and differer~ce as composing a defmtwii, it must al-

ways be understood that the neareJ genus, and the ipecific

differe/ce, are required.

The ntxt geierul nature, or the neare t genus, must be

used in a definition, because it includes all the rest as parts

of its complex idea; as if I would define W/ze, I must say,

'whie Is a juice, which is the nearest genus ; and not say,

iv'ine i'i a liquid, which is a remote general nature ; or,

ivlne is' a subJanes, which is yet more remote ; for juice

includes both subdancs and ticiuidt Besides, neither of
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these two remote general natures would make any distinc»

tion between tuine, and a thmsand olher suhstcmcesf or oth-

er liquids, a remote genius leaves the tiling too much un-

distinguished.

The spec'ific difference is that primary attribute which
distinguishes each species from one another, while they

stand ranked under the same general nature or genus. Tho'

KX)ine differs from other liquids in that it is the juice of a

certain fruity yet this is but a general or generic dfference,

for it does not distinguish tume from cider or perry; the

specific dference of ivine therefore is its pressure from the

grape : as cider is pressed from apples^ and perry from pears.

In definitions also we must use the primary attribute

that distinguishes the speci'^s or special nature, and not at-

tempt to detine nvne by its pecuhar tastes, or effects, or

other properties, which are b it secondary or consequential

f

when its pressure from th; grape is the most obvious and

primary distinction of it from all other juices. I confess

in some cases it is not so easily known which is the pri-

mary idea that distinguishes one thmg from another ; and

therefore some would as soon define iv'nter by the coid-^

ness of the season ^ as by the shortness of the days; though

the shortness of the days is dojbtless the mcjst just, primary

and philosophical difference betwixt tnat and the other

seasons of the year, since winter days are always shortest^

but not always the coldest ; I add also, that the shortness?

efthe days is one cause of the coldness^ but the cold is n®

tjause of their shortness,

SECT. VI.

RULES OF THE DHnJiiTION OF THE THING

o

THE special rules of a good definition are the follow-

ing :

Rule l.-—j4dfiikion mw^t he universal, or, as .to;;2<? call

it, adequate ; that is, it must agree to all the particular

species or individuals that are included under the same
idea ; so the juise of a gr fe agrees to all proper wines,

whether redy njuhke, French^ Spannky Florence^ Sio.

H
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Rule 11.—It must he proper and peculiar to fhe ilmg defimd,

and agree to that alone ; for it is the very design of a de-

finition effectually to distinguish one thing from all oth-

ers : So the juice of a grape agrees to no other substance,

to no other liquid, to no other being hut mine.

These two rules being observed, will always render a
definition reciprocal iv'iih the things defjied; which is a
scholastic way of speaking, to signify that the definition

may be used in any sentence in the place of the thing de-

fined^ or they may be mutually confirmed concerning each
other, or substituted in the room of each other. The juice

cf the gr&pe is ivine^ OT <zuwe is the juice of the grope. And
wheresoever the word tfl-e is used, you may put the juice

cf the grape instead of it, except when you consider ivine

rather as a ivord than a thing, or when it is mentioned in

such logical rule^:.

Rule III.

—

A definition ought to he clear and plain ; for

the design of it is to lead us into the knowledge of the

thing defined.

Hence it will follow, that the words used in a definition

ought not to be douhtfu '. or equiijocal and obscure, but as

plain and easy as the language will afford : And indeed it

is a general rule concerning the definition both of tiafnes and
things, that no word should be used in either of them whieh
has any darkness or diffleulty in it, unless it has been

before explained or defined.

Hence it will follow also, that there are many things

which cannot well be defined, either as to the name or the

ihhig^ unless it be by synonymous words, or by a negation

of the contrary idea, <^c. for learned men know not hew
to make them more evident, or more intelligible, than the

ideas which every man has gained by the vulgar methods
of teaching. Such are the ideas of extension, duration, con-

scisusnesy, and most of our simple ideas, and particularly

sensible qualities, as 'white, blue, red, cold, heat, shrill, bitter

^

sow, ^r.

We can say of duration, that it is a continuance in being,

or dk7iot ceasing to be ; we can say of consciousness^ that it

is as it wercfl feeling HvitJiin oursehef* ; we may say, heat

is that which is not cold ; or sour is that which is like liw-

fgar ; or we may point to the clear sky, and say, that is
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Hue, These are vulgar metlioas of teaching the definitions

of navies^ or meaning of words. But there are some philos-

ophers, whose attempts to define these things learnedly

have wrapt up their ideas in greater darkness, and exposed

themselves to ridicule and contempt ; as when they define

hectt. they say, it is jOualitas congregant /iomoge?iea, and sc-

gregnns heterogenea ; that is, a quality gathering together

things of the same kind, and separating things of a differ-

ent kind. So they define nvh'ite^ a colour arising from the

prevalence of br'.ghtncsf^ : But every cViild knows hot aud
ivhite better without these definitions.

There are many other definitions given by the Peripa-

tetick philosophers, which are very faulty, by reason of

their obscurity ; as mQiion is defined by them the act of a
being in po'U'er, so far forth a.v it is in ponver. Time is the

measure or ?ium!rr of motion aaccrding to pa^t, present, and fu-
ture. The soul is the act of an organieal jtatural body. ha'V-

ing Vfe in p'o'wer ; and several others of the same stamp.

Rule IV.—It is also commonly prescribed amongst the
rules of definition, that it sho dd be short, so that it must

have no tautology in it, nor any nvords ^ superfluous, I confess

definitions ought to be expressed in as few words as is

consistent with a clear and just explication of the nature

of the thing defined, and a distinction of it from all other

things besides : But it is of much more importance, and
far better, that a definition should explain clearly the sub-

ject we treat of, though the words be maty, than to leave

obscurites in the sentence by confining it within too nar-

row limits. So ia the definition which we have given of

logic, that is the art of unng rea-,on ivell in the search after

truth, and the communication of it to others, it has indeed ma.
ny words in it, but it couid not be well shorter. j4rt is

the ^g';;/^ wherein it agrees with rhetoric, poe'^y, arithtnetich,

nvreitling, sailing, building, &c. for all these are art-; also :

But the difference or special nature of it is drawn from
its object, reason ; from the act tvt'ig it ivell, and from its

two great ends or designs, namely, the search after truth,

and the commuvicafion of it ; nor can it be justly described

and explained in fewer ideas.

V.—If we add ^. fifth rule, it must be, that neither the thing

defined} nor a mere synotiymous name^ should make a part of
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the dcjijntwn, for this wo«ld be no explication of the nature

of the thing ; and a synonynQous word at best could only

be a defn'itmi of the name.

SECT. VI.

OESERVATI(|)NS . CONCERNING IHE DEFINITION OF THINGS.

BEFORE I part with this subject, I must propose

several cbsermtms which relate to the definition of

thir.gb.

lit Oher'v. There is no need that, in defnkion, we
should be confined to owe ^^^ ingle attribute cr property, in or-

der to express the difference of the thing defined, for

sometimes the essetJiai difference consists in tiio or three

ideas or attributes. So a grocer is a n^an nvho buys and

selh sugar, and piiwibs a fid ipkes fcr gain, A clcclc is an e«-

gine nvHh nvaghts and Kiheel , that shews the hcur cf the day

h'Jh by fo'iriting end striking : L nd if I were to define a
repeating c cck, I mui-t add another propeity. rairely, that

it also repeats the hur. So that the true and primary es-

sential difference of some complex ideas consisting in sev-

eral distinct properties, cannot be well expressed without
conjunctive partcles of speech.

2d. Ohieri', There is no need that definitions should al-

ways be posii'.'ve, for some things differ from others mere-

ly by a defect of what others have ; as^ if a chair be defined

a seat for a sir.gle person nviih a bi. ck i>eforging to ity then a
steal is a seat for a sifig. e person ivithcut a back ; and a form
is a seat for st'vetd per ens ni'iihoit a lack : These are neg-

atI've differences. So sin i 'went of confotmity to the loiu

cf God ; blindness is a ivcnt of iight ; a lagcbcnd is a per-

so; irithcut a heme Some ideas are negat'i've, and their de-

finition ought to be so too.

^d. Cbserv. Some things may have two or more defini-

tions, and each of them equally just and good ; as a miU
is the length of eight fvriongs;, or it is the third part of a
hagi e. Eternal is that nvhith ever was, and e'ver shaii be ;

Qrit h that 'which had lo beginning end shall have no end*
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71/ «* is usually define;! tx. r.,Uonal ajuvicd : But it may bo

much better to define him a sp'irit initcxi to an onwim. of
such a sA'pc, or an a?iiiiinl cf suck a pecular sk<ps united to

a spirit, or a 6 i>i^ composed of s- ch an on'unaf and a vnrid.

^th Ob^erv. Where the essences of things are evidert,

and clearly distinct from each other, there we may be

more accurate and exact in the depvtionn of them : But,

where their essences approach near to each other, the defini-

ii n ij more difficult. A b'lrd may be defined 2i feathered art"

imai ^'ith iv'uig'i, a sh':p may be deilned a large hoIIoKv

biaid'ing made to pass over the nvater with S(,il'< : But if you
airk me to define a bat^ which is between a bird and a beast

or to define a b:\rpe and hey, which are between a booi and
a sh'.p^ it is m.uc'i harder to define them, or to adjust the

bounds of their essence. This is very evident in all 7non-

stroits b'irth.f^, and irregular productions sf nature, as well aS

in many luorh of art ^ which partake so much of onespecies^

and so much of a^iother, that we cannot tell under which
species to rank them, or how to determine their specific

difference.

The several '•pedes of beings are seldom precisely limit-

ed in the nature of things by an uncertain and unaltera-

ble bounds : The essences of many things do not consist

in ind'ivisibm, or in one evident indivisible point, as some
have imagined ; but by various degrees they approach
nearer to, or differ more from, others that are of a kindred

nature. So (as I have hinted before) in the very middle
of each of the arches of a rainbow, the colours of green^

yelloiv and red are sufficiently distinguished ; but n^ar the
borders of the several arches they run into one another^

so that you hardly know how to .limit the colours, noc
whether to call it red or yellciv, green or blue,

6th Observ. As the highest or chief genuses^ namely, be^

* The common definiiion of man namely, a rational animalj is

very faulty, 1. Because the animal is not rational; the rationality

of man arises from the mind to which the animal is united 2. Be»
cause if a spirit should be united to a horse, and iiiake ii a rational

being, surely this would not be a man : It is evident therefore that

the peculiar shape must enter into the definition of a psan to render
it just and perfect-, and for want of a full desciipuoa thereof, all

our definition.- are defective.

H 2
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i?ig and not-helrtg., can never be defined, because there is

no genui^ superior to them : so neither can si. guJar ideas

or tndwidu.Is be well nefined, because either they have no
£s ent'iol dtferences from other individuals, or their differ-

ences are not known ; and therefore indmduaJs are only

to be described by their particular circumstances : So
King George is distinguished from all other men and other

kings, by describing him as the first king of Great Britain

of the house of Bi wisivick ; and Westminster Hall is describ-

ed by its situation and its use. tfSc.

That individual bodies can hardly have any essential

difference, at least within the reach ofour knowledge, may
be made thus to appear : Methu-^elah. when he was nine

hundred and sixty years old, and perhaps worn out with
age and weakness, was the same person as when he was in

his full vigour of tnanhood^OT when he was an infant, new-
ly born ; but how far was his body the same ? Who tan
tell whether there was any fibre of his flesh or his bones

that continued the same throughout his whole life ? Or
who can determine which are those fibres ? The ship in

which Sir Frayids Drake sailed round the world might be

new built, and refitted so often, that few of the same tim-

bers remained ; and who can say whether it must be cal-

led the same ship or not ? And what is its essential differ-

ence ? How shall we define Sir Francis Drake's ship, 05

make a definition for Methu eloh ?

To this head belongs that most difficult question, What
h the principle of individuation ? Or what is it that makes
any one thing the seme as it was some time before ? This

is too large and laborious an inquiry to dwell upon in this

place : Yet I cannot forbear to mention this hint, namely.

Since our own bodies must rise at the last da/ for us to

receive rewards or punishments in them, there may be

perhaps some origma. fibres of each human body, some
stamina vitae^ or primeval seed of hfe, which may remain

unchanged through all the stages of life, death, and the

grave ; these may become the springs and piinciples of a

resufrection, ai'd sufficient to denominate it that same bcdy^

But, if there be any such constant and vital atomb which
diytmguiiih every human body, they are known to God only.
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tth Ohserv, Where we cannot find out the essence or

esserfial difference of any species or h'md of beings that we
would define, we must content ourselves with a collection

of such chief parti or properties of it as may best explain it,

so far as it is known, and best distinguish it from other

things : So a viar'tgold is a floiver ivhich hoth many long and

yelloiu leaiies, round a Utile knot of seeds hi the vi'id t, iv'ith

such a peculiar .stalk, &c. So if we would define siher, we
say it is a auhke and hard inetal^ next in tve'ight to god : If

we would define an elder tree, we might say it is one a-

mofig the lesser tree-, ivhcse younger branches are soft and

full cfpithy whose leaves are jigged or hidented, and of such a

particular ihape, afid it bears large clu ters of small black ber-

riesi : So we must define earth, stone, a lion an eagle, a ser-

pent, and the greatest part of natural beings, by a collec-

tion of those properties, which according to our obser-

vation distinguish them from all other things. This is

what Mr. Locke caJls nojnlnal esisence^ and ncrnmal defini-

tions. And indeed, since the essential differences of the

various natural beings or bodies round about us arise from

a peculiar shape, size, motion, and situation of the small

particles of which X\\ey are composed, and since we have

no sufficient method to inform us what these are, we must
be contented with such a sort ef definition of the bodies

they compose.

Here tiote, That this sort of definition, which is made up
of a mere collection of the most remarkable parts or prop-

erties, is called an imperfect defmtion, or a description ; where-
as the definition is called perfect when it is composed of

the essential dfference, added to the general nature or

genus.

1th Obseri). The perfect defiriliion of any being always in-

cludes the definitirn of the name whereby it is called, for it

informs us of the sense or meaning of that word, and
shews us what idea that word is affixed to ; But the de-

fifiition of the name does by no means include tx perfect defi.

?iitioncfthe thing ; for, as we have said before, a mere sy-

nonymoris v/ord, a negation of the contrary, or the men-
tion of any one or two distinguishing properties of the

thing, may be a -ufficient definition cf the fiavie. Yet in

those cases where the esiJtntial differences or essence of a
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thing is unknown, there a definkhn of the name, "by the

chief properties, and a descnpimi of the things are much
the same.

And here I think it necessary to take notice of one gen-

eral sentiment, that seems to run through that exceUent

performance, Mr. Loche^s Essay on humon u derstaiid'ing^ and

that is ; That the ess€7ice of things are utterly unknown
to us, and therefore all our pretences to distinguish the

essences of things can reach no farther than mere nominal

essences ; or a collection of si:ch prop; rties as we know ;

to some of which we affix panicular names, and others we
bundle up, several oget er, under one name : And that

all our attempts to rank beijigs in o different kinds of spe.

cies can reach no farther than to make 7nere rorninal spe-

cks; and therefore our definitions of things are but mere

nominal descriptions or definitions of the name."

Now, that we may do justice to that great author, we
ouaht to consider that he confines this sort of discourse only

to the essence of simple ideas, and to the essence of sub-stanceSy

as appears evident in the fourth and sixth chapters of his

third book ; for he allows the names of miaed modes alivcys

to s'lgnfy the real essencts of their species, Chap. V. and he

acknowledges ariijiciol things to hd'Vf real dhtmct species ;

and that, in the distinction of their essences, M(?re is gen-

erally .ess ccJifu.ion a:d uncertainiy than In naturol, Chap. VI.

sect. 40, 4i. though it mus be confessed that he scarce-

ly makes any distinction between the defrnt'ion of the

name and the defnition of the t/ing, JV. and som.etimes

the current of his discourse decries the hnoivkdge of es-

sences in such general terms as may justly give occasion

to mistake.

It must be granted, that the essence of most of our swi"

pie idea , and the greatest part of particular natural suh-

stances are much unknown to us ; and therefore the essen-

tial difference of dificrent qualities, and of the various

kinds of bodies, (as I have said before) lie beyond the reach

of our understandings : We know net what makes the pri-

mary real inward distinctions between red, green, siveet,- cur

^

&c. between ^oud, iron, oil, stone,fre, Kv.ter, fesh, cloy in

their general natures ; nor do we know what are the in-

ward and prime distinctions between ail the particular kirnls

©r species in the vegttuhkf animal^ mineral^ metallic^ or liquid
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world of things. See Philosophical Essays y Essay xi. sec. I.

But still there is a very large field for the knowledge of

the €^ ences of things, and for the use of perfect definiiionx

amongst out complex ide. j, the vwda/ oppeara.ces attd chaU'

ge^i of nafuref the 'u^orks of art, the tiit iters of science, diTid.

all the affairs of the civil the moral, and the religious life i

And indeed it is of much more importance to all man-
kind to have a better acquaintance with the ivorks of art

for their own livelihood and daily use, with the afnirs

«/ morality for their beliavior in this world, and with the

matters of relgio>i,thsLt they may be prepared for the world

to come, than to be able to give a perfect definition of the

works of nature.

If the particular essences of natural bodies are unknown
to us, we may be yet good philosophers, good artists^

good neighbors, good subjects, and good Christians, with-

out that knowledge ; and we have just reason to be con«

tent.

Now that the essences of some of the modal appearan--

ees and changes in nai re as well as thi'gs of art, science^

h.r\A 7norality, are sufiiciently known to us to xnake perfect

defiy}it:ons of them, will appear by the specimen of a few
definitions of these things.

Motion is a<;hange of a place. Sivftnes^- is the passing

over a long space in a short time. A natural day is the

time of one alternate revolution of light and darkness, or it

is the duration of twenty-four hours. An eclipse oj the sun

is a delect in the sun's transmission of light to us by the

moon interposing. *S :o'w is congealed vapour. ^H il is

congealed rain. An *island is a p ece of land rising above

the surrounding water. An '*hi/l is an elevated part of ihe

earth, and a *grove is a piece of ground thick set with

trees. An ho se is a building made to dwell in. A cot'

tage is a mean house in the country. A stopper is that

meal which we make in the evening. A t iangle is a fig-

ure composed of three sides. A gallon is a measure «on»

*NoTE— Island, hill, grove, are not defined here in their more
remore and substantial natures, (if I may sa express it) or as Jae

raatter of ihem is earth : for in this '^ens-e we know not their es-

sence, but oi.Iy as considered in their it odd appearances whereby
one part of earth is distinguished irom anoiUer. The same may
be fcaid of sno*, hail, &.c.
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taining eight pints. A Potter is a man who carries Ijur*-]

dens for hire. A htn^ii the chief ruler in a kingdom.
Vere'eky is the conformity of our words to our thoughts.

Co'vetcusness is an excessive love of money, or other pos-

sessions. Ki lin^ is the taking away the life of an animal.

Murder is the unlawful killing of a man. Rhetoric is the

art of speaking in a manner fit to persuade. Natural phi-

tpsophy is the knowledge of the properties of bodies, and
the various effects of l hem, or it is the knowledge of the

va^rious appearance in nature, and their causes ; and Logic

is the art of using our reason well, &c.

Thiis you see the essential difference of various beings

may be known, and are borrowed from their qujliiies and
propertie^, theu co.'rSeSy effects, objects, adjunct ends, &c. and
indeed, a? infinitely various as the essences of things are,

their definitions must needs have various forms.

After all it must be confessed, that many logicians and
philosophers in the former ages have made too great a bus-

tle about the exactness of their definitions of things, and
entered into long fruitless controversies, and very ridicu-

lous debates in the several sciences, about adjusting the

logical forrmdities of every definition ; whereas that sort of

wrangling is now grown very justly contemptible, since it

is agreed that true learning ajid the knowledge of things

depend much more upon a large acquaintance with their

various properties, causes, effects, subject, object, ends and
dcbigns, than it does upon the formal and scholastick nice-

ties of genus and drffereme*

SECT. VII.

OF A COMPLETE CONCEPriON OF TKIKGS.

HAVING dwelt so long upon the first rule to direct

our conceptions, and given an account of the definiiwn both

oinamey and tJi'mgt, in order to gain clear and distinct ideas,

we make haste now to the second ru'e, to guide our con-

ceptions, and that is, Conct;he (f things completely in all

their parts.
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All pjrts have a reference to some KvJiole : Now there is

and old distinction which logical writers make of a nvkole

andits^a^^^ into four several kinds, and it may be proper

just to mention them here.

1. There is a jnetnphys'tcal m^Jiole^ when the essence of

a thing is said to consist of two part^, the genus and the

difere7i:e, that is, the general and the special nature, which
being joined together make np a dcfimfjo^u This has beea

the subject of the foregoing sections.

2. There is ^vmtheinotical iuMe,vj\\\Qh is better calL

ed integral, when the several parts which go to make
up the whole are really distinct from one another- and

each of them may subsist apart. So the head, the ruuhs,

and the trunh\ are the integral parts of any large number? ;

so these discourses which 1 have written concerning ^^r-

cepUon, judgment y reasoning, and di-^pos'ithn, are four integral

parts oilcgk. This sort of parts goes to make up the

completeness of any subject ; and this is the chief and

most direct matter of our discourse in this section.

3. There Is a physical- or essential ivhole, which is usu-

ally made to signify and include only the two efisential parts

of man, body and scut. But I tKink the sense of it may
better be altered, or at least enlarged, and so include all

the essential modes, attributes, or properties, which are

contained in the (iomp>-ehen.shn of any idea. This shall be

the subject of discourse under the tJijrd rue to direct oun

concepticn^.

4. There is a logical iv/icle, which is also called an w«?-

'versal ; and the part.'^ of it are all the particular ideas to

which this universal nature extends. So a genus is a nvJioIe

in respect to several .'pe ie.'s which are its parts. So the

species is a luho.'e and all the individuals are the parts of it.

This shall be treated of, in the fourth rule to guide our c©/z-

ceptioft-;.

At present we consider an idea as an integral ivhole, and
our second ride directs us to contemplate itin all its part. ;

But this can only ref«r to complex ideas, for simple ideas

have no parts.
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SECT. VIIL

OF DiVlSION AND THE RULES OF IT.

SINCE our minds are narrow in their capacity, and
Oannot survey the several parts of any complex being,

with one single view, as God sees ali things at once
;

therefore we must, as it were, take it to pieces, and con-

sider of the parts separately, that we may have a more
complete conception of the whole. So that, if 1 would
learn the nature of a nvat. h, the workman takes it to pie-

ces and shews me the spring., the njchees^ the axh.,^ the

pinions^ the b'^lcriie^ tt\e d'lai-pi.te pointer^ the t n.-.f, &c- and
describes each of the^e things to me apart, together with
their figures and their uses. If I would know ^'hat an
anhna is, the anatomist considers the head, the t. ?:/ik, the

Imbs, the boives, apart from fach other, and gives ine dis*

tinct lectures upon each o! them. So a kngdjn is divided

into its several j:?/c^ii;/cf J ,• a book \nXo\Xs several chapters i

and any j^?^«re is divided according to the several suhjciU

of which it treats.

This is what we properly call the division of an Idea^

which is an exp kaikn of the ivho'.e by it'! ienjerol parts, or aH
emmieration of the ievernl parts that go to compose any
<whcle idea, and to render it complete. And I think when
man is divided into body and scul, it properly comes u:ider

this part of the doctrine of integral djtision as well as

when the mere kf^V is divided into head, trunk, and nmbs- :

ThJL d: vision is sf*iiiet\ires cAhd part t oru

V> hm any of the parts of any .dea are yet farther divid-

ed in order to a elear, explication of the nvhok, this is

called a suhd vi-^-7on ; as when ^year is divided into inonth.<i,

each month into cafcy , and each day into hours^ which
may also be farther subdivided into mmide.^ and seconds.

It is necessary, in order to a full explication of any be-

ing, to consider eath part, and the propertie of it, distinct

hy itsefj as well as m its relation to the whole : For there

are many properties that belong to the several parts of a

being which cannut properly be ascribed to the whole>
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though these properties may fit each part for its prop-

er station, and as it stands in ' hat relation to the whole
complex being : As in a house, he doors are moveable,

the rooms square, the ceilings white, the ivindoius trans-

parent, yet the home is neither moveable, nor square, nor

white, nor transparent.

The special Rues of a good Dh'lsion are these,

I Rule —Each part singly tahen must contain less than

the •xuhole^ but all the parts take a collectively
, (or together

^^

viist contain \e'ithcr more nor less than the ivtiole. There-

fore, if in discoursing of a tree you divide it into the tririk

and /^(7'i;(?f, it is an imperfect division, because the root and
the hranchst are needful to make up the whole, So logjc

would be ill divided into apprehension^ judgment and red"

so?iing ; for method IS a, considerable part of tiie art which
teaches us to use our reason right, and should by no means
be omitted.

Upon this account, in every division wherein we design

a perfect exactness, it is necessary to examme the whole
idea with diligence, lest we omit any parts of it through

want of care ; though in some cases ii is not possible, and
in others it is not necessary, that we should descend to the

minutest parts.

il Rule.

—

1 1 all divisions lue should first consider the

larger and more i7n7nediate pa ts of the subject, and not du
I'jde it at once i^'to the more jninute and remote part-. It

would by no means be proper to divide a kingdom first into

streets, ^ndi lane ,
^nd fields ; but it must be first divided

into provinces or countie.., then those cointie.-s, may be di-

vided into ioiuns-y vi iages,fi-ecdsy &c. and toiv cs into streets

and lanes.

Ill Rule.

—

The several parts of a division ought to be op-

posite, that is, one part ought not to contain another. It would

be a ridiculous division of an animdiuto head, hmb.^ body, aad

brain, for the brJ s are conta,ined in tlie head.

Yet here it must be noted, that soinetimes the subjects

of any treatise, or the objects of ^^ny particular science,

may be properly and nece:.sarily so divided, that the second

may include the first, and the third may include the first

and' second, without offending against this rule, because

I
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in the second or following parts of the science or dis-

course these objects are not considered in the same man-

ner as in the first ; as for instance, geometry divides its

objects into Ihies, surface ';, and solids : Now, though a

line be contained in a surface or a 50 7^, yet it is not con-

sidered in a surfat (?, separate and alone, or as a viere line,

as it is in the first part of geometry, which treats of Ime.f,

So logic is rightly divided into conce^tkn, judgment, reason-

hig, and method. For, though ideas or conceptiom: are con-

tained in the following parts of logic, yet they are not there

treated of as separate ideusy which are the proper subject

cf the first part.

IV Rule.

—

Let not suhdiniisjons he too 7imnerom noithout

7iecessity : For it is better many times to distinguish more
parts at once, if the subject will bear it, than to mince the

discourse by excessive dividing and subdividing. It is

preferable therefore, in a treatise of geography, to say, that

in a ci!y we will consider its ivolls, its gates, its Innldnigs^

its streets, and Janes, than to divide it formally first into

the encompassing and the e/iiompassed parts ; the encom-
passing parts are the tvalls and gates, the encompassed

parts include the ivays and huildingf> ; the ways are the

streets and the lanes ; buildings consist of the foundations

and the superstructure, &.<2.

Too great a number of subdivisions has been affected by
some persons in sermons, treatises, instructions, &c. under

pretence of great accuracy : But this sort of subtilities

hath often caused great confusion to the understanding,

and sometimes more difficulty to the memory. In these

cases it is only a good judgmetn can determine what 6wZ?-

di'Disiors ^re useful.

V Rule.

—

Divide every subject accordi}ig to the specif de-

sign ycu ha've i7i I'ie^K One and the same idea or subject

may be divided in very different manners, according to

the different purposes we have in discoursing of it. So, if

a printer were to consider the several parts of a book, he
must divide it into sheets, the sheets into phages, the pages

into lines, and the lineft into letters. But a grammarian di-

vides a book into periods, sentences^ and ivords, or parts of

speech, as noun, pronoun, verb, &c. A logician considers s^

looh as divided into chapters, sections, arguments, prepositions^

idr-a-s ; and, with the help of o?itologyy he divides the pre*.
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position^' into '••uhject^ ohjed, property, relaijon, action, pas-

sjorjy cau.e. tffecty &c. But it would be very ridiciiloas

for a Isgichtn to divide a hok into sheets, p^'ges and Imes: ;

or for SL printer to divide it into noiots txnd pronounSj or into

pTfp {itirjn^^ idean, properiks^ ot cau es.

VI Rule.

—

In ail your dmswns cbse I'e nvith the greatest

ex ctne-^s the nature of th'ing.^. And here I am constrained

to mike a subdivision of this rule into two very necessary

particulars.

(1.) Let the parts of your divisions be such as are prop-

er! v distinguished in nature. Do not divide asunder those

parts of the idea which are intimately united in nature, nor

unite those things into one part which nature has evident-

ly disjoined : Thus it would be very improper, in treating

ofan o.r.im.il body, to divide it into the .superior and inferior

halves ; tor it would be hard to say how much belongs by
nature to the infer] j- half and how much to the superior.

Much more improper would it be still to divide the cmimal

into the rf^/?? hri?iJ p.-iris slpA left hand parts, winch would
bring greater confusion. This would be as unnatural as if

a man should cleave a hasel nut in halves through Xhehuskf

the shtll, and the heme] , at once, and say, a n:t is divided

into these tivo p rts ; whereas nature leads plainly to the

threefold distinction of husk, shell ^ and herrrd.

\2.) Do not aftect duplicates, nor triplicates, nor any
certain number of parts in your division of things ; for we
know of no such certain number cf parts which God the

Creator has observed in forming all the varieties of his

creatures ; nor is there any uniform determined number
of parts in the various subjects of human art or science;

yet some persons have disturbed the order of nature, and
ab.sed their readers, oy an affectation of dichotomies, trich-

xitoniks, se'venSy t^wehes^ <&c. Let thenatiire of the subject,

considered together v.'ith the de'ign u'hich you have in

view always determine the number of parts into which
you divide it.

After all, it must be confessed, that an intimate knowl-

edge of things, and a judicious observation, will assist in

the business oi diviHon, as well as of defjiition, better than
too nice and curious an attention to the mere form.alities of

logical writers^, without a real acquaintance with things.
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SECT. IX.

©F A COMPREHEKSIVE CONCEPTION OP THINGS, AND CF AB.

STRACTION.

THE tTiird rule to direct our conceptions requires us

to concede oj tk'mgs comprehensively. As we must survey

an object in all its parts to obtain a complete idea of it, so we
inust consider it in all its tnodes, attributes, propertksy and
relutlons, in order to obtain a comprehemi've conception

of it.

The crmprehension of an idea, as it w&s explained under
the doctrine of universals, includes only the essential modes

or attributes of that idea ; but in this place the word is

taken in a larger sense, and implies also the various oe-

cashnal properties, accidental modes, and reations.

The necessity of this rule is founded upon the same
reason as the former, namely. That our minds are nar-

row and scanty in their capacities, and as they are not able

to consider all the ^fl?'/.s' of a complex idea at once, so neith-

er can they at once contemplate ail the different attributes

and circimstance.:; of it : We m.ust theretore consider things

successi'vely and grad ally in their various appearances

and circumstances : As our natural eye cannot at once

behold the six 6tdes of a die or cuhe^ nor take cognizance

of all the points that are marked on them, and therefore

we turn up the sides successively, and thus survey and

number the points that are marked on each side, that we
may know the whole.

In order to a comprehensi've view of any idea, we must

first consider, whether, the c^bject of it has an eAstence as

well as essence', whether it be a .vmpJe or compux idea ^

whether it be a siiht&nce or a mode, ii it be a substance,

then we must inquire what are the e^senticl modes oi it

which are necessary to its nature, and what are those

properties or accident^ of it which belong to it occasionally,

or as it is placed in some particular circumstances : Nq
must view it in its internal i\n& ahohtie modes, and observe

it in those y^non^ €!xkraal reiatiom m v/hieh it stands to
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other beings : We must consider it in \ts pavdrs and ca-

pa::tics either to do or sujer : We must truce it np to its

vanous causes, whether supreme or subordinate. W''e must

descend to the variety .of itt; (feds, and take notice of the

several ends and des-ig>!s which are to be attained by it.

We must conceive of it as it is either an cbject or a subject^

what are the things that are o.hin to it, and what are the

opposites or contraries of it ; for many things are to be known
both by their contrary and kindred ideas.

It the thing we discourse of be a mere mode, we rr\ust in»

quire whether it belongs to spirits or bodies ; whether it be

a, physical or 7noral mode ; \{ vioral, then we must consider

its relation to God, to our se 'ves, to our neighbour' ; its refer-

ence to th'.s life, or the life to ccine. If it be a 'virtue, we
mu^t seek what arethe/)/7?2«/)/<;5of it, what are the ndes of

it, what are the tendencies of it, and what are the/c-7 e fir-

tue-^ that counterfeit it, and what are the real vices that op-

pose it, what are the e'vils which attend the neg ect of it,

and what are the rewards oi the practice Ol it y both here slikX

hereafter*

If the subject be historical, or a matter of fact, we may
then inquire whether the action was done at all ; whether
it was done in such a mcmner, or by such persons as is re«

ported ; at ivhat time it was done ; in m:hat place ; by what
viofive, and for nvhat design ; what is the evidence of the

fact ; who are the witnesses ; what is their character and
cred'bi-ity ; what signs there are of such a fact j what con-

current circumstances which may either support the truth of

it, or render it doubtful.

In order to make due inquiries into all thise, and many
other particulars which go towards the complete and com^

prchemive idea of any being, the science of mtology is ex-

ceeding necessary. This is what was wont to be called

the77"^':f of metaphysics in the Perlpatetlch schools. It treats

of being in tts most general nature^ and of all its qfectiens

and relations. I coniess the old Popish schoolmen hare
mingled a number of useless subtilities with this science |

they have exhausted their own spirits, and the spirits of

their readers, in many laborious and intricate trifles ; and
some of their writings have been fruitful of name without

idsas^ which have done mueh injury to the sacrfd &t«dy ©f

J 2
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divinity. Upon this account many of the moderns have
most unjustly abandoned the whole science at once, and
throw abundance of contempt and raillery upon the very

name of metaphysics ; but this contempt and censure is ve-

ry unreasonable ; for this science, separated from some Ar-

ristotelain fooleries, and scholastic subtilities, is so neces-

sary to a distinct conception, solid judgment, and just rea-

soning on many subjects, that sometimes it is introduced

as a piWt oflogw, and not without reason. And those who
utterly despise and ridicule it, either betray their own ig-

norance, or will be supposed to malce their wit and ban-

ter a refuge and excuse for their own laziness. Yet this

much I would add, that the later writers of ontology are

generally tlie best ©n this account, because they have left

out much of the ancient jargon. See the Brief Scheme of
Ontology Inthe PMo.sophical Ess.aysyhy I. Waits.

Here let it be noted, that it is neither useful, necessary,

or possible, to run through all tJie modes, circumstances- and
relations of every subject we take in hand ; but in' ontology

we enumerate a great variety of them, that so a judicious

mind may choose what are those circumstances, relations^

and properties of any subject, which are most necessary

to the present design of him that speaks or writes, either

to explain, to illustrate, or to prove the point.

As we arrive at that complete knowledge ofan idea "nail

its parts, hy that act of the mind which is called dhis'wn,

so we come to a compreJienshe conception of a thing in its

several properties and relations, by that act of the mind
which is called abstraction ; that is, we consider each sin-

gle relation or property of the subject alone ; and thus we
do as it were withdraw and separate it in our minds, both
from the subject itself, as well as from other properties and
jelations, in order to make a fuller observation of it.

Thisact of t^jfrcjcYio/i is said to be twofold, either ^^n.
&li)e or neg. ttive.

Preczii've abstraction is when we consider those things
apart which cannot really exist apart ; as when we con-
sider a 7/20^^ without considering its substance and stbject, or
one e.sentlal mode without. anoiAer, Negative abstraction is,

whefe we consider Qm thing separate from another^ whiqh
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may also exist without it ; as when we conceive of a

sjikject without conceiving of its aa idcfiial viedcs or rela-

tions- ; or when we conceive of otie ccddcnt without think-

ing of another. If 1 think of reoJh'g or nvritvig without

the express idea of some man, this is f^recish'e ob.^raction ;

or if I think of the attraction of iron, without the express

idea of some particular magnetic body. But, when I think

of di needle without an idea of its sharpnes., this is negative

abstraction ; and it is the same when I think of its sharp-

ness without considering its length.

SECT. X.

OF THE EXTENSIVE CONCEPTION OF THINGS, AND OF DISTRIBUTION^

AS the co?npJeteness of an idea refers to the several parfi

that compose it, and the ccmprehenSion of an idea inchides

its various ^ro^f/ i?^(fJ ; so the extension of an idea denotes

the various sorts or Vinds of beings to which the same idea

belongs : And if we would be fully acqui\inted with a

subject, we must observe

This/o rth ruJe to direct our conceptions, namely, Con^

ceive ofthings ina'l their exte?ision ; that is, we must search

out the various species or special natures which are con-

tained under it, as a genus or general nature. If we would
know the nature of an a:Mnal perfectly, we must take

cognizance of ^cV7j^i, birds, fshes ^rAi?isects, as well as men,

all which are contained under the general nature and
name of animal.

As an integral nvhole is distinguished into its several parts

by dii<isio}i ; so the word distribuuon is most properly used

when we distinguish an wm-ersol nvhole into its several

kinds or species : And perhaps it had been better, if this

word had been always confined to its signification, though
it must be confesssei that we frequently speak of the dU
Wrio« of an idea into its several kinds, as well as into its

several parts.

The rules of a good distribution are much the same with
those which we have before applied to dmskn^ whkh
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must be just repeated againin the briefest manner, in order

to give examples of them.
Rule 1.—Each part {ingly taken must contain less than

the whole, but all the parts taken colhdk'ely, or together,

must contain neither more nor less than the whole ; or,

as logicians som.etimes express it, the part-s- of the dhision

ought to exhaust the ivhole thhig nvh'ich is dhndcd. So med cine

is justly distributed into prophylactic, or the art of preserving

health ; and thempeutK, or the art of restoring health ;

for there is no other sort of medicine besides these two.
But vien are not weli distributed into tall or short, for there

are some of a iniddk stature.

Rue II.—In all distributions we should firft consider

the larger and more immediate kinds of species, or ranks

of being, and not divide a thing at once into the more mi-
nute and remote. A genus should not at once be divided

into h'dividimh, or even into the kn.vest ,spec'ies, if there be

a .species superior. Thus it would be very improper to di-

vide animal into trcut, ithster, eel, dog, bear, ecg/e, dd'Cy

worm, a7id butterfly, for there are inferior kinds; whereas

animal ought first to be distributed into man, beast, hirdy

fih, insect ; and then ^e>t7j^ should be distrii uted into dog,

hear, &« Bind into eagle, do've, Sic. /''.*a into trout, eel,

lobster, <ic.

It is irregular also to join any species in the same rank

or order with the superior ; as, if we should distinguish

animals into bird , bears, and oysters, &c. it would be a ri-

diculous distribtition.

Ru/e III.— ihe several parts of a distribution ought to

be opposite ; that is, one species or class of beings in the

same rank of division, ought not to contain or include

another ; so 7nen, ought not to be divided into the rich^ the

p}cor, the leaned, and the fail ; for poor men may be both

learned and tali, and so may the rich.

But it Will be objected, Are not anmated bodies rightly

distributed into veget' tvve and ammal, or (as they are usual-

ly called) senskhe ? Now the sensitive contains the i^egeta"

tii't nature in it, for anmals grow as well as plants. 1 an-

swer, that in this, and in ail such distributions, the word
'vegetative i\gn\fie^ tnerely 'vegetat. on ; and in this sense •i't'i^-

etaij've will b€ sufficiently oj)posit« to aninial ; for it can-
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not be said of an aftimal that it contains mere legetation in

the idea of it.

Ride IV.—Let not subdivisions be too numerous with-
out necessity ; therefore I think quantity is better distin-

guished at once into a iim^ surface^ViX\^ a scUd ; than to

say, as Rcwius doe?, that quantity is either a Hue or a thing
lined ; and a thing lined is either a line or a solid.

Rule V.—Distribute every subject according to the spe-

cial design you have in view, so far as is necessary or

useful to your present inquiry. Thus a politician distributes

mankind according to their civil characters into the rulers

andtherwei; and a /;,^j'fVic;?z divides them into the iick

or the healthy ; but a dh'hie distributes them into Turks,

Heat/ie'/Sy Jews or Christians,

Here note. That it is a very useless thing to distribute

any idea into such kinds or members as have no different

properties to be spoken of ; as it is mere trifling to divide

right angles into such ivhose legs are equal i^nd -whose legs are

unequal, for as to the mere right angles they have no dif-

ferent properties.

Rule VI.—In all your distributions observe the nature

of things with great exactness, and do not affect any par-

ticular form of distribution, as some persons have done by
dividing every genus into two species, or into three species ,°

whereas nature is infinitely various, and human affairs and
human sciences have as great a variety ; nor is there any
one form of distribution that will exactly sait with all

subjects.

Note.—It isto this doctrine of distribution of genus into

its several species we must also refer the distribution of a»

cause according to its several effects, as some medicine<i are

heating, some are cooling ; or an effect, when it is distin-

guished by its causes, as faith is either built upon divine

testimony or human. It is to this head v.e refer particu-

lar ar^z/frz^/ bodies, when they are distinguished according to

the m iter they are made of, as a it^tue is e'lher of bras..,

of marble, or of wood, &c. and any other beings, wlien they

are distinguished according to their e^id and design, as the

furniture of body or mmd is either for crnairent or use. To
this head also we refer subjects when they are divided ac-

cording to their mode.^ or accide^^ti ; as men are either mer-

ry, or grave, or sad j and juodes, when they are divided by
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their subjects, as distempers belong to the fluids, or to the

solid parts of the animal.

It is also to this place we reduce the proposals of a dif-

ficulty under its various cases, whether it be in speculation

or practice : As, to shew the reason of nm-becm hurr.ing

nvo d^ ivkether It be done by a convex glass cr a com ave ; or

to shew tl)« co><struciJon and viensuriihii of trlarigles, wheth-
er you have two angles and a side given, or two sides and
an angle, or only three sides. Here it is necessary to dis-

tribute or divide a difficulty in all its cases, in order to gain

a perfect knowledge of the subject you contemplate.

it might be observed here, that logicians have sometimes
given a mark or s gn to distinguish when it is an integral

mhole tiiat is divided into its^^r/.r or me7nhers^0T when it is

^ gen: s^an universal ivhcle, that is distributed into its species

and indhldual--\ The rule they give is this : Whensoever
the whole idea can be directly and properly affirmed of

tach part, as, a lird is an >ni7nol^ ?i jish ?s an n^thnaly Buce»

^hai s h a ho: se, Peter is a man, then it is a distribution of a
genus into its species, or a spedcsinto its iyidniduuh : But
when the whole cannot be thus directly affirmed con-

cerning every part, then it is a division of an integral into

its several j^(7r/^ r members ; as we cannot say the kead^ the

breast, the /land, or the foot is an animal, but we say, Me
hedd is a port of the afiimal , and the foot is another ^t7rf.

This rule may hold true generally in corporeal beings,

or perhaps in all substances : But, when we say the fear

of God is wisdom, and so is human civility ; criticism is

true learning, and so is philosophy : To execute a murder-

er is justice, and to save and defend the innocent is justice

too. In these cases it is not so easily determined, whether
an integral whole be divided into its parts, or an universal

into its species : For the fear of God may be called either

one pari, or one kind of ivi..do7n : Critici.m is one purt, or

one kind of lear7{wg : And the execution of a 7imrderer may
be called a species ofjustice, as A^ell as a part of it. Nor in^

deed is it a matter of great iaiportance to determine this

•ontroversy.
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SECT. XL

OF AK ORDERLY CONCEPTION OF THINGS.

THE last rule to direct our conceptions is, that w«
sh uld rank and place them in proper method and just or-

der. This is of necessary use o prevent confusion ; for,

as a trader who never places his goods in his shop or ware-

house in a regular order, nor keeps his accounts of his buy-

ing and selling, paying and receiving, in a just method, is

in the utmo-t danger of plunging all his affairs into con-

fusion and ruin ; so a student who is in the search of truth,

or an author or teacher who communicates knowledge to

others, will very much obstruct his design, and confound

his own mini or the minds of his hearers, unless he range

his ideas in just order.

If we would therefore become successful learners or

teachers we must not conceive of things in ^confu.-.ed heap,

but dispose our ideas in some certain 7netAjd, which may be

most easy and useful both for the understanding and
memory ; and be sure, as much as may be, to follow the

nature of things, for which many rules might be given ;

namely,

1. Conceive as much as you can of the e.i'se?itials of any
subject, before you consider its accidentals.

2. Survey first the general ^c'??'^^ and properties of any
subject, before you extend your thoughts to discourse of

the particular kinds or 'pecie- of it.

3. Contemplate things first in their own .'•imple natures,

and afterwards view them in co7npo itton with other things ;

unless it be your present purpose to take a compound being

to pieces, in order to find out, or to shew the nature of it,

hy searching and discovering of what simples it is composed,

4. Consider the absolute mode, or affections of any being

as it is in itself, before you proceed to consider it relatively,

or to sui vey the various relations in which it stands to oth-

er beings, &c.

Note,—These" rules chiefly belong to the method of in-

struction which the learned call synthetic.
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But in the regulation of our ideas, there ;s seldom an
absolute necessity that we should place them in this or the
other particular method : It is possible in some cases that

many irethcds iiiay be equally good, that is, nnay equally

as?ist the understanding and the memory : To frame a
method exquibitely accurate, according to the strict nature

of things, and to maintain this accuracy from the begin-

ning to the end of a treatise, is a most rare and difficult

thing, if not impossible. But a larger account of method

would be very improper in this place, lest we anticipate

what belongs to thefourth part of logic.

SECT. XIL

THESE FIVE RULES OF CONCEPTION EXEMPLIFIED.

IT may be useful here to give a specimen of the five

special rules to direct our conceptions, which have been

the chief subject of this long chapter, and represent them
practically in one view.

Suppose the theme of our discourse was Xhe passionfi of
the mind.

li't, To gain a ckar and distinct idea Qfpardon, we must

define both the name and the thing.

To begin with the definition of the name. We are not

here to understand the word ^^j-.v^ow in its vulgar and most
limited sense, as it signifies merely anger or Jury ; nor do

w© take it in its most extensive philosophical sense, for the

suiitainmg the cdkn of Sinagetit j but in the more limited

philosophical sense, ^<:fo>AO«; signify the various ajectiona

of the rmnd, such as admiration, love, or hatred ; this is the

definition of the name.

We proceed to the definition of the thwg. Passion is de-

fined a '-'en ation ofaome speciaJ commotion hi animal ?mttire, oc

ca-^iomd h ^^^ i^^'^^d's perupthn^f name object suited to ex-
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cite that commotion. Here* the gefiiif^ or general nature

of pa-i^ion^ is a sensation of some special commotion in anhnal

nature ; and herein it agrees with hunger, thirst, pain, &q.
The essential difference of it is, that this covwiotion arises

from a tho'ight or perception of the mind, and hereby it is dis-

tinguished from hunger, thirst, or pain.

2i/y, We must conceive of it completely, or survey the
several parts tliat compose it. These are, (I.) the mind's

perception of some object, (2.) The consequent ruffle, or -pe^

cial commotion of the nerves, and blood, and animal spirits^

And (3.) The semation of this imvard commotion.

3dy We must consider it comprehenavely, in its various

properties. The most ei-sential attribu'res that make up its

nature have been already mentioned under the foregoing

heads. Some of the most considerable properties that re-

main are these, namely, That passion bskngs to all mankind
in greater or lesser degrees : It is not comtantly prese7it iviih

us, but upon some certain occasions : It is appointed by our

Creator for various u^^eful ends andpurposes, namely, to give

us vi onr in the pursuit of what is good and agreeable to

us, or in the avoidance of what is hurtful : It is very prop-

er for our state of trial in this A^orld : It is not utterly to

be rooted out of our nature, but to be moderated ani gov-

erned according to the rules of virtue a/id religion, <?jc.

\.thly. We must take cognizance of the various hinds of

it, which is called an extem^ive conception of it. If the object

which the mind perceives be very uncommon, it excites the

passion of admiration : If the object appears agreeable, it

raises love : If the agreeable object be absent and attainable,

it causes desire : If likely to be obtained, it excites hope : If

* Since this was wriiten, I have published a short treatise of the

passions, wherein I nave so tai varied from this dtniiirioa, as t. call

them seasioleco:nmaiiGns of our whole nature, bo h soul and body,

occasirned by the nnind's perceptions ofs aie hjecr, &.c. I iTsade

this alteration in the desc.iption oi\he i.-a si-ns ai tiiai b /okch.ieriy to

include in a more explicit manner, the passion;, ^if disire a^ cl uver-

sion. wh'ch are ac:s of volition ra her than sens.iior.s- Yet t.ince

somecomaiotions, of animal nature attend ail the jjassions, and since

there is aiways a sensation of these commotions, I ^hail not ^.i an^e
the derinition I have written here; for this will a.iee cu ail 'le

passions whe-herthey include any ad; ot v ii.jon or n ;t ^ nor ind-ed
is tke matter of any great importance. Nov. 17, i72o.

K
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.

unntiajmhle, despair. If it be present and posxessed, it is the
passion ofjoy : If lost, it excites sorrcnv : If the object be
dlsagreealhe, it causes, in general, hatred or o'vertiion : If it

1)6 absent, and yet we are in datiger of it, it raises our fear

:

If it be present, it is sorroiv, and sadness, kc.

Bthly, All these things and many more, which go to

compose a treatise on this subject, must be placed in their

proper order : A slight specimen of which is exhibited in

this short account of passion, and which that admirable au-

thor Descartes has treated of at large ; though for want of

sufficient experiments and observations in natural philoso-

phy, there are some few mistakes in his account .of animal
nature*

SECT. XIIL

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THESE FIVE RULES BY SIMILITUDESs,

THUS we have brought the first part of logic to a

aonclusion : And it may not be improper here to repre-

sent its excellencies (so far as we have gone) by general

hints of its chief design and use, as well as by a various co7fi-

f)arisonof it to those instruments which mankind have in-

vented for their several conveniences and improvements.

The design of logic is not to furnish us with the pcrceiv»

ing faculty, but only direct and assist us in the use of it : It

doth not give us the objects of our ideas, but only ca^t suck

a light on those objects which naiure furnishes us with,

that they may be the more clearly and distinctly known :

It doth not add new parts or properties to things, but it

discovers the various parts, properties, relations and depen-

dencies of one thing upon another, and by ranking all

things under general and apeiial heads, it renders the nature,

or any of the properties, powers, and uses of a thing, more
easy to be found out, when we seek in what rank of beings

it lies, and wherein it agrees with, and wherein it diifers

from others-

If any comparisons would illustrate this, it may be thus

represented.

L When logic assii^ts us to attain a dear and distinct
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conception of the nature of things b)f definition, it is like

those gashes whereb)' we behold such objects distinctly, as,

by reason of their smailness, or their great distance, ap-

pear in confu ton to the naked eye : So the telescope dis-

covers to us distant wonders in the heavens, and shews the

milky ivay, and the hr't-^ht do dy spots in a very dark sky,

to b.^ a collection of little stars, which the eye unassiste(3

beholds in a mingled confusion. So when bodies are too

svi^ii for our sight to survey theoi distinctly, then the vilcra-^

scope is at hand for our assistance, to shew us all the limbs

and feature.^ of the most minute animals, with great clear-

ness and distinction.

II. When we are taught by logic to view a thing cevu

plctely in all its ^^?^^j, by the help of division, it has the use

of an anatcmical kji'.fe, which dissects an animal body, and
separates the -voiSf arteries, ner'ves, muscles, membranes, &c.

and shews us the several parts which go to the composi-

tion of a complete animal.

III. When logic instructs us to survey an object coni'

pTehens'wely in all the modes, properPes. relations, faces, and
appearances of it, it is of the same use as a terrestrial globe,

which turning round on its axis represents to us all the

variety of land^: and seas, kingdoms and nations, on the sur-

face of the earth, in a very short succession of times shews
the situations and various relations of them to each other^,

and gives a comprehensive viev/ of them in miniature.

IV. When this art teaches us to distribute any extensive

idea into its different kinds or fpecies, it may be compared
Xo the prUviaiic glass, Xb.dit receives the sun-beams or raysi

ofl'ght, which seem to be uniform v/hen falling upon it,

but it separates and distributes tl*em into their different

kinds and co/o^tr.s', and ranks them in their proper succession.

Or, if we descend to suhdrvhhns and subordinate ranks

of being, then distribution may also be said to form the re-

semblance of a natural tree, wherein the genu^ or general

idea stands for the rod or stock, and the several kinds or

species, and iudi'vlduals, are distributed abroad, and repre-

sented in their dependence and connection, like the several

boughs, tranches, and lesser shoots. For instance let animal

be the root of a logical tree, the resemblance is seen by-

mere inspection, though the root be not placed at the bot-

tom of the page.
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Animal
i

Msin

Beast

Bird

Fish

rPhilip,

1 James,

J Peter,

{_Thomas, &c.

fHorse^—

I
Squirrel

Lion,

Dog
_Bear, &c,

r Eagle,

] Lark,

7 Duck

L Goose, &c.

r Trout,

J Whale,

(, Oyster, &e.

{Trot,
Bayardc

Mastiff,

Spaniel,

Greyhound,

_ Beagle, &c,

r English,

•J
Muscovy,

CHook-Biil, &c.

{
Wasp,

rFlying C^^ee, &c.

I
rWorm,

Insect S Creeping— JJ Ant,

L {^ Catterpillar, &0.

The same similitude will serve also to illustrate the;

dm-'iion and suh^i'iJiiio?! of an wtegrai ivhoJe into its several

parts.

When logic directs us to place all our ideas in a prober

metJiod^ most convenient both for instriielion and memory,
it doth the same service as the cc.ses of iviiJ contrh'ed shel'ves

%a a large library, v/herein /o/ioJ, quarhs, crfci'cj, and lesser

i)olwne.<^ are disposed in such exact order, under the par-

ticular heads of diniivHy^ hhiory^ mathematics^ ancient and

m xeilcneou.'^ learning, \3c. thai the student knows where
to find ^^f'^TY book, and has them all as it uere within his

command at once, because of the exact order wherein they

are placed.

The man who has such assistance as these at hand, in

order to manage his conceftmn and regulate his ideas^ is

well prepared to improve his knowledge, and Xojoin i/ie&e

ideas together in a regular manner by jidgment, which is

the second operation of the mind, and will be the subjeat

Qf the second part of logic.
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THE

SECOND PART OF LOGIC.

OF JUDGMENT AND PROPOSITION.

WHEN the mind has got acquaintance with things

\>y framing ideas of thenn, it proceeds to the next opera-

tion, and that is, to compare these ideas together, and
to join them by rrffir7nnUjr, or disjoin them by negation,

according as we find them to agree or disagree. This

act of the mind is called jidgment ; as when we have by
perception obtained the ideas of Plato a philofiopker ^ man in-

no:e>it, we form these judgments ; Plato ivas a phi'osopker ^

No man is irviccent.

Some writers have asserted, that judgvient consists in a
mere perception of the agreement 01 disagreement of ideas.

But I rather think there is an act of the will (at least in

most cases) necessary to form a judgment ; for, though we
do perceive, or think we perceive, ideas to agree or disagree^

yet we may sometimes refr in from judging or assenting to

the perception, for fear lest the perception should not be
sufficiently clear, and we should be mistaken : And 1 am
well assurei at other times, that there are multitudes of

judgment formed, and a firm assent given to ideas joined or

di joined, before there is any clear peiception whethw they
agr^'eor disagree ; and'this is the reason of so va^ny false
judgme lis or mistakes among men. Both these practices

are a ' proof that judgment has something of the *will in it,

and does not merely consist in fercefthn ; since we some-
times judge (though unhappily) without perceiving, and
sometimes we perc«iy€ without iawndiftt* judging,

K2
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As an Uea is the result of our conception or apprehension^

so a proposition is the effect of judgment. The foregoing

sentences, which are examples of the act ofjudgment, are

properly called propositions, Plato is a philosopher^ &c.

Here let us consider,

1. The general nature of a proposition, and the parts of which it is

composed
2. The vaiious divisions or kinds of propositions.

3. The springs of false judgnnent, or the doctrine of prejudices*

4. General directions to assisr us in judging right.

5. Special rules to direct us in judging particular objects.

i^^^

CHAPTER I.

OF THE NATURE OF A PROPOSITION, AND ITS
SEVERAL PARTS.

A PROPOSITION is a sentence wherein two or more
Ideas or tertm are joined or disjoined by one affirmation or

negation, as Plato ivas a philosopher : E'very angle is formed
hy tnvo lines tneeting : N'o man Vwing on earth tan he complete'

ly hippy. When there are ever so many ideas or terms
In the sentence, yet if they are joined or disjoined merely
\iy one single affirmation or negation, they are properly

called but one propo'Mhn^ though they may be resolved

Into several propositions which are implied therein, as will

hereafter appear.

In describirrg a proposition, I use the words terms as well

as ideas, because, when mere ideas are joined in the mind
without words, it is rather called SLJudgme?it} but when
clothed with words it is called a proposition^ even though
h be in the mind only, as well as when it is expressed by
speaking or writing.

There are Mr^e things which go to the nature and con-

stitu-ion of a propowtio»j mmely, the subject^ Xhe predicat^^
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The suh'iect of a proposition is that eoncerning which
any thing is affirmed or denied; So Plato, ^mgel , man ih-

mg 071 ea;?/z, are the subjects of the foregoing propositions.

T\iQ predicate is that which is uffirmed or denied of the

subject ; so phi osopher is the predicate of the first proposition 5

formed by Hvo lines meefhig, is the predicate of the second |

cjp hie of being completely happy, the proper predicate of the

third.

The subject and predicate of sl propcsttlcn taken together,

are called the matter of it ; for these are the materials of

which it is made.

The copula is the form of a proposition ; it represents

the act of the mind affirming or denying, and it is ex-

pressed by the words, ajn, art, is, are, &g. or a?n not,art7iot^

:s act, are not, &c.

It is not a thing of importance enough to create dispute,

whether the word no, none, not, never^ &c. which disjoin

the \dea or terms in a negative proposition, shall be called

a part of the subject of the cvpula^ or of the predicate.

Sometimes perhaps they may seem most naturally to be

included in one and sometimes in the other of these, though

a proposition is usually denominated crffirmathe or r.egattve

from its copu.a, as hereafter.

Ncie 1.—Where each of these parts of a proposition is

not expressed distinctly in so many words, yet they are all

understood, and implicity contained therein ; as Socrates

disputed, is a complete proposition, for it signifies Socrates

tV'S d sputrng. So I die, signifies/ a?n dying. I can nvrlte^

that is, / im ahe to ivritt. In Latin and Greek one single

word is mary times a complete composition.

Note 2.—These words, ujh, art, is, &c. when they are

used alone without any other predicate, signify both the

act of the mindjudging, which includes the copula, and signi-

fy also actual existence, which is the predicate of that pro-

position. So Rome ii, signifies Rome is existent: There

are some stra-ige monsters : that is, Some strange monsters

are exi'te^t : Carthage is no more, that is, Carthage has ?io

being.

Note 3.—The subject and predicate of a proposition are

not alv^ayi; to be known and distinguished by the placing

of the words in the sentence, but by reflecting duly on the
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sense of the words, and on the mind and design of the

speaker or writer : As if I say, /« Jjrica there are many

iwfi'<i I mean mcwy iwns are exUtent in Africa : Many UonSy

is the subject, and existent in Jfrka is the predicate.

Jt ;.y proper for a phihscfher to understa?id geometry ; here

the word proper is the predicate, and all the rest is the

subject, except Is the copula.

Note 4.—The subject and predicate of a proposition

ought always to be two different ideas, or two different

tenns ; for, where both the terms and ideas are the same, it

is called an identical prope. ition, which is mere trifling, and
cannot tend to promote knowledge ; such as, M rule is a

ruks or A good man is a good man. But there are some pro-

positions, wherein the terms oiihe subject and predicate

seem to be the same ; yet the ideas are not the same ;

nor can these be called purely idetitical or trifling proposi-

tions ; such as Home is hune ; that is. Home is a conienient

or delightsome place ', Socrates Is Socrates still ; that is. The
man Socrates is still a philosopher : The hero %vas not a heroy

that is, The hero did net shenv hji courage ; What I ha've

Kvrltten, I han)e ^written ; that is, // hdt 1 nvrote J still appro^^e,

and nvill not alter it : What is done is done ; that is it can"

net be undone. It may be easily observed in these proposi-

tions the term is equivocal, for in the predicate it has a dif-

ferent idea from Vv hat it has in the subject.

There are also some propositions wherein the terms of

the subject and predicate differ, but the ideas are the same ;

and these are not merely identical or trifling propositions

;

as impudent is shameless ; a billow is a wave j or fluctus

(in Latin) is a wave ; a globe is a round body. In tiese

propositions, either the words are explained by a definition

of the name, or the ideas by a definition of the thing, and
therefore they are by TiO means useless when formed for

this purpeseo
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CHi^PTER IL

I

OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF PROPOSITIONS-

PROPOSITIONS may be distributed into Tarious
tinds, according to their subject, their copula, their pre^'u

catCy their nature or cowposltiQ?^, their .ense, and their e'vi-

denre^ which distributions will be explained in the foL
lowing sections.

SECT. I.

©F tJNIVERSAt, PARTICULAR, INDEFINITE, AND SINGULAR PRO-

POSITIONS,

PROPOSITIONS may be divided, according to their

subject, into umversal and part'iculur ; this is usually call-

ed a division arising from the qiiant'dy.

An uni'versalproposiimn is when the subject is taken ac-

cording to the whole of its exteiision ; so, if the subject

be SLgenu-, or a general nature, it includes all its specks or

kinds: If the subject be di species, it includes all individu-

als. This universality is usually signified by these words,

ah, every, no, none, or the like ; as, ^// fiiust die : No man
ia oIfnighty : Every creature had a he'immng.

A pprtic liar propo<iiiort, is when the subject is not ta-

ken according to its whole extension ', that is, when the

termie Umited and restrained to some one or more of those

species or mdividuals whose general nature it expresses,

but reaches not to all ; and this is usually denoted by the

words, &07ne, many, fenv, there, are, lohich, &c. as Some birds

can sing iveli. ; Feiv men are truly ivise : There are perrot5

which ivill talk an hundred things.

A sing dor proposition is when the subject is a singular or

indivi u^l term or idea : as, Descartey Kvas an ingenious

philosopher : Sir Isaac Ne'vAon ha:: far exceeded all hi prede^

cessors : The paiace at Hampton Court is a pleasant diveWmg :

This day is very cold. The subject here must be taken ac-
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cording to the whole of its extension, because, being an
hdhndraJ, it can only extend to oiae, and it must therefore

be regulated by the laws of wihencj prcpcs'iifons.

An hj^efmte prcfosh!on, is when no note, either of uni-

versality or particularity, is prefixed to a subject, which
is in its own nature general ; as, jip net is e'ver charging

Its p^..ce : Angels ate noble rret-tue.9. Now this sort of

proposition, ebpecially when it describes the nature of

things, is usually counted unhnscl also, and it supposes

the subjeet to be taken in its whole extension : For, if

there were any planet which did not change its place, or

any angel that were not a 72obIe creature, these propositions

would not be strictly true.

Yet, in order to secure us against nnistalces in judging

of unhersai, particular, and indejinke propositions, it is ne-

cessary to make these following remarks.

I. Concerning -nruer.^a' prcpo^'itiotts.

Note 1.—Universal terms may either denote a vieta^

physical^ vl physica ' or & moral universality.

A metaphysical or mathematical universality, is, when
all the particulars contained under any general idea have
the same predicate belonging to them, without any ex-

ception whatsoever ; ©r when the predicate is so essential

to the universal object, that it destroys the very nature of

the subject to be without it ; as, All circles have a centre

and a circumference : All spirits in their own nature are

immortal.

A physical or natural universality, is when, according to

the order and common course of nature, a prediciite agrees

to all the subjects of that kind, though there may be some
accidental and preternatural exceptions ; as, Ail men use

words to express their thoughts, yet dumb persons are ex-

cepted, for they cannot speak. All beasts have four feet,

yet there may be some momters with five ; or maimed who
have but three.

A moral universality, is when the predicate agrees to

the greatest part of the particulars which are contained un-
der the universal subject -, as All negroes are stupid crea-

tures : All men are governed by affection rather than by
reason : '\11 the old ^oww?/^ loved their country : And the

scripture uses this language, when St. Paul tells us, The
Creies ar.e ahvays liars.
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Now it is evident, that a special or singular conclusion

cannot be inferred from a moral unhersality nor always
and infallibly from ^ physical one though it may be always
inferred from an universality which is ni€la^hy:,icol , With-

aut any danger or possibility of a mistake.

Let it be observed also, that usually we make little or no
distinction in common language, between a subject that

is physically or jnetapJiysically universal.

Note 2.—An unwersal term is sometimes taken collect

th'ely for all its particular ideas united together, and some-
times distributlvely, meaning each of them single and alone.

Instances of a colledi-veJy universal are such as these : All

iliese apples ivill fill a bushel : AU the hours of the night are

sitfficientfor sleep : All the rule^ of Grmmmer overload the mem-

ory. In these propositions it is evident, that the predicate

belongs not to the mdividuci ^ sepavate^y^ but to the ivhole

collective idea ; for we cannot affirm the same predicate if

we change the word ail into o7ie or into every^ we cdnnot

say one apple or every apple tviU fiJ a bushel Now such

a collective idea, when it becomes the subject of a propo-

sition, ought to be esteemed as one single thing ; and this

renders the propositions singular or indejinitef ^s we shall

shew immediately.

A di.-.tributhe universal will allow the word #?// to be

changed into every, or into one^ and by this means is dis-

tinguished from a collective.

Instances of a dist?'ibutive universal are the most common
on every occasion ; as, Al men are mortal : Every man is

a sinner, &c. But, in this sort of uni-versai there if a dis-

tinction to be made, which follows in the next remark.

Note 3=—When an universal term is taken distribuiively,

sometimes it includes all the individuals contained in its

inferior species: As when i say, Evety sicknei . hrs a ten*

dency to death ; I mean ev^ry individual sickne^ , as well aS

every kind. But sometimes it includes no more than mere-

ly ^aM species or kind ; as, when the Evangelist says, Chmt
healed every disease, or every di eae tua he led by Chri.t ;

that is, every kmd of disease. The fir.yf of these logician*

call the distribution of an univer?al in singula gener m ;

the la-t is a distribution in genera slngubrunu But, eith-

er of them joined %o Xh^ subject^ render a proposition uni-
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Note 4.—The universality of a subject is often restrained

by a part of the predicate ; as when we say, All men learn

wisdom by experience : the universal subject, all men, is

limited to signify only all those men kvJio le&rn nvhdom. The
scripture also uses this sort of language, when it speaks of
«^'all men being justified by the righteousness of one," Ro.
V. 1 0. that is, all men who are justified obtain it in this way.

Observe here, That not only a metaphysical or natural,

but a moral universality also is oftentimes to be restrained

by a part of the predicate ; as when we say. All the Dutch
are good seamen : All the Italians are subtil politicians ;

that is, those among the Dutch that are seamen are good
seamen ; and those among the Italians v/ho are politicians

are subtil politicians, that is, they are generally so.

Note 5.—The universality of a term is many times re-

strained by the particular time, place, circumstance, &c.

or the design of the speaker ; as, if we were in the city of

London, and say, All the weavers went to present their pe-

tition ; we mean only, All the weavers who dwelt in the

city. So when it is said in the gospel, All men did mar-
vel, Mark v. 20. it reaches only to All those men who
heard of the miracles of our Saviour.

Here also it should be observed, that a fiioral umversality

is restrained hy time, place, and other circumstances, as well

as a natural ; so that by these means the word all some-

times does not extend to a tenth part of those who at first

might seem to be included in that v/ord.

One occasion of these difficulties and ambiguities, that be-

long to Mtiv&rsal propositions , is the common humor and
temper of mankind, who generally have an inclination to

magnify their ideas, and to talk roundly and universa'/y

concerning any thing they speak of ; which has introduced

universal terms of speech into custom and habit, in ai!

nations and all languages, more than nature or reason

would dictate
; yet, when this custom is introduced, it is

not at all improper to use this sort of language in solemn

and sacred writings, as well as infaniiiiar discourse.

II. ^emsLiks Qoncern'mg Indefinite propositions.

Note K—Propositions currying in them universal forms

of expression may sometinies drop the note (f universi-lty

and become indefi?iitef and yet r^iam the same univers^ii
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sense, whether metapJiys'icaly futural, or moral, whether

eoUectl'ue or d'str'ib it'ive.

We mxy give instances of each of these.

Metaphysical; sls^ A circ/e hd'^ a centre a7id C'rcumference,

Natural; slS, Bjast.^ hwe fo r feet. Moral; as, Negroes

are stupid creatures. Collective ; as, The apples nvill Jill a

hitsAe!. Distribative ; as, Mdn are morti/.

Note 2.— There are many cases wherein a col ecthe idea,

is expressed in a proposition by an mdcjinite temiy and

that where it describes the nature or quality of the subject,

as well as when it declares some pait matter.,' offact ; as,

Fir trees set in good order iviH give a charming prospect ; this

must signify a coUectkn, for one makes no prospect.

In matters of faet this is more evident and frequent ; as,

The Romans overcame the Qiuis ; The ¥ohbers sur , ouyid d the

coach : The ivild gee.t-e few over the Th imes in the form

^fanvedge. All these are collective subjects.

-V Note 3.—In indefinite propoMon.s the subject is often re-

strained by the predicate, or by the special time, place, or

circumstances, as well as in propositions which are ex-

pressly universal ; as, The Chine e are ingenious Atlk tusa-

vers; that is, those Chinese which are .Alk-iveavers- SLre

ingenious at their work. The stari appear to us vjhsn the

twilight is gone ; this can signify no more than the star.^

which are above our har'.zon.

Note 4.—All these restrictions tend to reduce some in-

definite propositions almost into particular, as will apuea.r

under the next remarks.

III. Remarks concerning particular propo-^itions.

Note 1.—As particular propositions may sometimes be

expressed indefinitely^ withouc ^ny note of partieularity

prefixed to the subject ; as. In times of confu-ion laws are

not e cecuted : Men of virtue a 'e di./graced, and murderen

escape ; that is, some laws, some men of virtue, &ovie murde-

rers : Unless we should call this language a mcruf unlver-

sality, though I think it can hardly extend so far.

Note 2.—The words some, a jew, <fec. though they gen-

erally denote a proper particularity^ yet somotimes they
express a collective idea; as, S(j7?ie of the enemies beset the

gemral arcivid : Afew Greeks would beat a thousand Indfans^
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I conclude this section with a few genercl remarh on
this subject, namely,

Gen. Rem. I. Since U?:hersal, wdefuute am^ particular

terms, in the plural number, may either be taken in a

c&IIect'we or dutrituti've sense, there is one short and ea?y

way to find when they 8iTecoUecihe,Sin(i when disinbuUie
'^

namely. If the plural number may be chj^nged into the

singular, that is, if the predicate will agree to one sin-

gle subject, it i? a distnbut'we idea ; if not, it is collecthe.

Gen. Rem. II. Universal and particular terms, in the

plural number ; such as, all, same, few, many, &c. when
they are taken in their dhtributhe sense, represent sfver^

al Angle ideaa ; and when they are thus affixed to the sub-

ject of a proposition, render that proposition, isuhersal or

particular, according to the universality or particularity of

the terms affixed.

Gen. Rem. III. Unh'Crsal and particular terms, in the

plural number, taken in their collective sense, represent

generally one collecti^ve Idea,

If this one coiUci'jve idea be thus represented, (whether

by universal or particular terms) as the subject of a prop-

osition, which describes the fiature of a thing, it properly

makes either a singular or an hidejinite proposition ; for

the words «//, so7ne, a few, &c. do not then denote the

quantity of the proposition, but are esteemed merely as

terms which connect the individuals together, in order to

compose one colki t'l've idea. Observe these instances ; All

the ''ycamores hi the garden ^woutd tnake a large grcve ; that

is, this one collection of sycamore, which is a nrgular idea.

Some of the sycamiores, in the garden would make a fine

grove ; sycamtjres would make a noble grove .* In these

last the subject is rather hideftmte than singular. But it is

very evident, that in each of these propositions the pred-

icate can only belong to a collecti've ilea, and therefore

the subject must be esteemed a colJecih-e.

If this cnUedi'L-e idea (whether represeuted by universal

or particular terms) be used in describing past matters of

fact, then it is generally to be esteemed a singular idea,

and renders the proposition si^igular ; as, All the soldiers

of Alexander made but a little army : A fciv Macedonians

var.qiinJied the large artiiy of Darius : Seme grenadicra in tht

can p plundered all the neigkboiing tciuns*
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Now we have shewn before, that if a proposition descri-

bing the n.iture of things has an indefinite subject, it is gen-

erally to be esteemed unii'ersdl in its prepositional sense ;

And, if it has a lingular subject, in its propositional sense

it is always ranked w\thunher Mils.

After all, we mast be forced to confess, that the lan-

guage of mankind, and the idioms of speech, are so ex-

ceeding various, that it is hard to reduce them to a few
rules ; and, if we would gain a just and precise idea of

every unlversai p.vt'icular and indef I'lte expression, we must
not only consider the peculiar idioms of the Janguage,

b It the time, the place, the occasion, the circumstances

of the matter spi^ken of, and thu^ penetrate, as far as possis

ble, into the deaign of the speaker or writer.

SECT. II.

OF AFFIRI>IATIVE AND NEGATIVE PROPOSITIONS.

V'/HEN a proposition is considered with regard ^
its topu'a^ it may be divided into offirmutwe and negat'we ;

for it is the copuhi ]oms or disjoins the two ideun. Oth-
ers call this a division of propositions according to their
quality.

^^n qfifmat'ive proposition is when the idea of the pred-
icate is supposed to agree to the- idea of the subject, ani
is joined to it by the word h, or arcy which is the copula ;
as, All men are shiners. But, v/hen the predicate is not
supposed to agree ^ith the subject, and is disjoined from
it by the particles, is jiot, are not, &c. the proposition is

negative ; as, Man u ?iot innocent ; or, No man i : innocent.

In an affirmative proposition, we assert one thing to belong
to another, and, as it were, unite them in thought andl
word : In negative propositions, v;e separate one thing
from another, and deny their agreement.
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It may seem something odd, that two ideas or terms are

said to be disjoined by a copula : But, if we can but supposte

the negative particles do really belong to the copula of

negative propositions, it takes away the harshness of the

expression ; and, to make it yet softer, we may consid-

er that the predicate and subject may be properly said to

be joined in a form of words as a proposition, by connec-
;

tive particles in grammar or logic, though they are dis-
|

jointd in their sense and signification. Every youth who
has learned his grammar, knows there are such words as

d:sju-ficiiv€ propositions.

Several things are worthy our notice on this subject.

Note i^i—As there are some terrns, or ive^diy and ideas,

(asl have shewn before) concerning which it is hard to deter-

mine whether they are negati^ve or pos'ti've, so there are

some prcposifiori-j concerning which it rr:ay be difficult to

fcay whether they affirm or deny; As, v^hen wesay, Pla-

to was no fool : Cictro was no uiibkilfnl oratcr : Ceesar

made no expedition to Muscovy: An oyster has no part

like an tei : It is not necessary for a physician to speak

French ; and for a physician to speak French is needless.

The sense of these propositions is very plain and easy,

though logicians might squabble perhaps a whole day,

whether tiiey should rank them under the names of nega-

tive or qffirniative.

Note 2d,—In Latin and English, two negatives joined

in one sentence make an affirriiative ; as when we declare,

No man is net mortal ; it is the same as though we said^

Man is tnoriuL But, in Greek, and oftentimes in French,

two negatives niuke but a stronger denial.

Note 3i/,—if the mere negative term not be ad^edto the

copula of an universal affirmative proposition, it reduces it

to a particular negative ; as, Ail men are not me, signifies

the same as, Some men are not ^-Ijc.

JStte ^t/i.—in all ojirmaihe propositions, the predi-

cate is taken in its whole comprehension ; that is, every

essential part and attribute of it is alTirmed concerning the

subject ; as when I say, A true Jirutian is an honest in&n^

every thing that belongs to honesty is affirmed concerning ^

true christian^

r^ oie o^/i.—In all negative propositions the predicate is

taken ip itg whole exteii^ion ; that is, eyery species and
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individual that is eontained in the general idea of the pred-

icate, is utterly denied concerning the subject : So in this

proposition, \ spirit is not an animal, we exclude all sorts

and kinds and particular animals whatsoever from the

idea of a sp'int.

From these two last remarks we may derive this in-

ference, '-h.it we ougut to attend to the entire comprehension

of our ide.is, and lo the unher.^al extcn non of them, as far as

we have proper capacity for it, before we grow too con-

fi^ieiitof our al'tir.n.ng or denying any thing which may
have the least darkness, doubt or difficulty attending it i

It is the want of ihis attention that betrays us into many
mistaKes.

SECT. Ill,

OF THE OPPOSITION AND CONVERSION OF PROPOSITIONS.

ANY two ideas being joined or disjoined in various

forms, will aiPird us several propositions. All these may
be distinguished according to their quantity and their quality'^

into four, which are marked or deno ed by the letters,

A, E, I, O, thus I

A^ r Universal affirmative.

E ' , , J Universal negative,

T r ^^"°^^^ * ^ Particular affirmative.

Oj (.Particular negative*

according to the old Latin rhymes

—

Assent A, mgat E, veruui generaVtter amhaCf

Asserit I, negat O, ^sedfart'icu artier ambo.

This may be exemplified by these two ideas, a 'vine an^
a tree*

A Every 'vifie is a tree,

E No 'Vine h a tree*

I S«me vine h a tree*

O Some vme is not a tree*

* The reader ^ould remember here, that « proposition according
to i -.s qjantity is called universal or particular j aad JkCSWding to ita

qusUitv, it is ei her ajferjftauye or negatiY?*

L2
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The logicians of the sthools have written many large

trifles concerning the opposition and conver.y'tons of propo-'itions*

It will be sufficient hereto give a few brief hints of these

things, that the learner may not be utterly ignorant of

them.
Propositions which are made of the same subje«t and

predicate, are said to be opposite, when that which is deni-

ed in one is affirmed in the other, either in whole or in

part, without any consideration whether the propositions

be true or not.

If they differ both in quantity and quality, they are

called Contradictory y as,

A Every vine Is a"]

tree ! These can never be both true or both

Some vine h not
\ false at the same time.

a tree. J
If two oniversals differ in quality, they are contraries ; as,

A Every v'me is «~J
tree. ! These can never be both true together,

£ No vine is a f but they may be both false.

tree^ J
If two particular propositions differ in quality, they arc

S. ifconirarie ; as,

1 Sotne vine is a']

tree. 1 These may be both true together, but

O Some viae is mt f they can never be both false.

a tree, J

B )th particular and universal propositions, which agree

in quality, but not in quantity, are called subaUtKn^ though
these are not properly opposite ; as,

A Every v'me is a tree*

I Sonif vine is a tree*

Or thus J—E No v i e isa tree,

O ^'cme Vine is not a tree*

The canons of suh. Item propositions are usually reckon*

•d the^e three ; nanely, (1) Jf an wiiver:,al proposition

be true, the ].articuLjr will be true aho, but n©t on the
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contrary. And, (2.) If a particular proposition be false,

the it?ihe^na, must be false too, but not on the contrary.-—

(3.) Subaltern pnpovjtlons, whether universal or particular,

may sometimes be both true, and sometimes both false.

The com'ersiOn of propos'tions, is when the subject and
predicate change their places with preservation of the truth.

Tliis may be done with constant certainty in all unher.sal

negatives and particular o£ii mathes ; as, No sp rit is an am-
tudi, may be converted. No aninal is a spirit : and, Some

tree is a I'ine, may be converted, Some vine is a tree. But
there is more of formal trifling in this sort of discourse

than there is of solid improvement, because this sort of

conversion arises merely from Xheforrn of ivcrds, as connected

in a proposition, rather than from the matter.

Yet it may be useful to observe, that there are some
propositions, which, by reason of the ideas or matter of

which they are composed, may be converted with con-

stant truth : Such aie those propositions whose predicate

is a nomina; or real definition of the subject, or the differ-

ence of it, or a property of the fourth kind, or a superla-

tive degree of any property or quality w^hatsoever ; or, ia

short wheresoever the predicate and the subject have ex-

actly the same extension, or the same comprehension ; as.

Every vine i a tree beoriug grapes; and, Every free bear"

i'lg gr^ pes is a vine : Religion is ike truest ivisdom ; and, The
truest nvtjdom is religion : Julius Caesar nv n the first emperor of

Rome; and, The fird emperor of Rome ivas Julius Caesar.-^

These are the propositions which are properly convertible^

and they are called reciprocal propcsklons.

SECT. IV.

OF PURE AND MOK.'LL PROPOSITIONS^

ANOTHER division of propositions among the schol-

astic writers is into pure and modal. This may be called

(for distinction sake) % division according to the predicate*
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When a proposition merely expresses tliat the predicate

is connected with the subject, it is called Si pu e proposition ;

as, Every true Christian 7S an honest man. But, when it

ialsu includes the way and mamter wherein the predicate is

connected with the subject, it is called a vwdd prcpo ition;

as when I say, It i-s necessary that a true Christian &hcii:d be

an hone.'^t man.

Logical writers generally make the modality of this prop-

, osition to belong to the copulo., because it shews the man-

ner of the connection between the subject and predicate.—

But, if the form of the sentence as a logical proposition be

duly considered, the mode itself is the very predicate of the

proposition, and it must run thus ; That a true Christian

shonld be on ho,- f est man is a neccssa-y thing, auid then the

whole primary proposition is included in the subject ef the

modal proposition.

There are four modes of connecting the predicate with

the sufeject, which are usually reckoned upon this occa-

sion, namely, tiec essiiy Vii\< contingency, which are two oppo-

sites ; positbility and impo'^sibility which are also opposites ;

as. It is necessary that a globe should be round : That a
globe be made of wood or glass, is a necessary or contin-

gent thing : It is impossible that a globe should be square :

It is possible that a globe may be made of water.

With regard to the modi-i propositions which the schools

have introduced, I would make these two remarks.

Remark I. These propositions in English are formed by
the resolution of the words, mu.,t be, might not be^ can he,

and catj/iGt be, into those more explicate forms of logical

copula an J predicate, is necessary, is coriti7iger,t, is posiibie, is

impossible : For tt zs necessary that a globe should be round, sig-

niiies no more than that a globe inn f-t he romd.
Remark 2. Let it be noted, that this quadruple mcdality

is only an enumeration of the natural modes or manners
wherein the predicate is connected with the subject : We
might also describe several mcrd and civil modes of connect-

ing two ideas together, namely, lanvfuiness and unlonvfuU

fie s, cmveniency and inconienieney, &c, whence we may form
such mcdf / propo.itio?is as these ; It is nnlawful for any per-

son to kill an inuocept man, it is unlawful for Christians
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to eat flesh in Lent : To tell all that we think is inexpe*

dient : for a man to be affable to his neighbour is very con-

venient, &c.

There are several other tnodes of speaking whereby a
predicate is connected with a subject : Such as, it is certain,

it is doubtful, it is probable, it is improbable, it is agreed, it

is granted, it is said by the ancients, it is written, &c. all

which will form other kinds oi modal propositions.

But, whether the modaliiy be natuyoJ, moraly &c. yet in

all these propositions it is the mode is the proper predkaU^
and all the rest of the propositions, except the cop^M.a (or

word «,) belongs to the s:hject ; and thus they become
pure proposttiom of a complex nature, of which we shall

treat in the next section ; so that there is no great need of

making moJa'a of a distinct sort.

There are many little subtilties which the so ools ac-

quaint us with concerning the cotwers'ton and oppo.Mion^ and
equipoUence of these modal propositions, suited to the Latin

er Greek tongues, rather than the English, and fit to pass

away the idle time of a student, rather than to enrich his

understanding.

SECT. V.

OF SINGLE PROPOSITIONS, WHETHER SIMPLE OR COIMPLIX..

WHEN we consider the nature of propositions, together

with \he formation of them, and divide the ^/h'^frfv/y whereof

they are made, we divide them into .slngk and compcimd.

A 'ingle prcpo. ition, hXhsit which has but one subject

and one predicate ; but if it has more subjects or more pre-

dicates, it is called a compo nd p opisitlon, and indeed it eon=.

tains two or more propo-itions in it.

A >~ingle proposition (which is also called categorical) may
be divided again into shnpk and complix.'*

* A s iimi;le ideas are opposed to complex, and single ideas to com-
pound, so propositions are distinguiohe.i in the same nnannei : I'he

English tongue, in this respect, having some advantage above the

learned language, which bav€ no usual word to distingaish single

from si u; pie.
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A purely swiple propo^k'wn is that whose subject and pre-

dicate are made up of single terms ; as, Virtue is desirable:

Ever}^ penitent is pardoned : No man is innocent.

When the subject or predicate, or both, are made up of

complex terms, it is called a coivplex proposiUon ; as, Every

sincere penitent is pardoned : Virtue is desirable for its own
sake : No man alive is perfectly innocent.

If the term which is added to the subject of a complex
proposition be either essential or any way necessary to it,

then it is called cxpicoi',H.'e, for it only explains the subject

:

as. Every mortal man is a son of Adam. But if the term

added to make up the complex subject does not necessarily

or constantly belong to it, then it is dctBmuriai'i've, and
limits the subject to a particular part of its extension ; as,

Every pious man shall be happy. In the first proposition

the word mortal is merely explicative: In the second pro-

position the M/ord pio::s is determinative.

Kere note, that whatsoever may be affirmed or denied

concerning any subject, with an explicative addition, may
be also aflfirmed or denied of that subject without it j as we
may boldly say, Every man is a s(.n of Adam, as well air

every m.ortai mian : But it is not so, where tho addition is

determinative, for v/e cannot say, Every man shall be hap-

py, though every pious man shall be so.

In a complex proposition, the predicate or subject is

sometimes made compl<^x by the pronouns who, which,
whose, to whom, &c. which make another proposition; as,

Every man who is pious shall e saved : Tulius, whose sir

name was Cfesar^ overcame Pompey : Bodies, which are

transparent, have many pores. Here the whole proposi-

tion is called the primary or chief, and the additional pro-

position is called an incident proposition. But it is still to

be esteemed in this case merely as a part of the complex
term ; and the truth or falsehood of the whole complex
proposition is not to be judged by the truth or falsehood of

the incident proposition, but by the connection of the

"whole subject with the predicate. For the incident pro-

position may be false, and absurd, or impossible, and yet
the wh le complex proposition may be true ; as, A iior§$

which has wings might fly oyer the Thjimes,
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Besides this complexion which belongs to the subject or

predicate, logioal writers use to say, there is a complexion
Vv'hich m;iy tall upon the copula also : But this I have ac-

co'i)itei for in the section concerning modal propositions

;

and indeed it is not of much importance whether it were
piviced there or here.

SECT. VI.

OF COI>IP0UND PROPOSITIONS.

A COMPOUND proposition is made up of two or more
subjects or predicates, or both ; and it contams in it two or

more propositions, which are either plainly expressed, or

concealed and implied.

The first sort of compound propositions are those wherein
the composition is expressed and evident, and they are diss-

tinguished into these six kinds, namely, copulative, dis-

junctive, conditional, casual, relative, and discretive.

I. Copulative propositions, are those which have more
subjects or predicates connected by affirmative or negative

conjunctions ; as, Riches and honor are temptations to

pride : Caesar conquered the Gauls and Britons : Neither
gold or jewels will purchase immortality. These proposi-

tions are evidently compounded, for each of them may be

resolved into two propositions, namely, Riches are tempta-
tions to pride ; and Honor is a temptation to pride ; and so

the rest.

The truth of copulative prositions depends upon the

truth of all the parts of them ; for, if Ctesar had conquered

the Gauls, and not the Britons, or the Britons, and not the

Gauls, the second copulative proposition had not been true.

Here note. Those propositions, which cannot be resolved

into two or more simple propositions, are not properly cop-

ulative, though two er more ideas be connected and coup-

led by such conjunctions, either in the subject or predicate j

as. Two and three mate five : Majesty and meekness do not

often meet : The sun, moon, and stars, are not all to be

seen at once. Such propositions are to be esteemed merely

complex, because the predicate cannot e affirmed of each

single subject, but only of all of theai togetiier as a collect-

ive bubiect.
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II. Disjuttctk'e prcpositiom, arc when the parts are dis-

joined or opposed to one another by diejunctive particles ;.

as, It is either day or night : The weather is either shining

or rainy : (iaantity is either length, breadth, or depth.

The truth of di jmutcves depends on the necessary and
immediate oppositions of the parts ; therefore only he last

of these examples is true ; but the two first are not strictly

true, because tiviVtght is a medium between dny and mght;

and dry cloudy iveather is a medium between ihining and 7am»

hg.
HI. Co^idltional or hypothetical propoit'wm, are those whose

parts are united by the conditional particle if ; as, If the

sun be fixed the earth must move : ^ there be no fire, there

will be no smo!-e.

Note..JV\\e first part.of these propositions, or that where-

in the conditional is contained, is called the antecedent, the

other is called the consequeiit.

The truth of these propositions depends not at all on the

tr th or falsehood of their two parts, but on the truth of

the 'Qmiectwn ot them ; for each part of ihem may be false,

and yet the whole proposition true ; as, If there be no prov-

idence, there will be no future pwnishment.

IV. Cau-al propoutions, are where two propositions are

joined by causal particles ; as, Houses were not built that

they might be destroyed : Rehoboam was unhappy because

he followed evil counsel.

The truth of a c us&I proposition arises not from the truh
of the parts, but from the causal inji:ence that the one part

has upon the other; for both parts may be true, yet the

proposition false, if one part be not the cause of the other.

Some logic iiins refer redhplicate propcsltions to this place

;

as, Men, consiaered as men, are rational creatures, Mc?rgj, le-

cau e they are men.

V. Re at ve propof-ithm have their parts joined by such

particles as express a relation or comparison of one thing t©

another ; as, When you are silent i will speak \ As much
as you are worth so much shall you be esteemed : As is the

father, so is the son ,• Where there is n® taie-bearerj conten-

tion will cease.
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These are very mueh akin to condluonnl propositions, and

the truth of them depends upon the justness of their con-

flection.

VI. DUcretive frofont'ion^ are such wherehi various and

seemingly opposite judgments are made, whose variety of

distinction is noted by the particles, buty thougky yet, ^u as,

Travellers may change their climate but not their temper :

Job was patient, thougii his grief v/as great.

The truth and goodness of ^ d'i'<cretive prcpos'alon depends

on the truth of both parts, and their contradistinction to

orte another; for, though both parts should be true, yet if

there be no seeming opp3sition between them, it is an use-

less assertion, though we cannot call it a false one i as,

Descartes was a philosopher, yet he was a Frenchman :

The Romans were valiant, but they spoke Latin ; both

which propositions are ridiculous, for want of a seeming

opposition between the parts.

Sines we have declared wherein the truth and fahehod
of these compound -propositions consist, it is proper also to give

some intimations how any of these propositions, when tney

are false, may be opposed or c&niradicted.

All compound propositions, except copulathes and discre-

thes, are properly denied or contradicted when the negation

attects their conjunctive particles ; as, if the disjunctive

proposition asserts, It is either day or night ; the opponent
says, It is not either day or night ; or. It is not necessary

that it should be either day or night : so iliQ /iyp:jt/iefical mo^
position is denied, by saying, It does not follow that the

earth must move if the sun be fixt.

A d'l.j'/ncthve proposition, may be contradicted also by de-

nying all the parts ; as, It is neither day nor nigh'c.

And a caused propcsltlon may be denied or opposed hidlrectlf

and vnpnperly, v/hen either part of the proposi ion is denied ;

audit must be false if either part be false: Bat the design
of the proposition being to shew the ca.usal connection of the
two parts, each part is supposed to be true, and it is not
properly contradicted as a cai, sal proposition, unless one part

of it be denied to be the cause of the other.

As for cjpiiic.ii'ues and dis'-reiives, beeause their truth de--

pends more on the truth of their parts, therefore these may
be opposed or denied, as many ways as the part^ of whicb

M
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they are composed may be denied ; so this copulative pro-

position, Riches and honor are temptations to pride, may
le denied by saying, Riches are not temptations, though
honor may be : or, Honor is not a temptation, though
riches may be: or, Neither riches nor honor are temptations,

^c.

So this d'sscretwe proposition, Job was patient, though
his grief was great, is denied by saying, Job was not pa-

tient, though his grief was great : or. Job was patient, but

his grief was not great : or, Job was not patient, nor \^ as

his grief great.

We proceed now to the seccyid sort cf cojvponvd proposi-

tions, namely, such nvhose coinpo--:Jtjo)i is }}ct expressed but latent

or concealed ; yet a small attention will find two propositions

included in them. Such are these that follow.

1. Exciusives ; as, The pious man alone is happy. It

as only Sir Isaac Newton could find out true philosophy.

2. Exceptives ; as, None of the ancients but Plato well

defended the soul's imm.ortality. The Protestants worship
none but God.

3. Comparatives ; as. Pain is the greatest affliction. No
Turk was fiercer than the Spaniards at Mexico.

Here note. That the crmpamth'e degree does not always
imply the poskh^e ; as, if I say, A tool is better than a
knave ; this does not affirm that folly is gocd, but that it is

a less evil than knavery.

4. Incepfnes and deiithes, which relate to the beginning

or ending of anything: as. The Latin tongue is not yet

forgotten. No man before Orpheus wrote Greek verse.

—

Peter Czar of Muscovy began to civilize his nation.

To these may be added cotitirnwthes ; as, Rome remains I

to this day, which includes at least two propositions,

namely, Rome was, wid Rome is.
[

Plere let other aisth.ors spend tim.e and pains in giving I

the precise definitions in ail these sorts of proLOsitions

which may be as well understood by their names and ex^
j

amples- Here let them* tell what their truth depends up-

on, and how they are to be opposed or contradicted ; but

a moderate share of common sense, with a reriew of what I

is said on the former cowpcunds^ will suffice for all these pur-

1

poses, witiiout the farmality of rules.
|
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SECT. VII.

OF TRUE AND FALSE PROPOSITIONS.

PROPOSITIONS are next to be considered according to

their se.':<eQT iignificathn, and thus they are distributed into

true and fale, A true proposition represents things as they

are iti themselves ; bat, if tilings are represented otherwise

than they are in themselves, the proposition is false.

Or we may describe them more particularly thus : a true

pyopo.it'toK jc/ms those ideas and terms together whose ob-

jects are joined and agree ; or it disjoins those ideas and terms

whose objects disagree, or are disjoined ; as, Every bird has

wings: A Brute is not immortal.

A / he proprs/tion joins those ideas or terms whose objects

disagree, or it disjoins those whose objects agree ; as, Birds

have no winrs : Brutes are immortal.

Note—It is impossible that the same propositions should

be both true and fahe at the same time, in the same sense,

and in the same respect ; because a proposition is but the

representation of the agreement or disagreement of things

:

Now it is impossible that the same thing should be and not

be, or, thiit the same thing should agree, and not agree, at

the same time, and in the same respect. This is a first

principle of huinaa knov/ ledge.

Yet some propositions may seem to contradict one anoth-

er, though they may be both true, but in different senses,

or respocts, or ti.nes ; as, M:in was immortal in paradise,

«':i Man was mortal in paradise. But these two proposi-

tions mast be referred to diiTerent times ; as, Man before ttis

full was immortal, but at the fad he became mortal. So we
may say now, ALn h ?nortal, qx man is hmno}-tal, if we take
these propositions in different respects : as, Man is an im-
mortal creature as to .his soul, but aiottul as to hU body. A great

variety of difificulties and seeming contradictions, both in

Holy Scripture, and other v/ntings, may be iiolved and ex=

plahied in this manner.
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The most important question on this subject is this,

What is the criterion or distinguishing mark of truth ? How
Ehall we know when a proposition is really true or false I

There are so many disguises of truth in the world, so ma-
ny false app'earancesof truth, that some sects have declared

there is no possibility of distinguishing truth from Jchehccd $

and thererore they have abandoned al! pretences to knowl-
edge, and maintain strenuously that nolKing \s io he kno^vti.

The first men of this humour make themselves famous
m Greece by the nam,e c f sceptics, that is, seekers. They
were also cdiVieA academics^'horiowmg their name from acad-

etma, their school or place of study. They taught that qU
things are uncertain, though they allowed that some are

more probable than others. After these arose the sects ©f

PvrTho7\ics so issmcd from Pyrvho their master,- who would

not allow one proposition to be more probable than another ;

but professed that all tKmga are equally wtcertaw. Now all

these men (as an ingenious author expresses it) were rather

to be called a sect oi liars thsm philosophers- , and that censure

is just for two reasons : (i.) Because they determined con-

cerning every proposition that 2i 'was uncertai?}, and believed

that as a certain truth, while they professed there ^^^s noihin^

certain, and that nothing could be determined conceming
truth or falsehood ; and thus their very doctrine gave itself

thelie. (2.) Because they judged and acted as other men
did in the common affairs of life^ they would neither run

into fire nor water, though they professed ignorance and
uncertainty, whether the one would burn, or the othep

drown them.

There have been some in all ages who have too much
affected this humour, who dispute against every thing, un-

der pretence that truth lias no certain mark to distinguish

it. Let us therefore inquire what is the general criterion

of truth ? And, in order to this, it is proper to consider

what is the, reason why we assent to those propositions

which contain the most certain and indubitable truths, such

as these. The whole is greater than apart: Two and

three make five.

The only reason why we believe these propositions to

be true, is because the ideas of the subjects and predicates
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appear with so inucli clearness and strength of evidence

to agree to each oilier, that the mhid ciiiiiiot help discern-

ing the agreement, and cannot doubt of the truth of them,
it is constrtiined to judge them true. So, when we com-
pare the ideas of a circle and a ir'uif^g'.c, or the ideas of an
oy.ter Zk,nA buHerf^y, \ve see such an evident disagreement

between them, that we iire sure that a butterfy h ?wt an

cystor, nor is a triangle a circle. There is nothing but the

evidence of the agreement or disagreement between two
ideas that makes us affirm or deny the one or the other.

No'vV it will foiiow from hence, that a clear a?id distinct

f'Crce^'^ion or Jul! evidence of thj agreement and disagreement

of oir' id:as io cnc another^ or to ik'mgs^ is a certain criterion

of truth: For, since our minds are of such a make, that

wh?re the evidence is exceeding plain and strong, we cannot

withhold our assent; we should then be necessarily ex-

posed to believe falsehood, if complete evidence should be

found in any propositions that are not true. But surely

the God of perfect wisdom, truth and goodness, would
never oblige his creatures to be thus deceived ; and there-

fore he would never have constituted us>if such a frame as

would render it naturally impossible to guard against error.

Another consequence is naturally derived from the for-

mer, and that is, that the only reason v/hy we fall into

mistake, is because we are impatient to form a judgment
of things before we have a clear and evident perception of

their agreement or disagreement ; and, if nb will make
haste to judge while our ideas are obscure and confused,

or before we see whether they agree or disagree, we shall

plunge ourselves into perpetual errors. See more on this

subject in an Ess^y on the Freedom nf iv'dl in God and Man^
published in 1732, section 1. page 13.

Note—What is here asserted concerning the necessity of

clear and distinct ideas, refers chiefly to propositions which
v/e form ourse.ves by our own powers : As for propositions

which we derive from the testimony of others, the/ wiB
^e accounted for in Chap. IV.

M 2
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SECT. VIII.

OF CERTAIN AND DItbiOUS PROPOSITIONS OF KNOWLEDGE AND
OPINION.

SINCE we have found that evidence is the great crite-

rion, and the sure ntiark of truth, this leads us directly to

consider propositions according to their evidence ; and here

we must take notice both of the different degrees of evi-

dence, and the different kinds of it.

Propositions, according to their different degrees of evi-

dence, are distinguished into certain and dubious.*

Where the evidence of the agreement or disagreement

of the ideas is so strong and plain, that we cannot forbid

nor delay our assent, the proposition is called certain ; as.

Every circle hath a centre : The world did not create itself.

An assent to such propositions is honored with the name
of h/wwledge.

But when^there is any obscurity upon the agreement
or disagreement of the ideas, so that the mind does not
clearly perceive it, and is not compelled to assent or dis-

sent, then the proposition, in a proper and philosophical

sense, is called doubtlul or uncertain ; as. The planets are

inhabited ; The souls of brutes are mere matter ; The
world will not stand a thousand years longer i Dido built

the city of Carthage, &c. ^wQh uncertuin propositions are

called ophilons.

When we consider ourselves as philosophers, qt search^

ers after truih^ it would be well if we always suspended a
full judgment or determination about any thing, and

• Ir may be objected that this certainty and uncertainty being
©nly in the mind, riiedivbion belongs to propositions rather, accord-

ing o he degrees oi our as;e.rit, than ihe degvee^ cf evidence. Eut
it nnay be well answered, thht r|ie evidence here n. tended is that

Tvh'ch a{)pears so to the mind, and not the mere evidence in the na^
ture oi ! in j;s. Ee: ides (;^s we shall -.tiew iiDiTicdiately,) thedtgree
cf a^^eiu u'jght to becNacJv prop.Tticnableto the degree of evidence'

And iheref rf 'he oiii rer.ce ?•- not great, w I. ether propositions be
ca:i' d cerraia or uncenainj aecoraing tg ihe nueasure of evidence, or
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made farther inquiries, where this plain and perfect evi-

dence is wanting : but we are so prone of ourselve!- to

judge without full evidence, and in some cayes the iif-ces-

sity of action in the affairs of life constrains us to ji'dge

and determine upon a to't-rable degree of evidence, that

V. e vulgarly call those propositions certain, where we have
but very little room or reason to doubt of them, though
the evidence be not complete and resistless.

Cc-rfa7>;()', according to the schools is distinguished into

olyective and sitbject^ce. Objedhvs certainty j is when the pro-

position is certainly true in itself ; and si.bjecti'vef when we
are certain of the truth of it. The one is in tkwgi, the

other is in our minds.

But let it be observed here, that every proposition in it=

self is certainly true or certainly false. For, though doubt-

fulness or uncertainty seems to be a medium between certain

truth and certain falsehood in our minds, yet there is no
such medium in things themselves, no, not even in future

events : For now at this time it is certain in itself, that

miisum-ner-day seven years hence will be serene, or it is

certain it ivHI bs clcudy, though we are uncertain and ut-

terly ignorant what sort of a day it will be : The certainty

of distant futurities is known to God only.

Uncertain or dubious propositions, that is, opinions, are

distinguished into probable, or improbable.

When the evidence of any proposition is greater than
the evidence of the contrary, then it is a probable opinion :

Where the evidence and arguments are stronger on the

contrary side, we call it improbable. But, while the ar-

guments on either side seem to be equally strong, and the

evidence for, and against any proposition i^.ppears equal to

the mind, then in common language we call it a doubtful

matter. We al o call it a dubious oi doubtful proposition,

when there are no arguments on either side, as, Next
Christmas day will be a very sharp frost. And in general^

all those propositions are doubtful, wherein we can perceive

no sufSc-ient marks or evidences of truth or falsehood, in

sucli a case, the mind which is searching for truth ought
to remain in a state of dOubt or suspense, until superior ev-

idence on one side or the other inclme the balance of the

judgment, and determine lh« probaOiiity or certiunty \o

the ons siae.
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A great many propositions which we generally believe

or misbelieve in human affairs, or in the sciences, have

very various degrees of evidence, vsrhicb yet arise not to

complete certamtyj eitlier of truth or falsehood. Thus it

eomes to pass that there are such various and almost in-

finite degrees of probability and improbability. To a weak
probability we should give a weak assent -, and a stronger

assent is due where the evidence is greater, and the matter

more probable. If v/e proportion our assent in ali things

to the degrees of evidence, we do the utmost that human
r>ature is capable of, in a rational way to secure itself from

error.

SECT. IX,

©F SENSE, CONSCIOUSNESS, INTELMGENCE, REASON, FAITFj AND
IWSPiRATION.

AFTER we have considered the e^vidence of propositions

in the various degrees of it, we come to survey the several

kinds of evidence, or the different ways wlit-reby truth is

let into the mind, and which produce accordingly several

}iinds of knowledge. We shall distribute them into these

six; namely, Sense, Consciousness, Intelligence, Eeason,

Faith, and Inspiration ; arid then distinguish the proposi-

tions, which are derived from them.

I. The evidence of sense is, when we frame a proposi-

tion according to the dictates of any of our senses ; so we
ju jge.that grass is greeen ; that a trumpet gives a pleasant

sound ; that fire burns wood ; water is soft, and iron is

bard ; for we have seen, heard or felt all these. It is upon
this evidence of sense, that we know and believe the daily

occurrences in human life; and almost all the histories of

mankind, that are written by eye or ear witnesses, are

built upon this principle.

Under the evidence of sense we do not only include

that knowledge which is derived to us by our outward

senses of lieaiing, seeing, feelingj tastiDg, and smdiijig j
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but that also which is derived from the inward sensations

and appetites of hunger, thirst, case, pleasure, pain, weari-

ness, rest, <§tc. And all those things which belong to the
body ; as Hunger is a painful appetiis ; Dght is pleasant j

Reyt is sivect to tne iveary limbs.

Propositions which are built on this evidence, may be
named sensible propositions, or the dictates of sense.

II. As we learn what belongs to the body by the evidence

of sense, so we learn what belongs to the soul by an inward
consciousness, which may be called a sort of internal

feeling, or spiritual sensation of v/hat pas-^-es in the mind ;

as, I think before I speak ', I desire large knowledge ; I

suspect my own practice ', I studied hard to-day i My con-

science bears witness of my sinoerity ; My soul hates vaim

thoughts ; Fear is an easy passion ; Long meditation on

one thing is tiresome.

Thus it appears that we obtain the knowledge of a

multitude of propositions, as well as of single ideas, by
those two principles which Mr. Locke calls sensation and
reflection : One of them is a sort of consciousness of what
affects the body, and the other is a consciousness of what
passes in the mind»

Propositions which are built on this internal conscious-

ness, have yet no particular or distinguishing name assign.

ed to them.

III. Inte'ligence relates chiefly to those abstracted pro-

positions which carry their own evidence with them, and

admit no doubt about them. Our perception of this self-

evidence in any proposition is called intelligence. It is

oar kno«rledge of those first principles of truth which are,

as it were, wrought into the very nature and make of

our minds : They are so evident in themselves to every

man who attends to them, that they need no proof.
^
It is

the prerogative and peculiar excellence of those propositions

that they can scarce either be proved, or denied : They

cannot easily be proved, because there is nothing supposed

to be more clear or certain, from which an argument may
be drawn to prove them. They cannot v/ell be denl-^

ed, because their own evidence is so bright and convJn-

cing, that as soon as the terms are understood the mijid

neceisarily assents ; such are these, Whatsoever sctelh hath
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a being ; Nothing has no properties ; A part is less than

the whole ; Nothing can be the cause of itself.

These propositions are called axioms, or maxims, or first ,,

principles; these are the very foundations of all improved
knowledge and reasonings, and on that account these have
been thought to be intimate propositions, or truths born

with us.

Some srppose that a great part of the knowledge of an-

gels and human soul? in tiie separate state is obtained in

this manner, namely, by such an immediate view of things

in their own nature, which is called intuition.

IV. Reasoning is the next sort of evidence, and that is,

when one truth is inferred or drawn from others by natu-

ral and just methods of argument ; as, if there be much
light at midnight, I infer, it proceeds from the moon

;

because the sun is under the earth.* If I see a cottage in

a forest, I conclude, some man has been there and built

it. Or when I survey the heavens and earth, this gives

evidence to my reason, that there is a God who made them/
The propositions which I believe upon this kind of evi-

dence, are called conclusions, or rational truths ; and the

knowledge that we gain this way is properly called science.

Yet let it be noted, that the word science is usually ap-

plied to a whole body of regular and methodical observa-

tions or propositions, which learned men have formed con-
cernir;g any subject of speculation, deriving one truth

from another by a train of arguments, if this knowledge
chiefly directs*our practice, it is usually called an art. And
this is the most remarkable distinction between an art and
a science, namely, tiie one refers chiefly to practice, the
other to speculation. Natural philosophy, or physics, and
ontology, are sciences ; logic and rhetoric are called arts ;

but mathematics, include bo h art and science : for they
have much of speculation,aud much of prsetiee in them.

* Mole— Since this book was vvriuein,we have had so many ap-
pearances of the jiurora boieaLs as lednces this inference only tp a.

probubilisy.
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Observe here. That, when the evidence of a proposition

derived from sense, consciousness, intelligence, or reason,

is firm and indubitable, it produces such assent as we call a
natural certainty.

\'. When we derive the evidence of any proposition

from the testimony of others, it is called the evidence of
faith : and this is a large part of our knowledge. Ten
thousand things there are which we believe merely upon
the authority or credit of those who have spoken or writ-

ten of them, It is by this evidence that we know there is

such a country as China, and there was such a man as Ci-

cero who dwelt in Rome. It is by this that most of the
transactions in human life are managed : We know our

parents and our kindred by this mean ; we know the per-

sons and laws of our present governors, as well as things

that are at a vast distance from us in foreign nations, or in

ancient ages.

Ac:3ording as the persons that inform us of any thing

are many or few, or more or less v/ise, and faithful, and
credible, so oiu faith is more or less firm or wavering, and
the proposition believed is either certain or doubtful ; but

in matters of faith, an exceeding great probability is call-

ed a moral certainty.

Faith is generally distinguished into divine and human,
not with regard to the propositions that are believed, but

with regard to the testimony upon w^hich we believe

them. When God reveals any thing to liS, this gives us

the evidence of divine faith ; but what man only acquaints

us with, produces a human faith in us ; the one being

built upon the word of man, arises but to moral certainty ;

but the other being founded upon the word of God, arises

to an absolute and infallible assurance, so far as we ender-

stand the meaning of this word. This is called supernat-

ural certainty.

Propositions which we believe upon the evidence of hu-

man testimony are called narratives, relations, reports,

historical observations, &q. but such as are built on divine

testimony, are termed matters of revelation ,• and, if they

are of great importance in religion, they are called articles

of faith.
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There are some prepositions or parts of knowledge,

which are said to be derived from observation and expe-

rience, that is experience in ourselves and the observa-

tions we have made on other persons or things ; but these

are made up of some of the former springs of knowledge

joined together, namely, sense, consciousness, reason, faith,

&c. and tliereforc are not reckoned a distinct kind of evi-

dence.

VI. Inspiration is a sort of evidence distinct from all

the former, and that is, when such an overpowering im-

pression of any proposition is ma.de upon the mind by

God himself, that gives a convincing and indubitable ev-

idence of the truth and divinity of it : So were the pro-

phets and the apostles inspired.*

Sometimes God m.ay have been pleased to make use of

the outward senses, or the inward workings of the imagi-

nation, of dreams, apparitions, v^isions, and voices, or rea-

soning, or perhaps human narration, to convey divine

truths to the mind of the prophet ; but none of these

would bo sulFicient to deserve the name of inspiration,

without a superior or divine light and power attending

them.
This sort of evidence is also very distinct from what we

usually call divine faith -, for every common Christian ex-

ercises divine faith when he believes any proposition which
God has revealed in the bible upon this account, because

God has said it, though it was by a train of reasonings

that he was led to believe that this is the word of God.
Whereas in the case of inspiration, the prophet not only
exercises divine faith in believing what God reveals, but
he is under a superior heavenly impression, light and evi-

dence, whereby he is assured that God reveals it. This
is the most eminent kind of supernatural certainty.

Though persons might be assured of their own inspira-

tion, by some peculiar and inexpressible consciousness of
this divine inspiration and evidence in their own spirits,

yet it is hard to make out this inspiration to others, and
to convince them of it, except by some antecedent or con»

• Note here^ I speak chie^y of thi h%best kind of inspiration.
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sequent prophecies or miracles, or some public appearan-

ces more than human.

The propositions which are attained by this sort of ev-

idence are called inspired truths. This is divine revela-

tion at first hand, and the dictates of God in an immedi-
ate m.inner, of which theological writers discourse at large :

Bat since it belongs only to a few favourites of heaven to

be inspired, and not the bulk of mankind, it is not necessa-

ry to speak more of it in a treatise of log-'c, which is design-

ed for the general improvemeot of human reasoji.

The various kinds of evidence upon which we believe

any proposition, affords us these three remarks

:

Rem.rk I, Tlie same proposition may be known to us

by the different kinds of evidence : That the whole is big-

ger than a pvirt, is known by our senses, and it is known
by the self evidence of the thing to our mind That God
created the keavens ani the earth is known to us by rea-

son, and is known also by divine testimony or faith.

Remark 1 1. Among these various kinds of evidence

some are generally stranger than others in their own na-

ture, ani give a better ground for certainty. Inv/ard con.

Eciousness and intelligence, as well as divine faith and in»

spiration, usually carry much more tbrce v^ith them than

sense or human faith, which are often f^iliibie ; though

there are instances wherein human faith, sense and reason-

ing lay a founiation also for complete assurance, and leave

no room for doubt.

Reason in its own nature would always lead us into the

trutii in matters within its compass, i( it were used aright,

or it would require us to suspend our judg.nent where
there is a want of evidence. But it is our -loih, precipi-

tancy, sense, passion, and many other thing;^ that lead

our reisun astray in tins degenerate and imperfect state :

Hence it comes to pass that we are gudty of so many er-

rors in reasoning, e.-pecially about divine things because

our reason either is busy to inquire, and resolved to df^ler-.

mine abojt matters that are ab.>ve our present reach ; or

because we mingle many prejudices and secret, influences

of sense, fancy, fa-hion, inclination, ^2. witii our exercises of

reason, and judge and determine a<;cording to their irreg-

ular instance^;.

N
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Divine faith would never admit of any controversies or

doubtingSj if v/e were but assured that God had spoken,

and ti)at we rightly understood his meaning.

Retviark III. The greatest evidence and certainty of

aHy proposition does not depend on the variety of the

ways or kinds of evidence whereby it is known, but rather

upon the strength and degree of evidence, and the clear-

ness of that hght.in or by which it appears to the mind.
For a proposition that is known only one way may be
much more certain, and have stronger evidence, than

another that is supposed to be known many ways. There-

fore these propositions, Nothing has no properties ; No-
thing can make itself ; which are known only by intelli-

gence, are much surer than this proposition, The rainbow:

has real and inherent colours in it ; or than this, The sun
rolls round the earth ; though we seem to know both
these last by our senses, and by the common testimony of

our neighbours. So any proposition.that is clearly evident

to our own comcicusness or dhn?ie fo'itJi, is much more cer-'

tain to us than a thousand others that have only the evi-

dence of feeble and obscure sensations of mere probable

reasonings and doubtful arguments, or the ivitnes.s of fal-

lible ?ne?i, or even though all these should join together.

=c5^;<<^^-

CHAPTER III,

V

'] Hi SPRINGS OF FALSE JUDGMENT, OR THE BOC<
TRINE OF PREJUDICES.

INTRODVCllON.

IN the end of the foregoing chapter, we have survey-

ed the several sorts of evidence on which we build our

aLscnt to propositions. These are indeed the general

grounds upon which we form our judgment concerning

things. What remains in this Secaui Part of Lcgic is to''

point out the several springs and causes of our njistakes

in jiiclging, ai^id to lay down some rules by wich we
slould cum{u.'t ourselves in passing a judgment upon every

thlrerthut is iro!;oeedto us.
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I confess many things which will be mentioned in these

following chapters might be as well referred to the Third

Part of Log: r, where we shall treat of Reasoning and ar-

gument ; lor most of our false judgments seem to include

a secret bad reasoning in them ; and while we shew the

Fprings of error, and the rules of true judgment, we do at

the same time discover which arguments are fallacious,

which reasonings are weak, and which are just and strong.

Yet since this is usuall)'- called a judging ill, or judging

well, I think ^ve may without any impropriety treat of it

here ; and this will lay a sure foundation for all sorts of

ratiocination and argument.

Rash judgments are called prejudices, and so are the

springs of them. This word in common life signifies an
ill opinion which we have conceived of some other person,

or some injury done to him. But when we use the word
in matters of science, it signifies a judgment that is form-

ed concerning any person or thing before suflicient exam-
ination ; and generally we suppose it to mean a false judg-

ment or mistake : At least, it is an opinion taken up with-

out solid reason for it, or an assent given to a proposition

before we have a just evidence of the truth of it, though

the thing itself may happen to be true.

Sometime* these rash judgments are called preposses-

sions ; whereby is meunt, that some particular opinion has

possessed the mind, and engaged the assent, v/ithout sufli.

cient search or evidence of the truth of it.

There is a vast variety of these prejudices and prepos-

sessions which attend mankind in every age and condition

of life ; they lay the foundations of many an error, and
many an unhappy practice, both in the affairs of religion,

and in other civil concernments ; as well as in matters of

learning. It is necessary for a man who pursues truth

to mquire into these springs of error, that as far as possible

he may rid himself of old prejudices, and watch hourly

against new ones.

The number of them is so great, and they are so inter-

woven with each other, as well as with the powers of ha-
man nature, that it is sometimes hard to distinguish them
apart ; yet for method's sake we shall reduce them to these

four general he^j-ds, namely, prejadi<:es arising from things,
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or from words, from ourselves, or from other persons i
and, after the description of each prejudice, we shall pre-
poic one or more ways of curiug it.

SECT. L

TREJUDICES ARISING FROM TKIKGS.

THE first sort of prejudices are those which arisf

Irom the things themselves about which we judge. Bat
here let it be observed, that there is nothing in the na-

ture of thiiigs that will necessarily lead us into error, if

we do but use our reason aright, and withhold our judg-

ment till there appears sufficient evidence o( truth. But
since we are so uiihappily prone to take advantage of ev-

er} dQuhtfuI appearance and circumstance of things to

form a wrong judgment, and plunge ourselves into mis-

take, tn.erefore it it proper to consider what there is in the

things themselvejs that may occasion our errors.

I. The obscurity of some truths, and the difficulty of

searching them out, is one occasion of rash and mistaken

judgment.

Some truths are difficult because they lie remote from
the first principles of knowledge, and want a long chain

of argument to coiYiC at them : Such are o.!any of the dtep

thifigs of algebra and geometry, and some of the theorem.s

and problems of most parts of the mathematics. Many
things also in natural philosophy are dark and intricate

upon this account, because we cannnot come at any ceitain

knowledge of them without the labour of m-any and diffi-

cult, as well as chargeable experiments.

There are other truths which have great darkness upon
them, because we have no proper means or mediums to

co:ne at the knowledge of them. Though in our age we
have found out many of the deep things of nature, by the

assistance of glasses and other instruments ;
yet we are not

hitherto arrived at any sufficient methods to discover the

shape of those little particles of matter which distinguish

the several sapours, odours, and colours of bodies ; rior t©
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find what sort of atoms compose liquids or solids, and dis-

tinguish wood, minerals, metals, glass, stone, &c. There

is a darkness also lies npon the actions of the intellectual or

angelical world ; their manners of subsistance and agency,

the power of spirits to move bodies, and the union of our

souls with this animal bud)' of ours, are much unknown to

us on this account,

. Now in many of these cases, a great part of mankind is

not content to be entirely ignorant ; but they rather choose

to for a rash and hasty judg.Yients, to guess at things with-

out j ist evidence, to believe something concerning them

before they can know them ; and thereby fall into error.

This sort of prejudice, as well as most others, is cured

by patience and diligence in inquiry and reasoning, and a

suspension of judgment, till we have attained some proper

mediums of knowledge, and till we see sufficient evidence

of the truth.

II. The appearance of things in a disguise is another

spring of prej'.jdice, or rash judgment. The outside of

things, whicli first strikes us, is oftentimes different from

their inward nature ; and we are tempted to judge sud-

denly according to outward appearances. If a picture is

daubed with ma.ny bright and glaring colours, the vnU
gar eye admires it as an excellent piece ; whereas the

saaie person judges very contemptuously of some admi-

rable design, sketched out only with a black pencil on a

coarse paper, though by the band of a Raphael. So the

scholar spies the name of a new book in a public news-pa-

per he is charmed with the title, he purchases, he reads

with huge expectations, and finds it is all trash and im-
pertmence : This is a prejudice derived from the appear-

ance ; we are too ready to judge that volume valuable

which had so good a frontispiece. The large heap of en-

comiums and swelling words of assurance, that are bestow-

ed on quack medicines in public advertisements, tempts
many a reader to judge them infalUble, and to use the pills

or the jilaister, with vast hope and, frequent di<sappoint-

ment.

We are tempted to form our judgment of persons as

well as things by these outward appearances. Where
there is wealth, equipage, and splendor, we are ready to

N 2
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call that man happy ; but we see not the vexing disquiet-

udes of his soul : and v/hen we spy a person in ragged

garments, we form a despicable opinion of him to© sudden-

ly ; we can hardly think him either happy or wise, our

judgment is so strangely biassed by outward and sensible

thing^s. It was through the power of this prejudice, that

the Jews rejected our blessed Saviour ; they could not suf-

fer themselves to believe that the man who appeared as

the son of a carpenter was also the son of God. And be-

cause St. Paul was of little stature, a mean presence, and
his voice contemptiLle,some of the Corinthians were temp-
ted to doubt whether he was inspired or not.

This prejudice is cured by a long acquaintance with the

•world, and a just observation that things are sometimes

better and sometimes worse than they appear to be. We
cught therefore to restrain our excessive forwardness to

form our opirdm of persons or things before we have op-

portunity to search into them more perfectly. Remem-
ber that a grey beard does not make a philosopher ; all is

i3ot gold that glistens ; and a rough diamond may be worth
an immense sum.

III. A mixture of different qualities in the same things,

is another temptation to judge amiss. We are ready to be

carried away by that quality which strikes the first or the

strongest impressions upon us, and we judge of the whole
object according t« that quality, regardless of all the rest

;

or sometimes \we colour over all the other qualities with
that one tincture, whether it be bad or good.

When we have just reason to admire a man for his vir-

tues, we are sometimes inclined not only to neglect his

"weaknesses, but even to put a good colour upon them, and
to think them amiable. When we read a book that has

jnsiny excellent truths in it, and divine sentiments, we are

tempted to approve not only that whole book, but even aii

the vvrilings of that, author. When a poet, an orator, or a
painter, has penormed admirably in several illustrious

pieces, we soiiietimes also admire his very errours, we
miblake his blunders for beauties^ and arc so ignorantly

fond as to copy after them.

It is this prejudice that has rendered so many great

schobrs perfectly bigots, and inclined them to defend Hom-
er or Home?; Livy or Cicc-rO; ip their mistakes, and vin-
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dieate aU the follies of their favourite author. It is that

tempts some great writers to support the sayings of almost

all the ancient fathers of the church, and admire them ev-

en in their very reveries.

On the other hand, if an author has professed heretical

sentiments in religion, we throw our scorn upon every

thing he writes, we despise even his critical or mathemat-
ical learning, and will hardly allow him common sense.

—

If a poem has some blemishes in it, there is a set of false

critics who decry it universally, and will allow no beauties

there.

This sort of prejudice is relieved by learning to distin-

guish things well, and not to judge in the himp. There
is scarce any thing in the world of nature or art, in the

world of morality or religion, that is perfectly uniform.—
There is a mixture of wisdom and folly, vice and virtue,

good and evil, both in men and things. We should re-

member that some persons have great wit and little judg-

ment,- others are judicious, but not witt3^ Some are

good humoured without compliment ; others have all the

formalities of complaisance, but no good humour. We
ought to know that one man may be vicious and learned,

while another has virtue without learning. That many a

man thinks admirably well, who has a poor utterance
;

while others have a charming manner of speech, but their

thoughts are trifling and impertinent. Some are good
neighbours, and courteous, and charitable towards men^
who have no piety towards God ; others are truly religiouSj

bat of morose natural tempers. Some excellent sayings

are found in very siily books, and some silly thoughts ap-

pear in books of value. We should neither praise nor dis-

praise by wholesale, but separate the good from the evil,

and judge of them apart: Tlie accuracy of a good judg-

ment consists much in making such distinctions.

Yet Jet it be noted too, that in common discourse we
usually denominate persons and things according to the
major part of their character. He is to be called a wise

man who has but few foiiies: He is a good philosopher

who knows much of nature, and for the most part reasons

well in matters of human science ; and that book should

be esteemed well written, v/hich has more of good sense

in it than it has ©f impertinence,
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IV. Though a thing be uniform in its own nature, yet

the different lights in which it n ay be placed, and the dif-

ferent views in which it a[»pears to us, will be ready to

excite in us mistaken judgments concerning it. Let an

erect cone be p'aced on a horizontal plane, at a great dis-

tance from the eye, and it appears a plain triangle; but

we shall judge that very cone to be nothing but afJat cir-

cle if its base be obverted towards us. Set a common
round plate a little obliquely before our eyes afar off, and we
shall think it an oval figure : But if the very edge oi it be

turned towards us, we shall take it for a straight line. So

when we view the several folds of a changeable silk, u e

pronounce this part red, and that yellow, because of its dif-

ferent position to the light, though the silk laid smooth in

one light appears all of one colour.

When \ve survey the miseries of mankind, and think of

the sorrows of millions, both on earth and in hell, the di-

vine government has a terrible aspect, and we may be

tempted to think hardly even of God himself : But if we
view the profusion of his bounty and grace aixiong his crea-

tures on earth, or the happy spirits in heaven, we shall

have so exalted an idea of his goodness as to forget his ven-

geance. Some men dwell entirely upon the promises cf

his gospel, and think him all mercy : Others, under a mel-

ancholy frame, dwell upon his terrors and his threatening?,

and are overwhelmed with the thoughts of his severity

and vengeance, as though there were no mercy in him.

The true method of delivering ourselves from this pre-

judice, is to view a thing on all sides, to compare all the

various appearances of the samie thing with one another,

and \ft eacii of them have its full weight in the baiance of

our judgment, befrre we fuily determme our opinion. It

.Wis by this mean that the modern astronomers came to

find out that the planet Saturn hath a flat broad circle

round its globe, v. hich is called its ring, by observing the

different appearances as a narrow or a broader oval, or, as

it sometimes s ems to be a straight line, in the dfferent

parts of its twenty-nine years revolution thror.ghthe eciip.

tic. And if we t'jke the same just and religioii surve;y of

the great and blessed God in ail the dibcoveries of his
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vengeance and his naercy, we shall at last conclude him to

be both just and good.

V. Tne casual association of many of our ideas becomes
the spring of another prejudice or Tsah judgment, to which
we are sometiaies exposed. If in our younger years we
have taken medicines that have been nauseous, when any
medicine whatsoever is afterwards proposed to us under

sickness, we immediately judge it nauseous ; Our fancy has

so closely joined these ideas together, that we know not

how to separate them : Then the stomach feels the disgust,

and perhaps refuses the only drug thit can preserve iii'e.

—

So a child who has been let blood joins the ideas of pain

and the surgeon together, and he hates the sight of the

surgeon because he thinks of his pain : Or if he has drank

a bitter portion, he conceives a bitter idea of the cup which
held it, and will drink nothmg out of that cup.

It is for the same reason that the bulk of the common
people are so superstitiously fond of the psalms translated

by Hopkins and Sternhold, and think them sacred and di-

vine, because they have been now for more than an hun-

dred years bound up in the same covers with our bibles.

The best relief against this prejudice of association is to

consider, whether there be any natural and necessary con-

nection between these ideas, which fancy, custom, or

chance, hath thus joined together; and if nature has not

jomed them, let our judgment correct the folly of our im-

agination, and separate these ideas again.

SECT. II.

PREJUDICES ARISING FROM WORDS.

OUR ideas and words are so linked together, that while

we judge of things according to words, v/e are led into

several mistakes. These may be distributed under two
general heads, namely, such as arise from single words or

phrases, or such a> irise from words joined in speech, and

eomposmg a discourse.
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T. The most eminent and remarkable errours of the
first kind are these three. (1.) When our words are in-

significant, and have no ideas ; as when the mystical di-

vines talk of the prayer of silence, the supernatural and
passive night of the soul, the vicinity of powers, the sus-

pefjsion of all thoughts : Or (2.) Wh^n our words are hw,
equivocal, and signify two or more ideas ; as the words,
law, hght, flesh, spirit, righteousness, and many other terms
in scripture : Or (3.) When tv/o or three words are synon-
ym.ous. and signify one idea, as regeneration and new crea-

tion in the New Testament ; both which m,ean only a
charge of the heart from sin to holiness ; or, as rhe Elector

of Cologn and the Bishop of Cologn are two titles of the

same man.

, These kinds of phrases are the occasion of various mis-

takes ; but none so unhappy as those in theology ; both

words without ideas, as well as synonymous and equivocal

"words, have been used and abused by the humours, pas-

sions, interests, or by the real ignorance and weakness of

men, to beget terrible contests among Christians.

But to relieve us under ail those dangers^ asd to remove

these sort of prejudices which arise from single -a crds or

phrases, I must remit the reader to Part I. chap. IV.

where I have treated about words, and to those directions

which I have given concerning the definition of names,

Part I. chap. VI. sect. 3.

II. There is another sort of false judgments, or mistakes

which we are exposed to by words ; and that is when they

are joined in speech, and compose a discourse ; and here

we are in danger two ways.
The one is, when a man writes good sense, or speaks

much to the purpose, but he has not a happy and engag-

ing manner of expression. Perhaps he uses coarse and
vulgar words, or old, obsolete, and unfashionable lar.guage,

or terms, and pbra'tes that are foreign, la'snized, scholastic,

very uncommon, and hard to be understood : And this is

Still worse, if his sentences are long and intricate, or the

sound of them harsh and grating to the ear. All these

indeed are defects in stile, and lead some nice and un-

thinking hearers or readers into an ill opinion of all
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that such a person speaks or- writes. Many an excellent

discourse of our forefathers has had abundance of contempt
cast upon it by our modern pretenders to sense, for want of

their distinguishing between the language and the ideas.

On the other hand, when a man of eloquence speaks or

writes upon any subject, we are too ready to run into his

sentiments, being sweetly and insensibly drawn by the
smoothness of his harangue, and the pathetic power of his

language. Rhetoric will vanish every error, so that it

shall appear in the dress of truth, and put such ornaments
upon vice, as to make it look like virtue; It is an art of

wondrous and extensive influence : it often conceals, ob-

scures or overwhelms the truth, and places sometimes a
gross falsehood in a more alluring light. The decency of
action, the music of the voice, the harmony of the periods^

the beauty of the stile, and all the engaging airs of the
speaker, have often charmed the hearers into error, and
persuaded them to approve whatsoever is proposed in so

agreeable a manner. A lar^^e assembly stands exposed at

once to the power of these prejudices, and imbibes them
all. So Cicero and Demosthenes made the Romans and
the Athenians believe almost whatsoever they pleased.

The best defence against both these dangers, is to learn

the skill (as much as possible) of separating our thoughts
and ideas from words and phrases, to judge of the things

in their own natures, and in their natural or just relation to

one another, abstracted from the use of language and to

maintain a steady and obstinate resolution, to hearken to

nothing but truth, in whatsoever stile or dress it appears.

Then we shcill hear a sermon of pious and just senti-

ments with esteem and reverence, though the preacher

has but an unpolished stile, and many defects in die man-
ner of his delivery. Then we shall neglect and disregard

all the flattering insinuations, whereby the orator would
make way for his own sentiments to take possession of our

souls, if he has not solid and instructive sense equal to hig

language. Oratory is a happy talent, when it is rightly

employed, to excife the passions to the practice of virtue

and piety : but, to speak properly, this art has nothingj^to

do in the seuoli after truth.
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SECT. III.

PKEn; DICES ARISING FROM OURSELTES.

NEITHER ivcrds nor t/ih?gs would so often lead ns astray

from truth, if VvC had not within ourselves such spriiigs of

error as these that follow.

I. Many errors are derived fronn our weatness of reason,

anj incapacity to judge of things in our irfant state.-—

These are called \\\e prejudices of hifavcy. We frame early

mistakes^ about the conrimon objects which surround us,

and the common affairs of life; We fancy tjie nurse is our

best friend, because children receive from their nurses their

food and other conveniences of life. We judge that books

arc very unpleasant things, because perhaps we have been

driven to them by the scourge. We judge also that the

sky touches the distant hills, becar.be we cannot inform

ourselves better in chi'dhood. We believe xhe stars are not

risen till the sun is stt, becaiise we never see them by day.

But some of thete errors may seem to be derned from the

Kext spring.

The way to cure the prejud ces of infancy, is to distin-

guish, as far as we can, whicli are those opinions w hich we
framed in perfect childhood ; to ren ember that at that

time our reason was iricuple of forming a right juOgnent,

and to bring these propositions again to be examiined at the

bar of iTiature reason.

II. Our senses gives us many a false infcrm.at ion of things,

and tempt us to judge amiss. This is called frejudut f
sense: as, v^hen we suppose the nun and moon to be fiat

bodies, and to be but a lew inclies broad, because the) ap-

pear so to the eye. Seise inclines us to jucige that air has;

no weight, because we do not feel it press htavy upon us ;

and we judge also by our senses that cold and l^eat^ sweet

and sour, red and biue, &c. are such real properties in the

objects themselves, and exactly like the rc sensations which
they excite in us.

Note—Those mJstakes of this sort, which all mankind
drop and lose in their advancing age, aie called mere

prejudices of infancy ; but t^iose which abide with the
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vulgar part of the world, and generally with all men, till

learning and philosophy cure them, more properly attain

the name of prejudices of . ense.

These prejudices are to be removed several ways. (1.)

By the assistance of one sense we cure the mistake of ano-

ther : as, when a stick thrust into the water seems crooked,

we are prevented from judging it to be really so in itself ;

for, when we take it out of the water, both our sight and.

feeling agree and determine it to be straight. (2,) The ex-

ercise of our reason, and an applicatiori to mathema^icii

and philosophical studies, cures many other prejudices of

sty.sej both with relation to the heavenly .and earthly bo-

dies. (3.) We should remember that our senses have of-

ten deceived us in various instances ; that they give but a

confused and imperfect representation of things in many
cases ; that they often represent falsely those very objects

to which they seem to be suited, such as the ^hape, moihn^

j;rie, and situation of gross bodies, if they are but placed at

a distance from us ; and as for the minute particles of which
Isodies are composed, our senses cannot distinguish them.

(4.) \,Ve should remember also, that one prime and orig-

inal design of our senses, is to inform us what various re-

lations the bodies that are round about us bear to our own
animal body, and to give us notice what is pleasant and

useful and what is painful or injurious to us ; but they are

not sufficient of themselves to lead ns into a philosophical

acquaintance v/ith the inward nature of things. It must

be confessed, it is by the assistance of the eye and the ear

especially (which are called the .<;en es of dl, upline) that

our minds are furnished with various parts of knov/ ledge,

by reading, hearing, and observing things divine and hu-

man ; yet reason ought always to accompany the exercise

of our senses, whenever we would form a just judgment of

things proposed to our inquiry.

Here it is proper lo observe also, that as the weakness

of reason in our infancy, and the dictates of our senses,

sometimes in advancing years, lead the v/iser part of man-
kind astray from truth ; so the meaner p^.rts of our spe-

cies, persons whose genius is very low, whose judgment is

always weak, who are ever indulging the dictates of sense

and humour, are but children of a large size, they stand ex-

O
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posed to everlasting mistakes in life, and live and die in the

midst of prejudices.

III. Imagination is another fruitful spring of false judg-

ments. Our imagination is nothing elte but the various

appearances of our sensible ideas in the brain, where the

soul frequently works in uniting, disjoining, multiplying,

magnifying, diminishing, and altering the several shapes,

colours, sounds, motions, words and things, that have been
eommunicated to us by the outv/ard organs of sense. It

is no wonder therefore if fancy leads us into many mis-
takes, for it is but sense at second hand. Whatever is

strongly impressed upon the imagination, some persons be-

lieve to be true. Some will choose a particular number
in a lottery, or lay a large wager on a single chance of a
dye, and doubt not of success, because their fancy feels so

powerful an impression, as assures them it will be pros-

perous. A thousand pretended prophecies and inspira-

tions, and all the freaks of enthusiasm have been derived

from this spring. Dreams are nothing else but the de-

ceptions of fancy : A delirium is but a short wildness of
the imagination ; and a settled irregularity of fancy, is

distraction and madness.

One w^ay to gain a victory over this unruly faculty, is to

seta watch upon it perpetually, and to bridle it in all its

extravagandes ; never to beiieve any thing merely be-

cause fancy dictates it, any more than I would believe a
midnight-dream, nor to trust fancy any farther than it is

attended with severe reason. It 'is a very useful and en-
tertaining power of human nature, in matters of illustra-

tion, periuasion, oratory, poetry, wit, conversation, &c.
but in the calm inquiry after truth, and the final judgment
of things, fancy should retire and staiad aside, unless it be
called into explain and illustrate a difficult point by a si-

militude.

Another method of deliverance from these prejudices

of fancy, is to compare the ideas that arise in our imagina-
tions with the real nature of things, as often as we have
occasion to judge concerning them ; and let calm and se-

date reason govern and determine our opinions, though
fancy should shew never so great a reluctance. Fancy is

the inferior faculity, and it ought to obey.
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IV. The various passions or affections of the mind,
are numerous and endless springs of prejudice. They dis-

guise every object they converse with, and put their own
colours upon it, and thus lead the judgment astray from
truth. It is love that makes the mother think her own
child the fairest, and will sometimes persuade us that a
blemish is a beauty. Hope and desire make an hour of

delay seem as long as two or three hours : Hope inclines

us to think there is nothing too difficult to be attempted :•

Despair tells us that a brave attempt is mere rashness, and
that every difhculty is insurmountable. Fear makes us

ia^agine that a bush shaken with the wind has some sav-

age beast in it, and multiplies the dangers that attend our

path : But still there is a more unhappy effect of fear,

when it keeps millions of souls in slavery to the errors of es-

tablished religion: What could persuade the wise men and
philosophers of a popish country to believe the gross ab-

surdities ef the Romish church, but the iear of torture, or

death, the galley, or the inquisition ? Sorrow and melan-

choly tempt us to think our circumstances much more
dismal than they are, that we may have some excuse for

mourning : And envy represents the condition of our

neighbor better than it is, that there might be some pre-

tence for her own vexation and uneasiness. Anger, wrath,

and revenge, and all those hateful passions, excite in us

far worse ideas of men than they deserve, and persuade us

to believe all that is ill of them. A detail of the evil in-

fluence of the affections cf the mind upon our own judg-

ment would make a large volume.

The cure of these prejudices is attained by a constant

jealousy of ourselves, and watchfulness over our passions,

that they may never interpose when we are called to pass

a judginent of any thing ; And when our affections are

warmly engaged, let us abstain from judging. It would
be also of great use to us to form our deliberate judgments

of persons and things in the calmest and serenest hours

of life, when the passions of nature are ail silent, and the

mind enjoys its most perfect composure : and these judg-

ments so formed shauld be treasured up in the mind, that

we might have recourse tx) them in hours of need. See
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many sentiments and directions relating to this subject,

in my Doctrine of the Passions, a new edition enlarged.

v. The fondness we have for self, and the relation

which other persons and things have to ourselves, furnish
us with another long list of prejudices. This indeed might
"be reduced to the passion of seif-iove ; but it is so copious
an head that I choose to name it a distinct spring of false

judgments. We are generally ready to fancy every thing
of our own has something peculiarly valuable in it, when
indeed there is no other reason, but because it is our own.
Were we born among the gardens of Italy, the rocks of
Switzerland, or the ice and snows of Russia and Sweden,
still we would imagine peculiar excellencies in our native

land. We conceive a good idea of the town and village

where we first breathed, and think the better of a man far

beiFig born near us. We entertain the best opinion of the
persons of our own party, and easily believe evil reports

of persons of a different seet or faction. Our own sex, our

Idnd-ed, oar houses, and our very names, seem to have
something good and desirable in them. We are ready

to mingle all these with ourselves, and cannot bear to have
others rhink meanly of them.

So good an opinion have we of our sentiments and prac-

tices, that it is very difficult to believe what a reprover

says of our conduct ; and we are as ready to assent to all

the language of flattery. We set up our own opinions in

religion and philosophy as thetestsof orthodoxy and truth i

and we are prone to judge every practice of other men
either a duty or a crime, which we think would be a crime

or a duty in us, though their circumstances are vastly

different from our own. This humour prevails sometimes

to such a degree, that we would make our own taste and

inclination the standard by u hich to judge of every dish

of meat that is set upon the table, every book in a library,

ever} employment, study, and business ©f life, as well as

every recreation.

It is from this evil principle, of setting up self for a mod-
el of what other men ought to be, that the anti-christian

spirit o\ imposition and persecution had its original :

Though there is no more reason for it than there was for

the pfttctice of that tyrant, who having a bed fit for his
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own size, was reported to stretch men of low stature upon

the rack, till they were drawn cut of the length o his bed ;

and some add also, that he cat off the legs of any whom
he found too long for it.

It is also from a princ'p'e near akin to this, that we per-

vert and strain the wri'ijigs of many venerable authors, and

espec'.ally the sacred books of scripture, to make them
speak our own sense. Tiirough the influence which our

own schemes or hypotheses have upon the mind, we somcc*

ti'nes oecome so sharp sighted as to find these schemes in

those places of scripture where the holy writers never

thought of them, nor the holy spirit intended them. At
otiier times this prejudice brings such a dimness upon the

sight, that we cannot read any thing that opposes our own
sjheme, though it be written as with sun-beams, and in

the plainest language ; and perhaps we are in danger in

suoii a c-X'.e of winking a little against the light.

We ought to bring our minds free, unbiassed, and teach-

.

able, to learn uur reiigion from the word of God ; but we
have generally formed all the lesser as well as the gieater

points of our religion before-hand, and then we read the
prophets and apostles only to pervert them to confirm cue
ovn opinions. Were it not for this influence of self, and
a bigotry to our own tenets, v/e could hardly imagine that
so many strange, absurd, inconsistent, v/icked, mischie-

vous, and bloody principles, should pretend to support and
de end themselves by the gospel of Christ,

Every learned critic has his own hypothesis | and if the
common text be not favourable to his opinion, a various

iection shall be made authentic. The text must be sup-

posed to be defective or redundant ; and the sense of it

^hall be literal or metaphorical, according as it best sup.*

ports his own scheme. Whole chapters or books shall be
added or left out of the sacred canon, or be turned into par-.

ables by this influence, Luther knew not well how to re«.

concile the epistle of St. Jannes to the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith aione, and so he could not allow it to be di=.

vme. The Papists bring all the apocrypha into tlieir bi-=.

bie, and stamp divinity upon it : for they can fancy pur?

ga^ory is there, and they find prayers for the dead But
they i«ave out the second QOflaoiaodjoaent, {?«<ym§« it %»i

2
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bids the worship of images. Others suppose the Mosaic
history of the creation, and the fall of man, to be oriental

Ornaments, or a mere allegory, because the literal sense of

those three chapters of Genesis do not agree with their

theories. Even an honest, plain hearted and unlearned

Chri^^tian is ready to find something in every chapter of

the bible to countenance his own private sentiments ; but

he loves those chapters best which speak his own opinion

plainest ; This is a prejudice that sticks very close to our

natures ; the scholar is infested with it daily, and the me-
chanic is not free.

Self has yet a farther and mere pernicious influence up-

on our understandings, and is an unhappy guide in the

search after truth. When our own inclination, or our

case, and honor, or our profit, tempt us to the practice of

any thing of suspected lawfulness, how do we strain our

thougVits to find arguments for it and persuade ourselves it

is lawful ? \ e colour over iniquity and sinful compliance

with the names of virtue and innocence, or at least of con-

straint and necessity. All the different and opposite

Sentiments and practices of mankind are too much influen-

ced by this mean bribery, and give too just occasion for

satyrical writers to say, that self interest governs all man-
liind.

When the judge had awarded due damages to a person

into whose field a neighbor's oxen had broke, it is reported

that he reversed his own sentence, when he heard that

the oxen which had done this mischief were his own.
Whether this be a history or a parable, it is still a just re-

presentation ©f the wretched influence of seJfXQ corrupt the

judgment.

One way to amend this prejudice, is t© thrust aelf^o far

©ut of the question, that it may have no manner of influ-

ence whensoever we are called to judge and consider the

naked nature, truth, and justice of things. In matters of

equity between man and man, our Saviour has taught us

an efiectual means of guarding against this prejudice, and

that is, to put my neighbor in the place of myself, and
myself in the place of my neighbor, rather than be brib-

ed by, this corrupt principle of sell love to d© injury to
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our neighbours. Thence arises that golden rule of dealing

with others as we would have others deal with us.

Ih the judgment of truth and falsehood, right and wrong,
good and evil, we ought to consider that every man has a
SELF as well as we ; and that the tastes, passion, inclina-

tions and interests of different men are very different, and
often contrary, and that they dictate contrary things : Un-
less therefore all manner of different and contrary proposi-

tions can be true at once, self can never be a just test or

Standard of truth and falsehood, good and evil.

VI. Tempers humours, and peculiar turns of the mind,

whether they be natural or acquired, have a great influence

upon our judgment, and become the occasion of many mis-

takes. Let us survey a few of them.

(I.) Some persons are of an easy and credulous temper,

while others are perpetually discovering a spirit of contra-

diction.

The credulous man is ready to receive every thing for

truth that has but a shadow of evidence ; every new book

that he reads, and every ingenious man with whom he

oonverses, has power enough to draw him into the senti-

ments of the speaker or writer. He has so much com-
plaisance in hira, or weakness of soul, that he is ready to

resign his own opinion to the first objection which he~

hears, and to receive any sentiments of another that are

asserted with a positive air and much assurance. Thus he

is under a kind of necessity, through the indulgence of this

credulous humour, either to be often changing his opinions^

or to believe inconbistCHcies.

The man of contradiction is of a contrary Iiumour, for

he Stands ready to oppose every thing that is said : He
gives but a slight attention to the reasons cf other men,
from an inward and scornful presumption that they have

no strength in them. When he reads or hears a discourse

different from his own sentiments, he d©es not give him«

self leave to consider whether that discourse may be true;

but employs all his powers immediately to confute it.—-

Your great disputers, and your men of controversy, are in

continual danger of this sort of prejudice : they contend

often for victory, and will maintain v^hatsoever they have

asserted, while truth is ioi^t m the lioise ana tumult of re-
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oiprocal contradietions ; and it frequently happens that a
debate about opinions is turned into a mutual reproach of

persons.

The prej dice of credulity nciay in some measure be cur-

ed, bv learning to set a high value on truth, and by taking

more pains to attain it •, remembering Ihat truth often-

times lies dark and deep, and requires us to dig for it as hid

treasure ; and that falsehood often puts on a fair disguise,

and therefore we should not yield up our judgment toever>r

plausible appearance. It is no part of civility or good
breeding to part with truth, but to maintain it with de-

cency and candour.

A spirit of contradiction is so pedantic and hate%], that

a man should take m.uch pains with him.selt to watch a-

gains every instance of it : He should learn so much good
humour, at least, as never to oppose any thing without just

and solid reason for it : He should abate some degrees of

pride and moroseness, which are never failing irigredients

in this sort of temper, and should seek af'er so much hon-

esty and conscience as never to contend for conquest or tri-

umph ; but to review his own reasons, and to read the ar-

guments of his opponents (if possible) with an equal indif-

ferency, and be glad to sp> truth, and to submit to it, tho'

it ?v!)pear on the opposite side.

(2.) There is another pair of prejudices, derived fromtw^o

tempers of mind, near akin to those I tiavejust now men.
tioiied ; and t; ese are the dogmaticai and the sceptical hu-

mour, that is, always positive, or always doubting.

By what means soever the dogmatist came by bis opin-

ions, V net her by his senses or by his fancy, his education .

or hi own reading, yet he believed them all with the same
as urances that he does a mathcniatical truth; he has

scarce any mere probabihties that belong to him; every

thing v/ith him is certain and infallible ; every punctilio in

religion is an article of his faith ; and he answers ail man-
ner o't objections by a sovereign contempt.

Persons of this temper are seldom to be c nvinced of any
mistake : A full assurance of their own notions makes all

the difficult iCi on their own side vanish so entirely, that

-the^ think every point of their belief is written hs with sun-

fecamsj and wonder ^ry one ghouid find a dfiicuity in iu
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They are amazed that learned men should make a contro-

versy of what is to them so perspicuous and indubitable.-

—

The lowest rank of people, both in learned and in vulgar
life, is very subject to this obstinacy.

Scepticism is a contrary prejudice. The dogmatist is

sure of every thing, and the sceptic beheves nothing. Per-

haps he has found himself often mistaken in matters of

which he thought himself well assured in his younger days,

and therefore he is afraid to give his assent to any thing

again. He sees so much shew of reason for every opinion,

and so many objections aiso arising against every doctrine,

that he is ready to throw off the belief of every thing: He
renounces ut once the pursuit of truth, and contents him-
self to say, There is nothing certain. It is well, if through

the influence of such a temper he does not cast away his

religion as well as his philosophy, and abandon himself to

a profane course of life, regardless of hell or of heaven.

Both theie prejudices last mentioned, though they are

so opposite to each other, yet they arise from the same
spring, and that is, impatience of study, and want of dili-

gent attention in search of truth. The dogmatist is ia-

haste to believe something; he cannot keep himself long

enough in suspence, till some bright and convincing evi-

dence appear on one side, but throws himself casually into

the sentiments of one party or another, and then he will

hear no argument to the contrary. The sceptic will not

take pains to search things t(? the bottom, but when he sees

difficulties on boUi sides, resolves to believe neither of them.

Humility of soul, patience in study, diligence in inquiryj

with an honest zeal for truth, would go a great wa^' tow-

ards the cure of both these follies.

(3.) Another sort of temper that is very injurious to a

right judgment of things, is an inconstant, fickle, changea-

ble spirit, and a very uneven temper ot mind. When such

persons are in one humour, they pass a judgment Oi things

agreeable to it ; when their humour changes, they re-

verse their first judgment, and embrace a new opinion.

—

They have no steadiness of soul; they want firmness of

mind f.uiucient to establish themselves in any trath, and

are ready to change it for the next alluring falsehood that

is agreeable to tkei? change of humour. This fiekieness
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is sometimes so mingled with their very constitution by-

nature, or by distemper of body, that a cloudy day and a
lowering sky shall strongly incline them to form an opin-

ion both of themselves and of persons and things round

about them, quite difTerent from what they believe when
i

the sun shines, and the heavens are serene.

This sort of people ought to judge of things and persons

in their most sedate, peaceful, and composed hours of life,

and reserve these judgments for their conduct at more un-

happy seasons.

(4.) Some^ persons have a violent and turgid manner
, both of talking and thinkiRg ; whatsoever they judge of, it

is always with a tincture of this vanity. They are always
in extremes, and pronounce concerning every thing in the

superlative. If they think a man to be learned, /le is the

chkf scholar of the age ; If another has low parts, he h the

greatest h':oclhead hi nature : If they approve any book on
divine subjects, It is the best booh in the mmrld next to the bible:

If they speak of a storm of rain or bail, it is the most terrible

ttorm thi't fell since the creation : And a cold winter day the

£oldest that e^oer nvas knoion.

But the men of this swelling langaage ought to remem-
ber, that nature has ten thousand moderate things in it,

and does not always deal in extremes as they do.

(5.) I think it may be called another sort of prejudice

derived from humour, when some men believe a doctrine

merely because it is ancient, and has been long believed ;

others are so fond of novelty, that nothing prevails upon
their assent so much as new thoughts and new notions.

—

Again, there are some who set a high esteem upon every

thing that is foreign and far fetched ; therefore China pic-

tures are admired, how awkward soever : Others value

things the more for being of our own native growth, in-

vention or manufacture, and these as much despise foreign

things.

Some men of letters and theology will not believe a pro-

position even concerning a sublime subject, till every thing

mysterious, deep, and difficult, is cut oft' from it, though
the scripture asserts it never so plainly ; others are so fond

of a mystery and things incomprehensible, that they would

scarce believe the doctrine of the Trinity, if it could be ex-
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plained ; they incline to that foolish rant of one of the an-

cients, G^edo quiet mpossib'ile est ; I believe it because it is

impossible.

To cure these mistakes, remember that neither antique

nor novel, foreign i-ior native, mysterious nor plain, arc

certain characters either of truth or of falsehood.

I might mention various other kuniQur.s- cf vi€?i tha,t excite

in them various prejudices, and leads them into rash and

mistaken judgments ; but these are sufficient for a specimen.

VII. There are several other weaknesses which belong

to human nature, whereby we are led into mistakes, and

indeed are rendered almost incapable of passing a solidjudg-

ment in matters of great depth and difficulty. Some have

a native obscurity of perception, (or shall I call it a want of

natural sagacity ?) whereby they are hindered from attain-

ing clear and distinct ideas. Their thoughts always seem

to have something confused and cloudy in them, and there-

fore they judge in the dark. Some have a defect of memo-
ry, and then they are not capable of comparing their pres-

ent ideas with a great variety of others, ira order to secure

themselves from inconsistency in judgment. Others may
have a m.emory large enough, yet they <xtg subject to the

same errors, from a narrowness of soul, and such a fixation

and confinement ofthought to a few objects, that they scarce

ever take a survey of things wide enough to judge wisely

and well, and t© secure themselves from all inconsistencies.

Though these are nuUiral defects and 'weaknesse-:^, yet they

may in some measures be relieved by labour, diligence, and

a due attention to proper rules.

But among all the causes of false judgment which are

within ourselves, I ought by no means to leave out that

universal and original spring of error, of which we are in»

formed by the word of God 5 and that is, the sin and de-

fection of our first parents; whereby all our best natural

powers, both of mind and body, are impaired and rendered

very much inferiour to what they were in a state of inno-

cence. Our understandiiig is darkened, our m.emory con-

tracted, our corrupt humours and passions are grown pre-

dominant, our reason enfeebled, and various disorders attend
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onr constitution and animal nature, whereby the mind is

strangely imposed upon in its judgment of things. Nor is

there any perfect relief to be expected on earth. There is

no hope of ever recovering from these maladies, but by a
sincere return to God in the ways of his own appointment,

whereby we shall be kept safe from all dangerous and per-

nicious errors in the matters of religion ; aud though im-
perfections and mistakes will hang about us in the present

life as the effects of our original apostacy from God, yet we
hope for a full deliverance from them when we arrive at

heaven.

SECT. IV.

PREJUDICES Arising from other persons.

WERE it not for the springs of prejudice that are lurking

in ourselves, we should not be subject to so many mistakes

from the influence of others: But, since our nature is so

susceptive of errors on all sides, it is fit we should have
hints and notices given us, how far other persons may have
power over us, and become the causes of all our false judg-

ments. This might also be cast into one heap, for they

are all near akin, and mingle with each other ; but for dis-

tinction sake let them be called the prejudices of education,

of custom, of authority, and such as arise from the manner
of proposal.

I. Those with whom our education is intrusted may lay

the first foundation of many mistakes in our younger years.

How many fooleries and errors are inlisted into us by our

nurses
J
our fellow-children ; by servants or unskilled teach-

ers; which are not only maintained through the fol-

lowing parts of life, but sometimes have a very unhappy
influence upon us ! We are taught that there are bug-

bears and ooblins in the dark ; our young minds are croud-

ed with the terrible ideas of ghosts appearing upon ev-

ery occasion, or with the pieasanter tales of fairies danc-

ing at midnight. We learn to prophecy betimes, to fore-

tel futurities by good or evil omens, and to presage ap-
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proaching death in a family by ravens and little worms,

which we therefore call a death watch. We are taught

to know beforehand, for a twelvemonth together, which

days of the week will be fair or foul, which will be lucky

or unlucky ; nori s there any thing so silly, but may be im-

posed upon ©ur understandings in that early part of life ;

and these ridiculous stories abide with us too long, and

too far influence the weaker part of mankind.

We choose our particular set and party in the civil, the

religious, and the learned life, by the influence of educa-

tion. In the colleges of learning, some are for the nomi-

nalSj and some for the realists, in the science of metaphy-
sics, because their tutors were devoted to these parties.

The old plilosophy and the new have gained thousands

of partisans the same way : And every religion has its in-

fant votaries, who are born, live and die in the same faith,

without examination of any article. The Turks are taught

early to believe in Mahomet ; the Jews in Moses ; the

keathens worship a multitude of gods, under the force of

their education. And it would be well if tliere were not

millions of Christians, who have little more to say for their

religion, than that they were born and bred up in it. The
greatest part of the Christian world can hardly give any
reason why they believe the Bible to be the word of God,

but because they have always believed it and they wers

taught so from tlieir infancy. As Jews and Turks, and
American Heathens, believe the most monstrous and in-

credible stories, because they have been trained up amongst,

thcai, as articles of faith ; so the Papists believe their

transubstantiation, and make no difiiculty of absenting to

impossibilities, since it is the current doctrine of their cate-

chisms. By the same means, the several sects and par-

ties in Christiaaity believe all the strained interpretations

of scripture by which they have been taught to sapport

their own tenets : They find nothing difficult in all tlie ab.

surd glosses and far-fetched senses, that are sometimes put

upon the words of the sacred writers, because their ears

have been alsvays accustomed to these glosses ; and there-

fore they sit so smooth and easy upon their understandings,

that they know not how to admit the most natural and
easy interpretation in opposition to them.

P
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In the same manner, we are nursed up in many silly and
gross iTiistakes about . omestic affairs, as well as in matters

of political concernment. It is upon the same ground that

children are trained up to be Whigs and Tories betimes ;

and every one learns the distinguishing terms of his own
party, as the Papists learn to say their prayers in Latinj

without any meaning, reason, or devotion.

This sort of prejudice must be cured by caiiing all the

principles of our young years to the bar of more matqxe
reason,^hat we may judge of the things of nature and po-

litical affairs by juster rules of philosophy and observation .:

And even the matters of religion must be first inquired in-

to by reason and conscience, and when these have led us

to believe scripture to be the word of God, then that be-

comes our sovereign guide, and reason and conscience must
submit to receive its dictates.

II. The next prejudice which I shall mention, is that

which arises from the custom or fashion of those amoDgst
whom we live. Suppose we have freed ourselves from the

younger prejudices of our education, yet we are in danger

of having o[ir mind turned aside from truth by the influ-

ence of general custom.

Our opinion of meats and drinks, of garments and forms

of salutation, are influenced mi ch more by custom, than'

by the eye, the ear, or the taste. Custom prevails even

over sense itself, and therefore no \v©n(ier if it prevail

over reason too. What is it but cmtom that renders ma-
ny of the maxims of food and sauces elegant in Britain,

which would be awkward and nauseous to the inhabitants

of China, and indeed were nauseous to us when we fiitt

tasted them ? What but custom could make those sal>ita-

tions polite in Muscovy, which are ridiculous in France

or England ? We call ourselves indeed the politer nations,

btitit is we who judge thus of ourselves ; and that fan<.

oied politeness is oftentimes more owing to custom than

reason. V/hy are the forms of our present garments count-

ed beautiful, and those fashions of our ancestors the mat-

ter of scoff and contempt, winch in their day were all de-

cent and genteel ? It is custom that forms our opinion of

dress, and reconciles by degrees to those habits which at

first seemed yQry odd and monstrcuj. It must be grant*

.^^^-
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cd, there are some garments and habits which have st

natural congruity, or incongruitj, modesty, or immodesty,

decency, or indecency, gaudery or gravity; though for

the most part there is but little of reason in these affairs s.

But what little there is of re;ison or natural decency, cus-

tom triumphs over all. It is almost impossible to per-

suade a gay lady that any thing can be decent which is

out of the fashion ; And it were well if fashion stretched

its powers no farther than the business of drapery and the

fair sex.

The methods of our education are governed by custom.

It is custom, and not reason, that sends every boy to learn

the Roman poets, and begin a litt'e acquaintance with

Greek, before he is bound an apprentice to a soapboiler or

leather seller. It is custom alone that teaches us Latin

by tae rules of a Latin grammer : a tedious and absurd

method ! And what is it but custom that has for past

centuries confmed the brightest geniuses, even of the high-

est rank in the female world, to the business of the needle

only, and secluded them most unneercifully from the

pleasure of knowledge, and the divine improvement of

reason ? But we begin to break all these chains, and rea-

son begins to dictate the education of youth. May the

grov/ing age be learned and wise !

It is by the prejudice urising from our own customs,

that we judge of all other civil and religious forms and
practices. The rites and ceremonies of war and peace in

other nations, the forms of weddings and funerals, the

several ranks of magistracy, the trades and employments
of both sexes, the public and the domestic affairs of life,

and almost every thing of foreign customs is judged ir-

regular. It is all imagined to be unreasonable or unnatu-

ral, by those who have no other rule to judge of nature^

and reason, but the customs of their ov/n country, or the

little town where they dwell. Custom is called a second

nature, but we often mistake it for nature itself.

Besides all this, there is a fashion in opinions, there is

a fashion in writing and printing, in style and language.

In our day it is the vogue of the nation that parliaments

may settle the succession of the crown, and that a people

can make a king ; in the last age this was a doctrine akiR
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to tfeason. Citations from the Latin poets were an em-
bellishment of style in the last century, and whole pages in

that day were covered with them; it is forbidden by cus-

tom and exposed by the name of pedantry ; whereas in

truth both these are extremes. Sometimes our printed

books shall abound in capitals, and sometimes reject thena

all. Now we deal much in essays, and most unreasonably

despise systematic learning, whereas our fathers had a just

value for regularity and systems ; then folios and quartos

were the fashionable si2;es, as volumes in octavo are now.
We are ever ready to run into extremes, and yet custom
still persuades us that reason and nature are on our side.

This business of the fashion has a most powerful influ-

ence on our judgments ; for it employs those two strong

engines of fear and shame to operate upon our understand-

ings with unhappy success. We are ashamed to believe

or profess an unfanhionable opinion in philosophy ; and a
cowardly soul dares not so much as indulge a thought
contrary to the establfehed or fashionable faith, nor act in

opposition to custom, though it be according to the dic-

tates of reason.

I confess there is a respect due to mankind, which
should incline even the wisest of men to follow the inno-

cent customs of their country in the outward practices of

civil life, and in some measure to submit to fashion in all

indifferent affairs, where reason aud scripture make no
remonstrances against it. But the judgments of the mind
ought to be for ever free, and not biassed by the customs

and fashions of any age or nation whatsoever.

To deliver our understandings from this danger and sla-

very, we should consider three things.

1. That the greatest part of the civil customs of any-

particular nation or age spring from humour rather than
reason. Sometimes the humour of the prince prevails,

and sometimes the humour of the people. It is either

the great or the many who dictate the fashion, and these

have not always the highest reason on their side.

2. Consider also, that the customs of the same nations

in different ages, the customs of different nations in the

game age, and the customs of different towns and villages
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in the same nation, are very various aiid contrary to each

other. The fashionable learning, language, sent.ments,

and rules of pohtenes?, difTer greatly in different countries

and ages of mankind ; but truth and reason are of a niore

uniform and steady nature, and do not change with the

fashion. Upon this account to cure the prepossessions

which arise from custom, it is of excellent use to travel

and see the customs of vurions countries, and to read the

travels uf other men, and the history of past ages- that ev-

ery thing may net seem strange and uncouth which is not

practised within the limits of our parish, or in the narrow

space of our own life-time.

3. Consider yet again, how often we ourselves have
changed our opinions concerning the decency propriety,

or congruitv of several modes or practices in the world,

es/ecia !y if we have lived to the age of thirty or fort\".

Custom or faihion, even in all its changes, has been ready

to have some degree of ascendency over our understand-

ings, and what at one time seemed decent, appears obso-

lete and disagreeable afiervvard, when the fashion chan-
ges. Let us learn therefore to abstract as much as possi-

ble from custom and fashion, when we would pass a judg-

ment concerning the real value and intrinsic nature ofthingSo

III. The authority of men is the spring of another

rank rf prejudices.

Among these, the authority of our forefathers and an-
cient authors is most remarkable. ^^ e pay deference to

the opinien of others merely because they hved a thous-

and years before us ; and even the trifles and impertinent

cies that have a mark of antiquity upon them are reveren-

ced for this reason, because they came from the ancients.

It is granted that the ancients had many wise and great

men among them, and some of their writings, whicli time
hath delivered dov/n to us, are truly vahiable t But those
writers lived rather in the infant state of the world ; and
the philosophers, as well as the poHte authors of our age,

are properly the eiders who have seen the mistakes of the
younger ages of mankind, and corrected thejin by obser-

vation and experience.

Some borrow all their religion from the fathers of the
Christian church, or from tiieir synods or CQujacils i but

P 2
~ ^
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he that will read Monsieur Daille on the use of the fathers,

will find many reasons why they are by no means fit to

dictate our faith, since we have the gospel of Christ, and
the writings of the apostles and prophets in our hands.

Some persons believe every thing that their kindred,

their parents, and their tutors believe. The veneration

Sini the love which they have for their ancestors, incline

them to swallow down all their opinions at once, without
examining what truth or falsehood there is in them. Men
make up their principles by inheritance, and defend them
as they would their estates, because they are born heirs to

them. I freely grant, that parents are appointed by God
and nature to teach us all the sentiments and practice of

cur younger years ; ajid happy are those whose parents lead

them into the paths of wisdom and truth ! I grant far-

ther, that when persons come to years of discretion, and
judge Jor themselves, tliey ought to examine the opinions

of the» parents with the greatest modesty, arid with an
humble deference to their superior character i they ought
in matters perfectly dubious to give the preference to

their parents' advice, and always to pay them the first

respect, nor ever depart from their opinions and practice,

tjli reason and conscience make it necessary. But, after

all, it is possible that parents may be mistaken, and there-

fore reason and scripture ought to be our final rules of de*

termination in matters that relate to this world and that

whioh is te come.

Sometimes a favorite author, or a writer of great name,
drags a thousand followers after him into his own mistakes,

merely by the authority of his name and character. The
sentiments of Aristotle were imbibed and maintained hy
ail the schools in Europe for several centuries ; and a ci-

tation from bis writings was thou ht a sufficient proof of

any proposition. The great Descartes had also too many
implieit believers in the last age, though he himself, in

bis philosophy, disclaims all such infiuence over the minds
of his readers. Calvin and Luther, in the days of re-

formation from Popery, were learned and pious men

;

and there have been a succession of their disciples, ev-

en to this <iay, who pay too much reverence to the

words of their mas-ters, Th^re are others who re*
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iiounce their authority, but give themselves up in too ser-

vile a manner to the opinion and authority of other mas-
ters, and follow as bad or worse guides in religion.

If only learned, and wise, and good men had influence

on the sentiments of others, it would be at least a more ex-

cusable sort of prejudice, and there would be some colour

of shadow and reason for it : But that riches, honours, and
Outward splendour, should set up persons for dictators to

all the rest of mankind ; this is a most shamefu! invasion €»f

the right of our understanding on the one hand, and as

shameful a slavery of the soul on the other. The poor

man, or the labourer, too often believes such a principle in

politics, or in morality, and judges concerning the rights

of the king and the people just as his wealthy neighbour

does. Half the parish follows the opinion of the esquire ;

and the tenants of a manor fall into the sentiments of their

lord, especially if he lives among them. How unreasona^

ble, and yet how common is this !

As for the principles of religion, we frequently find how
they are taken up and forsaken, changed and resumed by
the influence of princes. In all nations, the priests have
much power also in dictating the religion of the people, but

the princes dictate to them : And, v/here there is a great

pomp and gradeur attending the priesthood in any religion

whatsoever, with so much the more reverence and stronger

faith do the people believe whatever they teach them

:

Yet it is too evident, that riches and dominions, and high

titles, in church or state, have no manner of pretence to

truth and certainty, wisdom and goodness, above the rest

of mortals, because the superiorities in this world are not

always conferred according to merit.

I confess, v/here a man of wisdom and years, of obser-

vation and experience, gives us his opinion and advice in

matters of the ci^rii or moral life ; reason tells us we should

pay a great attention to him, and it is probable he may be

in the right. Where a man of long exercise in piety speaks

of practical religion, there is due deference to be paid to his

sentiments : r\nd the same we may say concerning an in-

genious man, lon^ versed in any art or science, he may
justly expect ^ue regard when he speaks of hiss owu affairs
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and proper business. But, in other things, each of these

may be ignorant enough, notwithstanding all their piety;

and years, d^nd particular skill ; Nor even in their own;
proper province are they to be believed in every thing,

without reserve and without examination.

To free ourselves from these prejudices, it is sufficient to-

remember, that there is no rank or character among man-
kind, which has any such pretence to sway the judgmei^ts

of other men by their authority : For there have been per-'

sons 01 the same rank and character who have maintained

dift'rent and contrary sentiments; but all these can never

_

be true, and therefore the mere name or reputation that an/,

of them possess is not a sufficient evidence of truth.

Shall we believe the ancients in |.hiiosophy ? But some
of the ancients were Stoics, some Peripatetics, some Plato-

nics, and some r.picureans, some Cynics, and some Sceptics*

Shall we judge of matters of the Christian faith by the fa-

ther?, or primitive writers for three or four hundred years'

after Christ ? But they often contradicted one another, and
themselves too ; andj what is worse, they sometimes con-

tradicted the scripture itself. Now, among all these differ-

ent and contrary sentim.ents in philosophy and religion,

which of the ancients mi st we believe, for we cannot be-

lieve them all ?

Again, To believe in all things as our predecessors did, is

the ready way to keep nia^ddnd in an everlasting state of

infancy, and to lay ,an eternal bar against all the improve-

ments of our reason and our happiness. Had the present

age of philosophers, satisfied themselves with the substan^

tial forms and occult qualities oi Aristotle, with the solid

spheres, eccentrics, and epicycles of Ptolemy, and the an-

cient astronomers ; then the great Lord Bacon, Copernicus,

and Descartes, with the greater Sir Isaac Newton, Mr. Locke,

and Mr. iioyie, had risen in our world in vain. We must

have blundered on still, in successive generations among
absurdities and thick darkness, and a hundred useful inven-

tionii for the happine^t of human life had never been ki»own.

Thus it is in the matters of philosophy and scienee.—

•

But, you Will say, shall nut our own ancestors determine
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our judgment in matters of civil or religious concernment ?

If they raaat, then the child of a Heathen must believe that

Heathenism is truth ; the son of a Papist must assent to

all the absurdities of Popery ; the posterity of the Jews and
Socinians must forever be Socinians and Jews ; and a man
whose father was of Republican principles, must make a
succession of Republicans in his family to the end of the
world. If we ought always to believe whatsoever our
parents, our priests or our princes believe, the inhabitants

,

of China ought to worship their own idols, and the savag-

es of Africa ought to believe all the nonesenae, and practise

the idolatry of their Negro fathers and kings. The British

natior^ when it was Heathen, could never have become
Christian ; and, when it was a slave to Rome, it could nev-
er have been reformed.

Besides, let us consider, that the great God, our common
Maker, has never given one man's understanding a legal

and righ'ful sovereignty to determine truths for others, at

least auer they are past the state of childhood or minority.

No single person, how learned and wise, and gr^'at so-

ever, or whatsoever nat.ira', or civil, or ecclesiastical relations

he may have to us, can claim this dominion over our faith.

St. Paul the apobth, in his private capacity, would not do

it ; nor hath an inspired man any such authority, until he

makes divine eomnussions appear. Our Saviour himself

tells the Jews, that if he had not done such monstrous

works among them, they had not sinned in disbelieving his

doctrines, and refusing him for the Messiah. No bishop or

presbyter, nor synod or coimcil, no church or assembly of

men, since the days of Inspiration, hath power derived to

them from God to make creeds or articles of faith for us,

and impose them npon our understandings. We must all

act according to the best of our light, and the judgment of

our own consciences, using the best advantages which prov-

idence hath given us, with an honest and impartial dili-

gence to inquire and search out the truth ; For every one

of us must give an account of himself to God. To believe

as the church, or the court believeSj is but a sorry and ^
daiigerous faith : This principle would make more Hea-
thens than Christians, and more Papists thaj* Prot«stantsj
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and perhaps lead more souls to hell than to heaven ; for

our Saviour himself hath plainly told us, that if the blind

will be led by the blind, they must both fail into the ditch.

Though there be so mueh danger of error arising frona

the three prejudices last mentioned, yet, before I dismiss

this head, 1 think it proper to take notice, that, as educa-

tion, custom, and authority, are no sure evidences of truth,

so neither are they certain marks of falsehood : for reason

and scripture may join to dictate the same things which
our parents, our nurses, our tut©rs, oor friends, and our coun-

try believe and profess. If there appears sometimes in our

age a pride and petuiancy in youth, zealous to cast off the

sentiments of their fathers, and teachers, on purpose to shew
that they carry none of the prejudices of education and au-

thority about them ; they indulge ail manner of licentious

opinions and practices, from a vain pretence of asserting

their liberty. But alas ! This is but changing one preju-

dice for another ; and sometimes it happens by this means,
that they make a sacrifice both of truth and virtue to the

vile prejudices of their pride and sensuality.

IV. There is another tribe of prejudices which are near

akin to those of authority, and that is, v. hen we receive a
doctrine because of the rnani-ier in v/hich it is proposed to

us by- others. I have alrea^iy mentioned the powerful in-

fluence that oratory and fine words have to insinuate a

false opinion ; and sometimes truth is refused, and suffers

contempt in the lips of a wise man, for want of the charms
of language : But there are several other manners of propo-

sal, whereby mistaken sentiments are powerfully conveyed

into the mind.

Some persons are easily persuaded to believe what an.,

other dictates with a positive air, and a great degree of as-

surance : They feel the overbearing force of a confident

dictator, especially if he be of a superior rank or character

to tbem^telves.

Some are quickly convinced of the truth of any doc-

trine, when he that proposes it puts on all the airs of piety,

and makes solemn appeals to heaven, and protestations

«i the truth of it i The pious mind of a weaker Christian

ift'A
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is ready to receive any thing that is pronounced with such

an awful solemnity.

It is a prejudice near akin to this, when an humble sou!

is frightened into any particular sentiments of religion, fee-

cau^e a man of great name or character pronounces heresy

upon the contrary sentiments, casts the disbeliever out of

the church, and forbids him the gates of heaven.

Others are aUured into particular opinions by gentler

practices on the understanding : Not only the soft tempers

of mankind, but even hardy and rugged souls, are some-

times led captives to error by the soft air of address, and

the sweet and engaging methods of persuasion and kindness.

I grant, where natural or revealed religion plainly dic-

tate to us the infinite and everlasting importance of any
sacred doctrine, it cannot be improper to use any of these

methods, to persuade men to receive and obey the truth,

after we have given sufficient reason and argument to con-

vince their understandings. Yet all these methods, con-

sidered in themselves, have been often used to convey false-

hood into the sou I as well as truth -, and if we build our

faith merely upon these foundations, without regard to the

evidence of truth, and the strength of argument, our be»

lief is but the effect of prejudice : For neither the positive^

the awful or solemn, the terrible or the gentle methods of

address carry any certain evidence with them that truth

lies on that side.

There is another manner of proposing our own opinion,

or rather opposing the opinions of others, which demands
a mention here, and that is when persons make a jest serve

instead of an argument ; when they refute what they Qa.\[ er-

rour, by a turn of wit, and answer every objection against

their own sentiments by casting a sneer uj;on the objector.

These scoffers practise with success upon v/eak and cow-
ardly spirits: Such as have not been well established in re-

ligion or morality, have been laughed out of the best prin-

ciples by aconftdent buffoon: they have yielded up their

own opinions to a witty banterer, and sold their faith and
religion for a jest.

There is no way to cure these evils in such a degenerate

world as we live in, but by learning to distinguish well be-
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tween the substance of try doctrine, and the manner of

address, either in propo^jng, attacking, or defending it;

and then by setting a just and severe guard of reason and
conscience over all the exercises of our judgment, resolving

to yield to nothing but the convincing evidence of truth,

religiously obeying the light of reason, in matters of pure

reason, and the dictates of revelation in things that relate

to our faith.

Thus we have taken a brief survey of some of the infi-

nite varieties of prejudice that attend mankind en every

side of the present state, and the dangers of error, or of rash

judgment, we are perpetually exposed to in this life : This

chapter shall conclude with one remark, and one piece of

advice.

The remark is this, The same opinion, whether false or

true, may be dictated by many prejudices at the same time ;

for, as I hinted before, prejudice may happen to dictate truth

sometimes as well as error. But, when two or more prej-

udices oppose one another, as it often happens, the stronger

prevails and gains the assent : Yet how seldom does reason

interpose with suflicient power to get the ascendant of
them all, as it ought to do

!

The advice follows, namely. Since we find such a swarm
of prejudices attending us both within and without; since

we feel the weakness of our reason, the frailty of our na-
tures, and our insufhciency to guard ourselves from error

upon this account, it is not at all unbecoming the character

of a logician or a philosropher, together v^ith the advice al-

ready given, to direct every persDU in his search after truth

to make his daily addresses to heaven, and implore the God
of truth to lead him into all truth, and to ask wisdom of
him who giveth liberally to them that ask it, and upbraid-

eth us not with our tollies.

Such a devout practice will be an excellent preparative
for the best improvement of all the directions and rules pro-

posed in the two loliowing chapters.
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CHAPTER IV. •

GENERAL DIRECTIONS TO ASSIST US IN JUDGING
ARIGHT.

THE chief design of the art of logic is to assist us in

forming a true judgment of things ; a few proper observa-

tions for this end have been dropt occasionally in some of

the foregoing chapters : Yet it is necessary to mention them
again in this place, that we may have a more complete and
simultaneous view of the general directions, which are ne-

cessary in order to judge aright. A multitude of advices

may be framed for this purpose ; the chief of them may,
for order sake, be reduced to the following heads.

,Direction I. " When we consider ourselves as philoso-'

pherSj or searchers after truth, we should examine ail our

old opinions afresh, and inquire what was the ground of

them, and whether our assent was built on just evidence;

and then we should cast off all those judgments which
were formed heretofore without due examination." A man
in pursuit of knowledge should throw off all those preju-

dices which he had imbibed in times past, and guard against

all the springs of error mentioned in the preceding chapter,

with the utmost watchfulness, for time to come.

Observe here, That this rule of casting away all our for-

mer prejudicate opinions and sentiments is not proposed to

any of us to be practised at once, considered as men of bu-

siness or religion, as friends or neighbors, as fathers or sons,

as magistrates, subjects, or christians; but merely as phi-

losophers and searchers after truth : And though it may
be well presumed that many of our judgments, both true

and fulie, together with the practices built thereon in the

natural, the civil, and the religious life, were formed with-

out sufficient evidence; yet an univcisal rejection of all

thefe might destroy at once our present sense and prac-

tice of duty with regard to God, ourselves, and our klhw-
creatures. Mankind v^culd be hereby throv/n irao iuch a
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state of doubting and indifference, that it would be too long

ere lliey recovered any principles of virtue or religion by a
train of reabonings.

Besides, the comnaon affairs of human life often demand
a much speedier determination, ai^d we must many times
act upon present probabilities : The bulk of mankind have
not time and leisure, and advantage sufficient to begin all

their know ledge anew, and to bmld up every single opin-

ion and practice ai'resh, upon the justest grounds of evidence.

Yet let 11 be observed also, that so tar as any person is

capable of forming and correcting his notions, and his

rules of conduct in the natural, civil, and religious life,

by the strict rules of logic ; and so far as he hath time and
capacity to review his old opinions, to re-examine all those

which are any ways doubtful, and to determine nothing

without just evidence, he is likely to become so much the

wiser and the happier man : and, if divine grace assist him,

so much the better Christian. And though this cannot be

done all at once, yet it may be done by prudent steps and
degrees, till our whole set of opinions and principles be in

time corrected and reformed, or at least established upon
juster foundations.

Direction il. "Endeavour that all your ideas of thos«

objects, concerning which you pass any judgment, be clear

and distinct, complete, comprehensive, extensive, and or-

derly, as far as you have occasion tojudge concerning them.'*

ThiS is the substance of the last chapter of the iir&t part of

logic. The rules which direct our conceptions must be re-

viewed, if we would form our judgments aright. But if

we wiil make haste to judge at ail adventures, while our

ideas are dark and confused, and very imperlect, we shall

be in danger of running into many mistakes. This is like

^a person who would pretend to give the sum total ot a large

account in arithmetic, without surveying all the particu-

lars ; or as a painter, who professes to draw a fair and dis-

tinct landscape in the iwiiight, when he can hardly dis-

tinguish a house from a tree.

Observe here, That this direction does not require us

to gam clear, distinct, complete ideas of things in all their

pans, powers^ and qualities, in an absolute sense; for this
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belongs to God alone, and is impossible for us to attain :

But it is expressed in a relative or limited sense; that is,

our ideas should be clear, distinct, and comprehensive, &c.

at least so far as we have occasion at that time to judge
concerning them. We may form many true and certain

judgments concerning God, angels, men, heaven, hell, &c.

by those partial and very imperfect conceptions of them to

which we have attained, if we judge no farther concerning

them than our conceptions reach.

We mav have a clear and distinct idea of the existence

of many things in nature, and affirm that they do exist,

though our ideas of their intimate essences and causes, their

relations and manners of action, are very confused and ob-

scure. We may judge well concerning several properties

of any being, though other properties are unknown; for

perhaps we knov/ not all the properties of any being what-
soever.

Sometimes v/e have clear ideas of the absolute proper-

ties of an objt'ct ; and we may judge of them with certain-

ty, while the relative properties are very obscure and un-

known to us. So we may have a clear and just idea o^

the erea of a parallelogram, without knowing what rela-

tion It bears to the erea of a triangle, or a polygon : I may
know the length of the diameter of a circle, without know-
ing what proportion it has to the circumference.

There are other things, whose external relative proper-

ties, with respect to each other, or whose relation to us

we know better than their own inward and abs^^lute prop-

erties, or their essential distinguishing attributes. We
perceive clearly, that fire will warm or burn us, and will

evciporate water; and that water will allay our thirst, or

quench the fire, though we know not the inward distin-

guishing particles, or prime essential properties of fire or

water. We may know the King, and Lord Chancellor,

and affirm many things of them in their lega.l characters,

though we can have bat a confused idea of their persons

or natural features, if we have never seen their faces. So
the scripture has revealed God himself to us, as our Cre2»

tor. Preserver, Redeemer, and Sanctifier, and as the ob-

ject of our worship, in clearer ideas than it has reveal-

ed many other abitruse questions which may be raised
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about his divine essence or substance, his immensity or
j

omnipresence. 1

This therefore is the general observation in order to

guide our judgments, " That we should not allow ourselves

to form a judgment concerning things farther than our clear

and distinct ideas reach, and then we are iwt in danger of

errour."

Eat there is one considerable objection against this rule,
|

and which is necessary to be answered ; and there is one just I

and reasonable exception, which is as needful to be men- I

tioned.

The objection is this: May we not judge safely con-

cernijig some total or complete ideas, when we have a
clear perception only of some parts or properties of them ?

May we not affirm, that ail that is in God is eternal, or

that all his unknown attributes are infinite, though we
have £0 very imperfect an idea of God, eternity, and infin-

ity ? Again, Ma}- we not safelyjudge of particular objects,

whose ?dea is obscure, by a clear idea of the general ? May
I not affirm, That every unknown species of animals has

inward springs of motion, because I have a clear idea that

these inv/ard springs belong to an animal in general ?

Answer. All those supposed unkown parts, properties,

or species, are clearly and distinctly perceived to be connect-

ed with, or contained in the unknown parts, properties, or

general ideas, which we suppose to be clear and distinct, as

far as v/e judge of them : And as we have no particular idea

of those unknown divine attributes, or unknown species of

animals ; so there is nothing particular affirmed concerning

them beyond what belongs to the general idea of divine

attributes, or animals, with which 1 clearly and distinctly

perceive them to be connected.

It may be illustrated in this manner. Suppose a long

chain lies before me, whose nearest links I see are iron rings,

and I see them fastened to a post near me, but the most dis-

tant links lie beyond the reavjh of my sight, so that 1 know-

not whether tbey are oval or round, brass or iron: Now I

may boldly affirm, the whole length of this chain is fastened

to the post, for 1 have a clear idea that the nearest links are

thus fastened, aisd a clear idea that the distinct liks are con-

nected with the nearest, if I can draw the whole chain by

©ne link.
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Or thus : If two known ideas, A and B, are evidently

joined, or agree, and if C unknown be included in A, and

also D unknown be included in B, then 1 may affirm that

C and D are joined and agree : For I have a clear percep-

tion of the union of the two known ideas c, and B ; and

also a clear perception of the connection of the unknown
ideas with the known. So that clear and distinct ideas must

still abide as a general necessary qualification, in order ro

form a right judgment: ^nd indeed it is upon this toot that

all ratiocination is built, and the conclusions are thus form*

ed, which reduce things unknown from hings known.
Yet it seems to me, that there is one just limitation or

exception to this general rule of judgment, as built on clear

and distinct ideas, and it is this.

Exception. In matter of mere testimony, whether hn-

man or divine, there is not always a necessity of clear and

distinct ideas of the things which are believed. Thougia

the evidence of propositions, which are entirely formed by
ourselves depends on the clearness and distinctness of those

ideas of which they are composed, and on our ov/n clear

perception of their agreement or disagreement, yet we may
juytly assent to propositions formed by others, when we
have neither a very clear conception in ourselves of th€ true

ideas contained in the words, nor ho f/ they agree or disa-

gree ; provided always, that we have a clear and sufficient

evidence of the credibility of the persons who inform us.

Thus when we read in scripture tlie great doctrines of

the deity of Christ, of the union of the divine and human
natures in him, of the divine agency of the blessed Spirit^

that the Son is the brightness of the Father's glory, that

all things were created by him and for him, that the Son
shall give up the kingdom to the Father, and that God
shall be all in all ; we may safely believe them : For, though,
the ideas of these subjects themselves are not sufficiently

clear, distinct, and perfect, for our own minds to form these
judgments or propositions concerning them, yet we have a
clear and distinct perception of God's rerealing them, or that
they are contained m scripture ; and this is sufiigient ey!='

<ience to determine our assent*

a 2
''
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The same thing holds true in some measure, where cre-

dible human testimony assures us of some propositions,

•^Jyrhile we have no sufficient ideas of the subject and predi-

cate of them to determine our assent. So when an honest

and learned mathematician assures a ploughman that the
three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles, or

that the square of the hypothenuse of aright-angled triangle

is equal to the sum of the squares of the two si^es ; the

ploughman, who has but confused ideas df these tbdngs, may
firmly and easily believe these propositions, upon the same
ground because he has evidence of the skill and faithfulness

of his informer.*

* Perhaps some may object against this i-epresentation of things,

a«d say, that "We cannot properly be said co believe a proposition any
further than we ourselves have ideas under the terms: Therefore, if

we have no ideas under the terms, we believe nothing but the con-

nection of words or sounds ; and, if we have but obscure and inade-

quate ideas under the teims, then we partly believe a connection of
things, and partly a connection of sounds. But iliat we cannot pro-

perly be taid to believe the proposition, for our faith can never gob&.
yond our ideas."

Now, to set this macter in a clear light, I suppose that every prop-

osition which is proposed to my assent, is a sentence made ujifeof

terms which have some ideas under them i<nown or unknown to me,
~I confess, if I believe there are no ideas at all under the terms, and
there is nothing meant by them, then indeed, with regard to me, it

is the mere joining of sounds: But if, forinsrance, aploughman has

credible information from an honest and skdlful mathematician, that

an ellipsis is made by the section of a cone, he believes the proposi-

tion, or he believes the sentence is true, as it is made up of terms
which his informant understands, though the ideas be unknown to

bim ; that is, he believes there are some ideas which his informant

^asunder these words which are really connected. And, I think,

ihis may be called believing the preposition, for it is a beliefof some-
thing more than the mere joining of sounds ; it is a belief ofthe real

(Connection of some unknown ideas belonging to those sounds ; and
in this sense a tnari may be said to believe the truth of a proposition,

which he doth not understand at all.

With more reason still may we be said to believe a proposiiion

"Upon cred ble testimony, if we have some sort of ideas under the

terms, though ihey are but partial or inadequate and obsc re; such

as Divine answers were given by Urim arid Thumn\im : For, since

°5tis purely upon testimony we beheve the known par^s of the ideas

signified by those words to be connecied, upon the same testirriony

we may alsg believe u\\ the u»known parts of the ideas signified k>jr
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Direction III. " When you have obtained as clear and
comprehensive ideas as needful, both of the subject and
predicate of a proposition, then compare those ideas of

the subject and preilicate together with the utmost atten-

tion, and observe how far they agree, and wherein they
differ," Whether the proposition may be affirmed abso-

lutely or relatively, whether in whole or in part, whether
universally or particularly, and then under what partic-

ular limitations. Turn these ideas about in your mind,
and take a view of them on all sides, just as a mason
would do to see whether two hewn stones exactly suit each

those words to be connected, namely, because our informant is know-
ing; and faithful. And n\ tu\s sense we may jusiiy be said to believe

a projjosition of scrip' ure entirely , which we undei stand but very im-
perfectl) , because God who reveals it is knowing and faithful m per-

tection

And indeed, unless this representation of the matter be allowed^,

there are bat very few propositions in the world, evea in human
things, to which we give an entire assent, or which we may be said

either to know, or believe because there is scarce any thing on earth

of whicli we have an adequate, and most perfect idea. Audit is

evident, that in divins things there is scarce any thing which we could

either know or believe, without this allowance : For, though reason

and revelation join to inform me, that God is holy, how exceeding

inadequate are my ideas of God, and of his holiness? Yet I may
boldly and entirely assent to this whole proposition, since I am sure

that every known and unknown idea signified bv the term God is

connected with the ideas of the term holip.ess. because reason partly

informs me, but especially because the divine .esiimony v^^hich has
conueced them is certainly credible.

I might argue from this head perhaps more forcibly from the doc-

tri'-e of God's mcomprehensibleness. If we Gould believe nothing

but what we have ideas of, it would be impossiisle for us to believe

that God is incomprehensible; For this implies in it a belief that

there are some unknown ideas beUnging to the nature of God.

—

Therefore we both believe and profess that something concerning

unknown ideas, when we believe and profess that God is incompre-

hen-ible

I persuade myself that most of those veiy persons who object a«

gains: my representation of things, will yet readil)' confess^ the;, be-

lieve all the propositions in scrijiture, rather than to decla e they do
not believe several of them ; though they mus'ackno^j, ledg- that sev-

eral of ihem are far above their understanding, or tha'. Miey have

scarce any ideas, of the true sense o£ them. A>d theref r,e, where

propositions derived from credible testimony are made up oi darK or
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other in every part, and are fit to be joined in erecting a

carved or fluted pillar.

Compare the whole subject with the whole predicate in

their several parts : Take heed in this matter that yoa
neither add to, nor diminish the ideas contained in the sub-

ject or in the predicate ; for such ati inadvei fence or mis-

take will expose you to great error in judgment.

Direction IV. " Search for evidence of truth with dili-

gence and honesty, and be heartily ready to receive evi-

dence, whether for the agreement or disagreement of

ideas."

Search with diligence ; spare no labour in searching for

the truth, in due proportion to the importance of the pro-

position. Read the best authors who have writ on that

subject ; consult your wise and learned friends in conver-

sation ; and be not unwilling to borrow hints toward

Inadequate ideas, I think it is much more proper to say we believe

them, than that we do not believe them, lesi we cut off a multitude

of the propositions of the bible from our assent of faith.

Yet let it be observed here, that \vhen we believe a proposition on
mere testimony, of which we have no ideas at ah, we can only be

said to give a general implicit assent to the truth of that proposition, >

without any particular knowledge of, or explicit assent to the special

truth contained in that proposition; And thus our implicit assent is

of very little use, ujile^ss it be to testify our belief of the knowledge

and veracity of him that inforn^s us.

As our ideas of a preposition aie mere or less clear and adequate,

as well as just arid proper, so we do explicitly assent mote or less to ,

the pa*-ticular truth contained in that pioposition And our assent

isereby becones more or less u-.eful for the increase of our knowledge,

or the direction of our practice.

When divine testimony plainly proposes to our faith such apropo-'

sition whereofwe have but obscure, doubtful, and inadequate idcxS,

we are bound implicitly tobelievetheiruthof it, as expressed in those-

jerms, in order to shew our submission to God who revealed it, as a
God of perfect knowledge and veracity s But it is our duty to use all

prf])er methods to obtain a farther and explici knowlege of the par-

ti-^ulartruth contained in the propiisiiion, if we would improve bv it

either m knowledge or virtue. Ail necessary rules of grammar and-

crir^ci^m should be employed to rind out the ver\ ideas that belong to

fth< se words, and which weie designed by thedivint speaker or writ-

er. Though wemay believe he uuth of a pr^ position hichwedo
not undersiand, ye^ we should endeavour tO understand ever^ piogo-

Siiion w liich w e believe lo be trtje.
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your improvement from the meanest person, nor to re-

ceive any glimpse of light ftcm the most unlearned. Dil-

igence and humility is the way to thrive in the riches of

the understanding, as well as in gold or silver. Search

carefully for the evidence of truth, and dig for wisdom as

for hid treasure.

Search with a steady honesty of soul, and a sincere im-
partiality, to find the truth. Watch against every temp-
tation that might bribe your judgment, or warp it aside

from truth. Do not indulge yourself to wish any unex-

amined proposition w^re true or false. A wish often per-

verts the judgment, and tempts the mind strangely to be-

lieve upon slig'it evidence whatsoever we wish to be true

or false.

Direction V. " Since the evidence of the agreement

tr disagreement of two ideas is the ground of our assent

to any proposition, or the great criterion of truth \ there-

fore we should suspend o.^r judgment, and neither affirm

or deny till this evidence appear."

This direction is different from the second ; for, though
the evidence of the agreement or disagreement of two
ideas most times depends on the clearness and distinct^

ness of the ideas themselves, yet it does not always arise

hence. Testimony may be sufficient evidence of the a=

greement or disagreement of two obscure ideas, as we have
seen just before in the exception under the second direc-

tion. Therefore, though we are not universally and in

all cases bound to suspendour judgment till our ideas of the

objects themselves are clear and distinct, yet we must al-

ways suspend our judgment, and withhold our assent to,

or denial of any proposition, till some just evidence appear

of its truth or falsehood. It is an impatience of doubt and
suspence, a rashness and precipitance of judgment, and
hastiness to believe something on one side or the other,

that plunges us into many errors.

This direction to delay and to suspend our assent is

more particularly necessary to be observed, when such

propositions offer themselves to us as are supported by
education, authority, custom, inclination, interest, or other

powerful prejudices : for our judgment is led away in-

sensibly to beiieye t»li that tWty <iictat€ ; and, where pre^
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jiidices and dangers of error are multiplied, we should set

the strictest gaa^d upon our a-sent

Yet remember the caution or limitation here wlxich I

gave under the first objection, namely, that this is not to

be too strictly applied to in matters of daily practice, ei-

ther in homan life or religion ; but, v/ben we consider

ourseivos as phjk>sc;phers, or searchers after truth, we
sho.jjd always withhold our assent where there is not just

evidence : And, '«s far and as fast as v/e can, in a due con-

sistence with our daily neces ary duties, we should also

reform and ac'just al! our principles and practices, both in

religion and the eivil life, by these rules.

Direction VI. " We must judge of every proposition

"by those proper and peculiar mediums or means, whereby
the evidence of it is to be obtained, whether it be sense,

conHciou«t3f'8g, intelligence, reason or testimony. Ail otir

faculties and powers are to be emplo)'ed in judging ol their

proper objects,'*

if we judge of sounds, colours, odours, sapors, the smooth-

ness, roughness, softness, or hardness of bodies, it must

be done by the use of our senses : Bat then we must take

heed that our senses are well disposed, as shall be shewn
afterward.

And since our senses in their various exercises are in

seme cases liable to be deceived, and more especially when
by our eyes or our ears we judge of the figure, quantity,

distance, and position of objects that are afar off, we ought

to call our reason in to the assistance of our senses, and
correct the errors of one sense by the help of another.

It is by the powers of sense and reason joined together,

that we must jnrige philosophically of the inward nature,

the secret properties and powers, the causes and effects,

the relations and proportions, of a thousand corporeal objects

which surround us on earth, or are placed at a distance

in the heavens. If a man, on the one hand, confines

himself onl> to sensible experiments, and does not exer-

cise reason upon them, he may surprise himself and oth-

ers with strange appearances, and learn t© entertain the

world with sights and shews, but never become a philos-

opher : And, on the other handj if a man imprisoned
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himself in his closet, and employ the most exquisite pow-
ers of reason to find out the nature of things in the corpo-

real world, without the use of his senses, and the prac-

tice of experiments, he will frame to himself a scheme of

chimeras, instead o. true philosophy. Hence came the

invention of sabstantial forms and qualities, of materia prU

ma and privat:o}t, with all the insignificant names used by
the Peripatetic writers ; and it was for want of more ex-

periments that the great Descartes failed in several parts

of his philosophical writings.

In the abstracted and speculative parts of the mathe-

matics, which treat of quantity and number, the faculty of

reason must be chiefly employed to perceive the relation

of various qnantiues, and draw certain and useful conclu-

sions ; but it wants the assistance of sense also to be ac-

quainted with lines, angles, and figures. And in practi-

cal 'mathemancs our senses have stiil greater employment*

If we would judge of the pure properties and actions

of the mind, of tne nature of spirits, their various percep-

tions and powers, we must not inquire of our eyes and our

ears, nor the images or shapes laid up in the brain, but we
must have recourse to our own consciousness of what pass-

es withm our own mind.

If we are to pass a judgment upon any thing that re-

lates to spirits in a sfate of union with animal nature, and
the mixt properties of sentation, fancy, appetite, passion^

pleasure and pain, which arise thence, we must consult

our own sensations, and the other powers whicti we find in

ourselves considered as men or creatures made up of a

mind and an animal, and by just reasonings deduce proper

consequences, and improve our knowledge in these sub-

jects.

If we have occasion to judge concerning matters done

in past ages, or in distant countries, and where v/e our-

selves cannot be present, the powers of sense and reason,

for the most part, are not sufficient to inform ub, and we
must therefore have recourse to the testimony of others ;

And this is either divine or human.
In matters of me.e human prudence, we shall find the

greatest advantage by making wise obtervatis^ns on our

own conduct, and the conduct of others, and % survey of
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the events attending such conduct. Experience in this

case is equal to a natural sagacity, or rather superior. A
treasure of observations and experiencesrcollected by wise

men, is of admirable service here. And perhaps there

is nothing in the world of this kind equal to the sacred

book of Proverbs, even if we look on it as a mere human
writing.

In questions of natural religion, we must exercise the

faculty of reason w hich God hath given us ; and, since he

has been pleased to afford us his word, we should confirm

and improve, or correct our reasonings on this subject by
the divine assistance of the Bible.

In matters of revealed religion, that is, Christianity, Ju-

daism»&c, which we could never have known by the light

of nature, the word of God is our only foundation and
chief light ; though here our reason must be used both to

find out the true n^eaning of God in his word, and to de-

rive just inferences from what God has written^as well to

judge of the credentials whereby divine testimony is dis-

tinguished from mere human testimony or from impos-

ture.

As divine revelation can never contradict right reason,

for they are two great lights given us by our Creator for

our conduct, so reason ought by no means to assume to

itself a power to contradict divine revelation.

Though revelation be not contrary to reason,^yet there

are four classes wherein matters of revelation may be said

to rise above, or go beyond our reason.

1. When revelation asserts two things of which we
have clear ideas, to be joined, whose connection or agree-

ment is not discoverable by reason ; as when scripture in-

forms us, that The dead shall riscy that The earth shall he

burnt up^ and the Man Christ Jesus shall return from hean)e7i ;

none of these things could ever be found out or proved by
reason.

2. When revelation affirms any proposition, while rea-

son has no clear and distinct ideas of the subject or of the

predicate ; as, God created all things by Jesus Christ : By
the Urim and Thummim God gave fcrih dhine oracles.

The predicate of each of these propositions is to us an ob-

scure idea, for we loiow not what was the peculiar agen-
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cy of Jesus Christ when God the Father created the world

by him ; nor have we any clear and certain conception

what the Urim and Thummim were, nor ho*^ God gave
answers to his people by them.

3. When revelation, in plain and express language, de-

clares some doctrine which our reason at present knows
with evidence and certainty, how or in what sense to re-

concile to some of its own principles ; as, that the child

Jesus is the mighty God, Isa. ix. 6. which proposition

carries a seeming opposition to the unity and spirituality

of the Godhead, which are principles of reason.

4. When two propositions or doctrines are plainly as-

serted by divine revelation, which our reason at present

knows not how or in what sense, with evidence and cer-

tainty, to reconcile with one another ; as, The Kither h
the only true God, John xvii. 3. and yet Christ is over all,

God blessed for ever, Rom. ix. 5.

Now divine revelation having declared all these propo-

sitions, reason is bound to receive them, because it cannot

prove them to be utterly inconsistent or impossible^

though the ideas of them may be obscure, though we our-

selves see not the rational connection of them, and though
we know not certainly how to reconcile them. In these

cases, reason must submit to faith ; that is, we are bound
to believe what God asserts, and wait till he shall clear up
that which seems dark and difficult, and till the mysteries

of faith shall be farther explained to us either in this world
or in the world to come,* and reason itself dictates this

submission.

Direction VII. " It is very useful to have some genera!

principles of truth settled in the mind, whose evidence is

great and obvious, that they may be always at hand to as-

sist us in judging of the great variety of things which
occur. The^e may be called first notions, or fundamen-

tal principles ; for, though many of theiii are deduced

from each other, yet most or aii of them may be called

principles when compared with a thousaiid other judgments

which we form under the reguiatioR and influence of these

primary propositions."

* See something more on ihis subject, Direction II. preceding-,

and chap. v. sec. 6.

P.
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Every art and science, as well as the affairs of civil

life and religion, have peculiar principles of this kind be-

longing to them. There are metaphysical, physical,

mathematical, political, economical, medicinal, theologic-

al, moral and prudential principles ofjudgment. It would
be too tedious to give a specimen of them all in this place.

Those which are of the most universal use to us, both as

snen and as Christians, may be found in the following

chapter among the rules ofjudgment about particular ob-

jects.

Direction VIII. " Let the degrees of your assent to

every proposition bear an exact proportion to the different

degrees of evidence." Reipember this is one of the great-

est principles of wisdom that man can arrive at in this

world, and the best human security against dangerous

mistakes in speculation or practice.

In the nature of things of which our knowledge is made
up, there is infinite variety in their degrees of evidence.

And, as God hath given our minds a power to suspend

their assent till the ev.dence be plain, so we have a power
to receive things which are proposed to us with a strong-

er or weaker belief, in infinite variety of deL',re€S, propor-

tionable to their evidence. I believe that planets are in-

habited, and I believe that the earth rolls among them
yearly round the sun ; but I do not believe both these

propositions with an equal firmness of assent, because the

arguments for the latter are drav^^n from mathematical
obbervations ; but the arguments for the former are but

probable conjectures and moral reasonings. Yet neither

do 1 believe either of these propositions so firmly as I do
that the earth is about twenty lour thousand miles round,

because the mathematical proof of this is much easier,

plainer and stronger. And yet farther, when 1 say that

the earth was created by the power of God, I have still a
more infallible assurance of this than of all the rest, be-

cause reason and scripture join to assure me of it.

Direction IX- "Keep your mind always open to re-

ceive truth, and never set iimits to your own improvement.
Be ready always to hear what may be objected agaixist
your favorite opinions, and tiiose v/hich have had longest
possession of your assent. And if there should be any new
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and uncontrolable evidence brought against these old or

beloved sentiments, do not wink your eyes fast against

the light, but part with any thing for the sake of truth i

Remember when you overcome an error you gain truth, the

victory is on your side, and the advantage is all your own.'*

I confess those grand principles or belief and practice

which universally influence our conduct, both with regard

to this life and the life to come, should be supposed to be

well settled in the first years of our studies ; such as, the

existence and providence of God, the truth of Christiani-

ty, the authority of scripture, the great rules of morality,

&c. We should avoid a light fluttering genius, ever ready

to change our foundations, and to be carried about with

every wind of doctrine. To guard against which incon-

venience, we should labour with earnest diligence and fer-

vent prayer, that our most fundamental and important

points of belief and practice may be established upon just

grounds of reason and scripture, when we come to years

of discretion, and fit to judge for ourselves in such impor-

tant points. Yet, since it is possible that the folly or pre-

judices of younger years may have established persons in

some mistaken sentiments, even in yary important matters,

we should always hold ourselves ready to receive any new
advantage toward the correction or improvement even of

our established principles, as well as opinions of lesser mc=
meat.

-sSvC^^:

CHAPTER V.

SPECIAL RULES TO DIRECT US IN JUDGING OF
PARTICULAR OBJECTS.

IT would be endless to run through all those partic-

ular objects concerning which we have occasion to pass a
judgment at one time or another. Things of the most
frequent occurrence, of the widest extent, and of the
greatest importance, are the objects and exercises of sense,

of reason, and speculation ; the matters of morality, rtiig-
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ion, and prudence, of human and divine testimony, to-

gether with the essays of reasoning upon things past and
future. Special rules relating to all these will be the sub-

ject of the following sections.

SECT. L

PRINCIPLES AND KULES OF JUDGMENT CONCERNmC THE ©EJECTS

OF SENSE.

THOUGH our senses are sometimes liable to be de-

ceived, yet when they are rightly disposed, and fitly exer-

cised about their proper objects with the just assistance of

reason, they give us sufficient evidence of truth.

This may be proved by an argument drawn from the

wisdom, goodness, and faithfulness of God our Creator..

It was he gave us our senses ; and he would not make us of

such a constitution as to be liable to perpetual deception,

and unavoidable error, in using these faculties of sense in

the best manner we are capable of, about those very things

which are the proper objects of them.
This may be proved also by the ill consequences that

would follow from the supposition of the contrary. If we
could have no certainty of the dictates of our senses, we
couid never be sure of any of the common affairs and oc-

currences of life. Men could not transact any of their civ-

il or moral concerns with any certainty of justice ; nor in-

deed could we eat or drink, walk or move, with safety.

Our senses direct us in all these.

Again, the matters of religion depend in some measure

upon the certainty of the dictates of sense ; for faith comes
by hearing ; and it is to our senses that God appeals in

working miracles to prove his own revelation. Now, if,

when our eyes and ears, and other organs of sense are right-

ly disposed and exercised about their proper objects, they

were always liable to be deceived, there could be no knowl-
edge of the gospel, no proof of divine revelation by visions,

voices or miracles.
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Our senses will discover things near us and round about

us, which are necessary for our present state, with sufficient

exactness ; and things distant also, so far as they relate to

ournecesbary u^cof them.

Nor is there iie-d of any more accurate rules for the use

of our sense.^. mi the judgment of all the common afiairsof

life, or even of miraculous and divine operations, than the,

vulgar part of vnai.kind are sufficiently acquainted with by
nature, and by their ov/n daily observations.

But if we wouid express these rules in a more exact

manner, how to judge by the dictates of our senses, they

sh^jld be represented thus:

1

.

We must take care that the organs of our senses be

rightly disposed, and not under the power of any distem-

per or considerable decay ; as. for instance, that our eyes

are not tinctured with tiie jaundice, when we could judge

of c )lours, lest we pronounce them all yellow : That our

hands are not burning in a fever, nor benumed with frost

or the palsy, when we would judge of the heat or coldness

of any object . That our palate be not vitiated by any dis-

ease, or by some other improper taste, when we would
judge of the true taste of any solid or liquid. This direc-

tion relates to all our senses ; but the following rules chief-

ly refer to our sight.

2. We must observe whether the object be at a proper

distance ; for, if it be too near or too far off, our eyes will

not sufficiently distinguish many things which are proper-

ly the objects of sight ; and therefore (if possiblej we must
make nearer approaches to the object, or remove farther

from it, till we have obtained that due distance which
gives OS the clearest perception.

3. We must not emplcy our sight to take a full survey
at once of objects that are too large for it; but we must
view them by parts, and then judge of the whole : Nor
must our senses judge of objects too small, for some things
which appear through glasses to be really and distinctly

existent, are either utterly invisible, or greatly confusedj>

when we wouldjudge of them by the naked eye.

4. We must place ourselves in such a position toward
the object, or place the object in such a position toward our

f) e, ds may give us tiie €l?ar«st represfutatiojQ of it i for a
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different position greatly alters the appearance of the shape
of bodies. And for this reason we should change the po-
sition both of the eye and the object in some cases, that by
viewing the object in several appearances, we may pass %
more complete and certain judgment concerning it.

5. We must consider what the medium is by which ob-

jects are represented to our senses ; whether it be thinner

or thicker ; whether it be air or vapour, or water, or glass,

&c. whether it be duly enlightened or dusky, whether it

reflect or refract, or only transmit the appearance ofthe ob-

ject ; and whether it be tinctured with any particular co-

lour : Whether it be moving or at rest.

6. We must sometimes use other helps to assist our sen-

ses ; and, if we make use of gla'^ses, we must make all just

allowances for the thickness or thinness of them, for the

clearness or dulness, for the smoothness or roughness, for

the plainness, the convexity or concavity of them, and for

the distance at which these glasses are placed from the eye,

or from the object, (or from one another, if there be two
or more glasses Uied>) and all this according to the rules

of art. The same sort of caution should be used also in

mediums which assist the hearing, such as speaking trum-

pets, hearing-trumpets, &c.

7. If the object may be proposed to more senses than

one, let us call in the substance of some other senses to ex-

amine it and this will increase the evidence of what one

sense dictates. For example, Our ear may assist our eye

in judging of the distance of bodies which are both visible

and sonorous, as an exploded cannon, or a clould charged

with tbunder. Our feeling may assist onr sight in judging

of the kind, the shape, situtation, or distance of bodies that

are near at hand, as whether a garment be silk or stuff, &c.

So, if both see, hear, and embrace my friend, I am sure he

is present.

H. We should also make several trials, at some distant

times, and in different circumstances, comparing former ex-

periments with latter, and our own observations with those

of other persons,

It is by such methods as these that modern philosophy

has been so greatly improved by the use of sensible exper-

iments.
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SECT. II.

PRINCIPLES AND RULES OF JUDGMENT IN MATTERS OF REASON ANB
SPECULATION.

IT is by reason we judge both in matters of speculation

and practice; there are peculiar rules which relate to things

practical, whether they be matters of religion, morality,

or prudence ;
yet many things in this section may be ap-

plied to practical inquiries and matters of faith, though it

chiefly relates to knowledge, or speculations of reason.

1. Whatsoever- clear ideas we can join together without

inconsistency, are to be counted possible, because almighty

power can make u hatsoever we can conceive.

2. From the mere possibility of a thing we cannot infer

its actual existence ; nor from the non-existence of it can

we infer its impossibility.

Note—The idea of God seems to claim an exemption from
this general rule ; for, if he be possible, he certainly exists,

because the very idea includes eternity ; and he cannot be-

gin to be : If he exist not, he is impossible for the very

same reason.

3. Whatsoever is evidently contained in the idea of any
thing, may be affirmed of that thing with certainty. Rea-

son is contained in the idea of a man ; and existence is con-

tained in the idea of God ; an therefore we may affirm

God exists, and man is reasonable.

4. It is impossible that the same thing should be, and

not be at the same time, and in the same respect. Thence
it follows that two contradictory ideas cannot be joined irj

the saucie part of the same subject, at the same time, and in

the same respects : Or that two contradictory propositions

can never bt both true.

5. The more we converse with any subject in its various

properties, the better knowledge of it we are likely to at-

tain ; and by frequent and repeated inquiries and experi«

ments, reasonings and conversations about it^ we confirm

our true judgments of that thing, and correct our former

mistakes.
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6. Yet, after our utmost inqairies> we can never be as-

sured by reason, that we know all the powers and proper-

ties of any finite being.

7. If finite beings are not adequately known by us, mrich

less the things infinite : For it is of the nature of a finite

mind not to be able to comprehend what is infinite.

8. We may judge and argue very justly and certainly

c<incerning infinites, in some parts of them, or so far as our

ideas reach, though the infinity of them hath something

incomprehensible in it. And this is b ilt on the gentral

ruie following, namely,

9. Whatsoever is sufficiently clear and evident, ought
not to be denied, though there are other things beiongJKg

to the same subject which cannot be comprehended. I

may affirm many things with certainty concerning human
souls, their union with bodies, concerning the divisibiiity

of matter, and the attributes of God, though many other

things relating to them are all darkness to us.

10. If any opinion proposed has either no arguments, or

equal arguments for and against it, we must remain in per-

fect suspense about it, till convincing evidence appear on
one side.

11. Where present necessity of action does not constrain

to determine, we should not immediately yield up our as-

sent to mere probable arguments, without due reserve, if

we have any reasonable hope of obtaining greater light and
evidence on one side or the other : for, when the balance of

the judgment once resigns its equilibrium or neutrality to a
mere probable argument, it is too ready to settle itself on
that side, so that the mind will not easily change that judg-

ment, though bright and strong evidence appear afterwards

on lae other side.

12. Of two opinions, if one has unanswerable difficulties

attending it, we must not reject it immediately, till we ex-

amxine whether the contrary opinion has not difficulties as

unanswerable.

13. If each opinion has objections against it, which we
cannot answer, or reconcile, we should rather embrace that

which has the least difficulties in it, and which has the

bebt arguments to support it : And let our assent bear pro«

portion 10 the supeiior evidence.
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14. If any doctrine hath very strong and sfnfficient light

and evidence to command our assent, we should not reject

it because there is an objection or two against it which we
are not able to answer ; for, upon this foot a common Chris-

tian would be baffled out of every article of his faith, and
must renounce even the dictates of his reason and his sens-

es ; and the most learned man perhaps would hold but very

few of them fast ; For some objections which attend the

sacred doctrine of the eternity and the omnipresence of God,
and the philosophical doctrines of light, atoms, space, mo-
tion, &c, are hardly solvable to this day.

15. Where two extremes are proposed, either in matters

of speculation or practice, and neither of them has certain

and convincing evidence, it is generally safest to take the

middle way. Moderation is more likely to come near the

truth than doubtful extremes. This is an excellent rule to

judge of the characters and value of the greatest part of per-

sons and things ; for nature seldom deals in superlatives.

—

It is a good rule also by which to form our judgment in

many speculative controversies ; a reconciling medium in

such cases does often best secure truth as well as peace,

16. When two different propositions have each a very

strong and cogent evidence, and do not plainly appear in-

consistent, we may believe both of them, though we can-

not at present see the way to reconcile them. Reason, as

well a . our own consciousness, assure us, that the M-ill of

man is free, and that the multitudes of human actions are in

that respect contingent ; and yet reason and scripture assure

us, that God foreknows them all ; and this implies a certain

fatality. Now, though learned men have not to this day
hit on any so clear and happy method as is desired to re-

concile these propositions, yet since we do not see a plain

inconsistency in them, we justly believe them both, because

their evidence is great.

17. Let us not therefore too suddenly determine in difli-

cult matters, that two things are utterly inconsistent : For
there are many propositions which may appear incon-

sistent at first, and yet afterwards we find their consisten-

cy, and the way of reconciling them may be made plain

and easy ; as also, there are other propositions w hich
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may appear consistent at first, but after due examination^

we find their inconsistency.

18. For the same reason, we should not call those dif-

ficulties utterly insolvable, or those objections unanswerable

which are not presently able to answer : Time and dili-

gence may give farther light.

19. In short, if we will secure ourselves from error, we
should not be too frequent or hasty in asbertir-g the certain

consistency or incciisistency, the absolute universality, ne-

cessity, or impossibility of things, where there is not the

brightest evidence. Ke is but a young and raw philoso-

pher, who, when he sees two particular ideas evidently a-

gree, immediateiy asserts them to agree universally, to a-

gree necessarily, arid that it is imposbible it sliouid be oth-

erwise. Or Vv^^hen he sees evidently that two particular

ideas happen to disagree, he presently asserts their constant

and natural inconsistency, their utter impossibility of agree-

ment, and calls every thing contrary to his opinion absurd-

ity and noD"Sense. A true pbilo-^opher will affirm or deny
with much caution and modesty, unless he has thoroughly

examined and fouud the evidence of every part of his as-

sertion exceeding plain.

20. Let us have a care of building our assurance of any
important point of doctrine upon one single argument if

there are more to be obtained. We should not slight and
reject all other arguments which support the same doctrine,

lest if our favorite argument should be refuted, and fail us,

we should be tempted to abandon that important principle

of truth. I think this was a very culpable practice in Des-

cartes, and some of his followers, who, when he had found

out the argument for the existence of God, derived from the

idea of a most perfect and self-existent being, he seemed to

despise and abandon all otlier arguments against Atheism.
21. If we happen to have our chief arguments for any

opinion refuted, we should not immediately give up the
opinion itself; for perhaps it may be a truth still, and we
may find it to be justly supported by other arguments,

which we might once think weaker, or perhaps by new
arguments which we knew not before.

22. We ought to esteem that to be sufScient evidence

»f a proposition, where both the kind and the force of the
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arguments or proofs are as great as the nature of the thing

admits, and as the necessity or exigence of the case requires.

So, if we have a credible and certain testimony that Christ

rose from the dead, it is enough ; we are not to expect math-

ematical or occular demonstration for it ; at least In our

day.

23. Though we should seek what proofs may be attain-

ed of any proposition, and we should receive any number

of arguments which are just and evident for the confirma-

tion of the same truth, yet we must not judge of the truth

of any proposition by the number of arguments which are

brought to support it, but by the strength and weight of

them : A building will stand firmer and longer on four

large pillars of marble, than on ten of sand, or earth or tim-

ber,

24. Yet where ceitain evidence is not to be found or ex=

pected, a considerable number of probable arguments carry

great weight with them even in matters of speculation—

-

That is a probable hypothesis in philosophy or in theology,

which goes farthest toward the solution of many difficult

questions arising on any subject.

SECT. IIL

PRINCIPLES' AND RULES OF JUDGMENT IN MATTERS OF MORALITY
AND RELIGION.

HERE it may be proper, in the first place, to mention

a few definitions of words or terms.

By matters of morality and religion, I mean those things

which relate to our duty to God, ourselves, or our fellow-

creatures.

Moral good, or virtue, or holiness, is an action or temper

con-ormable to the rule of our duty. Moral evil, or vice,

or sin, is an action or temper uriconfbrmabie to the rule of

our du y, or a negleet to fulfil it.

Note-—The words vice or virtue, chiefly imply the re-

htion of our actions to me« and this world. Sin and ho-
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liiiess, rather imply their relation to God and the other

world.

Natural good is that which gives ns pleasure or satis-

faction. Natural evil is that which gives us pain or grief.

Happiness consists in the attainment of the highest and
most lasting natural good. Misery consists in suffering the

highest and most lasting natural evil; that is in short,

heaven or hell.

Though this be a just account of perfect happiness and
perfect misery, yet wheresoever pain overbalances pleasure,

there is a degree of misery ; and wheresoever pleasure over-

balances pain, there is a degree of happiness.

I proceed now to lay down some principles and rules of

judgment in matters of morality and religion.

i. The will of our Maker, whether discovered by reason

or revelation, carries the highest authority with it, and is

therefore the highest rule of duty to intelligent creatures ;

a conformity or non conformity to it determines their ac-

tions to be morally good or evil.

2. Whatsoever is really an immediate duty toward our-

selves, or toward our fellow-creatures, is more remotely a

duty to God ; and therefore in the practice of it we should

have an eye to the will of God as our rule, and to his glory

as oar ^nd,

3. Our wise and gracious Creator has closely united our

duty and our happiness together ; and has connected sin, or

vice, and punishment ; that is, he has ordained that rhe

highest natural good and evil, should have a close connec-

tion with moral good and evil, and that both in the nature

of things, and by his own positive appointment.

4. Conscience should seek aJl due information, in order

to determine what is duty, and what is sin, because happi-

ness and misery depend upon it.

5. On this account our inclination to present temporal

good, and our aversion to present temporal evil, must be

v/isely overbalanced by the consideration of future and eter-

nal good or evil, that is, happiness or misery. And for

this reason we should not omit a duty, or comaiit a sii), to

gain any temporal good, or to avoid any temporal evil.

6. Though our natural reason in ^ state of innocence

might be suificient to find out these duties which were
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necessary for an innocent creature, in order to abide in the

favour of his maker, yet in a fallen state our natural reason

is by n9 means sufficient to tind out all that is necessary to

restore a tinful creature to the divine favour.

7. Therefore God hath condescended m various ages of

mankind, to reve:il to sinful men what he requires of them
in order to their restoration, and has appomted in his word
some peculiar m-itters of faith and praciice, in order to their

salvation. This is Q-AUd revealed religion, as the things

know^able concerning God and our duty by the light of na-

ture, are called natural religion.

8. There are also many parts of morality and natural re-

ligion, or many natural duties relating fco God, to oarseive^,

and tj our nei;^hbuo s, which would be exceeding -difficult

and tedious for the bulk of niinkind to finJ oji tind leter-

mine by natural reason ; therefore it has pleased God, in

his sacred book of divine revelation, to express the itVpst

necessary duties of thiy kind in a very plain and e^sy man-
ner, and make them intelligible to souls of the lowest capa-

city ; or they may be very easily derived thence by the

use of reason.

9. As there are some duties much more nece=;sary, and
more important than others are, so every duty requires our

applicatio.i to understand and practise it in proportion to

its necessity and i nportance.

10. Where two duties seem to stand in opposition to

each other, and we cannot practise both, the less must give

way to the gr-eater, and the omission of the less is notsiiiful.

So ceremonial laws give v/ay to moral : God will have
mercy and no: sacrifice.

1 1. In duties of natural religion, we may judge of the dif-

ferent degrees of their necessity and importa'uce by reason,

according to their greater or more apparent tendency to the
honor of God, and the good of men : 13 ut in matters of re-

vealed religion, it is only divine revelation can certainly in-

form us what is most necessary and important ; yet we may
be assisted also m that searca by the exei-cises of renson.

12. in actions wherein there may be soaie scruple about

the duty or lawfulness of taem, we should choose always
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the safest side, and abstain as far as we can from the prac-

tice of things whose lawfulness we suspect.

13. Points of the greatest importance in human life, or

in religion, are generally the most evident, both in the na-

ture of things, and in the word of God ; and, where points

of faith or practice are exceeding difficult to find out, they

cannot be exceeding important. This proposition may be

proved by the goodness and faithfulness of God, as well as

by experience and observation.

14. In some of the outward practices and forms of reli-

gion, as well as human affairs, there is frequently a present

necessity of speedy action one way or another ; In such a
case, having surveyed arguments on both sides, as far as our

time and circumstances admit, we must guide our practice

hy those reasons which appear most probable, and seem at

that time to overbalance the rest ; yet always reserving room
to admit farther light and evidence, when such occurrences

return again. It is a preponderation of circumstantial ar-

gument that must determine our actions in a thousand oc-

currences.

15. We may also determine upon probable arguments

where the matter is of small consequence, and would not

answer the trouble of seeking after certainty. Life and
time are more precious than to have a large share of them
laid out in scrupulous inquiries, whether smoking tobacco,

or wearing a periwig be lawful or not.

1 <6, In affairs of greater importance, and which may have
a long, lasting, and extensive influence on our future con-

duct or happiness, we should not take up with probabilities,

if certainty may be attained. Where there is any doubt

on the mind in such cases, we should call in the assistance

of all manner of circumstances, reasons, motives, consequen-

ces on all sides : We must wait longer^ and with earnest

request seek human and divine advice before we fully de-

termine our judgment and our practice, according to the

old Roman sentence, ^uod statuendum est semel, deWbtrandum

-c-itdui; We should be long in considering what we must
determine once for asU"
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SECT. IV.

PRINCIPLES AND RULES OF JUI5GMENT IN MATTERS OF HUMAN
PRUDENCE.

THE great design of prudence, as distinct fronti morality

and religion, is to determine and manage every affair with
decency, and tc the best advantage.

Tiiac is decent wliich is agreeable to our state, condi-

tion, or circumatances, whether it be in behaviour, dis-

conrse, or action.

Tiiat is advantageous which attains the most and best

purposes, and avoids the most and greatest inconveniencies.

As there is infinite variety in the circumstances of per-

sons, things, actions times and places, so we must be fur-

nished with such general rules as are accommodable to al!

this variety by a wise judgment and discretion : For what
is an act of consummate prudence in some times, places, and
circumrtanoes, would be consummate folly in others. Now
these rules may be ranged in the following manner.

1. Ojr regard to persons or things should be governed by
the degrees of concernment we i ave with them, the rela-

tion we have to them, or the expectation we have from
them. These sliould be the measures by which we should

proportion our diligence and application in any thing that

relates to them.
2. We shoLiId always consider whether the thing we

pursue be attainable ; whether it be worthy our pursuit

;

whether ii be worthy of the degree of pursuit ; whether it

be worthy of the means used in order to attain it. This
rule is necessary both in matters of knowledge, and mat-
ters of practice.

3. When the advantages and disadvantages, convenien-

ces and inconveniences of any action are balanced together,

we must finally determine on that side which has the su»

perior weight ; and the sooner in things which are neces-

sarily and speedily to be done or determined.

4. If advantages and disadvantages in their own nature

are equal, then thoi-e which are mc/st certain or likely as to

the event should turn the scale of our juaguient and deter*

mine our practice.
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6. Where the improbabilities of success or advantage are

greater than ihe probabilities, it is not prudent to act or

veimiie, if the action may be attended with danger or loss

equal to the proposed gain. It is proper to inquire whether
thii be not the ca e in almost all lotteries; for they that
hold stakes vv'ill certainly secure part to themselves; and
only the remainder being divided into prizes must render
the improbability of gain to each adventurer greater than
the probability.

0. AVe hhouid not despise nor neglect any real advantage,

and abandon the pursuit of it, though we cannot attain all

the advantages that we desire. Ihis would be to act hke
children, who are fond of sonaethirg which strikes their

fancy most, and sullen and regardless of every thing else, if

they are not humoured in that far cy.

7. Though a general knowledge of things be useful in

science and human hfe, } et we should content ourselves

\vith a more superficial knowledge of those things which
have the least relation to our chief end and design.

8. This rure holds good also in matters of business and
practice, as well as in matters of knowledge ; and therefore

we should not grasp at every thing, lest in the end we attain

nothing. Persons that, either ly an inconstancy of temper,

or by a vain ambition, will pursue every sort of art and sci-

ence, study and business, seldom grow excellent in anyone
of them : And prrjectors who form twent}^ schemes seldom

use sufficient application to finish one of them, or make it

turn to good account.

9. Take ht eo ot aelaying and trifling amongst the means

instead of reaching at the end. lake heed of wasting a

life in mere spec' lative studies, which is called to action

and employment : Dv. ell not too lorg in philosophical,

mathematical, or gramniatical parts of learning, when your

chief design is law, physic, or divinty. Do not spend the

day in gathering fiowers by the way -side, lest night come
upon you tefore you arrive at your journey's end, and then

you will not reach it.

10. Where the case and circumstances of wise and good

men resemble cur own case and circumstances, we may
borrov/ a great deal of inttruction toward our prudent con-

d'-iCt from their example; as well as in all cases we may
learn much from their conversation and advice.
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1 1. After all other nilcs remember this, tliat mere spec-

ulation in mitters ot human ^irndcnce, can never be a per-

fect director, without experience and observation. We may
be content therefore in our younger years to commit some
unavoidable mistakes in point of prudence, and we shall see

mistakes enough in the conduct of others, both v\ hich ought

to be trcaured up amongst our useful observations, in order

to teach us better judgment in time to come. Sometimes

the mistakes, i.icjprudencies, and follies, which ourselves or

others have been a;uilty of. give us brigh-er and more effec-

t !ai lessons of prudence, than the wisest counsels and the.

fairest examples could ever have done«

SECT. V.

PRINCIPLES AND RULES OF JUDGMENT IN MATTERS OF HUMAN
TESTIMONY.

THE evidence of human testimony is not so proper to

lead us into the knowledge of the essence and inw^ard nature

of things, as to acquaint us with the existence of things, and
to inform us of matters of fact both past and present. And
though there be a great deal of fahibility in the testimony

of men, yet there are some things we may be almost as cer-

tain of as that the sun shines, or that five twenties make an
hundred. Who is there at London that knows any thing

of the world, but believes there is such a city as Paris in

France : that the Pope dwells at Rome •, that Julius Caesar

was an emperor, or that Luther had a great hand in the re-

formation.

If we observe the following rules, we may arrive at such

a certainty in many things of human testimony, as that it

is morally impossible we should be deceived, that is, we
may obtain a moral certainty.

1. Let us consider whether the thing reported be in itself

possible ; if not, it can never be credible, whosoever relates it*

2. Consider farther whether it be possible, whether
there ace any concurring circumstancfs to prove it^ b€§id|

S2
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the mere testimony of the person that relates it. I confess,

if these last conditions are wanting, the thing may be true,

but then it ought to have the stronger testimony to sup-

port it.

3. Consider whether the person that relates it be capa-

ble of knowing the truth : Whether he be a skillful judge

in such matters, if it be a business of art, or a nice appear-

ance in nature, or some curious experiment in philosophy.

But if it be a mere occurrence in life, a plain, sensible mat-

ter of fact, it is enough to inquire whether he who relates

it were an eye or ear- witness, or v. hether he himself had it

only by hearsay, or can trace it up to the original.

4. Consider whether the narrator be honest and faithfuf,

as well as skilful : Whether he has no bias upon his mind,

no peculiar gain or profit by believirg or reporting it, no
interest or principle which might warp his own beliefaside

from truth; or which might lempt him to prevaricate, to

speak falsely, or to give a representation a little different

from the naked truth of things. In short, whether there

be no occasion of suspicion concerning his report.

5. Consider whether several persons agree together in

tlie report of this matter ; and if so, then whether those

persons who joined together in their testimony might not

be supposed to combine together in falsehood. Whether
they are persons of sufficient skill, probity and credit. It

jnight be also inquired, whether they are of different na-

tions, sects, parties opinions, or interests. For the more
divided they are in all these, the more likely is their re-

port to be true, if they agree together in their account of

the Jrame thing ; and especially if they persist in it without

wavenrig.

6. Consider farther, whether the report were capable of

being easily refuted at first if it had not been true 5 if so,

this onfirms the testimony.

7. Inquire yet again, whether there has been a constant,

imif.rm tradition and belief ol this matter, from the very

first age or time when the thing was transacted, without
any reasonable doubts or contradictions. Or,
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8. If any part of it bath been doubted by any consider-

able persons, whether it has been searched out and after-

wards confirmed, by having all the scruplt-s and doubts re-

moved. In either ot^ these cases the testimony becomes

more firm and credible.

9. Inquire on the other hand, whether there ^re any
considerable objections remaining against the belief of that

proposition so attested. Whether there be any thing very

improbable in the thing itself. Whether any concurrent

circumstances seem to oppose it. Whether any peison or

persons give a positive and plain testimony against it.

Whether they are eq<ialiy skilful and equally faithful as

those whr> assert it. Whether there be as many or more
in number, and whether they might have any secret bias

or influence on them to contradict it.

10. Sometimes the entire silence of a thing may have
something of weight toward the decision of a doubtful

point of history, or a matter of human faith, namely,

where thef^ct is pretended to be public, if the persons who
were silent about it were skiful to observe, and could not

but know such an occurrence ; if they were engaged by
principles or by interest to have declared it : And these

things may tend to make a matter suspicious, if it be not

very well attested by positive proof.

11. Remember that in some reports there are more
marks of falsehood than of truth, and in others there are

more marks of truth than of falsehood. By a comparison

of all these things together, and putting every argument
on one side and the others into the balance, we must form

as good a judgment as we can which side preponderates i

and give a strong or feeble assent or dissent, or withhold

our judgment entirely, according to greater or lesser evi-

dence, according to more plain or dubious marks of truth

or falsehood.

12. Observe that in matters of human testimony there

is oftentimes a great mixture of truth and fuLehood in tne

report itself : Some parts of the story may be perfectly

tr le, and some utterly false ; and some may have such

a blended confusion of circumstances which are a little

warpt a-^iie from the truth, and misrepresented, that there

is need oi good skill and accuracy to form a judgment con-
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cerning them, and determine which part is true, and which
is false. The whole report is not to be believed, because

some parts are indubitably true, nor is the whole to be re-

jected, becanse some parts are as evident falsehoods.

We may draw two remarkable observations from this

section.

Observ. I. How certain is the truth of the chr'stian

religion, and particularly of the resurrection of Christ,

which is a matter of fact on which Christianity is built!

We have almost all the concurrent evidences that can be

derived from human testimony joining to confirm this glo-

rious truth. The fact is not im.uossible ; concurrent cir-

cumstances cast a tavorable aspect on it ; it was foretold

by one who wrought miracles, and therefore not unlikely,

nor unexpected : The ap sties and first disciples ^^eTeeye

and ear-witnesses, for they conversed with their risen

Lord ; they were the most plain, honest men in themselves ;

the temptatiisns of worldly interest did rather discourage

their belief and repor of it : They all agree in this matter,

though they were men of different characters : P/ia isees

Skudjishermen, and Jmbi'icam^ men of Judea aiid GoJilee^ and

perhaps some hsathens, who were early converted ; The
thing might easily have been- disproved if it were lalse ;

it hath been conve)'ed by constant tradition and KDriti'g

down to our times ; those who at first doubted, were af-

terwards convinced by certain proofs ; nor have any pre-

tended to give any proof of the contiary, but merely de-

nied the feet with impudence, in opposition to all these

evidences^

Observ. II. How weak is the faith which is due to a
multitude of things in ancient human history ! For, though
many of these cr ter-o, or marks of credibility, are found

plainly in the more general and public facts, yet as to mul-

titude of particular facts and circumstances, how deficient

are they in such evidence as should demand our assent 5

Perhaps there is nothing that ever was done in all past a-

ges, and which was not a public fact, so well attested as

ihe nmrration of Chrhio
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SECT. VI.

PRINCIPLES AND RULES OF JUDGMENT IN MATTERS OF DIVINE TES-

TlMOlsY.

AS human testimony acquaints us with matters of fact,

both past and present, which lie beyond the reach of our

personal notice ; so divine testimony is suited to inform us

both of the nature of things, as well as matters of fact, and
of things future, as well as present or past.

Whatsoever is dictated to us by God himself, or by men
who are divinely inspired, must be believed with full as-

surance. Reason demands us to believe whatsoever divine

revelation dictates : For God is perfectly wise, and can-.

not be deceived ; he is faithful and good, and will not de-

ceive his creatures : And when reason has found out the

certain marks or credentials of divine testimony to belong

to any proposition, there remains then no farther inquiry

to be made, but only to find out the true sense and mean-
ing of that which God has revea.ed, for reason itself de-

mands the belief of it.

Now divine testimony or revelation requires these fol-

lowing credentials.

i. that the propositions or doctrines revealed be not

incon?istent with reason ; for intelligent creatures can

never be ,ound to believe real inconsistencies. Therefore

we are sure the popish doctrine of transubstantiation is not

a matter of divine revelation, because it is contrary to all

our senses and our reason, even in their proper exercises.

God can dictate nothing but what is worthy of himself,

and agreeable to his own nature and divine perfections.

Now many of these perfections are discoverable by the

liglit of reason, and whatsoever is inconsistent with these

perfections cannot be a divine revelation.

But let it be noted, that in matters of practice towards

our feilow-creatures, God may command us to act in a

manner contrary to what reason would direct antecedent

to that command. So Abraham was commanded to offer

up his son a sacrifice : Tiie Israelites were ordered to

borrow of the Egyptians without paying them, and to
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plunder and slay the inhabitants of Canaan : Because God
has a sovereign right to all things, and can with equity

dispoijocss his crratures of life, and every thing v^hich he

hss given ihem^ard especially such s'.nfn' creaiureoas man-
kind ; and he can appoint whom he please^' i:o be the ia-

strninents of th ] ^st di'-'pos.^eesion or deprivation. So
that these divire . : ir!«nr's are not really inconsistent

with right reason ; k -^
, hat.^oever issoci^nnot be beheved,

"whfre that ineonsistei y .vppears.

2. Upon the same acc'^ lit, the whole doctrine of reve-

lation must be c< nds/ent with itself; t^very part of it must
be consistent with each other : And though in points of

practice latter reveltition may repeal or cancel former laws,

yet in matters of belief no latter revelation can be incon-

sistent with what has been heretofore reveased.

8. Divine revelation must be confi-med by some di-

vine and supernatural appearances, some extraordinary

signs or tokens, visions, voices, or miracles wrought, or

prophecies fulfilled. There must be some d€D:^onbtrations of

the presence and power of God, superior tc sli the powers
of nature, or the settled connections which God as Creator

has established among his creatures in this visible world.

4. If there are any such extraordinary and wonderful

appearances and operations brought to contest with, or to

oppose divine revelation, there must and always will be

Such a superiority on the side of that revelation which is

truly divine, as to maniiest that God is there. This was
the case when the Egyptian sorcerer contended with Mo-
ses. But the wonders which Moses wrought did so far

transcend the powers of the magicians, as made them con-

fess it was the finger of God.

5. These divine appearances or attestations to revela-

tion must be either known to ourselves, by our own per-

sonal observation of them, or they must be sufficiently at-

tested by others, according to the principles and rules by
which matters of human faith are to be jjidged in the fore-

going section.

Some of those, who lived in the nations and ages where
miracles were wrought, were eye and ear witnesses of

the truth and divinity of the revelation ; but we who live

In these distant ages, must have them derivtU down to us
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by just and incontestible history and trad itioR. We also,

even in these times, may see the accomplishment of some
ancient predictions, and thereby obtain that advantage to-

ward the confirmation of our faith in divine revelation, be-

yond what those persons enjoyed who lived when the pre-

dictions were pronounced.

6. There is another very considerable confirmation of

divine testimony ; and that is when the doctrines them-
selves, either on the publication or the belief ot them, pro-

duce supernatural effects. Such were the miraculous pow-
ers v/hich were communicated to believers in the first a-

ges of Christianity, the conversion of the Jews or Gen-
tiles, the amazing success of the gospel of Christ, without

human aid, and in opposition to a thousand impediments ;

its power in changing the hearts and lives of ignorant and

vicious heathens, and wicked and profane creatures in all

nations, and filling them with a spirit of virtue, piety and
goodness. Wheresoever persons have found this effect in

their own hearts, wrought by a belief of the gospel of

Christ, they have a witness in themselves ofthe truth of it,

and abundant reason to believe it divine.

Of the difference between reason and revelation, and in

what sense the latter is superior, see more in Chap. II. sec. 9^

and Chap. iV. direct. 6.

SECT. VIL

PRINCIPLES AND RULES ©F JUDGING CONCERNING THINGS PAST,

PRESENT, AND TO COME, BY THE MERE USE OF REASON.

THOUGH we attain the greatest assurance of things

past and future by divine faith, and learn many matters of

fact, both past and present by human faith, yet reason also

may in a good degree assist us to judgt of matter^ of ^f^t both

past, present, and to come, by the ioilowing prJiic>^ tv;^.

I. There is a system of beings round about us, of

which we ourselves are a part, which we call the worlds

and in this world there is a course of nature, or a settled
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order of causes, effects, antecedents, concomitants, conse-

quences, &c. from which the author of nature doth not vary

but upon very important occasions.

2. Where antecedents, concomitants, and consequents,

causes and effects, signs and things signified, subjects and
adjuncts, are necessarily connected with each other, we
may infer the causes from the effects, and effects from causes,

the antecedents from the consequents, as well as consequents

from antecedents, &c. and thereby be pretty certain of many-

things both past, present, and to come. It is by this prin-

ciple that astronomers can tell what day and hour the sun

and moon were eclipsed five hundred years ago, and predict

all future eclipses as long as the world shall stand. They
can tell precisely at what minute the sun rises or sets at

Pekin in China, or what altitude the dog-star had at mid-

night or mid-noon in Rome on the day when Julius C^sar
was slain. Gardeners upon the same principle can foretell

the months when every plant will be in bloom, and the

ploughman knoA^s the weeks of harvest : We are sure, if

.there be a chicken, there was an egg : If there be a rainbow,

we are certain it rains not far off : If we behold a tree grow-

ing on the earth, we know it has naturally a root under

ground.

3. Where there is a necessary connection between causes

and effects, antecedents and consequents, signs and things

signified, we know also that like causes wiil have like ef-

fects, and proportionable causes will have proportionable ef-

fects, contrary causes will have contrary effects ; and ob-

serving men may form many judgments by the rules of si-

militude and proportion, v/here the causes, effects, &c. are

not entirely the same.

4. Where there is but a probable and uncertain connec-

tion between antecedents, concomitants and consequents,

we can give but a conjecture, or a probable determmation.

If tlic clouds gather, or the weather glass sinks, we suppose

it will be rain, if a man spit blood frequently with cough-

ing, we suppose his lung? are hurt : If very dangerous symp-

toms appear, we expect his death.

5. Where causes operate freely, with a liberty of indif-

ference to this or the contnu^y, there \ve cannot certain-

ly know what the effects will be : For it seeixis to be con-
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tmgent, and the certain knowledge of it belongs only to

God. This is the case in the greatest part of human actions.

6. Yet wise men by a just observation of human nature,

will give very probable conjectures in this matter, also con-

cerning things past, or things future, because human nature

in all ages and nations has such a conformity to itself. By
a knowledge of the tempers of men, and their present cir-

Gumdtances, we may be able to give a happy guess what
their conduct will be, and what will be the event, by an
observation of the like cases in former times. This made
the Emperor Marcus Antonius to say, *' By lookmg back

into history, and considering the fate and revolutions of

governments, you will be able to form a g'less and almost

prophecy upon the future. For things past, present, and to

€ome, are strangely uniform, and of a colour ; and are com-
monly cast in the same mould. So that upon the matter,

forty years of human life may serve for a sample of ten

thousands," Collier's Antonius, Book VII. sec. 50.

7. There are also some other principles of judging con*

cerning the past actions of men in former ages, besides books,

histories and traditions, which are the mediums of convey-

ing human testimony ; as we may in*er the skill and mag-
nificence of the ancients by some fragments of their statues^

and rutns of their buildings. We know what Roir^an le-

gions came into Great Britain by num/oers of bricks dug oufc

of the earth in some parts of the is!ar-d, with the marks of

some particular legion upon them, v/hich must have been

em jloyed there in brick-making. We rectify some mistake?

in history by statues, coins, old altars, utensils of war, <ic.

We confirm and disprove some pretended traditions and
historical writings, by medals, images, pictures^ urns, &<j.

Thus I havs g^»ne through all those particular objects of

oar judgment which 1 tirst pro^josed, and have laid down
principles and rules by which we may saieLy conduct our-

selves therein. There is a variety of other objects, con-

ceriiing which we are occ»sion*illy cn'^ed to pass a j'i*'%-

ment, namely, the characters of persons, the value and
w^.rth of tnings, the sense anJ meaning of particular writ-

ers, iimtters of wit, oratory, poesy, matters of eqtity in

T
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judicial courts, matters of traffic and commerce between man
and man, which would be endless to enumerate. But if the

general and special rules of judgment which have been men-
tioned in these two last chapters are treasured up in the
mind, and wrought into the very temper of our souls in on?

younger years, they will lay a foimdation for just and regu-

lar judgment concerning a thousand special occurrences in

the religious, civil, and learned life.



THE

THIRD PART OF LOGIC.

OF REASONING AND SYLLOGISM.

AS the first work of the mind is perception, whereby
our ideas are formed, and the second is judgment, which
joins or disjoins our ideas and forms a proposition, so the

third operation of the mind is reasoning, which joins several

propositions together, and maizes a syllogism, that is, an ar-

gameht whereby we are wont to infer something that is

less known, from truths which are more evident.

In treating of this subject, let us conaider more partic-

ularly,

1. The nature of a syllogism, and the parts ofwhich it is. composed.

2. The several kinds of syllogisms, wiih particular rules relating to

them.

3. The doctrine of sophisms, or false reasoning, together Vv-jth the

means of avoiding them, andjilje manner of solving or answering

them.

4. Some general ruks to direct our reasoning.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE NATURE OF A SYLLOGISM, AND THE
PARTS OF WHICH IT IS COMPOSED.

IF the mere perception and comparison of two ideas

would always shev/ us whether they agree or disagree,

then all rational propositions would be matters of inteiii-

gencej or first principles^ and there would be no use of
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reasoning, or drawing any consequences. It is the narrow-
ness of the human naind which introduces the necessity of

reasoning. When we are unable to judge of the truth or

falsehood of a proposition in an immediate manner, by the
jTiere contemplation of its subject and predicate, we are

then constrained to use a medium, and to compare each of

them with some third idea, that by seeing how far they
sgree or disagree with it, we may be able to judge how far

they agree or disagree among themselves : As, if there are

two hues, A. and B, and I know not whether they are e-

qual or not, I take a third line C, or an inch, and apply it

to each of them; If it agree with them both, then 1 infer

that A and B are equal : but if it agree with one, and not

with the other, then I conclude A and Bare unequal : If it

agree with neither of them, there can be no comparison.

So if the question be ni^hether God nwsi he ivors/iipped, we
seek a third idea, suppose the idea of a Creator, and say.

Our Creator miifit he 'wors/i'tpped y

0:d is cur Cre.'tcr ;

Therefore Gcd must be nvonJiipped.

The comparison of this third idea with the two distinafc

parts of the question, usually requires two proposition?,

which are called the premises : The third proposition which
is drawn from them is the conclusion, wherein the question

itself is answered, and the subject and predicate joined ei-

ther in the negative or the affirmative.

The foundarion of all affirmative conclusions is lai^ in

this general truth, that as far as two pioposed ideas agree

to any third idea, they agree also among themselves. The
character of Creator agrees to God, and worship agrees to a

Creator, therefore worship agrees to God.

The foundation of all negative conclusions is this, tha.t

where one of the two proposed ideas agrees with the third

idea, and the other disagrees with it, they must needs dis-

agree so far also with one another; as, if no shiners are hopfy^

and if angels are happy, then a>i^ch are not sinners.

Thus it appears what is the strict and juit rotion of a

syllogism : it is a sentence or argum.ent made up of three

propositions so disposed, as that tlie kst is necessarily infer-,

red from those which go before, as in the instances- which •

have been just mentioricd.

\
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In the constitution of a syllogism two things may be

considered, viz, the matter and rbrm of It.

The matter of vvhioh a sy[lo_^ism is made up, is three

propositions; and these three propositions are made up of

three ideas or terms variously joined.

The three terms are called the remote matter of a syllo-

gism ; and the three propositions the proxime or immediate

matter of it.

The three terms are named the major, the minor, and

the middle.

The predicate of the conclusion is called the m&jorterm,

because it is generally of a larger extension than the minor

term, or the sufjecr. The major and minor terms are call-

ed the extremes.

The middle term is the third idea invented, and disposed

in two propositions, in such a m.anner as to shew the con-

nection between the major and minor term in the conclu-

sion ; for which reason tae middle term itself is sometimes

called the argument.

That proposition which contains the predicate of the

conclusion connected with the middle term, is usually call-

ed the major propositi o?t, whereas the vihior preposition connects

the middle term with the subject of the conclusion, and is

sometimes called the asswnptmi.

Note—This exact distinction of the several parts of a
syllogism, and of the major and minor terms connected with
the middle term in the major and minor propositions, does

chiefly belong to simple or categorical syllogisms, of which
we shali speak in the next chapter, though all syllogims

whatever have something analogical to it.

Note farther. That the major proposition is generally

placed first, and the minor second, and the conclusion in

the last place, where the syllogism is regularly composed
and represented.

The form of a syllogism is the framing and disposing of

the premises according to art or just principles of reasoning^

and the regular inference of the conclusion from them.
The act of reasoning, or inferring one thing from anoth-

er, is generally expressed and known by the particle there^

forej when the argaiaent is foriaed ftWQrdiflg to th« rul^s

T2
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of art ; though, In common discourse or writing, such tausal

particles as for, became, manifest the act of reasoning as well
us the illative particles iken and therefore : And wheresoever
any of these words are used, there is a perfect syllogism ex-

pressed or implied, thongh perhaps the three propositions

do not appear, or are not placed in regular form.

'^A^^^^CSB

CHAPTER 11.

OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF SYLLOGISMS, WITH
PARTICULAR RULES RELATING TO THEM.

SYLLOGISMS are divided into various kinds, either

according to the question which is proved by them, accord-

ing to the nature and composititon of them, or according to

the middle term, which is used to prove the question.

SECT. L

«F UNIVERSAL AND PARTICULAR SYLLOGISMS, BOTH NEGATIVE AWD

AFFIRMATIVE.

ACCORDING to the question which is to be proved., so

^Syllogisms are divided into universal affirmative, universal

negative, particular affirmative, and particular negative.—

This is often called a division of syllogisms drawn from the

conclusion ; for so many sorts of conclusions there may be,

Which are marked with the letters, A, E, I, O.

In an univerf^al affirmative syllogism, one idea is proved

iTn'versaily to agree with another, and may be universally

affirmed of it. as, E'very sin deserves deoih, eiery unlaivfu. %visA

is sin ; therefore every uniaivful ivv leser^vts death.

In an universal negative syll^^. ^m, one idea is proved

to diiiagree with another idea universaily, and may hg
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thus denied of it : as, No injustice can be pleasing to God ;

all persecution for the sake of conscience is injustice ; there-

fore, no persecution for conscience sake can be pleasing to

God. ^ ^

Particular affirmative, and particular negative syllo-

gisms may be easily understood by w' at is said of uni-

rersals, and there will be sufficient examples given of ail

these in the next section.

The general principle upon which these universal and
particular syllogisms are founded, is this, Whatsoever is

affirmed or denied universally of any idea, may be affirm-

ed or denied of all the particular kinds of beings which.are
contained in the extension of that universal idea. So the

desert of death is affirmed universally of sin, and an un-

lawful wish is one particular kind of sin, therefore the de-

sert of death may be affirmed concerning an unlawful wish.

And so of the rest.

Note.—In the doctrine of syllogisms, a singular and an

indefinite proposition are ranked among un-iversals, as was
before observed in the doctrine of propositions.

OF PLAIN, SniPLE SYLLOGISMS, AND THEIR RULES.

THE next division of syllogisms is into single and conn-

pound. This is drawn from the nature and composition

of them.
Single syllo; isms are made up of three propositions:

Comp .und syllogisms contain more tlian three propod-

tion5,and may be formed into two or more syllogisms.

Single syllogisms, for distinction's sake, may be divided

into simple,* complex, and conjunctive.

Those are properly called simple or categorical syllo-

gisms, which are made up of three plain, single, or cate-

gorical propositions, wherein the middle term is evidently

* As ideas and propositions are divided into single and compound,
and single are -ulxl'v-ded in'.o simple and conDplex -, so there are the

s^'ms divisions and subdivisions applied to svllogrems-
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and regularly joined with one part of the question in the

major proposition, and with the other in the minor,

whence there follows a plai;i single conclusion ; as, Eve-

ry human virtue is to be sought with diligence
;
prude/ice

is a huoian virtue ; therefore prudence is to be sought dili-

gently.

Note.—Though the terms of propositions may be com-
plex; yet where the composition of the whole argument

is thus plain, simple, and regular, it is properly called a

simple syllogism, since the compiexiori does not belong to

the syllogistic form of it.

Simple syllogisms have several rules belonging to them,

which being observed, will generally secure us from faii^

inferences : But these rules belr.g founded on four general

axioms, it is necessary to mention these cxlo?ns beibrehand,

for the use of those who will enter into the speculative rea-

son of all these rules.

Axiom 1. Particular propositions are contained in uni-

versals, and may be inferred from them ; but univer^als

are not contained in particulars, nor can be inferred from

them.
Axiom 2. In all universal propositions, the subject is

particular.

Axiom 3. In all afiRrmative propofilion?, the predicate

has no greater extension than the subject ; for its exten-

sion is restrained by the subject, and therefore it is always

to be esteemed as a particular idea. It is by mere acci-

dent, if It ever be taken universally, and cannot happen

but in such universal or singular propositions as are recip-

rocal.

Axiom 4. Tlie predicate of a negative proposition is

always taken universally, for in its whole extention it is

denied of the subject ; If we say, No stone is vegetable,

we deny all sorts of vegetation concerning stones.

The riilei of simple, regular Syllogisms ere these,

Kule I. The middle term must not be taken twice par-

ticnlarly, but once at least universally. F.or if the middle

term be taken or two different parts or kinds of the sam.e

jsriiversal idea, then the subject cf the cor*clusion is compar-

1
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ed with one of these parts, and the predicate with another

part, and this will never shew whether that subject and

predicate agree or disagree : There will then be four distinct

terms in the syllogism, and the two parts of the question

will not be compared with the same third idea ; as if I

say, Some men are pious, and some men are robbers, I

can never infer that some robbers are pious, for the middle

terra men being taken twice particularly, it is not the

same men who are spoken of in the major and minor prop,

©sitions.

Rule II. The term in the conclusion must never be ta-

ken more universally than they are in the premises. The
reason is derived from the first axiom, that generals can

never be inferred from particulars.

Rule III. A negative conclusion cannot be proved by
two affirmative premises. For, when two terms of the con-

clusion are united or agree to the middle term, it docs not

follow by no means that they disagree with one another.

Rule IV. If one of the premises be negatii^e, the con=

elusion must be negative. For, if the middle term be de-

nied of either part of the conclusion, it may shew that the

terms of the conclusion disagree, but it can never shew
that thej? agree.

Rule V. if either of the premises be negative, the con=

elusion must be particular. This may be proved for the

most part from the first axiom.

These two last rules are sometimes united in this sin-

gle sentence, The conclusion always follows the weaker
part of the premises. Now negatives and particulars ace

counted inferior to affirmative and univer;als.

Rule VI. From two negative premises nothing can b«
concluded. For they separate the middle term both from
the subject and predicate of the conclusion ; and when two
ideas disagree to a third, we cannot infer that they either

agree or disagree with each other.

Yet where the negation is a part of the middle term, th«

two premises may look like negatives according to the

words, but one of them is qffimiih'e in sense : as, Jl'hat

has no thought co.yinot reason ; but a nvorm h.i.s no thught ,-

therefjre a 'worm cannot rea on. The minor proposition

doei really affirm the middle term concerning the subject,.
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namely, a worm /lac- tio though, and thus it is properly m
this syllogistn an affirmative proposition.

Rule yil. From two particuiar premises, nothing can
be condudecl. This rule depends chiefly on the first axiom.
A more laborious a? id accursfle proof of these rules, and

the derivation of every part of them in all posbiire cases,

frcm the foregoing axioms, require so much time, and are

of so little impoitance to assist t)ie right use of reason, that

it is needless to insist loisger upon them here. See all this

done ingeniouslv in the Logic called the yirt (^Thinhmgj
Part IIL Chap. HI. e^i-.

SECT. IIL

OF THE MODES AND FIGURES OF SIMPLE SYLLOGISMS,

SIMPLE syllogisms are adorned and surrounded in the

common books of logic with a variety of inventions about

moods and figures, wherein, by the artificial contexture

of the letters A, E, I, and G, oien have endeavored to

transform logic, or the art of reasoning, into a sort of me-
chanism, and to teach boys to syllogise, or frame argu-

ments and refute them, without any real inward knowl-
edge of the question. This is almost in the same manner
as school-boys have been taught perhaps in their trifling

years to compose Latin verses, that is, by certain tables

and squares, with a variety of letters in them, wherein by
counting every sixth, seventh, or eighth letter, certain

Latin words should be framed in the form of hexameters or

pentameters 5 and this may be done by those who know
nothing of Latin or of verses.

1 confess some of these logical suhtihies have much
more use than those versifying tables, and there is much
ingenuity discovered in determining the precise number
of s^^UogismiStbat may be formed in every figure, and giv-

ing the reasons of them ; yet the light of natu«re, a good

judgment, and due consideration of things, tend more to

true reasoning, than all the trappings of moods and fjgur«s»
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Bat lest this book be charged with too great defects and
imperfections, it may he prober toj^ive short hitits of that

which some !cgiChins have spciit so m-ich time and paper

upon.

All the possible compositions of three of the letters, A,
E, 1, O, to makethree propositions, amonnt to sixty four ;

bat firty-four of them are e xciuded irom forming true syl-

logisms hy the seven rules in the foregoing section : The
remaining isn are varioMsIy diversified by figures and moods
into fourteen syllogisms.

The figure of a syllogism is the prnper disposition of the

middle term with the parts of the q lestion.

A mood is the regular deierinination of propositions ac-

cording to their qxiantity and quality, that is, their univer-

sal or particular affirma-lion or negation : which are sig-

nified by certain artificial words wherein the consonants

are neglected, and these four vovrels, A, E, I, O, are only

regarded.

There are generally counted three figures.

In the first of them the middle term is the subject of

the major proposition, and the predicate of the minor.

This contains four moods, called Barbara, Celarent, Durii,

Fer'io, And it is the excellency of this figure, that all

sorts of questions or conclusions may be proved by it,

whether A, E, I, or O, that is, universal or particuIaTj

affirrasitive or negative -, as,

Bar- Every wicked man is truly miserable i

ha- All tyrants are wicked men ;

ra. Therefore all tyrants are truly miserable*

Ce- He that is always in fear is not happy i

At- Covetous men are always in fear ;

rent. Therefore covetous men are not happy.

Da Whatsoever furthers our salvation is good for us :

r'l' Some afflictions further our salvation ;

j. Therefore some afflictions are good for us.

Fe- Nothing that must be repented of is truly desirable ;

ri- Some pleasures must be repented of >

0. Therefore there are s#me pleasures which are not

truly desirable.
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In the second figure the middle term is the predicate of

both the premises ; this contains four moods, namely, G?-

jnre, CameiitreH, Festmo, Baroco, and it admits only of ne-

gative conclusions ; as,

Ce- No liar is fit to be believed ;

sa- Every good christian is fit to be believed ;

re. Therefore no good Christian is a liar.

The reader may easily form examples of the rest.

The 3d figure requires that the middle term be the sub-

ject of both the premises. It has six snoods, namely, Da-
rapti, Felapton, Disamis, Datisi, Bocardo, Ferison : And
it admits only of particular conclusions; as,

Da- Whosoever loves God shall be saved ;

rap- All the lovers of God have their imperfections :

ti. Therefore some who have in^erfections shall be

saved.

I leave the reader to form examples of the rest.

The moods of these three figures are comprised in fouT

Latin verses.

Barbara, Celaretit, Daril^ Ferio^ quoque primse.

Ceare, Camesti es, Ftstim. Baroco, secundae.

Tertia Darcpti sibi vindicat, atque Feio-ptoru

Adjungens Dhamk, Drti.i^ Bocordo, Ferison,

The special rules of the three figures are these.

In the firirt figure the major propobition must always b«

universal and the minor affirmative.

In the second figure also the major must be universal

;

and one of the premise!*, together with the conclusion^

mu«t be negative.

In the third figure the minor must be affirmative, and

the conclusion always particular.

There is also a fourth figure, wherein the middle term is

predicated in the major proposit on, and subjected in the

n/nor: But tlHS is a very indirect and oblique manner of

C(^rro^uding, and is never used in the scienceb, nor in hu-

nun life, and therefore I call it useless.—'ome logicians

will allow it to be nothing else but a mere inversion of the

first figure ; the moods of it, namel^y BaroUpton, or Barba'

rijC/e-te., Dibatzs, Fe.p.imOfFrerkcm,, are not worthy tole

explained by one example.
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SECT. IV.

OF COMPLEX SYLLOGISMS.

IT is not the mere use of complex terms in a syllogism

that gives it this name, though one of the terms is us-

ually complex ; but those are properly called compleoc syU

logiwiSf in which the middle terra is not connected with
the who'e subject, or the whole predicate in two distinct

propositions, but is intermingled and compared with them
hy parts, or in a more confused manner, in different forms

of speech ; as,

TAe un Is a Men eless being ;

The Persians ^worshipped the sun ;

Therefore the Persians ivurshippea a senseless being.

Here the predicate of the conclusion \i,'iOGrsh''ipped a seuse-

hsi beings part of which is joined with the middle term
sun in the major proposition, and the other part in tha
minor.

Though this sort of argament is confessed to be entan-

gled or confused, and irregular, if examined by the rules

of simple syllogisms ; yet there are a great variety of ar«

g.jments used in books of learning, and in common I'lfe^

who?e consequence is strong and evident, and which mast
be ranked under this head ; as,

I. Exclusive propositions will form a complex argn-

ment ; as, PIqus men are the only favorite.^ ofheaven ; True
Chrhtlans are favorites of hepjven ; Therefore true Chrhtians

are pmis men. Or thus. Hypocrites are not picas vien ; There-

fore hypocrites- are not fci'uorke^ oj heave7t,

IL Exceptive propositions will make such complex
syllogisms ; as, None butphy icians came to th^ consultation ;

The nurse is no phyiic'tan ; Therefore M^ nurse came net to the

consultation.

III, Or, comparative propositions ; as, .. :ivledge is bet-

ter than riches ; virtue is better than knowledge ; therefore Wr-

tuejs better than riches. Or thus A doue lUhl fly a vii'e in a

minute ; A siualloiv flies swifter than a d^'oe ; 'Therefure a

swallow will fly juore than a ini'ein a ?mniife.

IV, Or inccDtive and desitive proj^-ojitions ; as, The
V
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fog^ vanhTi as the sun rises ; But the fogs ha've not yet begun

to 'vaithh ; Therefore the sufi 7s not yet risen.

V. Or modal propositions ; as, It is necessafy that a gen-

cral understand the art of nvar ; Bwt Cams does not under-

stand the art of ivejr J Therefore it is necessary Cains ahoJd

not he a general. Or thus, A total eclipse of the nun nvoidd

cause darkness at noon j It is pois'ible that the moon at that

time may totally eclipse the sun ; Therefore it is possible that

the moon may caiue darkness at noon.

Beside ail these, there is a great number of complex -"yllo-

gis-ms which can hardly be reduced under any particular

titles, because the forms of human language are so exceed-.

ing various ; as,

Christianity requires us to believe what the apostles

wrote ; St. Paul is an apostle ; Therefore Christianity re^

quires us to believe what St. Paul wrote.

No human artist can make an animal ; A fly or a werm
is an animal ; Therefore no human artist can make a fly

era worm.
The father always lived in London ; The son always

lived with the father ; Therefore the son always lived in

London.
The blossom soon follows the bud ; This pear tree hath

rnany full budsj Therefore it will shortly have many blos-

soms.

One hailstone never falls alone ; But a hailstone fell just

now ; Therefore others fell with it.

Thunder seldom comes without lightning; Butit thun-

dered yesterday ; Therefore probably it lightened also.

Moses wrote before the Trojan war ; the first Greek

historians v/rote after the Trojan war ; therefore the first

Greek historians wrote after Moses.*

Now the force of all these arguments is so evident and
conclusive, that though the form of the svliogism be ne-

ver so irregular, yet v.-e are sure the inferences tire just and
true ; for the premises, according to the reason of things,

do really cont;*^^ the conclusion that is deduced from

*Peihap3 some ef these syllogisms may he reduced to those

which 1 cr.'a cc^nnexiveaftervv aid , but it isct'liuteniOiiientto what
species aiey belong ; For it is net any formal siit-Ci rules, so much
U3 rhe evidence and rorce of reuson, that riiusi deterjuine ihetrutix

or iubehcccl of all such svU<igi3a.s,
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them, which is a never failing test of a true syllogism, as

shall be shewn hereafter.

The truth of most ot these^omplex syllogisms may also

be made to appear, if needful, by reducing them either to

regular, simple 5>yllogi3ms, or to some of the conjunctive

syllogisms which are described in the next section. I will

give an instance only in the first, and leave the reot to ex-

ercii^e the ingenuity of the reader.

The first argument may be reduced to a syllogism in

Barbara, thus :

The sun is a senseless being ;

ir/i.J the Persians Kuor-Jillyped Is the .sun;

Tiierefore ty/w/ the Persia iff Kvorshippedls a senseless hehigt

Tbiougii the conclusive force of this argument is evident^

ly without this reduction.

SECT. V.

OF CONJUNCTIVE SYLLOGISMS.

T?IOSE are called ooyijuncthe syllogisms wherein one of

the premises, namely, the major, has distinct parts, which
are joined by a conjunction, or some such particle of speech.

Most times the major or minor, or both, are explicitly com-
pound propositions ; and generally the major proposition is

made up of two distinct parts or propositions, in such a
manner as that, by the assertion of one in the minor, the

other is either asserted or denied in the conclusion : Or, by
the denial cf one in the minor, the other is either asserted

or denied in the conclusion. It is hardly possible indeed to

fit any short definition to include all the kinds of them |

but the cheif amongst them are the conditional syllogism^

the disjunctive, the relative, and the nonnective.

I. The conditional, or hypothetical syllogism, is that

whose major or minor, or both, are conditional proposi-

tions ; as, If there be a God, the v/orld is governed by
providence ; but there is a God j therefore the world is

governed by providence.

These syllogisms admit two sorts of true argamcntatior?^

v/here the major is conditional. '
.
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1

.

When the antecedent il asserted in the minor, that
the consequent may be asserted in the conclusion ; such i^

the preceding example. This is called arguing from the
position of the antecedent to the position ot the consequent*

2. When the consequent is contradicted in the mmot
proposition, that the antecedent may be contradicted in the
conclusion ; as, If Atheists are in the right, then the world
exists without a cause ; but the world does not exist with-
aiit a cause ; therefore Atheists are not in the right. This
is called arguing from the removing of the consequent to

the removing of the antecedent.

To remove the antecedent or consequent here, does not
merely signify the denial of it, but the contradiction of it ;

for the mere denial of it by a contrary proposition will not
make a true syllogism, as appears thus : If every creature

be reasonuble, every brute is reasonable; but no brute is

reasonable ; therefore no creature is reasonable. Whereas
if you say in the minor, but every brute is not reasonable,

then it would follow truly in the conclusion, therefore ev^
ty creature is not reasonable.

When the antecedent or consequent are negative pro-

positions, they are removed by an aflRrmative ; as, If there

be no God, then the world does not discover creating wis-

dom : but the world does discover creating wisdom ;

therefore there is a God. In this instance the consequent

is removed or contradicted in the minor, that the antece-

dent may be contradicted in the conclusion. So in this

argument of St. Paul, 1 Cor. xv. If the dead rise not, Christ

died in vain ; but Christ did not die in vain ; therefore the

dead shall rise.

There are also two sorts of false arguing, namely, (1.)

From the removing of the antecedent to the removing of

the constquent ; ('2.) or, Erom the position of the conse-

quent, to the position ofthe antecedent. Examples ofthese

are easily framed ; as,

(1 .) if a minister were a prince he must be honored ; but

a minister is not a prince ; therefore he must not be hon-

oured.

(2.) If a minister were a prince he must be honored i

but a minister must be honored ; therefore he is a prince.

Who sees not the ridiculous falsehood of both these syl-

logisms ?
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Obs^.rv. I. If the subject of i he antecedent and the coi^^

sequent be the same, then tiie liypothetical syllogism may
be turned into a categorical one ; as, If Caesar be a king

he Qiu£t be honored ; But Ca-^sar i? a king : therefore ^r.

This niay be changed thus, Every king must be honore4 ;

but Cc^'irar is a king; therefore, ^c*

O'-seri'. II . If the major proposition only be condition-

al, the CQnc'.usion is categorical ; But if the minor or botU

be conditional, the conclusion is also conditional ; as, The
worshippers of images are idolaters ; If the Papists wor-

ship a cruciiix they are worshippers of an image ; there-

fnr^, If the Papists worship a crucifix they are idolaters.

But this sort of syllogisms should be avoided as much as

possible in disputation, because they greatly embarrass a

cause : T;ie syllogisms, whose major only is hypothetical,

are very frequent, and used with great advantage.

II. A disjunctive syllogism, is whea the major proposi-

tion is disjunctive ; as, The earth moves in a circle or an
e. psis ; but it does not move in a circle; therefore it moves
in an ellipsis.

A di-jundhe syUcgism may have many members or parts

i

thus, it is either spring, summer, autumn, or winter ; but

it is not spring, autumn or winter ; therefore it is summer,
Tlie true method of arguing here, is from the assertion

of one to the denial of the rest, or from the denial or one or

more to the assertion of what remains ; but the major
should be so framed, that the several parts of it cannot be

true together, though one of them is evidently true.

III. A relative syllogism requires the major proposition

to be relative ; as, Where Christ is, there shall his servants

be ; but Christ is in heaven ; therefore his servants shall

be there also. Or, As is the captain so are his soldiers ;

but the captain is a coward ; therefore his soldiers are

50 too.

Arguments that relate to the doctrine of proportion must
be referred to this head j as, As two are to four, so are

three to six; bat two make the half of four; therefore

three make the half of six.

Besides these, there is another sort of syllogism which
^ very natural ajid common, a»4 yet autliors takf X«ry

¥2
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little notice of it, call it by an improper name, and des-

cribe it very defectively ; and that is,

IV. A connective syllogism. This, some have called

copulative ; but it d-oes by no means require the major to

be a copulative nor a compound proposition (according to

the definition given of it, Part II. chap. II. sec. 6,) but it

requires that two or more ideas be so connected either in

the complex subject or predicate of the major, that if one
of them be affirmed or denied in the minor, common sense

v»i\[ naturally shew us vv^hat will be the consequence.

It would be yery tedious and useless to frame particular

rules about them, as will appear by the following exam-
ples, which are very various, and yet may be farther mui-
li plied.

(L) Meekness and humility always go together ; Moses
was a man of meekness ; therefore Moses was also humlle.

Or we may form this minor, Pharaoh was no humble
man ; therefore he was not meek.

(2.) No man can serve God and mammon ; the covetous

man serves mammon ; therefore he cannot serve God.
Or, the minor may run thus, The true Christian serves

God ; therefore he does not serve mammon.
(3.) Genius must join with study to make a great man ;

Florino has genius but he cannot study ; therelbre Florino

will never be a great man. Or thus, Quintus studies hard^

but has no genius -, therefore Quintus will never be a great

man.

(4.) Gulo cannot make a dinner without flesh and iish

;

there was no hsh to be gotten to-day ; therefore Gulo this

day caniaot make a dinner.

(5.) London and Paris are in different latitudes ; the lati-

tude of London is 51 1-2 degrees ; therefore this cannot be

the latitude of Paris.

(6.) The father and the son are ©f equal stature ; the fa-

ther is six feet high ; therefore the son is six feet high also.

(T.) Joseph and Benjamin had one mother; Rachel was
the mother of Joseph ; therefore she v,'as Benjamin's moth-

er too.

(8.) Pride is inconsistent with innocence; i^ngels have

innocence ; therefore they have no pride. Or thus. Devils

have pride ; therefore they have not innocence.

I might multiply other instances of theiic connective

gyliogismsj by bringing in all sortjB of exceptive, exclusive.
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comparative, and modal propositions, into the composition

of them ; for all these may be wrought into conjunctive,

as well as into simple syl!ogisms, and thereby we may ren-

der them complex. But it would waste time and paper

without equal profif.

Concerning these various kinds of conjunctive syllogisms,

take these two observations.

Observ. I. Most of them may be transform.ed into cate-

gorical svllogisms by those who have a mind to prove the

truth of them that way ; or they may be easily converted

into each other by changing the forms of speech.

Observ. II. These conjunctive syllogisms are seldom de-

ficient or faulty in the form of them ; for such a deficience

would be discovered ^t first gUuice generally by common
reason, without any artificial rules of logic : the chief care

therefore is to see that the ra-ajor proposition be true upon
which the whole force of the argument usually depends,

SECT. VI.

OF COMPOUND SYLLOGISMS.

V/E properly call those compound syllogisms, which are

made of two or m.ore simple syllogisms, and may be resolv-

ed into them. The chief kinds are these j Epichirema,

Dilemma, Prosyllogisiiius, and Sorites.

I. Epichirema. is a syllogism Vv'hich. contains the proof

of the major or minor, or both, before it draws the conclu-

sion. This is often used in writing, in public speeches,

and in common conversation ; that so each part of the dis-

course may be confirmed and put out of doubt, as it moves
on toward the conclusion which was chiefly designed.

—

Take this instance.

Sickness may be good for us, for it weans us from the

pleasures of life, and makes us think of dying ;

But we are uneasy under sickness, which appears by our

impatince, complaints, groanings, &c.

Therefore we are uneasy sometimes under that which is

good for us.

Another instance you may see in Cicero's oration in de-

f^TiCe of Milo, who had sJa;n Ciodias. His major propooi-

tson is^ thatj it is lawful for one man to kill anotiier wholie3
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in wait to kill him ; which he proves from the custom of

rations, from natural equity, example?^ &c. his minor is,

that Clodius laid wait for Milo ; which he proves by his

arms, guards, &c. and then infers the conclusion ; that, it

was lawful for Milo to kill Clodius.

II. A dilemma is an argument which divides the whole
into all its parts or members by a disjunctive proposition,

and then infers something concerning each part which is

finally inferred concerning the whole. Instances of this are

frequent •, as, In this life we must either obey our vicious

iiicliiiatlons, or resist them : to obey them will bring sin

and sorrow ; to resist them is laborious and painful ; Tliere-

fore we cannot be perfectly free from sorrow or pain in this

'iife.-

A dilemir.a becomes faulty or ineffectual three ways : Firsts

When the members of the division are not well opposed, or

not fully enumerated ; for then the major is false. Second-

ly, When what is asserted concerning each |)art is not

just ; for then the minor is not true. Thirdly, When it

may be retorted with equal force upon him who utters it.

There was a famous ancient instance of this case, wherei«

a dilemma was retorted. Euatlilus pi\ mised Protagoras a
reward when he had taught him the art cf pleading, and it

was to be paid the first day that he gained any cause in the

court. After a considerable time Protagoras goes to law
with Eu&thias for the reward, and uses this dilemma : Ei-

ther the cause will go on my bide, or on yours ; if the cause

goes on vay side, you n;ust pay me according to the sen-

tence of the jud^e : if the cause goes on your side, you
must pay me according to your bargain : Therefore wheth-
er the cause goes for me or against m^, you must pay me
the rev/ard. But Euathlus retorted the dilemma thus : Ei-

ther I sha.ll gain the cause or lose it : if I gain the cause,

then nothing will be due to you according to the sentence

of the judge: But if 1 lose the cause, nothing will be due

to you uccofding to my bargain ; Thertfore, whether I lose

or gain the cause, I will nor pay } ou, for nothing will be

due to you.

Note.—A dilemma is usually described as though it al-

ways proved the absurdity, inconvenience, or unreasona*

bienesb of some opinion or practice ; and this is the mo|^
common aesign oi it j but it is pa^x), that it iBsy b§ also
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used to prove the truth or advantage of any thing propose

ed; as, In heaven we shall either have desires or not: if

we have no desires, then we have full satisfaction ; if we
have desires they skall be satibfied as fast as they arise j

Therefore in heaven we shall be completely satisfiedr

Note 2.—This sort of argument may be composed of

three or more members, and may be called a tnlemma*

III. A prosyllogism is when two or more syllogisms are

so connected together, that the conclusion of the former is

the major or the minor of the following ; as, Blood cannot

think ; but the soul of man thinks; therefore the soul of

man is not blood ; but the soul of a brute is his blood, ac-

cording to the scripture ; therefore the soul of man is dif-

ferent from that of a brute. See another instance in the

introduction to this treatise, p. 9.

•IV. A sorites, is wken several middle terms arc chosen to

•onnect one another successively in several propositions, till

the last proposition connects its predicate with the first

subject—Thus, All men of revenge have their souls often

uneasy ; uneasy souls are a plague to themselves j now to

be one's own plague is folly in the extreme i therefore, all

men of revenge are extreme fools.

The apostle, Rom, viii. 29, gives us an instance of this

sort of argument, if it were reduced to exact form : Whom
he foreknew, those he predestinated : v-^hom he predes»

tinated he called ; whom he called he justified ; whom he
justified, he glorified; therefore, whom he foreknew h^
glorified.

To these syllogisms it may not be improper to add in-

duction, which is, when from several particular propositions

we infer one general ; as, The doctrine of the Socinians

cannot be proved from the gospels, it cannot be proved

from the Acts of the Apostles, it cannot be proved from the

epistles, nor the book of revelation ; therefore it cannot b§

proved from the New Testament,
Note—This sort of argument is often defective, because

there is no due care taken to enumerate all the particulars

on which the conclusion should depend.

All the^e four kinds of syllogisms in this section may be

called redundant, because they have more than three prop.

Gsitions. But there is one sort of syllogism which is d&.

fective, and is called an inthymem^ because only the €«n«lu-'
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sion with one of the premises is expressed while the other

is supposed and reserved in the mind : thus, There is no
true religion without good morals: therefore, a knave can-

not be truly religious : Or thus, it is our duty to love out
neighbor as ourselves ; therefore, there are but few who
perform their duty.

Note—Thisisthe mostcommon sort of argument amongst :

mankind both in writing and in speaking ; for it would
take up too much time, and too much retard the discourse

to draw out ali our arguments in mood and figure. Be-
sides, mankind love to have so much compliment paid to

their understadirgs. as to suppose that they know the ma-
jor or Qiinor, which is suppressed and in^plied, when you
pronounce the other premises and the conclusion.

If there be any debate about this argoment, the syJIo»

gi^m must be completed, in order to tty its force and good-
ness, by adding the absent propositionso

SECT. VII.

OF'Tl^£ ?Alt)t;LS TERWS, OF CO^fJ^lON PLACES OR TOPICS, AND
INVENTION OF ARGUMENTS.

- THE next division of syllogisms is according to the mid-

dlfe term, which is made use of in the proof of the propo-

sition. Nov/ the middle term (as we have hinted be-

fore) is often called argument, because the force of the i^yl-

logism depends upon it.
" "We must make a little delay

here to treat briefly of the doctrine of topics, or places

whence middle terms or arguments are drawn.

All arts and sciences have some general subjects which
beldng to them, which are called topics, or con mon pla-

ces ; because middle terms are borrowed, and arguments

derived from them for the proof of the various propositions

whjch we have occasion to discourse of. The topics of

gramiiiar are etyinology, noun, verb, construction, signi-

fication, &Q. The topics of logic are genus, "species, dif-

ference, property, definition^ divigion^ ^c. The topics
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of ontology, or metaphysics, are cause, effect, action, pas-

sion, identity, opposition, subject, adjunct, sign, &c. The
topics of morality, or ethics, are law, sin, duty, authority,

freedom of will, command, threatening, reward, punish-

ment, &c. The topics of theology, are God, Christy faith,

hope, worship, salvation, &c.

To these several topics, there belong particular observa-

tions, axioms, canons, or rules,* which are laid down in

their proper sciences ; as,

Grammar hath such canons, namely. Words in a differ-

ent construction obtain a different sense. Words derived

from the same primitive may probably have some affinity

In their original meaning, &c.

Canons in logic are such as these, Every part of a divis-

ion singly taken must contain less than the whole. A
definition must be peculiar and proper to the thing defined.

Whatever is affirmed or denied of the genus, may be af-

firmed or denied of the species, &c.

Metaphysical canons are such as these ; Final causes be-

long only to intelligent agents. If a natural and necessary

cause operate, the effect will follow, <fec. and there are

large catalogues of many more in each distinct science.

Now it has been the custom of those who teach logic or

rhetoric, to direct their disciples, when they want an argu-

ment, to consult the several topics which are suited to their

subject of discourse, and to rummage, over the definitions,

divisions, and canons, that belong to each topic. This is

called the invention of argument; and it is taught with
much solemnity in some schools.

I grant there may be good use of this practice for persons

of a bwer genius, when they are to compo e any discourse

for the public ; or for those of superior parts, to refresh their

memory, and revive their acquaintance with a subject

which has been long absent from their thoughts-, or when
their natural spirits labour under indisposition and languor;

but w^hen a man of moderate sagaoity has ii'-ade himself

master of his theme by just diligence and inquiry, he has

seldom need to run knocking at the doors of all the topics

that he may furnish himseif with ajgument or matter of

• A canon is d proposition declaring some property of the subject

^hich is not exptesied iu th§ dednitioii or divisiQa of ic.
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speaking : And indeed it is only a man offense and judg-

ment that can use common places or topics well ; for a-

Hionget this variety he only knows \\hat is fit to be left

out, as well as what is fit to be spoken.

By some logical writers this business of topics and inven-

tion is treated of in such a manner, with mathematical fig-

ures and diagrams, filled with the barbarous technical

words, Napcas, Nipcis, Ropcros, Nosrop»,<fec. as though an
ignorant lad were to be led mechanically in certairj artifi-

cial harnesses and trammels to find out arguments to prove

or refute any proposition whatsoever without any rational

knowledge of the ideas. Now there is no need to throw
words of contempt on such a practice ; the very descriptioij

iof it carries reproof and ridicule in abundance.

SECT. VIII.

«F SEVERAL KINDS OF ARGUMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS.

WE proceed now to the division of syllogisms according

to the middle term ; and in this part of our treatise the syl-

logisms themselves are properly called arguments, and are

thus distributed.

I. Arguments are called grammatical, metaphysical, phys-

ical, moral, mechanical, theological, &c. according to the

art, science, or subject, whence the middle term or topic is

borrowed. Thus, if we prove that no man should steal

from his neighbour, because the scripture forbids it, this a

a theological argument : If we prove it from the laws of

the land, it is political ; bat if we prove it from the princi-

ples of reason and equity, the argument is moral.

II. Arguments are either certain and evident, or doubt-

ful and merely probable.

Probable arguments are those whose conclusions are prov-

ed by some probable mediums ; as, This hill was once %

church-yard, or a field of battle, became there are many hu-

man bones found here. This is not a certain argument, for
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human bones might have been conveyed there some other

way.
Evident and certain arguments are called demonstrations ;

for they prove their conclusions by clear mediums and un-

doubted principles ; and the^ are generally divided into these

two sorts.

1. Demonstrations rt priori, which prove the effect by
its necessarv cause ; as. I prove the scripture is infallibly true,

beciu'^e it i the word of God who cannot lie.

2. Demonstrations <7 /)oj/mo?i, which infer the cause from

its necessary effect ; as, I infer there hath bten the hand of

some artificer here, because I find a curious engine ; Or, I in-

fer there is a God, from the works of his wisdom in the

visible world.

The last of these is called dsmonstratio tou cfi, because it

proves only the existence of a thing,- the first is named
dfjnonsiratio tou dioti^ because it shews also the cause of ex-

istence.

But mte^ That though these two sorts of arguments are

most peculiarly called demonst rations, yQl general 'y any strong

an convincing argument obtains that name ; and it is the

Oiistom of matiiematicians to call their arguments Ji?///o;rf?ra-

tlonsy from what medium soever tiiey derive tnem.

III. \rgaments are divided into artificial and inartificial.

An artificial argument is taken from the nature and cir-

cumstances of the things ; ana if the argument be strong,

it produces a natural certainty ; as, The world was first

created bv' God, became nothing can create itself.

An inartificial argument is the testimony of another, and

this is called original, when oar information proceeds im-

mediately from the persons concerned, or from eye or ear

Witnesses of a fact : It is called tradition when it is deliv-

ered by the report of others.

We have taken notice before, that testimony is either

divine or human. If the human testimony be strong, it

produces a moral certainty ; but divine testimony produces

a supernatural certainty, which is far superior.

Note—Arguments taken from human testimony, as well

as from iavvs and rciles of equity, are cai'&l moral ; and in-

deed the same name is also applied to ^Y^i-y Lort of argument,

W
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which is drawn from the free actions of God, or the con-

tingent actions of men, wherein we cannot arii-e to a nat-

ural certainty, but content ourselves with an high degree of

probability, which in many cases is scarce inferior to nat-

ural certainty.

IV. Arguments are either direct or indirect. It is a di-

rect argument, wherein the middle term is such as proves

the question itself, and infers that very proposition which
was the matter of inquir^^. An indirect, or oblique argu-

ment, proves or refutes some other proposition, and thereby

makes the thing inquired appear to be true by plain conse-

quence.

Several arguments are called indirect; as, (I.) When
some contradictory proposition is proved to be falte, improba-

ble, or impossible : Or when upon supposition of the false-

hood, or denial of the original proposition, some absurdity is

inferred. This is called a "^Tooi per mpossihile, or Sireductio cb

ahsurdam. (2.) When some other proposition is proved to

he true which is less probable, and thence it follows that the

original proposition is true, because it is more probable.

—

This is an argument ex 7mnm probob'dl admagis. (3.) When
any other proposition is proved, upon which it was before

agreed to yield the original question. This is an argument
•f« CO?lC€SSO,

V. There is yet another rank of arguments which have
Latin names ; their true distinction is derived from the

toyics or middle terms which are used in them, though
they are called an address to our judgment, our faith, our

ignorance, our profession, our modesty, and our passions.

\. If an argiiment betaken from the nature or existence

of things, and addressed to the reason of m^ankind, it is call-

ed argiiwentu7n nd judicium,

2. When it is borrowed from some convincing testimony,

it h oT'^umeniiwi od Jideni, an address to our faith,

3. V/hen it is drawn from any insufficient medium
whatsoever, and yet the op poser has not skill to refute or

answer it, this is argumentum ad ignorayrliumy an address to

cur igvcrdnce.

4. When it is built upon the professed principles or opin-

lam of the pejson with whom we argue, whether the

\
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opinions be true or false, it is named argwncntum nd hominem,

an address to our pi-(.fe<iSdd prhicipks. St. Paul often u^es this

argument when tie reasons with the Jews, and when he says,

I speak ('J a man.

5. When the argument is fetched from the sentiments of

some wise, great, or good men, whose authority we rever-

ence, and aardiy dare oppjse. it is called argumentum ad vc^-

recund am^ an address to i^nx tnod.-'sty.

6. I add iin:illy, When an argument is borrowed from

any topics which are suited to engage the inclinations and
passions ofthe hearers on the side of the speaker, tather than

to convince the judgment, this is argwuentian ad passmies, an
address to the pass:ons ; or if it be m.ade publicly, it is called

adpopu'um, or an appeal to the people.

After all these divisions of syllogisms or arguments aris-

ing from the middle term, there is one distinction proper to

be mentioned, which arises from the premises. An argu-

ment is called uniforai, when both the premises are derived

from the same spring of knowledge, whether it be sense,

reason, consciousness, human faith, or divine faith: Buj:

when the two premises are derived from different springs of

knowledge, it is called a mixt argument.

Whether the conclusion must be called human or divine,

when one or both premises are matters of divine faith, buS

the conclusion is drawn by liuman reason, I leave it to be

disputed and determined in the schools of theology.

Thu'i the second chapter is finished, and a particular ac-

count given of ail the chief kinds of syllyogisms, or argu»

raents which are made u^e of among men, or treated of in

logic, together with special rules for the formation of them,
so far as is necessary.

If a syllogism agrees with the rules which are given for

the construction and regulation of it, it is called a true argu»-

ment : If it disagrees with these rules, it is a paraiogis?n, or

false argument : But when a false argument puts on the face

and appearance of a true one, then it is properly called a

sophism or fallacy^ which shall be the subject of the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER III.

OF THE DOCTRINE OF SOPHISMS.

FPxOM truth nothing can really follow but what is true t

"Whensoever therefort we find a false conchision drawn Irom
premises which seem to be true, there must be i^ome fault

In the deduction or inference ; or else one of the premises is

not true in the Eenfcein which it is ufed in that argument.
When an argun-ent carries the face of truth with it, and

yet leads us into mistake, it isa sophism ; and there is some
need of a particular description of these fallacious arguments,
that we may with more ease and readmess detect and solve

tliem.

SECT. I.

OF SEVERAL KINDS OF SOPHISMS, AND THEIR SOLUTION,

AS the rules of rightjudgment, and of good ratiocination,

often coincide with each other, so the doctrine of prejudices,

which was treated of in the second part of logic, has anti-

cipated a great deal of what might be said on the subject of

sophisms ; yet I shall mention the most remarkable springs

of false argumentation, which are reduced by logicians to

some of the following heads.

I. The first sort ot sophism is called igmrat'to ehficht, or a

mistake of the question; that is, when something else is

proved which has neither any necessary connexion or con-

sistency with the thing inquired and consequently gives no
xJetermination to the inquiry, thougli it may seem at first

sight to determine the question ; as, if any should conclude

that St. Paul w^as not a native Jew, by provingthat he was
l>orn a Roman ; or if they should pretend to determine

that he was neither Roman nor Jew, by proving that be

was born at Tarsus in Cjlicia i These sophisms are refuted
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by shewing that all these three may be true ; for he was
born of Jewish parents in the city of Tarsus, and by some
peculiar privilege granted to his parents, or his native city,

he was born a deiiizen of Rome. Thus there is neither of

theee three cliiracters of the apostle inconsistent with each
other, ftP'i iUerefoie the proving of them true does not refute

the other-.

Or if the question be proposed, Whether excess of wine
C3.n be hurtful to him that drinks it ? And the sophister

should prove that it revives his spirits, it exhilerates his

soul, it gives a man courage, and makes him strong and
active ; and then he takes it for granted that he had proved
his point.

But the respondent may easily shew, that though wine
may do all this, yet it may be finally hurtful both to the
£oul and body of him that drinks it to excess.

Disputers, when they grow warm, are ready to run into

this fallacy: They dress up the opinion of their adversary

as they please, and ascribe sentiments to him which he doth

rot acknowledge; and when they have, with a great deal

of pomp, attacked and confounded these images of straw of

their own making, they triumph over their adversary as

though they had utterly confuted his opinion.

It is a fallacy of the same kind which a disputant is

guilty of, when he finds that his adversary is too hard for

him, and that he cannot fairly prove the question first pro-

posed ; he then, with slyness and subtilty, turns the dis-

ceurse aside to some other kindred point which he can prove,

and exults in that new argument wherein his opponent
never contradicted him.

The way to prevent this fallacy is by keeping the eye
fixt on the precise point of dispute, and neither wandering

from it ourselves, nor suffering our antagonist to wandef
&om it, or substitute any thing else in its room.

II. The next sophism is csdkd petitio prjncipii, or a suppO'>

sit'ion of nvAat is not granted; that is, when any proposition is

proved by the same proposition in other words, or by some-

thing that is equally uncertain and disputed : As if any one
undertake to prove that the human soul is extended through

all the parts of the body, because it resides in eyery mffig?
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ber, which Is but the same thing in other words. Or, if &

Papist, should pretend to prove that, his religion is the only

catholic religion ; and is derived from Christ and his apos-

tles, because it agrees with the doctrine of all the fathers of

the church, ail the holy mart}'rs, and all the Christian world

throughout all ages : Whereas this is the great point in

contest, whether their religion does agree with that of all

the ancient and the primitive Christians, or not.

IlL Tliat sort of fallac/ which is called a circle, is very

xiear a kin to the peiliio prindpn ; as when one of the pre-

mises in a syllogism is questioned and opposed, and we in-

tend to prove it by the conclusion : Or, when in a train of

syllogisms we prove the last by recurring to what was the

conclusion of the first : the Papists are famous at this sort

of fallacy, when they prove the scriptures to be the word
of God by the authority or infallible testimony of their

church ; and when they are called to shew the infallible

authority of their church, they pretend to prove it by the

scriptures.

IV, The next kind of sophism is called vcn causa frocausa^

or the asjigfidticn cf a false came. This the Peripatetic phi-

losophers were guilty of continually ; when they told us

that certain beings, which they called iulntcmtlal forms^ were
the springs of colour, motion, vegetation, and the various op-

erations of natural beings in the animate and inanimate

world ; when they informed us that Nature was terribly

afraid of a vacuum, and that this was the cause why the

Water would not fall out of a long tube if it was turned up-

side down : The moderns as well as the ancients fall often

ijiio this fallacy, when they positively assign the reasons of
natural appearances, without sufficient experiments to prove
them.

Astrologers are overrun with this soit of fallacies, and
they cheat the people grossly, by pretend ing to tell fort ures,

and to d dfice the cause of the various occurrence^ m the
lives of men from the various positions of the stars and plan-

ets, which they call aspects.

When comets and eclip es of the sun and moon are

ct)astrued to signify the f^te ofprixices, the revolution cf
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stages, famine, wars and calamities of all kinds, it is a fal-

lacy that belongs to tli,s raiik of sophims.

There is scarce any thing more common in human life

than this sort of human argument. If any two accidental

events happen to ccncur, one is perfectly made the cause

of the other. If Titius wronged his neighbour of a guinea^

and in six months after he fell down and broke his leg,

weak men will impute it to divine vengeance on Titius

for his former injustice. This sophism was found also in

the early days of the world : For, when holy Job was
surrounded with uncommon miseries, his own friends in-

ferred, that he was a most heinous criminal, and charged

him with aggravated guilt as the cause of his calamities ;

though God himself by a voice from heaven solved this

uncharitable sophism, and cleared his servant Job of that

charge.

How frequent is it among men to impute crimes to

wrong persons ? We too often charge that upon the wick=

ed contrivance and premeditated malice of a neighbour,

which arose merely from ignorance, or from unguarded
temper. And. on the other hand, when we have a mind
to excuse ourselves, we practise the sam>e sophism, and
charge that upon our inadvertence or our ignorance, woich
perhaps was designed wickedness. What is really done
by a necessity of circumstances, we sometimes, impute to

choice. And again, we charge that upon necessity which
was really desired and chosen.

Sometimes a person acts out ofjudgment, in opoosition
to his inclination ; another person perhaps acts tite same
thing out of inchnation, and against his judgment. It is

hard for us to determine with assurance, what are the in-

ward springs and secret causes of every man's conduct j

and therefore we should be cautious and slow in passing a
judgment where the case is not exceeding evident ; and
if we should mistake, let it rather be on the charitable, than
on the censorious side.

it is the same sophism that charges mathematical learn-

ing with leadmg the minds of men to scepticism and in-

fiaelity, and ao unjustly accuses the new philosophy of
paving the way to heresy and t^chism. Thus the reforma-

tiyii uxMii Popery has been chajged with the murder and
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blood of millions, which in truth is to be imputed to the

tyranny of the princes and the priests, who would not suf.

fer the people to reform their sentiments and their prac-

tices according to the word of God. Thus Christianit} in

the primitive ages was changed by the Heathens with all

the calamities which befel the Roman empire, because the

Christians renounced the heathen gods and idols.

The way to relieve ourselves from those sophisms, and

to secure ourselves from the danger of falling into them, is

an honest and diligent inquiry into the real nature and

causes of things, with a constant watchfulness against all

those prejudices that might warp the judgment aside frona

truth in that inquiry.

\/ . The next is called faUacia acciiev.t'n^ or a sophism

wherein we pronounce concerning the nature and essentia!

properties of any subject according to something which is

merely accidental to it. This is akin to the former, and

is also very frequent in human life. So if opium or the

Peruvian bark has been used imprudently or unsuccessful-

ly, whereby the patient has received injury, some weaker

people absolutely pronounce against the use of the bark or

opium upon all occasions whatsoever, and are ready to call

them poison. So wine has been the accidental occasion

of drunkenness and quarrels ; learning and printing may
have been the accidental cause of sedition in a state ; the

reading of tht bible, by accident has been used to promote

heresies or destructive errors ; and for these reasons they

have oeen all pronounced cv'il tlimgs. Mahomet forbade

his followers to the use of wine; the Turks discourage

leari.ing in their dominions ; and the Papistb forbid the

scriptures to be read by the laity. But how very unreas-

onable are these inferences^ and these prohibitions which
are built upon them.

VI. The next sophism borders upon the former ; and
that is, when we argue from that v/hich is true in particu-

lar circumstances, to prove the same thing true a,bsolutely,

simply and abstracted from all circumstances ; this is call-

ed in the scliools a so^hhm a dido secundum quid ad dictum

wnpJictter ; as. That ijohuh is bought in the shambles is taten

for dinner ; Raw meat is- bought in the shambles ; therefore

ra%v meat is eaten /cr dimurc Or thus^ l^^y ivrJtesfables and
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improhahWith ivhen he desciber prodigies and omens ; therefor©

Liir/s Reman History 'S ne^'er to he believed hi any thhig» Or
thus, There maybe some vihtdkes of transcriberi> in iomt fart

t)f the scnpntres ; theief)Teia':pture aIo?ic is not a safe guidefon
our failh.

This sort of sophism has its reverse also ; as when we
argue roin that which is true simply and ttb^olute!y, to

prov-^ the same thing true in all particular circumstances
whatSDOver ;* as if a f^.ifo^ should argue from the s^xth

commandment, Thau shah not kjl a man, to prove that^e

hnnef iught not to behrr.ged: Or if a viadmrn sliould tell me,
I r ;ght }iQt totvithhold his ,'WorJj^rcm hini^ because no man (Ught

to iV'.thticld the property of anothc

,

These two !asi species of so-'-isms are easily solved, by
shewing the diffcience betwixt "^ igs .n their absohite na-

ture, and the same things s' unded with peculiar cir-

cumstances, and considered in -.---.rd to special times, pla-

ces, persons and occasions j or by shewing the difference

betw^een a moral and a metaphysical universaUty, and that

the proposition will hold good in one ca^e, but not in the

other.

VII. The sophisms of composition and division come
next to be mentioned.

The sophism of composition, is when we infer any thing

concerning ideas in a compound sense, which is only true

in a divided ^^ense. And w hen it is said in the gospel that

Christ made the band to see, and the deaf to hear, and the

lame to walk, we ought not to infer hence that Christ per-

formed contradictions; but those who were blind belore,

were made to see, and those who were deaf before, were

made to hear, &c. c*o when the scripture assures us.

The worst of sinners may be saved j it signifies only,

that they who have been the worst of sinners may repent

and be saved, not that they shall be saved in their sins. Or
if any one should argue thus, Toiu ^nd ih^ee are even- and

odd ; I'-'ve are tivo and three ; therefore^'fe are even and odd,

* This is argviing from a moral universality, which admits of
some exceptions, in 'he samemanrier as nia> be argued from metat-.

physical, ©I 3 natural uiuver&alityj which admiis of no excepiioij.
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Here that is very falsely inferred concerning two ar^d three

pi union, which is only true of them divided.

'Yhe sophijn of dhi^icn, is when we infer the same thing

concerning ideas in a divided sense, which is only true in a
compound sense ; as, if we should pretend to prove that

every soldier in the Grecian army put an hundred thous-

and Persians to flight, because the Grecian soldiers did so.

Or if a man should argue thus, Fii-e is o?:e nuwber ; Tivo
nnd three arefve ; therefore Pwo and three ore one numher.

This sort of sophism is committed when the word All

is taken in a collective and a distributive sense, without a
due distinction ; as, if anyone should reason thus; All the

musical instrumients of the Jewish temple made a noble con-

cert ; The harp was a mutical instrument of the Jewish

temple ; therefore the harp made a noble concert. Here
the word Al in the inajor is collective, whereas such a con-

clusion requires that the word jiU should be distributive.

It is the same fallacy when the universal word At! or

No refers to species in one proposition, and to individuals

in another ; as, All animcds nx'ere m Noak'\ Ark ; therefore

No anmaU f^eruhed in the Jlvod : Whereas in the premjise

all cmlmah signifies every kind of animal , which does liot ex-

clude or deny the drowning of a thousand individuals.

Vlll. Ihe last sort of sophism arises from our abuse of

the ambiguity of words, which is the largest and most ex-

tensive kind of fallacy ; and indeed several of the formier

fallacies might be reduced to this head.

When the words or phrases are plainly equivocal, they

are called scfhhms of equi^bcoilmi ; as, if we should argue

thus : He that sends forth a book into the light, desires it

to be read ; He that throws a book into the fire, sends it

into the light ; therefore He that throws a book into the

fire desires it to be read.

This sophism, as well as the foregoing, and all of the

like nature, are solved by shewing the differem senses of

the words, terms or phrases. Here light in the major pro-

position signifies the public 'view of the nvcrld j ]n the mi-

r.or it signifies the brightness of fame andfre ^ and there-

fore the syllogism has lour terms, or rather, it has no mid-

die term, and proves nothing.

But where such gross equivocations and ambiguities ap-

pear in arguments, there is little danger of imposing up-
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on ourselves or others. The greatest danger, and which
we are perpetually exposed to in reasoning, is, where the

two senses or significations of one term as near akin, and
not plainly distinguished, anJ yetthey are really sufficient-

ly different in their sense, to lead us into great mistakes, if

We are not watchful. And indeed the greatest part of

controversies in the sacred or civil life arise from the dif-

ferent senses that are put upon words, and the differer^

ideas which are inel'tded in them ; as have been shewn at

large m the First Part of Logic , Chap. IV, which treats

of words and terms.

There is, after all these, another sort of sophisms, which
33 wont to be called an imperfect enumeration, or a fahe in-

dudlon, when from a few experiments or observations men
infer general theorems and universal propositions. But
this is sufficiently noticed in the foregoing chapter, where

we treated of that sort of syllogism which is called ««-

diiciiofj.

'SECT. XL

TWO GENERAL TESTS OF TRUE SYLLOGISMS, AND METHODS OF SOL^
ING ALL SOPHISMS.

BESIDES the special description of true syllogisms

and sophisms already given, and the rules by which the one
are framed, and the other refuted, there are these two gen-

eral methods of reducing all syllogisms whatsoever to a test

of their truth or falsehood.

I. The tirst is, that the premises must, at least implicitly,

contain the conclusion ; or thus, One of the premises must
contain the conclusion, and the other must shew that the

conclusion is contained in it. The reason of this rule is

this ; when any proposition is offered to be proved it is

necessary to find another proposition which confirms it,

which may be called the containing proposition ; but be-

cause the second must not contaii^ the first in an express
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manner, and in the same words,* therefore it is necessary

that a third or ostensive proposition be found out, to shew-

that the second proposition contains the first, which was to

be proved. Let vs make an experiment of this syllogism :

Whosoever is a slave to his natural inclination is miserable 5

The wicked man is a slave to his natural inch'nation ;

therefore, The wicked man is miserable. Here it is evident

that the major proposition contains the conclusion ; for,

under the general character of a slave to natural inclina-

tions, a wicked man is contained or included ; and the mi-

nor proposition declares it ; whence the conclusion is evi-

dently deduced, M' t the ivichd mon is mseroble.

In many affirmative syllogisms we may suppose either

the major or the minor to contain the conc(usior), and the

other to shew it ; for there is no great difference. But in

negative syllogisms it is the negative proposition that con-

tains the conclusion and the affirmative proposition shews

it ; as. Every ivise vian fnasters Mi passions ^ iVc argfy vio.n

masters /its passln:,; therefore, No nvgry man is mi e.

Here it is more natural to suppose the minor to be the con-

tained proposition ; it is the minor implicitly denies wis-

dom concerning an angry man, because masiering the pas-

sions is included in wisdom, and the major shews it.

Note.—This lule may be applied to complex and con-

junctive, as well as simple syllogisms, and is adapted to

shew the truth or falsehood of any of them.
11. The second is this ; As the terms in every syl<og^ ns

are usually repeated twice, so they must be taken preci^tiy

in the same sen^e in both places : For the greatest part of

mistakes that arise in forming syllogisms, is derived from

some little difference in the sense of one of the terms in the

two parts of the syllogism wherein it is used. Lti us con-

sider the following sophisms.

1. It IS a Lin to kiU a man ; A murderer la a man ; there-

fore, It Is a sin to kill a murderer. Here the word kill in the

* It IS confessed that conditional and disjunctive inajor proposi-

tions do expressly contain ail that is in itieconclusioH ; but tiien ir is

not in a certain and conclusive nnanner, but only in a dubious form of
speech, andmingl-d with o<.htt terms; and therefore it is not the

sajiie express proposition.
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first proposition signifies to kill unjustly, or without law 5

in the conclusion it is taken absolutely for putting a man
to death in general, and therefore the inference is not good.

2. JVhat J am, you are not ; but / am a man ; therefore

You are not a man. This is a relative syllogism : But if

it be reduced to a regular categorical form, it will appear
there is ambiguity in the terms, thus ; Mliat I am, is a mon ;

You are not what I am ; therefore You are uot a man. Here
nvhat lam in the major proposition is taken specially for ?/iy

nature ; but in the minor proposition the same words are

taken mdhndudUy for Jiry person; therefore the inference must
be false, for the syllogism does not take the term ivAat I am
both times in the same sense.

3. He that says you are an aftimal, ftays true ; but He that

saysyou are a goose, ays you are an animal ; therefore He that

say^you are a goose, says true. In the major proposition the

wQi^ an-mal is the predicate of an accidental proposition
|

which accidental proposition being affirmative, renders the

predicate of ic particular, according to cbap. II. sec 2. axi-

om 3. and consequently the word animd there signifies only

human anhnaUty. in the minor proposition the word animal^

for the same reason, signifies the an?mality ofa goose ; where-

by it becomes an ambiguous term and unfit to build the conclu-

sion upon. Or if you say, the word animal in the minor is

taken for human animality, then the minor is evidently false.

It is from this last general test of syllogisms that we de-

rive the custom of the respondent in answering the argu»

mentsofthe opponent, which is to distinguish upon the

major or minor proposition, and declare which term is used

in two senses, and in what sense the proposition may be

true, and in what sense it is false.

X
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CHAPTER IV.

SOME GENERAL RULES TO DIRECT OUR REA»
SONING.

MOST of the general and special directions given to

form our judgment aright in the preceding part of logic

might be rehearsed here ; for the judgments which we
pass upon things are generally built on some secret reason-

ing or argument by which the proposition is supposed to

be proved. But there may be yet some farther assistaiice

given to our reasoning powers in their search after truth,

and an observation of the following rules will be of great

importance for that end.

Rule I. *' Accustom yourselves to clear and distinct ideas,

to evident propositions, to strong and convincing argu-

ments." Converse much with those friends, and those

books, and those parts oi learning, where you meet with
the greatest clearness of thought, and force of reasoaing.

The mathematical sciences, and particularly arithmetic,

geometry, and mechanics, abound with these advantages :

And if there were nothing valuable in them for the uses of

human life, yet the very speculative parts of this sort of

learning are well worth our study ; for by perpetual ex-

amples they teach us to conceive with clearness, to con-

nect our ideas and propositions in a train of dependence, to

reason with strength and demonstration, and to distin-

guish between truth and falsehood. Something of these

sciences should be studied by every man who pretends to

learning, and that, as Mr. Locke expresses it, not so much
to make us mathematicians, as to make us reasonable crea-

tures.

We should gain such a familiarity with evidence of per»

ception and force of reasoning, and get such a habit ot dis-

cerning clear truths, that the mind may be soon offended

with obscurity and confusion : Then we shall, as it were,

naturally and with ea^e restrain our minds from rash judg-

ment, before we attain just evidence ot the prciposiiion

which is offered to us; and we shall with the same ease,
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and, as it were naturally, seize and embrace every truth

that is proposed with just evidence.

The habit of conceiving clearly, of judging justly, and

of reasoning well is not to be attained merely by the hap-

piness of constitution, the brightness of genius, the best nat-

ural parts, or the best collection of logical precepts : It Is

custom and practice that must form and establish this hab-

it. We must apply ourselv s to it till we perform all this

readily, and without reflecting on rules. A coherent think-

er and a strict reasoner is not to be made at once by a set

of rules, any more than a good painter or musiciam may
be formed extempore, by an excellent lecture on music

or painting. It is of infinite importance therefore in our

younger years to be taught both the value and the praa-

tice of conceiving clearly and reasoning rigiit : For, when
we are grown up to the middle of life, or past it, it is no
wonder that we should not learn good reasoning, any more
than that an ignorant clown should not be able to learn

fine language, dancing, or a courtly behaviour, wlijgn his

rustic airs have grown up with him till the age of forty.

For want of this care, some persons of rank and educa-

tion dwell all their days among obscure ideas ; they con-

ceive and juige al'ways in confusion ; they take weak
arguments for demonstration ; they are led away with the

disguises and shadows of truth. Now, if such persons hap-

pen to hive a bright imagination, a volubility of speech,

and a copiousness of language, they not only impose many
errors upon their own understandings, bat they stamp the

image of their own mistakes, upon their neigliooiirs also,

and spread their errors abroad.

It is a matter of just lamentation and pity, to consider

the weakness of the common multitude of mankind in this

respect, how they receive any tiling into their assent upon
the most trifling grounds. True reasoning hath very lit-

tle share in forming their opinions. They resist the most
eonvincing arg jments by an obstinate adherence to their

prejudices, and believe the most improbable things with
the greatest assurance. They talk of the abstrusest mys-
terie^, and determine upon them with the utmost confi-

dence, and without just evidence either from reason or
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revelation. A confused heap of dark and inconsistent ideas,

make up a good part of their knowledge in matters of phi-

losophy as well as religion, having never been taught the
use and value of clear and just reasoning.

Yet it must be stili confessed that there are some mys-
teries in religion, both natural and revealed, as well as

some abstruse points in philosophy, v/ herein the wise as

well as the unwise must be content with obscure ideas*

There are several things, especially relating to the invisi-

ble world, which are unsearchable in our present state, and
therefore we must believe what revelation plainly dictates,

though the ideas may be obscure. Reason itself demands
this of us ; but we should seek for the brightest evidence

both of the ideas, and of the connexion of them, whereso-
ever it is attainable.

Rule II. ^' Enlarge your general acquaintance with
thirgs daily, in order to attain a rich furniture of topics, or

middle terms, whereby those propositions which occur

may be either proved or disproved ; but especially medi-

tate and inquire with great diligence and exactness into

the nature, properties, circumstances, and relations of the

particular subject about which you judge or argue."

Consider its causes, effects, consequences, adjuncts, oppo-

sites, sigiiS, &c. so far as is needful to your present purpose.

You biiould survey a que^ition round about, and on all sides,

and extend your views as far as possible to every thing

thcit has a connexion v.'ith it. This practice has many
advantages in it ; as,

1. it will be a means to suggest to your mind proper

topics for argntnent about any proposition that relates to

the ^aine subject.

2. It v-iii euable you with greater readiness and justness

of thought togive an answer to any sudden question upon
that subject, whether it arises in your own mindj or is pro-

posed by others.

3. This will instruct you to give a plainer and speedier

solution of any ditTicuIties that may attend the theme of

your discourse, and to refute the objections of those who
haveespou ed a contrary opinion.

4. By such a large survey of the whole subject in all its

properties and relations, you will be better secured from
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inconsistencies, that is, from asserting or denying any thing
in one p'ace, w'-hicli contra-dictswhat you have asserted cr

denied in another : And to attain these ends, an extensivr-

noss of understanding, ajid a large memory, are of unspeak-
able service.

One would be ready to wonder sometiaies how easily

great, A^ise, and leariei men are led into assertions in some
parts of the same treatise, whi't are found to be scare con-
sistent with what they have asserted in other peaces :

Bat the true reason is, the narrowness of the mind of man,
that it cannot take in all the innumerable properties and
relations ofone subject with a single view ; and therefore,

whilst they are intent on one particular part oftheir theme,
they bend ail their force of thought to prove or disprove
some proposition that relates to that part, without atten-

tion to the consequences which may flow from it, and
which may unhappily affect another part of the same sub-

ject ; and by this mean they are sometimes led to say
things which are ijiconsistent. In such a case, the great

dealers in dispute and controversy take pleasure to cast

r.onsense and self contradiction on their antagonist, with
liuge and hateful reproaches. For my part, I rather choose
to pity human nature, whose necessary narrowness of un-
derstanding expose us all to some degrees of this frailty.

But the most extensive survey possible ofour whole subject

is the best remedy against it. It is ourjudging and arguing
upon a partial view of things, that exposes us to mistakes,
and pushes us into absurdities, or at least to the very bor-

ders of them.

Rule III, « In searching the knowledge of things, al-

ways keep the precise point of the present question in
your eye. Take heed that you add nothing to it while
yoa are arguing, nor omit any part of it." Watch care-

fully lest any new ideas slide in to mingle themselves either
with the subject or the predicate. See that the question
be not altered by the ambiguity of any word taken in difc

ferent senses ; nor let any secret prejudices of your own,
or the sophistical arts of others, cheat your understanding
by changing the question, or shuflSing in any thing els© ill

Its room.

%,2
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And for this end it is useful to keep the precise matter
of inquiry as shnpksiS naay be, and disengaged from a com-
plication of ideas, which do not necessarily belong to it.

By admitting a complication of ideas, and taking too many
things at once into one question, the mind is sometimes
dazzled and bewildered ; and the truth is lost in such a va-
riety and confusion of ideas ; whereas, by limiting and
narrowing the question, y^i take a fuller survey of the
whole of it.

By keeping the whole point of inquiry in our constant

view, v^e shall be secured from sudden, rash, and imperti-

nent responses and determinations, which some have obtri^

ded instead of solutions and solid answers, before they per-

fectly knew the question.

RvLE IV. *' When you have exactly considered the pre-

cise point of inquiry, or what is unknown in the question,

then consider what and how much you know already of

this question, or of the ideas and terms of which it is com-
posed." It is by a comparison of the known and unknown
parts ofthe question together that you find what reference

the part known hath unto, or what connection it hath
with the thing that is sought : Those ideas, whereby the

known and unknown parts of the question are connected,

will furnish you with middle terms or arguments whereby
the thing proposed may be proved or disproved.

In this part of your work, namely, comparing ideas to-

gether, take due time, and be not too hasty to come to a de-

termination, especially in points of importance. Some men
^vhen they see a little agreeniient or disagreement between
ideas, they presume a great deal, and so jump into the

conclusion : This is a short way to fancy, opinion and con-

ceit, but a most unsafe and uncertain way to true knowledge
and wisdom.
Rule V. " In choosing your middle terms or arguments

to prove any question, always take sucli topics as are

surest, and least fnilible, and which carry the greatest evi-

dence and strength with them." Be not so solicitous

about the number, as the weight of your arguments, es-

peeiitl'y in proving any (/roposition which admits of nat-

larai certainty, or of complete demonstration. Many
times we do injury to £i cause by dw^Uing upon trifling
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arguments. We amuse our hearers with uncertaintie?, by
multiplying the number of feeble reu^sonings before we
mention those which are more substantial, conclusive, and
convincing. And too often v/e yield up our assent to mere
probable arguments, where certain proofs may be obtained.

Yet it must be confessed, there are many cases wherein
the growing numbers of probable arguments increases the
degree of probability, and gives a great and suiTicient con-

firmation to the truth which is sought ; as,

(1.) Wlien we are inquiring the true sense of an)^ word
or phrase, we are more confirmed in the signification of it,

by finding the same expression so used in several authors,

or in several places of the same author.

(2.) When we are searching out the true meaning or

opinion of any writer, or inquiring into any sacred doctrine

of scripture, we come to a surer determination of the truth

by several distmet places wherein the same thing is ex-

pressed or plainly implied ; because it is not so probable

that an honest skilful reader should mistake the meaning
of the writer in many places, as he may in one or two.

(3.) When we would prove the importance of any scrip-

tural doctrine or duty, the multitude of texts wherein it is re-

peated and inculcated upon the reader, seems naturally to

instruct us that it is a matter of greater importance than
other things which are but slightly or singly mentioned ia

the Bible.

(4.) In searching out matters of fact in times past or in

distant places, in which case moral evidence is sufficient,

and moral certainty is the utmost which can be attained,

here we derive a greater assurance of the truth of it by a
number of persons, or a multitude of circumstances concur-

ring to bear witness to it.

(5.) From many experiments in natural philosophy, we
more safely infer a general theorem, than we can from one
or tvro.

(6.) In matters which require present practice, both sa-

cred and civil, we must convent ourselves oftentimes with
a mere preponderation of probable reasons or arguments.-—

Where there are several reasons on each side, for and against

a ching tti.it is to be done or ommitted, a small argument

aided to tne Uea^ may justiy turn trie bi^iance o<j oneaidej
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and determine the judgment, as I have noted in the Sec-

ond part of Logic.

To conclude : \ growing acquaintance with matters of

learning, and a daily improvement of our understandings

in affairs human and divine, will best teach us tojvsdge and
distinguish in v/hat cases the number of arguments adds to

their weight and force: It is onlj experience can fully in-

form us when we must be determined by probable topics,

and when v/e mv.st seek and expect demonstrations.

Rule VI. "Prove your conclusion (as far as possible) by
some propositions that are in themselves more plain, evi-

dent, and certain, t1\an the conclosion ; or at least such as

are more known, and more inteiligible to the person whom
you would convince." If vt-'e shall negleot tliis rule, we
shall endeavour to enlighten that which is obscure by some-

thing equally or more obscure, and to confirm that which

is doubtful by something equally or more uncertain. Com-
mon sense dictates to all men, that it is impossible to estab-

lish any truth, and to convince others of it, but by some-

thing that is better known to them than that truth is.

Rule VII. '* Labour in ail your arguings to enh"ghten the

understanding, as well as to conquer and captivate the judg-

ment." Argue in such a manner as may give a natural,

distinct, and solid knowledge of things to your hearers, as

well as to force their assent by a mere proof of the question.

Now, to attain this end, the chief topic or medium of your

demonstration should be fetched, as much as possible, from

the nature of the thing to be proved, or from those things

which are most naturally connected with it.

Geometricians sometimes fereak this rule without neces-

sity, two ways, namely,

I. When they prove one proposition only by shewing*

that absurdities will follow if the contradictory proposition

be supposed or admitted : This is called Reductw ad abmrdwn^y

* Note—This rule chiefly refers to the esiablishrnent of some
truth, rather than the refutation of eiror It is a very common and
useful way of arguing, to refute a fiilGe proposition, by shewing what
evident falsehood or absurdity wsll follow from it : For what propo-

sition soever is really absurd and false, does effectually prove that

principle to be false, from which it is derived ; so that this way of
s€futii>2 an error is not so usually called Reducuo ?id Absurtjuna,
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or Demonstratio per mposs'ih''k. As, for instance, When they

prove all the radii of a circle to be equal, by supposing one

radius to be longer or shorter than another, and then shew-

ing what consequences will follow. This, I confes?, forces

the assent, but it does not enlighten the mind, by shewing

the true reason and cause why all ro.d'n are equal, which is

derived from the very construction of a circle : For, sin e a

circle is formed by fixing one end of a straight line in the

centre, and moving the other end round, (or, which is all

one, by compasses kept open to a certain extent,) it follows

evidently that every part of the circumference being thus

described, must be equally distant from the centre, and
therefore the Radii which are lines from the centre to the

circumference, must be all equal.

2. Geometricians forget this rule when they heap up ma-
ny far fetched lines, figures, and proposition? to prove some
plain, simple, and obvious proposition. This is called a

Demomtrat'wn per aVienn et remota, or an argument from un-

natural and remote mediums : As if, in order to prove the

radii of a circle are ail equal, I should make several triangles

and squares about the circle, and then from some properties

and propositions ©f squares and triangles prove that th«

rad^i of a circle are equal.

Yet it must be confessed, that sometimes such questions

happen, that it is hardly possible to prove them by direct

arguments drawn from the nature of things, &C. and then

it may not only De lawful but nec^i^ssary to useindirect proofs^

and arguments drawn from remote mediums, or fiom the

absurdity of the contradictory suppoi-itions.

Such indirect and remote arguments may also be some-

times used to confirm a proposition, which has been before

jxovei by arguments more direct and immediate.

Rule VI 11. Though arguments should give light to the

subject, as well as constrain the assent, yet yoa must learn
*' to distinguish well betvveen an explication and an argu-

ment ; and neither impose upon yourselves, nor suffer your-

selves to be imposed upon by others, by mistaking a mere
illustration for a convincmg reason."

Axioms themselves, or self evident propositions, may-
want an explication or illustration, though they are not to

he proved by reasoning.
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Similitudes and allusions have oftentimes a very happy
influence to explain some difficult truth, and to render the

idea of it familiar and easy. Where the resemblance is just

and accurate, the influence of a simile may proceed so far as

to shew the possibility of the thing in quesjon : But simil-

itudes must not be taken as a solid proof of the truth or ex-

istence of those things to which they have a resemblance.

A too great deference paid to similitudes, or an utter rejec-

tion of them, seem k) be two extremes, and owght to be

avoided. The late ingenious Mr. Locke, even in his in^

quiries after truth, make-« great use of similes for frequent

illustration, and is very happy in the invention of them ;

though he v/arns us also lest we mistake them for eonclu«

sive arguments.

Yet let it be noted here, that a parable or similitude used

by an author, may give a sufficient proof of tlie true sense

and meaning of that author, provided that he draw not this

similitude beyond the scope and design for which it was
brought ; as when our saviour affirms, Rev. iii. 3. IivUl

£07116 071 thee as u thief ; this will plainly prove that he de-

scribes the unexpectedness of his appearance, though it is by
no means to be drawn to signify any injustice in his design.

Rule IX. " In your whole course of reasoning, keep your
mind sincerely intent on the pursuit of truth ; and follow

solid argument wheresoever it leads you. Let not a party

spirit, nor any passion or prejudice v/hatsoever, stop or avert

the current of your reasoning in quest of true knowledge."

When you are inquiring therefore into any subject, main-
tain a due regard to the arguments and objections on both
sides of a question : Consider, compare, and balance them
well bejgre you determine for one side. It is a frequent,

but a very faulty practice, to hunt after arguments only to

make good one side of a question, and entirely to neglect

and refuse those which favour the other side. If we have
not given a due weight to arguments on both feides, we do

but wilfully misguide our judgment, and abuse our reason,

by forbidding its search after truth. When we espouse

opinions by a secret bias on the mind, through the influ-

ence of fear, hope, honour, credit, interest, or any other

prejudice, and then seek arguments only to support those

opinions, we have neither done our duty to G^d, nor to our-
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selves, and it is a matter of mere chance if we stumble upon
truth in our way to ease and preferment. The power of

reasoning was given us by our Maker for this very end, to

pursue truth ; and v\:e abuse one of his richest gifts, if we
bately yield it up to be led astray by any of the meaner
powers of nature, or the perishing interests of this life.—

•

Reason itself, if honestly obeyed, will lead us to receive the

divine revelation of the gospel where it is dul) proposed^

and this will shew q^ the path gf life everlasting.



THE

FOURTH PART OF LOGIC.

OF DISPOSITION AND METHOD.

IT is not merely a clear and distinct idea, a well formed

proposition, or a just argument, that is sufficient to search

out and communicate the knowledge of a subject. There
must be a variety and series of them disposed in a due man-
ner, in order to attain this end : And therefore it is the de-

sign of the last part of Logic to teach \is the art of method.
It is that m.ust secure our thoughts from that confusion,

darkness, and mistake, which unavoidably attend the med-
itations and discourse even of the brightest genius who de-

spises the rules of it.

I. We shall here consider the nature of method, and the

several kinds of it.

II. Lay down the general rules of method, with a few
particulars under them.

CHAPTER L

OF THE NATURE OF METHOD, AND THE SEVERAL
K>NDS CF IT, NAMEt^y. NATURAL AND ARBITRA-
RY. SYNTHETIC AND ANALYTIC.

METHOD, taken in the largest sense, implies the plac»

ing of several things, or performing several operations in

such an order, a is most convenient to attain son e end pro-

posed : And in this sense it is applied to all the works of

Kature and art, to all the divine affairs of creation and proy--
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idence ; and to the artifices, schemes, contrivances, and
practices of mankind, whether in natural, civil, or sacred

affairs.

Now this orderly disposition of things, includes the

ideas of prior, posterior, and simultaneous ; of superior, in-

ferior, and equal ; of beginning, end, and middle, 6ic. which
are described more particularly among the general affections

of being, in ontology.

But in logic, the method is usually taken in a more lim-

ited sense, and the nature of it is thus described : Method
is the disposition of a variety of thoughts on any subject in

such order as may best serve to find out unknown truths,

to explain and confirm truths that are known, or to fix

them to the memory.
It is distributed into two general kinds, namely, natural

and arbitrary.

Natural method is that which observes the order of na-

ture, and proceeds in such a manner as that the know ledge

of the things which follow depends in a great measure on
the things which go before, and this is two fold, "jlx. oyn*

thetic and analytic*^

• The word analysis has three or four senses, which it niay not be
innproper lo take notice of here.

1. It signifies the general and particular heads of a discourse, with
their mutual connexions, both co-ordinate and su'ootdinate, drawn
out by way of abstract into one or more tables, which are frequent-

ly placed like an index at the beginning or end of a book

2. It signifies the resolving of a discours^e into its various subjects

and arguments, as when any writing of the ancient prophets is re-

solved into the prophetical, historical, doctrinal, and practical parts

of it; it is said to be analysed in general. When a sentence is dis-

tinguished into the nouns, the verbs, pronouns, adverbs, and othsr

particles of speech, which compose it, then it is said V, be analysed

grammatically. When the same sentence is distinguished into

subject and predicate, proposition, argument, act, object, cause, etFecr,

adjur.ct, opposite, &.c. then it is analysed logically and inecapysically.

This last is what is chiefly meant in the theological school, when
they speak of analysing a text of scripture

3. Analysis signifies particularly the scieHce of algebra, wherein

a question being proposed, one or more letters, as, x, y, z, or vowels,

as, a, e, i, &c. are made use of to signify the unknown number,
which being intermingled with several known numbers in the ques-
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Synthetic metTiod is that which begins with the parts,*

and leads onward to the knowledge of the whole j it be-

gins Vv'ith the most simple principles, and general truths,

and proceeds by degrees to that which is drawn from them,
or compounded of them : And therefore it is called the

method of composition.

Analytic method takes the whole compound as it finds

it whether it be a species or an individual, and leads us into

the knowledge of it, by resolving it into its first principles

or parts, its generic nature, and its special properties ; and
therefore it is called the method of resolution.

As synthetic method is generally used in teaching the

sciences after they are invented, so analytic is most prac-

tised in finding out things unknown. Though it must be

confessed that both methods are sometimes employed to

find out truth and to communicate it.

If we know the parts of any subject easir and better than

the whole, we consider the parts distinctly, and by putting

them together, we come to the knowledge of the whole.

—

So in grammar we learn first to knov/ letters, we join

them to make syllables, out of syllables we compose words,

and of words we make sentences and discourses. So the

physician and the apothecary knows the nature and pow-
ers of his' simples, namely, his drugs, his herbs, his riiiner-

als, &c. and putting them together, and considering their

several virtues, he finds what will be the nature and pow-
ers of the bolus, or any compound medicine : This is the

synthetic method.

But if we are better acquainted with the whole than

we are with particular parts, then we divide or resolve the

lion, is at last, by the rules of art, separated or released from that en-

tanglement, and its particular value is found out by shewing its equa-

tion or equality to seme known number.
4. It signifies analytical method, as here explained in logic.

* Note, It is confessed that synthesis often begins with the genus
and proceeds to the species and individuals. But the genus or gen-
eric nature is then considered only as a physical or essential part of
tJie species, though ii be sometimes called an univeisalor logical

whole. Thus synthetic nsethod n^aintainsits own description still,

for it begins with the jany; and proceeds to the whole; which b
cou;pos>.d of ifaeiiL.
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whole into its parts, and thereby gain a distinct knowledge
of them. So in vulgar life we learn in the gross what
plants or minerals are ; and then by chemistry we gain

the knowledge of salt, sulpher, spirit, water, earth, which
are the principles of them. So we are first acquainted

with the whole body of an animal, and then by anatomy
or dissection we come to learn all the inward and outward
parts of it. This is the analytic method.

According to this most general and obvious idea of syn-

thetic and analytic method, they differ from each other

as the way which leads up frona a valley to a mountain
difters from itself, considered as it leads down from the

mountain to the valley ; or, as St. Matthew and St. Luke
prove Oh-lst to be the son of udbraham ; Luhe finds it out by
analysis, rising from Christ to his ancestors ; Matthew
teaches it in the synthetic method, beginning from Abra-

ham, and shewing that Christ is found among his poster-

ity. Therefor© it is a useful thing in the sciences, when
we have by analysis found out a truth, we use the synthet-

ic method to explain and deliver it, and prove it to be true.

In this easy view of things, these two kinds of method
may be preserved conspicuously, and entirely disthict :

But the subjects of knowledge being infinite, and the

ways whereby we arrive at this knowledge being almost

infinitely various, it is very difficult, and almost impossi-

ble, always to. maintain the precise distinction between
these two methods

This will appear evidently in the follov/ing observa-

tions.

Observ. I. The analytic method being used chiefly to

find out things unknown, it is not limited or confined

merely to begin with some whole subject, and proceed to

the knowledge oi its parts, but it takes its rise sometimes
from any single part or property, or from any thing what-
soever that belongs to a subject v/hich happens to be first

and mast easily known, and thereby inquires into the more
abstruse and unknown parts, properties, causes, effects,

and modes of it, whether absolute or relative : As, for in=

stance.

(I.) Analysis finds out causes by their effects. So in

the speculative part of natural philosophy, when we observe
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light, colours, motion, hardness, softness, and other properties

and powers of bodies, or any of the common or uncommon
appearances of things, either on earth or in heaven, we
search out the causes of them. So by the various creatures

we find out the Creator, and learn his wisdom, power, and
goodnesse

(2.) It finds out effects hy their causes. So the practi-

cal and mechanical part of natural philosophy considers

such powers of motion, as the wind, the fire, and the wa-
ter, &c. and then contrives what uses they may be applied

to, and what will be their effects, in order to make mills

and engines of various kinds.

(3.j It finds out the general and special nature of a thing

by considering the various attributes of the individuals, and
observing what is common and what is proper, what is

accidental and what is essential. So by surveying the col-

our, the shape, motion, rest, place, solidity, and extension

of bodies, we come to find that the nature of body in gen-

eral is solid extension ; because all other qualities of bodies

are changeable ; but this belongs to all bodies, and it en-

dures through all changes ; and because this is proper to

"body alone, and agrees not to any thing else : and it is the

fouridation of ail other properties.

(4.) It fmds cut the remaining properties or parts of a

thing, by having some parts or properties given. So the

ar^^a of a triangle is found by knowing the height and the

buse. So by having two sides and an angle of a triangle

given, we find the remaining side and angles. So when
we know cogitation is the prime attribute of a spirit, we
infer its immateriality, and thence its immortality.

(5.) Analysis finds the^means necessary to attain a propos-

ed end, by having the end first assigned. So in moral, po-

litical, economical affairs, having proposed the government

of self, a family, a society, or a nation, in order to their best

interest, we consider and search out what are the proper

lav/s, rules and means to effect it. So in the practices of

artificers, manufacturers of various kinds, the end being pro-

posed, as making cloth, houses, ships, &c. we find out ways,

of composing those things for the several uses of human
life. But the putting any of these means in execution to

attain the end, is synthetic method.
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Many other particulars might be represented to shew the

various forms of analytic method, whereby truth is found

out, and some of them come very near io synthetic, so

hardly as to be distinguished.

Observ. II. Not only the investigation of truth, but the

cominuiiication of it also, is often practised in such a method,

as neither agrees precisely to synthetic or analytic. Some
sciences, if you consider the whole of them in general, are

treated in synthetic order ; so physics, or natural philosophy,

begins usually with an account of the general nature and
properties of matter or bodies, and by degrees descend to

consider the particular species of bodies, with their powers
and properties

;
yet it is very evident, that when philosophers

come to particular plants and animals, then by chemistry

and anatomy they analyse or resolve those bodies into their

several constituent parts. On the other hand, logic is be-

gun in analytic method ; the whole is divided into its in-

tegral parts, according to the four operations of the mind ;

yet here and there synthetic method is used in the partic-

ular branches of it, for it treats of ideas in general first, and
then descends to the several species of them ; it teaches how
propositions are made up of ideas, and syllogisms of propo-

sitions, which is the order of composition.

The ancient scholastic writers have taken a great deal d
pains, and engaged in useless disputes, about these two
methods, and after all have not been able to give such an
accoimt of them as to keep them entirely distinct from each
other, neither in the theory nor in the practice. Some of
the moderns have avoided this confusion in some measure
by confining themselves to describe almost nothing else but
the synthetic, analytic methods of geometricians and alge-

braists, whereby they have too much narrowed the nature

and rules of method, as though every thing were to be
treated in mathematical forms.

Upon the whole, I conclude that neither of these two
methods should be too scrupilously and superstitiously

pursued, either in the invention or the communication
of knowledge. It is enough, if the order of nature be but
observed in making the knowledge of things following, de>

pend on the knowledge of the things which go bfifor^,*^

¥2
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Oftentimes a mixed method will be found most effectual

for these purposes ; and indeed a wise and judicious pros-

pect of our main end and design must regulate all method
whatsoever.

Here the rules of natural method ought to be proposed,

(whether it be analytic or synthetic, or mixed :) but it is

proper first to give some account of arbitrary method, lest

it be thrust at too great a distance from the first mention
of it.

Arbitrary method leaves the order of nature, and accom-
modates itself to many purposes ; such as, to treasure up
things, and retain them in memory ; to harangue and per-

suade mankind to any practice in the religious or the civil

life; or to delight, amuse, or entertain the mind.
As for the assistance of the memory, in most things a nat-

vtslI order has an happy influence ; for reason itself deduc-

ing one thing from another, greatly assists the memory by
the natural connection and mutual dependence of things.

But there are various other methods which mankind have
made use of for this purpose, and indeed there are some
subjects that can hardly be reduced either to analysis or

synthesis.

In reading or writing history, some follow the order of

the governors of a nation, and dispose every transaction un-

der their particular reigns : So the sacred books of Kings
and Chronicles are written. Some write in annals or jour-

nals, and make a new chapter of every year. Some put

all those transactions together which relate to one subject

;

that is, all the affairs of one war, one league, one confed-

eracy, one council, &c. though it lasted many years, and
under many rulers.

So in writing the lives of men, which is called biography^

some authors follow the tract of their years, and place every

thing in the precise order of time when it occurred : Others

throw the temper and character of the person, their private

life, their public stations, their personal occurrences, their

domestic conduct, their speeches, their books or writings,

their sickness and death, into so many distinct chapters.

In chronology some v/riters make their epochas to begin

all with one letter : So in the book called Ductor Iliitorkusj
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the periods all begin with C. : as, Creation. Cataclysm, or

deh)ge, Chaldean, Em[jire, Cyrus, Christ, Coiist-antine, &c.

Some divide their accounts of time according to the four

greit monarchies ; Assyrian, Persian, Grecian, and Koman.
Others think it serves the memory best to divide aL their

subjects into the remarkable number of sevens : so Prideaux

has written an introduction to history. And there is a

book of divinity called Risiadus Contriversarhwi, by an author

of the same name, written in the same method, wherein

every controversy has seven questions belonging to it; tho'

the order of nature seems to be too much neglected by con-

finement to this septenary number.

Those writers and speakers whose chief business is to

amuse or delight, to allure, terrify, or persuade mankind, do

not confine themselves to any natural order, but in a cryp-

tical or hidden method adapt every thing to their designed

ends. Sometimes they omit those things which might
injure their design, or grow tedious to their hearers, though
they seem to have a necessary relation to the point in hand :

Sometimes they add those things which have no great ref-

erences to the subject, but are suited to allure or refresh the

mind and the ear. They dilate sometime, and flourish long

upon little incidents, and they skip over, and but slightly

touch the drier parts of their theme. They place the first

things last, and the last things first, with wondrous art j

and yet so manage it as to conceal their artifice, and lead

the senses and passions of their hearers into a pleasing and
powerful captivity.

It is chiefly poesy and oratory that require the practice

of this kind of arbitrary method : They omit things essen-

tial which are not beautiful, they insert little needless cir-

cumstances, and bea itifui digressions, they invert times

and actions, in order to place every thing in the most af-

fecting light; and for this end, in their practice they neg-

lect all logical forms ; yet a good aequamtance with the
forms of logic and natural method is of admirable use to

those who Avould attain these arts in pen'eeiion ; hereby

they v/iil be able to range their own thcuguts in such a
method and scheme, as to take a more large and coin--
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prehensive survey of their subject and design in all the parts

of it; and by this mean they will better judge what to

choose and what to refuse, and how to dress and manage
the whole scene before them, so as to attain their own ends
with greater glory and success.

CHAPTER II.

THE RULES OF METHOD, GENERAL AND PARTIC-
ULAR.

THE general rules of true method in the pursuit or com-
munication of knowledge, may be all comprised under the

following heads. It must be (i.) Safe. (2.) Plain and easy.

(3.) Distinct. (4.) Full or without defect. {6.) S/mt or

without superfluity. (6.) Proper to the subject and the dcsig7u

(7.) Connected.

Rule I. Among all the qualifications of a good method,

there is none more necessary and iir.porlant than that it

should be safe, and secure from error ; and to this end these

four particular or special directions should be observed.

1. "Use great care and circumspection in laying the

foundation of your discourse, or your scheme of thoughts

uppon any subject." Tiioie propositions which are to stand

as first principles, and on which the whole argument de-

pends, must be viewed on all sides with the utmost accura-

cy, lest an error being admitted there, should diffuse itself

through the whole subject. See therefore that your gen-

eral definitions or descriptions are as accurate as the nature

of the thing will bear : See that your general divisions and
distributions be just and exact, according to the rules given

in the first part of logic : See that your axioms be sufficiently

evident, so as to demand the assent of those that examine
them with due attention: See that your first and more

immediate consequences from these principles be well drawn j
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and take the same care of all other propositions that have
a powerful and spreading influence through the several

parts of your discourse.

For want of this care, sometimes a large treatisehas been

written by a long deduction of consequences from one or

two doubtful principles, which principles have been effec-

tually refuted in a few lines, and thus the whole treatise

has been destroyed at once : So the largest and fairest build-

ing sinks and tumbles to the ground, if the foundation and
corner-stones of it are feeble and insufficient.

2. " It is a very adviseable thing that your primary and
fundamental propositions be not only evident and true, but

they should be made a little familiar to the mind by dwell-

ing upon ihem before you proceed farther." By this mean
you will gain so full an acquaintance with them, that you
may draw consequences from them with much more free-

dom, with greater variety, brighter evidence, and with a
firmer certainty, than if you have but a slight and sudden
view of Ihem.

3. "As you proceed in the connexion of your arguments,
see that your ground be made firm in every step." See tha'

every link of your chain of reasoning be strong and good :*

For if but one link be feeble and doubtful, the whole chain

of arguments feels the weakness of it, and lies exposed to

every objector, and the original question remains undeter*

mined.

4. *' Draw up all your propositions and arguments with
so much caution, and express your ideas with such a just

limitation, as may preclude or anticipate any objections."

CY'et remember this is only to be done, as far as it is possible,

without too much entangling the question, or introducing

complicated ideas, and obscuring the sense. But if such a
cautious and limited dress of the question should render the
ideas too much complicated, or the sense obscure, then it is

better to keep the argument more simple, clear, and esay ta

be understood, and afterwards mention the objections dis-

tinctly in their full strength, and give a distinct answer to

them.

Rule II. Let your method be plain and easy, so that

your hearers or readers, as well as yourself, may run through
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it without embarrassment, and may take a clear and com-
prehensive view of the whole schen:e. To this end the

following particular directions will be useful.

1. "Begin always with these thirgs which ere best

known and most obvious, whereby the nand may have no
"difficulty or fatigue, and proceed by regular au'i easy steps

to things that are more difficult." And as far as possible,

let not the understanding, or the proof of any of your po-

sitions, depend on the positions that follow, but always
on those which go before. It is a matter of wonder that in

so knowing an age as this, there should be so many persons

offering violence daily to this rule, by teaching the Latin

language hy a grammar written in Latin ; which method
seems to require a perfect knowledge of an unknown tongue,

in order to learn the first rudiments of it.

2. '' Do not effect excessive Imste in learning or teaching

any science, nor hurry at once into the midst of it, lest you
be too soon involved in several new and strange ideas and
propositions wich cannot be well understood without a lon-

ger and closer attention to those which go before." Such
(jrt of speed is but a waste of time, and will constrain you
-0 take many steps backward again, if _^'ou would arrive at a
regular and complete knowledge of the subject.

3. " Be not fond of crowding too many thoughts and
reasonings into one sentence or paragraph, beyond the ap-

prehension or capacity of your readers or hearers." There
are some persons of a good genius and a capacious mind,

who write and speak very obscurel}' upon this account

;

they aflect a long train of dependencies, before they come
to a period ; they imagine that they can never fill their page

With too much sense ; but they little think how they bury

their own best ideas in the crowd, and render thesa in a

manner invisible and uselessto the greatest pan of mankind.

Such men- may be great scholars, yet tboy are but poor

teachers.

4. *'For the same reason, avoid too many subdivisions.

Contrive your sciieme of thoughts in sucii a raar:ner as

W'li finish your whole argument with as few inferiour

branches as reason will admit j and let them be such as
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are obvious and open to the understanding, that they may
be within one single view of the mind." This will not

only assist the understanding to receive, but it will aid the

memory also to retain truth : Whereas a discourse cut out

into a vast multitude of gradual subordinations, has many
inconveniences in it ; it gives pain to the mind and memo-
ry, in surveying and retaining the scheme of discourse, and
exposes the unskilful hearer to mingle the superior and in-

ferior particulars togethei ; it leads them into a thick \vooi

instead of open day-light, and places them in a labyrinth

instead of a plain path.

5. " Give all diligence in your younger years to obtain

a clear and easy way of expressing your conceptions, that

your words, as fast as you utter them, may stamp your
own ideas exactly on the mind of the hearer." This is a

most happy talent for the conveyance of truth, and an ex-

cellent security against mistakes and needless controver-

sies.

Rule III. Let your method be distinct, and without the
perplexing mixture of things that ought to be kept sepa-

rate, and this will be easily practised by four directions.

1. *' Do not bring unnecessary or heterogeneous* matter

into your discourse on any subject ; that is, do not mingle
an argument on one subject with matters that relate en-

tirely to another, but just so far as is necessary to give a
clearer knowledge of the subject in hand." Examples in

logic may be borrowed from any of the sciences to illus-

trate the rules : but long interpositions of natural philoso-

phy, of the imagination and passions, of agency of spirits

united to bodies, Sic. break the thread of discourse, and per-

plex the subject.

2. " Let every complicated theme or idea be divided

into its distinct single parts, as far as the nature of the
subject and your present design require it." Though
you must not abound in needless subdivisions, yet boine-

thing of this work is very necessary ; and it is a good
judgment alone can dictate how far to proceed in it, and
when to stop.

* Things of one kind are called homegeneoas, things of differeat

ki.adjj are heterogeneous.
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Compound ideas must be reduced to a simple form in

order to understand them well. You may easily master

that subject in all the parts of it by a regular succession,

which would confound the understanding to survey them
at once. So we come at the knowledge of a yery complet-

ed diagram in geometry, or a complicated machine in me-
chanics, by having it parcelled out to us in its several parts

and principles, according to this and the foregoing rules

of method.

3. ** Call every idea, proposition and argument to its

own place. Put those things all together that belong to

one part or property, one consideration or view of your

subject," This will prevent needless repetitions, and
keep you from intermixing things which are different.

We must maintain this distinction of things and places if

we would be safe from error. It is confusion that leads us

into endless mistakes, which naturally arise from a variety

of ideas ill.joined, iiUsorted, or ill-disposed. It is one

great use of method, that a multitude of thoughts and
propositions may be so distinctly ranged in their proper

situations, that the mind may not be overwhelmed with a

confused attention to them all at once, nor be distracted

with their variety, nor be tempted to unite things which
ought to be separated, nor to disjoin things which should

be united.

4. " In the partition of your discourse into distinct

heads, take heed that your particulars do not interfere with

the generals, nor with each other." Think it is not enough

that you make use of distinct expressions in each partic-

ular, but take care that the ideas be distinct also. It is

mere foolery to multiply distinct particulars in treating of

things, where the difference of your particulars lies only in

fjawes and ivords.

Rule IV. The method of treating a subject should be

plenary or full, so that nothing may be wanting; nothing

which is necessary or proper should be omitted.

When you are called to explain a subject, do not pass

by, nor skip over any thing in it which is very difficult

or obscure.
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When yoa enumerate the parts or the properties of any

subject, do it in a complete and comprehensive mttnner.

When you are asserting or proving any truth, sc^e t'nat

every doubtful or disputable part of the argument be well

supported and confirmed.

If you are to illustrate or argue a point of difficulty, be

not too scanty of words, but rather become a little copious

and diffusive in your language : Set the truth before the

reader in several lights, turn the various sides of it to view,

in order to give a full idea and firm evidence of the prop-

osition.

When you are drawing up a narrative of any matter of

fact, see that no important circumstances be omitted.

When you propose the solution of SiUy difficulty, con-

sider all the various cases wherein it can happen, and shew
how they may be solved.

In short, let your enumerations, your division, and dis-

tributions of things, be so accurate, that no needful idea or

part may be left out.

This fulness of method does not require that every thing

should be said which can be said upon any subject ; for

this would make each single science endless ; But yon
should say every thing which is necessary to the design in

viev/, and which has a proper and direct tendency to this

end ; always proportioning the amplitude of your matter,

and the fulness of your discourse, to your great design, to

the length of your time, to the convenience, delight, and
profit of your hearers.

Rule V. As your method must be full without deficien-

cy, so it must be short, or without superfluity. The fulness

of a discourse enlarges our knowledge, and the v/ell ccncert-

ei brevity saves our time. In order to observe this rule,

it will be enough to point out the chief of those superflui-

ties or redundancies, which som.e persons are guilty of in

their discourses, with a due caution against them.

1. " Avoid all needless repetitions of the same thing in

different parts of your discourse." it must be confessed

there are several cases wherein a review of some foregoing

proposition is needful to explam or prove several of the fol-

lowing positions j but let your metnod be so contrived, as

far as possible, that it may occasion the fewest rehearsals

Z
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of tlie same thing ; for it is not grateful to the hearers,

without evident necessity.

2. " Have a care of tedious prolixity, or drawing out

any part of your discourse to an unnecessary and tiresome

length." It is much more honorable for an instructor, an
orator, a pleader, or a preacher, that his hearers should say,

1 was afraid he would have done, than that they should

be tempted to shew signs of uneasiness, and long for th®

conclusion.

Besides, there is another inconvenience in it ; when you
affect to amplify on the former branches of a discourse, you
will often lay a necessity upon yourself of contracting the
latter and most useful parts of it, and perhaps prevent

yourself in the most important part of your design. Many
a preacher has been guilty of this fault in former days

;

nor is the present age without some instances of this weak-
ness.

3. "Do not multiply explications where there is no
difficulty, or darknes, or danger of mistake." Be not fond

of tracing every word of your theme, through all the gram-
matical, the logical, and metaphysical characters and rela-

tions of it ; nor shew your critical learning in spreading

abroad the various senses of a word, and the various ori-

gins of those senses, the etymology of terms, the synony-

mous and the paronymous or kindred names, &c. where
the chief point of discourse does not at all require it. You
"would laugh at a pedant, who, professing to explain the

Athanasian creed, should acquaint you that Athanasius is

derived from a Greek word, which signifies immortality,

and that the same word Athanasius signifies also the herb

tansy.

There are some persons so fond of their learned distinc-

tions, that they will shew their subtilty by distinguishing

where there is no difference. And the same silly aflecta-

tion will introduce distinctions upon every occurrence, and
bring three or four negatives upon every subject of dis-

course; first to declare what it is not, and then what it is

:

Whereas such negatives ought never to be mentioned

"where there is no apparent danger of mistake. How ri-

diculous v/ould that writer, who, if he were speaking of

the Nicene creed, should declare jiegatively, (1.) That he

did net mean the doctrine which the inhabitants of Nice
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believed ; nor, (2 ) A creed written by them ; but, (3.)

Positively, a creed composed by several Christian bishops

met together in the city of Nice ? The positive is sufii-

cient here, and the two negatives are impertinent.

4. " Be not fond of proving those things which need no
proof." Such as self-evident propositions and truths uni-

versally confessed, or such as are entirely agreed to, and
granted by our opponents. It is this vain affectation of

proving every thing that has led geometricians to form

useless and intricate demonstrations to support some theo-

rems, which are sutTiciently evident to the eye by inspec-

tion ; or to the mind by the first mention of them ; and it

is the same humour that reigns sometimes in the pulpit,

and spends half the sermon in proving some general truths

which is never disputed or doubted, and thereby robs the

auditory of more useful entertainment.

5. As there are some things so evidently true, that they

want no proof, so there are others so evidently false, that

they want no refutation. It is mere trifling, and a waste

of our precious moments, to invert and raise such objections

as no man would ever make in earnest, and that merely

for the sake of ansv/ering and solving them : This breaks

in notoriously upon the due brevity of method.

6. '' Avoid in general all learned forms, all trappings of

art, and ceremonies of the schools, where there is no need
of them." it is reported concerning the late Czar of Mus-
covy, that when he firit acquainted himself with mathe-
matical learning, he practised all the rules of circumvaila-

tion and contravallation, and the siege of a town in Livo-

nia ; and by the length of those formalities he lost the op-

portunity of taking the town.
7

.

" Do not suffer every occasional and incidental thought

to carry you away into a long parenthesis, and thus to

stretch out your discourse, and divert you from the point

in hand." In the pursuit of your subject, if any useful

thought ojcur which belongs to some other theme, note it

down for the sake of your memory on some other paper,

and lay it by in reserve for its proper place and season

:

but let it not incorporate itself with your present theme,
nor draw off your mind from your main business, though
it should be ever so inviting. A man who walks direetiy
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but slowly toward his journey's end, will arrive thither

much sooner than his neighbour, who runs into every

crooked turning which he meets, and wanders aside to gaze

at every thing that strikes his eyes by the way, or to gather

every gaudy flower that grows by the side of the road.

To mm up all : " There is a happy medium to be ob-

served in cur method, so that the brevity may not reader

the sense obscure, nor the argument feeble, nor our knowl-

edge merely superficial : And on the other hand, that the

fulness and copiousness of our method may not waste the

time, tire the iearnefj or fill the mind with trifles and im-

pertinencies."

Tiie copious and the contracted way of writing have each

their peculiar advantages. There is a proper use to be

made of large paraphrases, and full, particular, and diffu-

sive explications and arguments ; these are fittest for those

who design to be acquainted thoroughly with every part

of the subject. There is also an use of shorter hints, ab-

stracts, and compendiums, to instruct those who seek only

a slight and general knowledge, as well as to refresh the

memory of those who have learned the science already, and
gone through a large scheme. But it is a gross abuse of

these various methods of instruction, when a person has

read a mere compendium or epitome of ar;y science, and ke
vainly imagines that he understajids the whole science.

—

So one boy may become a philosopher by reading over the

mere dry definitions and divisions of Sc/idbler^s Compendium

of Peripctteikwn : So another nia}> boast that he understands

artatomy because he has seen a skeleton ; and a third profess

himself a learned divine, when he can repeat the apostles'

creed.

Rule IV. " Take care that your method be proper to the

subject in hand, proper to yoiir present design, as well as

proper to the age txnd place wherein you dwell.

1 . Let your method be proper to the subject. All sci-

ences mus'.. not be learned or taught in one method. Mo»
rality and theology, metaphysics and logic, will not be ea-

sily and happiiy reduced to strict mathematical method.—
Those who have tried, have found much inconvenienc©
therein.
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1

Some things have more need to be explained than to be

proved ; as axioms, or self evident propositions ; and in-

deed all the tlrst great principles, tlie chief and most im-

portant doctrines both of natural and revealed religion ; for

when the sense of them is clearly explained, they appear

90 evident in the light of nature or s -n'pture, that they

want no other proof. There are other things that stand in

^need of proof, as well as eKutication,as many mathematical

theorems, and several deep controversies in morality and
divinity. There are yet other sorts of subjects which want
rather to be warmly impressed upon the mind by fervent

exhortation, and stand in more need of this than they do
either of proof or explication; such are the most general,

plain, and obvious duties of piety towards God, and love

towards men, with the governments of all our inclinations

and passions. Now these several subjects ought to be treat-

ed in a different manner and method.

Again there are some subjects in the same treatise which
are more useful and necessary than others, and some parts

of a subject which are eminently and chiefly designed by
a writer or speaker : True method will teach us to dwell

longer upon these themes, and to lay out more thought and
labour upon them ; whereas the same art of method will

teach us to cut short those things which are used only to

introduce our main subject, and to stand as scalFolding

merely to aid the structure of our discourse. It will teach

ns also to c intent ourselves with brief hints of those mat-
ters which are merely occasional and incidental.

2.- Your method must be adjusted by your design ; for

if yon treat of the same subject with tv/o different views
and designs, you will find it necessary to use different

methods. Suppose the doctrine of the sacred Trinity were
your theme, and you were to read a lecture to young stu-

dents on the subject, of if you designed a treatise for the

conviction of learned men, you would pursue a very differ-

ent method from that which would be proper to regulate a
practical discourse or a sermon to instruct common chris-

tians merely in the pious improvement of this doctrine, and
awaken them to the duties yfhkU are derived thence.

Z2
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In short we must not first lay down certain and precise

rules of method, and resolve to confine the matter we dis-

course of, to that particular form and order of topics ; but

we must well consider, and study the subject of our dis-

course thorougly, and take a just survey of our present de-

sign, and these will give sufficient hints of the particular

form and order in which we should handle it, provided

that we are moderately skilled in the general laws of method
and order.

Yet let it be noted here, that neither the subject, nor

matter of a discourse, nor the particular design of it, can

«o precisely determine the method, as to leave no room
for liberty and variety. The very same theme may be

handled, and that also with the same design, in several

different methods, among which it is hard to say which
is the best. In writing a system of divinity, some begin

with the scriptures, and thence deduce all other doctrines

and duties. Some begin with the being of God and his

attributes, so far as he is known by the light of nature ;

and then proceed to the doctrines of revelation. Some
distinguish the whole subject into the credenda and agen-

da, that is, Things to be believed, and things to be done.

Some think it best to explain the whole Christian religion

by an historical detail of all the discoveries which God has

made of himself to this lower world, beginning at the

creation in the first chapter of Genesis, and so proceeding

onward according to the narrative of the Old and New
Testament. And there are others that endeavour to in-

clude the whole of religion under these four heads, namely,

T^e apostles creed, the Lord's prayer, the ten eommandmenis,

mid the tivo sacraments ; though 1 cannot but think this is

the least accurate of any. The same variety may beallow-

€d in treating other subjects. This very treatise of logic

is an instance of it, whose method differs very considerably

from any others which 1 have seen, as they differ also

greatly from one another, though several of them are con-

fessed to be well written.

3, Though a just view of our subject and our design

may dictate proper rules of natural method, yet there must
be some little difference at least paid to the custom of -

the age wherein we live, and to the humour and genius
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of our readers or hearers : which if we utterly reject and
disdain, our performances will Hiil of the desired success,

even though we may have followed the just rules of meth-
od. I will mention but this one instance ; In the former

century it was frequent with learned men to divide their

theme or subject into a great multitude of co-ordinate

members or parts, they abounded also in the forms of log-

ic and distinction, and indulged numerous ranks of sub-

ordination. Now, though we ought not to abandon the

rules of just method and division, in order to compare
with the modish writers in our age who have renounced

them, yet it is prudent to pay so much respect to the cus-

tom of the age, as to use these forms of division with due
moderation, and not affect to multiply them in such a

manner, as to give an early and needless disgust to the

generality of your present readers. The same may be

said concerning various other methods of conduct in ttje

affairs of learning, as well as the affairs of life, wherein

we must indulge a little to custom : And yet we must by
110 means suffer ourselves so far to be imposed upon and
governed by it as to neglect those rales of method which
are necessary for the safe, easy, and complete inquiry into

truth, or the ready and effectual communication of it to

others.

Rule VII. The last requisite of method is, that the

parts of a discourse should be well connected ; and these

three short directions will suffice for this purpose.

1. " Keep your main end and design ever in view, and
let aU the parts of your discourse have a tendency towards

it, and as far as possible make that tendency visible ail the

way :" Otherwise the readers or hearers will have reason

to wonder for what end that or this particular was intro-

duced.

2. " Let the mutual relation and dependence of the

several branches of your discourse be so just and evident,

that every part may naturally lead onv/ard to the next,

without any huge chasms or breaks which interrupt and

deform the scheme." The connexion or truths stiould

arise and appear in their successive rank a -id order, as the

several parts of a fine pro-peer ascend just behind each

other, in their natural and regular elevations and disiaii-
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ces, and invite the eye to climb onward with constant plea-

sure till it reach the sky. Whatsoever horrid beauty a
precipice or a cataract may add to the prospect of a coun-

try, yet such sort of hideous and abrupt appearances in a
scene of reasoning are real blemishes and not beauties.

When the reader is passing over such a treatise, he often

finds an wide vacancy, and makes an uneasy stop, and
knows not how to transport his thoughts over to the next

particular, for want of some clue or connecting idea to lay

hold of.

3. " Acquaint yourself with all the proper and decent

forms of transition from one part of a discourse to another,

and practise them as occasion offers." Where the ideas,

propositions and arguments, are happily disposed, and
well connected, the truth indeed is secure ; but it renders

the discourse much more agreeable, when proper and grace-

ful expression joins the parts of it together in so entertain-

ing a manner, that the reader knows not how to leave off

till he hath arrived at the end.

These are the general and most important rules of true

Method ; and though they belong chiefly to the commu-
nication of knowledge, yet an early and thorough acquain-

tance with them will be of considerable use towards the

pursuit and attainment ©f it.

Those persons who have never any occasion to commu-
nicate knowledge by writing or by public discourses, may
also with great advantage persue these rules of method,

that they may learn to judge with justice and accuracy

concerning the performances of others. And besides, a
gjod acquaintance v/ith method, will greatly assist every

one in ranging, disposing and managing all human affairs;

The particular means or method for a farther improvment
of the understanding are very various, such as meditation,

reading, conversing, disputing by speech or by writing,

question and answer, &c. And in each of these practices

some special forms may be observed, and special rules may
be given to facilitate and secure our inquiries after truth ;

But this would require a little volume by itself, and a trea-

tise of Logic has always been esteemed sufficiently COIC*

plete without it,

T H E E N P.
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